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1.0 SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
During the past decade extensive capabilities for combined thermal
and fluid flow transient analysis was developed at the Vought Systems Division
(VSD) of LTV Aerospace Corporation. The capabilities included (1) a pressure/
flow solution for a general flow network (integrated with the finite difference
temperature solution) including general valve analyses, orifice and pump analysis
packages, (2) a number of special thermal analysis options including heat ex-
changer analysis, cavity radiant interchange analysis, cabin analysis, etc.
and (3) a number of input/output capabilities such as automatic plotting, in-
terrupt and restart, etc. These capabilities were included in a general purpose
thermal analysis routine, MOTARl*, developed by VSD for NASA-JSC.
The objective of the effort described by this report was to incorporate
these fluid flow analysis, special thermal analysis and input/output capabilities
of the MOTAR routine into the SINDA7 routine which was developed by the TRW
Corporation. This effort was performed under contract NAS9-6807 for NASA-JSC.
ATI-the capabilities were added in the form of user subroutines so that they may
be-added to different versions of SINDA with a minimum of programmer effort.
Two modifications were made to the existing subroutines of SINDA/
VERSION 8 to incorporate the above subroutines. These were:
(1) A modification to the preprocessor to permit actual values
of array numbers, conductor numbers, node numbers or con-
stant numbers supplied as array data to be converted to
relative numbers.
(2) Modifications to execution subroutine CNFAST to make it
compatible with the radiant interchange user subroutine,
RADIR.
This modified version of SINDA has been designated SINDA/VERSION 9.
A detailed discussion of the methods used for the capabilities added
is presented in Section 2.0. The modifications for the SINDA subroutines are
described in Section 3.0. User subroutines are described in Section 4.0, and
a sample problem is given in Section 5.0. All subroutines added or modified are
listed in Appendix A.
Superscripts refer to references in Section 6.0
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2.0 DISCUSSION OF METHODS
SINDA user subroutines were developed to incorporate the MOTAR
routinel capabilities for fluid/pressure analysis, thermal analysis of a
flowing fluid and enclosure analysis into the SINDA routine. The analytical
methods for these capabilities are described in this section. Thermal analysis
features such as those methods required for analysis of a flowing fluid and
those required for enclosure radiation analysis are described in Section 2.1,
Pressure-flow analysis methods are described in Section 2.2.
2.1 Thermal Analysis Features
The calculation methods for (1) convection and flow thermal conductors
for flow in a tube, (2) heat exchanger thermal performance, (3) inline heater
thermal performance, (4) cabin thermal and mass balance, and (5) enclosure
radiation thermal performance have been added to the SINDA library of user
subroutines. The methods used are based on those from the MOTAR computer
routine and are described in detail in the following sections.
2.1.1 Convection Conductors
Three user subroutines were prepared for the SINDA library to give
to the user the capability of analyzing convection heat transfer for flow
in a tube. These subroutines and their functions are:
CONVI - Calculates heat transfer coefficient using re-,
lationships for convection in a flowing tube
CONV2 - Calculates the heat transfer coefficient using the
Stanton number obtained from interpolating a curve
CONV3 - Interpolates a curve of heat transfer coefficients vs
flowrates for the coefficient
The value of the convection conductor, Gij, between a fluid lump and tube
l.ump is given by the following relation for all three of the above
routines:
Gij = hA (1)
where
h - the convection heat transfer coefficient
A - the convection area
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CONVI uses one of several methods for determining the heat transfer
coefficient, h, for flowing fluid in a tube depending on the flow regime.
The flow regime is assumed to be laminar when the Reynolds number is 2000
or less. For this regime the.convection heat transfer coefficient is
calculated by:
h = 3.66-F1 + .0155-F2
S+ .015 1 X 1/ 3  (2)
e r  
e Pr
where: k = thermal conductivity
D = hydraulic diameter to flow
X = distance from tube entrance
Re = Reynolds number
4m
P
= flow rate of fluid
L = viscosity of fluid
P = wetted perimeter of fluid flow passage
Fl = An input factor for modifying fully
developed flow
F2 = AA input factor for modifying developing
flow
Equation (2) is a curve fit obtained by VMSC to approximate the Gratz so-
lution 2 to flow in a tube for values of l greater than 0.001.D RePr greater than 0.001.
The convection heat transfer coefficient for flow in a tube in the transi-
tion flow regime (2000 < Re < 6400) is approximated in CONV1 by the follow-
ing relation:
h =- 0.116 (Re2/3- 125)(Pr)1/3 (3)
This relation was derived by Hausen 3 and holds only for fully developed flow.
3
The relation used in CONV1 to determine h for turbulent flow (Re > 6400)
is the following:
h = .023 K (Re)*8(r)1/3 (4)
CONV2 supplies a more general option for determining the convection
heat transfer coefficient. A curve of St(Pr)2/3 vs Reynolds No. is inter-
polated to obtain the value of St(Pr)2/3 . That is,
St(PR)2/3 = .F(Re) (5)




V = Average fluid velocity
F(Re)= An arbitrary function of Reynonds number which
the user can input as a table
The heat transfer coefficient is calculated by
h = K F(Re) Re(Pr)1/ 3  (6)
In CONV3, the convection heat transfer coefficient is obtained by direct
interpolation of a curve of heat transfer coefficient vs flowrate.
2.1.2 Flow Conductors
A method for calculating the value of flow conductors is required
when analyzing a problem with fluid flowing in a tube. The flow conductor
is a one way conductor from node i to node j and is calculated by
Gij = Cpi (7)
where: Gij = the conductance from the upstream lump
W = the mass flow rate in the tube
Cpi = the fluid specific heat for lump i
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Two user subroutines FLOCN1 and FLOCN2, were prepared to calculate the values
for the flow conductors. Both subroutines reference the flowrate array and an
array containing conductor identification information. FLOCNI assumes the
specific heat is a function of temperature whereas; FLOCN2 assumes a constant
value for specific heat.
2.1.3 Heat Exchanger Analysis
Four subroutines have been written to facilitate the thermal analysis
of systems containing heat exchangers. These are HXCNT for analysis of counter
flow heat exchangers, HXPAR for parallel flow heat exchangers, HXCROS for
cross flow heat exchangers and HXEFF for any heat exchanger with an input
effectiveness. These subroutines calculate the outlet temperatures of two
sides based upon the inlet temperatures and heat exchanger effectiveness.
The relations used for calculating effectiveness are described below.
2.1.3.1 Counterflow Heat Exchanger
Subroutine HXCNT calculates the heat exchanger effectiveness using
the relation from Reference 3 for counterflow heat exchangers. That is,
-uA 1 - (MC)s
S l-e (MC) UA (MC)s
S (MC) (MCC))1s
Where C = effectiveness
UA = overall effectiveness
(MC) s = mass, specific heat product for the side with
the smallest MC
(MC)1 = mass, specific heat product for the side with
the largest MC
The limiting cases for this relation are:
(1) When (MC)s/ (MC) = 0,
S1 - e UA/(MC)s
(2) When (MC)s/(MC)I = 1
UA
= (-MC)s = UA
S+ UA (MC)s+ UAT =C)s
5
Using the effectiveness as calculated by the above method, the outlet
temperatures are calculated as follows:
1. For the side with the smallest MC, (MC)s :
Touts = Tins - E (Tins - Tin 1) (9)
2. The outlet temperature for the side with the large MC is
then calculated by
Toutj = (MC)s  (Tins - Touts) + Tin, (10)
2.1.3.2 Parallel Flow Heat Exchanger
Subroutine HXPAR calculates the heat exchanger effectiveness
using the relation for parallel flow heat exchanger swhich is:
UA 1+(MC)l
1 - eTMC)sL (MC) ]
S(MC) Ci
The limiting cases are
(1) When (MC)s/(MC)I =0,
= 1 - e-UA/(MC)s





The heat exchanger outlet temperatures are then calculated using
equations 9 and 10.
2.1.3.3 Cross Flow Heat Exchanger
Subroutine HXCROS calculates the effectiveness for cross flow heat





e-1i HMC s (12)
S= 1 -e
F(MC)1 0.22














£ = 1 -e - e(MC)i (15)
The heat exchanger outlet temperatures are calculated using equations (9) and
(10).
2.1.3.4 User Supplied Effectiveness
Subroutine HXEFF was written to perform heat exchanger thermal analysis
with a user supplied effectiveness. The effectiveness may either be supplied
as a constant or as an array number which gives the effectiveness as a
bivariant function of the flowrates on the two sides. The outlet temperatures
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are then calculated using equations (9) and (10).
2.1.4 Inline Heater Analysis
Provisions for the analysis of a fluid heater have been included
in SINDA with subroutine HEATER. This subroutine simulates an electrical
heater with a control system which turns the heater on when a specified
sensor lump drops below a set value and turns the heater off when the
specified sensor lump rises above another set value. When the heater is
on an input quantity of heat is added to the heater node.
2.1.5 Cabin Analysis
A subroutine has been written for use with SINDA which will give
the user the ability to perform thermal analyses on cabin air systems including
condensation on the walls and a vapor mass balance. The cabin heat transfer
and condensation analysis involves the two-component flow of a condensible
vapor and a non-condensable gas, with condensation of the vapor occurring
on surfaces in contact with the fluid. Two problems of this nature have
been studied extensively.
1. Condensation on, or evaporation from, a surface over which
a free stream of fluid is passing. In this case, for rela-
tively low mass transfer rates, the fluid properties can be
assumed to be constant.
2. Dehumidification of a confined fluid stream by a bank of
tubes. In this case there is a marked change in the
temperature and vapor content of the fluid, and the de-
tailed deposition of the condensate is not of primary
interest. This type of analysis is usually handled on an
overall basis similar to heat exchanges effectiveness
calculations.
The following additional assumptions have been made with respect
to the cabin atmospheric conditions.
1. The heat of circulation in the cabin is sufficiently high
that the temperature and humidity are effectively the same
throughout the cabin.
2. The velocity at all points where heat transfer and/or con-
densation can occur is known, and is proportional to the
total mass flow rate in the cabin.
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These assumptions'make it possible to calculate the heat and vapor
balance in the cabin for the entire volume as a unit, and to solve the heat
transfer and condensation equations at each node independently of the other
nodes.
Cabin humidity can be determined from an overall vapor balance in
the cabin. The total vapor in the cabin at the end of an iteration is:
=W i- + Wv in - WV out - IW L
Where WV = mass of vapor in cabin at end of iteration i
W= mass of vapor in cabin at start of iteration i-l
Wv in = mass of vapor flowing into cabin during iteration i
Wv out = mass of vapor-flowing out of cabin during iteration i
- WL  = mass of vapor condensed during iteration i-l
Wvi n is determined from the known conditions of the gas flowing into the
cabDn.
Wv in = ri in [ in
.+ Vin
Where m in = mass flow rate into cabin
in = specific humidity of gas flowing into cabin
= time increment
It is assumed that an equal volume of gas is flowing out of the cabin.
Then,
Wv out =  out 1c
Where V = specific humidity in the cabin (at the end of theC previous iteration)
and m out = m in [k /Pin]
Where Pc = cabin density
Pin = density of gas flowing into cabin
The condensation term ZWL is determined from the calculations for
the individual nodes as described below. The properties of the cabin
atmosphere are determined from the calculated value of Wv . The vapor pressure
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in the cabin is
Pv = Wvc Rv Tc
Vc
Where Vc  = cabin volume
RV  = gas constant
Tc = temperature of cabin gas
PV = vapor pressure
Assuming that the cabin pressure Pc is a constant, the gas
partial pressure Pa is:
Pa = Pc - Pv
and Wa = Pa
Ra Tc
Where Wa = mass of non-condensible gas in the cabin.




The properties of the atmosphere can now be determined by
Ac = XLg + cAv
X+ IC
Cpc = Cpg + cCpv
I1 + ;0c
kc = Xkg + Ockv
X + Oc
Pc = WV + Ws
Vc
Where p = viscosity
Cp = specific heat
k = thermal conductivity
X = molecular weight ratio, Mv
Mg
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and all values are evaluated at T Cabin temperature Tc can be
determined by a heat balance on te cabin atmosphere.
Tc Tci-  + in Cpc (Tin - Tci-') L
(Wv + WA) Cpc
Where Tci-  = Tc after previous iteration
Tin = temperature of gas flowing into cabin
-IQL = net heat loss to cabin lumps
The heat transfer between the cabin atmosphere and the tube
-and structure lumps in the cabin is defined by:
QLi = hALi [ Tc - TLi ]Ar
Where h = heat transfer coefficient
ALi = heat transfer area of lump
TLi = temperature of tube lump
Ar = time increment
5- Using the Colburn-Chilton heat transfer-mass transfer analogy,
nthe ,condensation (or evaporation) at the tube lump is determined by:
-c 
-  A WLi = Km ALi [Pv - Pwi] Ar
cWhere WLi = condensation on wall, lb.
K,  = mass transfer coefficient
Pwi = vapor pressure at TLi
ne~r The latent heat addition to the lump due to this condensation
is
AQ = AWLi
Where A = latent heat of vaporization
The vapor pressure Pwi can be determined by a relationship
-derived from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and the perfect gas law
(LAppendix K of Reference 41.
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X TU - To
Pwi "Po e L TLi
Where Po is known vapor pressure at a reference temperature
To.
Three methods are available for determining mass and heat transfer
coefficient. For tube lumps the equations from Reference 3 for gas flowing
normal to the tube axis was assumed. Three different equations are used
depending on the value of the Reynold's number.
Nu = 0.43 + .533 (Re) 5 (Pr).31  Re < 4000
Nu = 0.43 + .193 (Re)' 618 (Pr).31 4000< Re< 40000
Nu = 0.43 + .0265 (Re).805 (Pr). 3 1  40000< Re <400000
These equations were derived for an air-vapor mixture, but should
be relatively accurate for other similar gases. The Nusselt and Reynold's
numbers in the equations are defined using the tube diameter for the
characteristic dimension, and the velocity in the Reynold's number is input




Where Wco = nominal cabin atmosphere circulation rate
vio = velocity at lump at Wco
Wc = circulation rate at time of calculation
The second option assumes flat plate flow for cabin wall lumps.
In this case the heat transfer coefficient, for laminar flow, varies along
the plate. Hence, direction of gas flow and the location of an assumed
leading edge must be assumed. The equation for flat plates from Reference 3 is:
5 1/3Nu = 0.332 Re' Pr
where the Nusselt and Reynold's numbers are local values and are
defined by the distance X from the assumed leading edge. For a wall lump of
length Li which is located a distance Lio from the assumed leading edge, the
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average Nusselt number can be defined as:
Nu -0.664 Pr 3 [(Rel).5 - (Reo)5
Where Nu is defined by Li
Reo is defined by Lio
Rel is defined by Lio + Li
The third option is a direct user input for convective heat transfer coefficient.
For the determination of mass transfer coefficients, the same
equations which were used for heat transfer coefficient can be used with the
Sherwood number substituted for Nusselt number and Schmidt number for Prandtl
number. However, if the diffusion coefficient for the cabin is approximately
equal to thermal diffusivity, the Sherwood number is equal to the Nusselt
number and the mass transfer coefficient can be determined directly from the
heat transfer coefficient. That is:
Sh = Nu
KmRTgx = hx
If D = a then
Km = hD
a pCp RTg (16)
Km =
Cp Pc
Equation (16) is the Lewis relationship (Reference 3). For a mixture
of oxygen and water vapor characteristic values are .866 for the diffusion
coefficient, D, and .879 for thermal diffusivity, a, so the relationship
should be valid.
For cabin tube and wall lumps the values for AQLi and AQXi are
added to the basic heat balance equation for these lumps. Values for AQLi
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are summed for all participating lumps for input to the cabin atmosphere heat
balance. Values for AWLi are also summed for all lumps for cabin humidity
balance, and the value for total water condensed on each lump WLi is main-
tained.
If the rate of evaporation or condensation is high it would be
possible for the cabin humidity to change significantly during a single
iteration. This could lead, for example, to overestimating condensation by
assuming that the humidity is constant in the calculation. A test of the
approximate vapor pressure in the cabin at the end of the iteration is made,
and the condensation or evaporation at any lump is reduced, if the sign of
the AWL i term is changed. A value Wv' is calculated by:
WV' = WvI l - XWL i
and Pv WyV R TgRv T
144 Vc
Then for each lump if
Pv' 
- Pwi < 0
Pv - Pwi
a new value of AWLi is calculated by:
Pv - PwiSWL = A WLi Pv - P
The new values of AWLi are now again summed for the new value of
EAWL for establishing cabin humidity for the next iteration. A test is also
made to assure that Wv ' is never less than zero.
2.1.6 Radiation Interchange Analysis
Capabilities have been incorporated into subroutines for use with
SINDA to facilitate the analysis of radiation heat transfer in an enclosure.
The capabilities include the ability to:
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(1) Analyze diffuse and/or specular infrared radiation in
an enclosure
(2) Analyze diffuse and/or specular radiation from an external source
for as many wave bands as desired
(3) Consolidate several temperature nodes into a single surface
to improve computational efficiency
A radiation surface is defined as a group of temperature nodes which
may be assumed to have identical radiating properties, angle factors and
interchange factors.
The subroutines account for the net radiation heat transfer between
a number of surfaces due to emitted radiation from each surface, reflected
radiation from each surface, and radiation from any number of incident sources.
The reflection of the energy originally emitted by another surface or from
an external source may be either diffuse, specular, or any combination of the
two.
2.1.6.1 Emitted Radiation In A Cavity
The radiosity of a surface is defined as the flux of infrared
radiation leaving that surface with a diffuse distributi.on (according to
Lambert's Law). That energy leaving a surface which has been reflected in
a specular manner does not contribute to the radiosity of that surface. The
incident infrared radiosity is denoted by the symbol H. The reflectance
(1 - E) of a surface is separated into two components, the diffuse reflectance
(p), and the specular reflectance (pS). Here c is the emittance of the surface
and is equivalent to the absorptance far long wavelength radiation. With
the angle factors (Fij) defined in the normal way, there exist similar angle
factors which relate the geometrical ability of surface i to radiate to surface
j by means of a mirror-like reflection from specular surface k. Reference to
Figure 1 indicates the method of imagery which will enable the calculation of
these reflected angle factors. Here the angle factor to surface j is identical
with the angle factor to the image of surface j. Also the angle factor is
limited by the ability of surface i to "see" through the "window" of surface k.
With the specular surface angle factors so defined, an interchange factor Eij
is defined similarly to reference 5 as follows:



































































































































































Here Fij(k) is the angle factor from i to j as seen in the specular surface
k, Fij(k,1 ) is the angle factor from i to j as seen in the double specular
reflection from k and i. There are an infinite number of possible combinations
of these multi-reflections. It is evident that the interchange factors account for
the specularly reflected radiant flux from the reflecting surface. This
portion of total leaving flux is not a component of the radiosity of that
surface. The radiosity may be written
Bi = Ti 4 + Pi Hi (18)11,(18)
and, for ns surfaces,
ns
Hi = A BAE (19)
Ai J=l (19)
Now the interchange factors obey the reciprocity relation
Ai Eij = Aj Eji (20)
So, Hi  Bj Eij (21)
Substitution into the equation for B results in
ij - Eij) Bj = i a Ti 4  (22)
This equation represents a set of linear, simultaneous, inhomogeneous
algebraic equations for the unknowns (Bj). The symbol 6ij is the Kronecker
delta function which is 1 when i = j and is 0 when i / j.
Note that the coefficients of Bj in equation (22) do not form a
symetric coefficient matrix since the off diagonal terms contain - piEij.
This equation can be made symetric by multiplying each equation by Ai/pi.
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This gives
I Ai - EijA i  Bi " '( Ai oT4  (23)
j pi Pi i= 1, ns
Written in matrix form this equation is
E B =T (24)
Where E is a symetric coefficient matrix. The solution is
B = E-1 T =[eijT (25)
or
ns
Bi  = e-! i A. 4  (26)J=l ij Jrfa T is v
P 3
The net heat transfer rate asorbed by surface i is given by
Qi =  Ai'i [ Hi - oT 4] (27)
Where Hi is given from equation (18) as
Hi =1 I[B i  - Ti 4
Pi
Substituting in for Hi gives
Qi =  Aii ( [Bi -i a Ti]- aT 4
i
4, (28)




Substituting in for Bi from equation (26) into equation (28) gives
ns
Ai .1 e I A T.4 T4Qi P J=1 p [ 1  3  1
S ns
-Ai i e 1 Aj aT.4  A oT (29)Pi J=l p j - e i  Pi 
i  (29)
4 4
V 1  Pi
Since, in steady state, Qi = o , and Ti = Tj4 for all i and j we can
conclude that ns
pi +  - e ij .A = e-l e.A.i 1 1 i
P. J=l
I Jti 3.
Making the above substitution in equation (29) gives
ns
Q A A e T1 4 T (3
= U . Ai [T i4 (30)
J=l P. P.
If we define 0y' as
-1=
ij 1 j Ae (31)
P Pj




i a A T ijj 4 T4] (32)J=1
This equation gives the heat flux between surfaces. However, each surface




n n Aa jAi  T - T 4]  (33)
T i J=1
Where n = the node number on surface i
Prior to each iteration, the temperature of the surfaces are determined by
nn 4 nn 4
n An T n ATn




Where nn = the number of nodes on surface i
Since the heat transfer rate given by equation (33) depends on the node
temperature, stability considerations must be taken into account. This is
handled ,by storing the following relation into the array containing the
sum of the conductors used for time increment calculation
nc
CON = 4 An  a 3 A (35)
Ai  J=l
Subroutine RADIR makes the calculations necessary to obtain Qn
given by equation (33) and CONn given by equation (35). The following is
a summary of the calculations:
.A. The following are performed the first time through RADIR:
1. From the user input values of Eij, Ai, and pi, the E
matrix given by equation (24) is formed. Only half
of the symetric matrix is stored to save space.
2. The E matrix is inverted in its own space to get E-l
with elements eij
3. The-;r Aij values are determined from equation (31)
and stored in the surface connections data.
B. The following calculations are performed on each temperature
iterations:
i. The temperature of each surface is calculated by equation
(34).
2. The heat absorbed for each node is determined using
equation (33) and is added to the Q array.
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The routine utilizes data used for obtaining 7"Aij in step A as working
space for step B, thus, maximizing space utilization.
2.1.6.2 Radiation From External Source
As with the internally generated radiation, the solar (or any other
external source radiation) interchange factor is defined by
E = F1 + pOsF (k) + s Pk s F (k,) +
k k I
Where Pt* is the solar specular reflectance of surface K
Fi (K) is the angle factor from i to j as seen in the
.. specular surface K
Fi (K, ) is the angle factor from i to j as seen in a double
* specular reflection from j to I to k back to i
The interchange factors as defined above accounts for the specularly flux
reflected from the surface. Thus, since the specular component of the flux
is assumed to go directly from surface i to surface j by the interchange
factor, Eij, this portion of the total flux is not a component of the radiosity
for the intermmediate surfaces (k and I above). The radiosity of surface
i is given by
B = Pi H. (36)
Where B is the radiosity (energy leaving)
H is the incident energy
p" is the diffuse reflectance
The energy incident upon a surface is given by
ns
Hi = Eij Si (37)
J=l
Where Si is the energy directly incident on surface i from
an external source
21
Substituting equation (36) into (37), multiplying by Ai/p i and simplifying




This set of n equations can be written in matrix form as
E* B = S (39)
Note that the equations are written so that E* is a symetric matrix, which
has the solution for B*
-1
B*= E* - S  or. Bi  = ([e Aj (40)
J=1
Where (e . is the ijth element of the inverse of the E* matrix
The heat flux absorbed by the i th surface is given by
QI = aH. (41)
A.
But from equation (36)
Bi (42)Hi =
Combining equations (40), (41), and (42) gives
n
S= -1  AAiS(43)
J=1 p *
If we define
-= e- a A.
ij eij a 3 (44)
p*
Then the absorbed heat flux is given by
n
Qi= ij A i S (45)
J=l
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Equation (45) gives the heat absorbed by each surface. However, each surface
may contain several temperature nodes. The absorbed heat for each node is
given by:
Q n QQn = Qi (46)
Where A is the area of the node
n
Subroutine RADSOL was written to make necessary calculations to
obtain Qn given by equation (46). The following is a summary of the
calculations:
A. The following calculations are made the first time through
RADSOL:
* *
1. From the user input values of E ij', i , and Ai, the
E* matrix given by equation (39) is formed. Only one
half is stored since E* is symetric.
2. The E* matrix is inverted in its own space to get E*
with elements, e.l
3. Thec7j Ai values are determined from equation (44) and
stored in the surface connections data.
B. The following calculations are performed on each temperature
iteration:




2. The net heat absorbed by this wavelength radiation is
calculated for each temperature node on each surface by
Q* = A Q
n A n 1
Ai
This quantity of absorbed heat is added to the Q array for
node n.
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Note that the user may specify subroutine RADSOL for an many bands of
radiation from an external source as desired. A single call is required
for each band.
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2.2 Fluid Flow Analysis
Subroutine PFCS was written as a SINDA user subroutine to provide
the ability to perform fluid pressure/flow analysis for flow of an incom-
pressible fluid in tubes. The fluid flow analysis of PFCS is integrated
with the thermal analysis capability so that the temperature dependence
of properties is included in the pressure balances. PFCS is called from
the VARIBLES 2 user logic block.
PFCS performs a pressure-flow balance on a general flow network
including the following effects:
(1) Friction pressure drop
(2) Orifices and fitting type pressure losses
(3) Valves
(4) Pumps
(5) Incoming flow sources at any pressure point in the system
The user describes the flow model to the subroutine by supplying the tube
network connections and information concerning fluid properties, flow
geometry, temperature model lumps, orifices, valves and pumps. Using this
information, the subroutine determines the flow distribution required to
satisfy (1) the conservation of mass at each node point and (2) equal
pressure drops across tubes in parallel. The model used to describe the
flow system and the analytical methods for determining the solution are
described below.
2.2.1 Overall Flow Model Description
A flow problem may be analyzed with PFCS, simultaneously with a
thermal analysis, so that the flow solution is continually updated based
on the thermal conditions. To perform a flow analysis, the user must in-
put a mathematical model of the flow system. The flow system is assumed
to consist of a set of interconnected tubes such as the example shown in
Figure 2 which consists of two radiator panels, each containing four
tubes and connected so that they flow in parallel.
For clarity the following definitions are made at this point:
25






FIGURE 2 FLOW SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
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(1) A tube is any single length of pipe between two pressure
nodes. A tube "contains" fluid temperature nodes and may
contain as many of these as required.
(2) A pressure node is located at each end of a tube. As many
tubes as desired may be connected at a node junction and
a node must exist at the junctions of two flow pipes.
We must make a mathematical model to describe the fluid flow information to
the computer. The information required consists of:
(1) Identification of the pressure node numbers
(2) Identification of the tube numbers and the two pressure
nodes connected by tube
(3) The fluid temperature nodes contained in each tube
(4) The flow geometry for each temperature fluid nodes
(5) The number of "head losses" for items such as orifices
(6) Fluid property information
(7) Valve connections and characteristics
(8) Pump characteristics
To build a flow mathematical model, a schematic of the flow system is needed.
As shown in Figure 2, the pressure nodes and tubes may be superimposed on
the schematic. It is also helpful to impose the fluid temperature lump numbers
for each tube.
To facilitate speedy analysis on a general flow problem, provisions
have been made for the user to divide the flow system network into subnetwork
elements. For example, the flow system shown in Figure 2 could be divided
as shown in Figure 3. Tubes 23 and 24 are added in the main network as shown
in 3(a) to replace subnetwork elements 1 and 2. The subnetwork elements 1
and 2 which are shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c) are then input as separate
network elements. This type of subdivision allows the solution to be obtained
by solving two sets of 6 simultaneous equations and one set of 8 equations
rather than the original set of 16 simultaneous equations. This type of sub-
division has been found to enhance the solution speed and accuracy for pro-
blems with a large number of nodes.







a) Main Flow Network
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c) Subnetwork No. 2
FIGURE 3 MAIN NETWORK AND SUBNETWORKS
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(1) The flow resistance is obtained for each fluid temperature
lump in each tube including the effects of friction, orifices,
and fitting type losses.
(2) The flow conductor valve is obtained for each tube by summing
all the resistances of the fluid lumps in the tube, adding
the valve and user supplied resistance to the sum, and in-
verting the resistance.
(3) A set of simultaneous equations is set-up and solved for each
main system and subnetwork to obtain the pressures.
(4) The flow rates are then calculated.
A detail discussion of each element in the above sequence is described in the
following subsections.
2.2.2 Tube Conductor Determination
The value of the flow conductor is determined for each tube by
first calculating the flow resistance for each temperature fluid lump con-
tained in the tube, summing these resistances up to obtain the flow re-
sistance of the tube and inverting the tube resistance to get the conductance.
Flow conductance is defined by the relationship
Wij = Fi j [P i - P.(j]ij = 1F i i (47)
Where Wij = flow rate between pressure nodes i and j
GFij = flow conductance between nodes i and j
Pi = pressure at pressure node i
= pressure at pressure node j
The flow resistance for each lump is then
RK GF
Where Rk = flow resistance for lump k
APk = pressure drop for lump k
But APk is given by
S=(fk ffc- k+ K (
Dk 2gc PkA' (48)
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Where fk = the friction factor for lump k
ffc = the friction factor coefficient
Lk = the lump length for lump k
D = the lump hydraulic diameter for lump k
K = the dynamic head losses for lump k
W = the flow rate
gc = the gravitational constant
Pk = the fluid density for lump k
A = the flow area
The flow resistance is then given by
R = fffc k + K ---- 2k k ffc k 2g pkA (49)
Two options are available for obtaining the friction factor, fk. These are
(1) internal calculations for all flow-regimes and (2) internal calculation
for laminar flow and obtained from a table of f vs Re (where Re is the
Reynold's number) for transition and turbulent flow. For the first option
the internal calculations for the three flow regimes are:
Laminar Regime: Rek < 2000.
64
k Rek (50)
Where fk = friction factor for lumpk
Rek = Reynolds number for lump k
Transition Regime: 2000 < Rek < 4000
-k
fk = .2086082052 - .1868265324 Rek (51)
1000
+ .06236703785 Rek 12- .0065545818 Rek 3
L -30 J T
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Turbulent Regime: Rek 4000
(52)
f . = .316
(Rek)
Equation (51) for the transition regime is a curve fit between the
laminar and turbulent regimes which was derived to match the two curves in
a continuous manner. It is merely an arbitrary curve in this undefined
region. A curve of the friction factor vs Reynold's number given by the
--- above relations is shown in Figure 4.
The second option for friction factor uses equation (50) for the
laminar regime and a user input curve of fk ve Re for the other regimes.
The options available for input of the dynamic head loss, ( , include
(1) an input constant or (2) a tabulated curve of K vs Re.
-- To obtain the conductance for each tube, the flow resistances for
all the lumps in the tube are added and then inverted, giving
GFid = 1 (53)
Rk
k
----- 2;.2.3 Valve Analysis
Provisions have been included in subroutine'PFCS for valves to be
included in the flow balance. The valve pressure drop is characterized by
the following equation for each side of the valve;
AP = E -
where AP = valve pressure drop
E = valve pressure drop factor (user input)
- = .flowrate through the side of the valve under consideration
X = the fraction of the valie opening ( X = 0 indicates
valve closed; X = 1.0 indicates valve full open)'
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Three basic types of valves are available in PFCS which give different




A number of variations are available for each valve type. For instance, each
of the above may be either one sided or two.sided. If a valve is two sided,
the-valve position of side 2, X2 , is related to that of side one by
X2 = 1.0 - Xl
If the valve is one sided, either side one or side two may be used. Provisions
are included for a valve time constant to be included with the polynomial valve.
The methods used to obtain the valve positions for each of the three
methods are described below.
2.2.3.1 Rate Limited Valve
The valve position for the rate limited valve is obtained by an
approximate integration of the valve rate of movement, X. X depends on
thetemperature difference between the valve control set point temperature
and.the sensor temperature as shown in Figure 5. With this characteristic,
the.valve has no movement as long as the valve temperature error, AT,is
within the dead band. Outside the dead band, the velocity of the valve in-
creases linerarly as the error increases to a maximum rate, X max. The dead
band, rate of velocity increase, dX/d(AT), and the maximum velocity are
controlled by user input.
The relations used to obtain the valve positions are as follows:
Xi+ = Xi + (Xi+l) (Ar) (54)
Where Xi+1 = valve position at iteration i+l
Xi = valve position at iteration i
i+1 = valve velocity at iteration i+l
r = the problem time increment
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Figure 5 Rate Limited Valve Operation
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The valve position is limited by
X min <. xi+l X max
Where X min and X max are input limits on the valve position.
The valve velocity, ix+l, in equation (54) is given by:
i+ = 0 if ITsen - Tset I Tdb
Where
Tsen = Sensor lump temperature
Tset = Set point temperature
Tdb = Valve dead band temperature
+
= di [ Tsen-Tset-Tdb I if Tsen >Tset + Tdb
STAT)
-i+l = dX [Tsen-Tset+Tdb ] if Tsen < Tset - Tdb
dTAT)
The valve velocity is limited by
Xmin < X Xmax
After the valve position for side 1 is obtained from equation (54), the side
-2-position is obtained from X2 = 1.0 - X1
2,2.3.2 Polynomial Valve
The polynomial valve determines the steady state valve position
-as a 4th degree polynomial function of the temperature error between the
sensor lump and the set point. A valve time constant is then applied to
determine how far between the previous position and the new steady state
:position the valve will move. The steady state position, Xss, is given by
Xss = Ao + A
- T + A2 AT2 + A3 AT3 + A4 AT4
Where AT = Tsen - Tset
Tsen = the sensor lump temperature
Tset = the set point temperature
Ao, Al, A2 , A3 , A4  = input constants
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The valve position, Xi + l is then determined by
Xi+l xs +.(Xi-Xss) -ArrC (55)
Where Xi+  = valve positon at iteration i+l
X = valve position at iteration i
Ar = problem time increment
rc  = valve time constant
The valve position for side 2 is given by
X2 = 1.0 - X1
where Xl is given by equation (55)
Note:that this valve combines the capabilities of the polynomial valve and
the proportioning valve described in Reference 6. If one desires to
eliminate the effect of the time constant (and thus, give the valve an
instantaneous response), a value for Tc should be input which is small
compared to the time increment, AT. Also, either a constant value or a
temperature lump number may be specified for the set point to permit use of
the valve for proportioning between two sides.
2.2.3.3 Shut-off Valve
For side 1 of a shut-off valve the valve position decreases from
Xmax to Xmin when the temperature of the sensor lump drops below the specified
"off" temperature,Toff, and increased from Xmin to Xmax when the sensor lump
exceeds a second specified temperature, Ton. Ton must be greater than Toff.
Side 2 works in reverse of side 1. The valve position increased from Xmin to
Xmax when the sensor temperature drops below the specified Ton and decreases
from Xmax to Xmin when the sensor lump increases above the off temperature,
Toff. For side 2, Toff must be greater than Ton. Note that, if the shut-off
valve is a two sided valve with both sides active, the valve is a switching
valve.
2.2.3.4 Valve Flow Resistance Calculations
The valve pressure drop on side one is assumed to be given by:
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(56)
Where E is an input constant
W is the flow through one side of the valve
X is the valve position (fraction of total possible distance)
Since flow resistance is AP/W, the valve flow resistance is given by
(57)
This value of flow resistance is calculated and added to the other flow
resistances of the tube prior to performing the operation in equation (53)
to find the value of the flow conductor for the tube.
Valves may be either one way or two way - i.e.,
be one tube or two tubes at the outlet. If only one tube exists on the
valve outlet the flow resistance is calculated using equation (57) above.
If a second tube exists, the resistance on side 2 is given by
Rv2 = E 2 (58)
2.2.4 Pressure-Flow Network Solution
As previously stated, the user may subdivide a system flow net-
work into a main network and subnetwork elements. The elements which are
subnetworks to the main network may also contain subnetwork elements but
the subdivision can go no lower than two levels.
After the flow conductor values hav been obtained by the methods
described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 a set of simultaneous equations are set
up and solved for the main system and for each subnetwork. The subnetwork
elements are all solved first and then, their equivalent flow conductor'value
is calculated. The value is inserted in the main system network and the
system solution is obtained. The procedure is repeated until the problem
is balanced.
A set of simultaneous equations are obtained by conservation of mass
at each pressure node for each network and subnetwork. For any node i the
conservation equation can be written as follows:
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SWout - in= (59)
Let Win = W
nc
and -Wout = GF Pj - Pi
J3=1
Then equation (59) 6ecomes
n
~jGFi Pj Pi Wi = 0 i=l,n (60)
J=l
Where GF ji = flow conductor between pressure nodes i and j
Pi = pressure at node i
P = pressure at node j
W. = flow rate added at node i
n = number of pressure nodes in the subnetwork
The above equation is a set of n simultaneous equations for P array.
Pressure in the system or subsystem may be set at a specified level but
the last (outlet) node must be specified. Equation (60) may be written




GFij - GFI2 - GF 3. . . . . . . . .
-8F21  GF2j - GF23




W1 + GF1 n Pn
W2 + GF2 n Pn
C =
Wn-1 +GF-11 Pn
Pn is the specified pressure. The abdve equations are solved for pressures
at each point in the system and flow rates are then calculated for each
tube by:
Wij = GF..ii (Pi - P) (62)
Since the coefficient matrix given by equation (61) is symetric and positive
definite the efficient square root or Symmetric Cholesky method was pro-
grammed to obtain the solution. This method is more accurate and faster
than any other methods studied for this application.
Since the flow conductors are functions of the flow rate, the set
of equations given by (61) are solved numerous times on each temperature
iteration with a net set of GFij values for each solution. The iteration
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process continues until the change in the flowrates is within some user
specified tolerance before proceeding to the next iteration.
2.2.5 Pump and System Pressure - Flow Matching
Concurrent with iterating the system flow equation to solution
on each temperature iteration, the overall system pressure drop and flowrate must b(
matched to a pump characteristic. Several types of pump characteristics
are available to the user as options. These are (1) system flow rate
specified as a constant, (2) system flowrate specified as a known function
of time, (3) pressure drop specified as a function of the flowrate in a
tabulated form and (4) pressure drop specified as a function of flowrate
with a fourth degree polynomial curve.
The first two options require no balancing of the pump with the
system. Balancing is required for options (3) and (4) and iterative
procedures have been devised to obtain the solution of the pump curve
to the system characteristics with as few passes as possible through the
system pressure/flow balancing loop for these options. The procedures
used for these options are described below.
2.2.5.1 Tabulated Pump Curve Solution
The matching of a tabulated pump pressure rise/flow characteristic
to the system pressure drop/flow characteristic is accomplished'by the
following procedure. See Figure 6 to aid in understanding the procedure.
Step 1 : The initial flowrate, Wl, at the system inlet is
established either from user input on the first
iteration or the system flow of the previous iteration
for subsequent iterations.
Step 2 : Using WI, a solution to the flow network is obtained
using the methods described in Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3
and 2.2.4. Following this solution, AP1 is available
establishing point 1 on the true system characteristic
curve shown in Figure 6.
Step 3 : Obtain an equation for the straight line approximation
of the system characteristic (line 0, 1 for the first
pass, line 1, 2 for the second pass, etc.)
APs = C Ws + D
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AP1 - AP0D = AP0  W1 _ W0 W0
APs, Ws are the system pressure drop and flowrate
values given by the approximate equation
AP1, W1 are the latest values for system pressure
drop and corresponding system flowrate
AP0 , W0 are the values for system pressure drop and
corresponding system flowrate for the previous
pass (These values are zero for the first pass)
Step 4 : Obtain the equation of the line connecting points al
and b1 which is an approximation of the pump characteristic.
(1) Two points are determined on the pump characteristic
curve:
(a) interpolate the tabulated characteristic at W1
to obtain APal (See Figure 6) to locate point al
at Wl, APal. If W1 is greater than Wmax, set W1
equal to Wmax and APal equal to zero.
(b) reverse interpolate the tabulated characteristic
at API to obtain Wbl to locate point bI on the curve.
If API is greater than APmax, AP1 is set to APmax
and Wbl is set to zero.
(2) Determine the coefficients A and B for the equation
APp = AWp + B
p al
where A = Wbl 
-W l
APl - APal
B = P -
al- Wbl- W1
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APp , Wp are the pump pressure rise and flowrate as given
by the approximation.
Step 5 : Solve the approximate equations obtained in Steps 3 and 4
to obtain an approximate solution to the system
characteristic and the pump characteristic (Point N) as
follows:
W D-BN A - C
APN = AW3 + B
Step 6 : Check the tolerance below where Wn- 1 is the previous
WN (W1 for the first time through)
WN -WN- lIs < .001
N-1
(1) If the above inequality equation is not satisfied repeat
steps 4 through 6 substituting WN for W1 and
APN for AP1
(2) If the inequality is satisfied the point S1 (Figure
6) has been located. Continue with step 7. The
final flowrate is W2
Step 7 : Check the following tolerence
W2 - 1 *Is < TOL
(1) If the above inequality equation is not satisfied,
repeat steps 2 through 7 using the value of W2
for W1.
(2) If the inequality is satisfied, W2 is the solution
flowrate.
TOL is the input pressure solution tolerance described on page 74
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2.2.5.2 Polynomial Pump Curve Solution
When the user describes the pump curve with a polynomial curve
fit, the pump characteristic is described by the relation
APp = Ao + A1W + A2W2 + A3W3 + A4W4
When this option is used, the procedure for matching the pump characteristic
to the system characteristic is identical to that described
in Section 2.2.5.1 for the tabulated pump characteristic except Steps 4 and
5 are replaced with the following:
Step 4 : Obtain the coefficients of the 4th order equation
to be solved
Since:
APp - APs = 0
APs = C Ws + D (C and D are obtained from Step 3)
APp =Ao + A1Wp + A2W + A3W + A 4 W
The solution occurs when
APs  AP
Then the equation for WN is
(Ao-D) + (A1-C) WN + A2W2 + A3W + A4W = 0
Step 5 : Solve the equation for WN using the Newton-Raphson
Method of solution for a fourth order polynomial
The remaining steps are identical to that given in Section 2.2.5.1.
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3.0 MODIFICATIONS TO SINDA SUBROUTINES
3.1 Preprocessor Modifications
Subroutine IMBED was written to convert actual conductor numbers,
node numbers, array numbers or constant numbers which are input in the array
data to their relative location in the G, T, A or K arrays respectively.
The number to be converted in the array data is entered with an * followed
by G, T, A, or K depending on the type of relative location desired. For
instance, an array with the following input
12, *A10, *T5,*GlOl, END
would be changed so that the location of A10 in the A array would replace *AlO
in the A12+1 location. The relative node number of actual node 5 would replace
-the *T5 and the relative conductor number of actual conductor number 101 would
-be placed in A12+3. The converted array might read
12, 102, 3, 21, END
Where AlO is located at location 102 in the A array, actual node 5 has relative
:number 3, and actual conductor 101 has relative conductor 21.
Subroutine IMBED is called from CODERD. Listings of IMBED, CODERD,
and a modified overlay are supplied in Appendix A.
"3.2 User Subroutine Modifications
- -- A modification to the SINDA execution subroutine, CNFAST, was
required to make it compatible with the radiant interchange subroutine,
RADIR. This minor modification was required because the manner in which
temperatures were calculated when the problem time increment is larger than
the maximum convergence criterion for a given node was not compatible with
the manner in which the convergence criteria information was carried over
to CNFAST. A listing of the modified version of CNFAST is supplied in Appendix A.
A modification was made to user subroutine TPRINT to print
temperatures in increasing order of actual node numbers. This modification




The capabilities described in Section 2.0 are available to the
SINDA user through user subroutines which were added to the existing SINDA
library 7. This section presents a description and user input requirements
for each subroutine. Table 1 summarizes the subroutines and the page that
each user description is found.
The subroutine inputs rely heavily upon the capability to convert
from actual array, constants, node, and conductor numbers to relative numbers
in the array data. To use this capability the user may supply an actual array
number, node number o conductor number by preceding the actual number
with *A, *K, *T, or *G respectively. This causes the preprocessor to replace
the entry with the relative number. Consider the example for array number
2 shown below.
2, *A14, *T5, *G7, END
In this example, following the preprocessor phase, *A14 will be replaced by
the location in the A array of the Array No. 14 data, *T5 will be replaced
by the relative node number for actual node No. 5, and *G7 will be replaced
by the relative conductor number for actual conductor No. 7. This feature
is used extensively for the input to user subroutines described below and
is described in more detail in Section 3.1.
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B. Flow Conductor Calculation Subroutines
FLOCNI 53
FLOCN2 53
C. Time Variant Condcutor Calculation Subroutines
CONDTI 55
CONDT2 55
D. Enclosure Radiation Analysis Subroutines
RADIR 57
RADSOL 59






G. Cabin Analysis Subroutines
CABIN 67

















CONVI calculates conductor values using the relations for convection
heat transfer for flow in a tube. The relations used to obtain the film co-
efficient, h, are given by equations 2 thru 4 in section 2.1.1, depending
on the flow regime (laminar, transitional or turbulent flow). h is then
multiplied by the input area for heat transfer to obtain the conductor value.
The conductor valve is stored in the input conductor location. Any number of
conductors may be calculated with a single call. The flowrate array and the
fluid properties data are addressed to tie the convection calculations with
the pressure-flow solution. The first argument, AFLOW, is the first argument
in the PFCS routine and identifies the flowrate array and fluid type data array
needed by CONV1. APR is an array which references the specific heat, density,
viscosity and thermal conductivity array. ADAT supplies other information
needed.
RESTRICTIONS:
Should be called in the VARIABLES 1 block so that hA values are obtained
every iteration.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
CONV1 (AFLOW, APR, ADAT)
where:
AFLOW- is is first argument of the PFCS call and is of the following format:
AFLOW(IC), AW, AP , AGF, AVP, AIFR, AFT, AFR, APD, END
AW - array of flowrates per tube in the system
AP array of pressures per pressure node in the system
AGF array of pressure conductors per tube
AVP array of valve positions for all valves in the system
.AIFR array of imposed flowrate per node
AFT array of fluid type data
AFR array of user added flow resistance per tube
APD array for output of pressure drops per tube
APR is the second argument of CONVI and is also an array in the PFCS data
input which contains fluid properties.
It is of the following format: APR(IC), CP, RO, MU, KT, GC, END
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CP - is a doublet temperature dependent specific curve when input with
the *A format
- is a constant specific heat valve if input as a real constant
RO - is a doublet temperature dependent density curve when supplied
using *A
- is a constant density valve when supplied as a real constant
MU - is a doublet temperature dependent viscosity curve when supplied
using *A
- is a constant viscosity valve when supplied as a real constant
KT - is a doublet temperature dependent thermal conductivity curve when
supplied using *A
- is a constant conductivity valve when supplied as a real constant
GC - is the gravitational constant in the probl'em under consideration
ADAT - is an argument to CONV1 which contains convection information. It
has the following format:
ADAT(IC), NG1, AHT 1, ITUBE1, NFL 1, ITYPEI, X1, Fl1, F21
I I I I I a I I
I I I I I I I I
t I a I I I I
NGn, AHTn, ITUBEn, NFLn, ITYPEn, Xn, Fln, F2n
END
NGi - is actual conductor number of the ith set of data
AHT - is the area for heat transfer
ITUBE is the tube number for obtaining flowrate
NFL - is the actual fluid lump number
ITYPE is the fluid lump type number
X - is the entry length
Fl - is the laminar fully developed coefficient




CONV2 calculates convection conductor values from a user input curve of
Stanton number (St) vs Reynolds number (Re). The film heat transfer coefficient
is obtained by (1) interpolating a curve of St-Pr 2/3 versus Re to obtain
St.Pr 2/3 and (2) using the relation h = k/D (St-Pr2/3).Re-Prl/ 3 to obtain
h. h is multiplied by the heat transfer area to obtain the conductor values
which is stored in the proper conductor location. The flow data used by
subroutine PFCS is referenced by the arguments AFLOW and APR to obtain flowrate,
type data and fluid property data thus tying the convection and flow analysis
together.
RESTRICTIONS:
Should be called in the VARIABLES 1 block so that hA values are calculated




AFLOW - is the first argument of the PFCS call and is of the following
format:
AFLOW(IC), AW, APR, AGF, AVR, AIFR, AFT, AFR, APD, END
AW - array of flowrates per tube in the system
APR - array of pressures per pressure node in the system
AGF - array of pressure conductors per tube
AVP - array of valve positions for all valves in the system
AIFR - array of imposed flowrate per node
AFT - array of fluid type data
AFR - array of user added flow resistance per tube
APD - array for output of pressure drops per tube
APR - is an array in the PFCS data input which contains fluid properties.
It is of the following format:
APR(IC), CP, RO, MU, KT, GC, END
CP - is a doublet temperature dependent specific curve when input
with the *A
- is a constant specific heat valve if input as a real constant
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RO - is a doublet temperature dependent density curve when supplied
using *A
- is a constant density value when supplied as a real constant
MU - is a doublet temperature dependent viscosity curve when supplied
using *A
- is a constant viscosity valve when supplied as a real constant
KT - is a doublet temperature dependent thermal conductivity curve
when supplied using *A
- is a constant conductivity value when supplied as a real constant
GC - is the gravitational constant in the problem under consideration
ADAT - is an argument to CONV1 which contains convection information.
It has the following format:
ADAT(IC), NGI, AHTI, ITUBEl, NFL1, ITYPE1 , AHST1
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
NGn, AHTn, ITUBEn, NFLn, ITYPEn, AHSTn
END
NGi - is conductor number of the ith set of data
AHT - is the area for heat transfer
ITUBE - is the tube number for obtaining flowrate
NFL - is the fluid lump number
ITYPE - is the fluid lump type number




CONV3 calculates convection conductor values by interpolating a user
supplied curve of heat transfer coefficient, h, versus tube flowrate. The
conductor is then obtained by multiplying h times the area, A. A large number
of conductors may be processed with a single call to CONV3. The flow data used
by subroutine PFCS is referenced by the argument AFLOW to obtain flowrate
and type data.
RESTRICTIONS:
CONV3 should be called from the VARIABLES 1 block to obtain updated




AFLOW - is the first argument of the PFCS call and is of the following format:
AFLOW(IC), AW, APR, AGF, AVR, AIFR, AFT, AFR, APD, END
AW-- - array of flowrates per tube in the system
APR - array of pressures per pressure node in the system
AGF - - array of pressure conductors per tube
AVP - array of valve positions for all valves in the system
AIFR - array of imposed flowrate per node
AFT - array of fluid type data
AFR - array of user added flow resistance per tube
APD - array for output of pressure drops per tube
ADAT - is an argument to CONV1 which contains convection information.
It has the following format:
ADAT(IC), NGI , AHT 1, ITUBEI, AHWl
I I I I
NGn, AHTn, ITUBEn, AHWn, END
NGi - is conductor number of the ith set of data
AHT - is the area for heat transfer
ITUBE - is the tube number for obtaining flowrate
AHW - is a doublet array of heat transfer coefficient vs flowrate
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SUBROUTINE NAME: FLOCN1 or FLOCN2
PURPOSE:
Subroutine FLOCN1 and FLOCN2 calculate thermal conductor values
required for thermal characterization of fluid flowing down a tube. The
conductor values are obtained by multiplying the tube flowrates times the
specific heat for each of the conductors identified in the ADAT array. Both
subroutines reference the flowrate array, AW, and FLOCN1 references the ACP
array which gives the specific heat vs temperature relationship. FLOCN2
assumes a constant value for specifi'c heat.
The conductor values referenced in the ADAT array must also be
supplied in the CONDUCTOR DATA block as one-way conductors with the proper
connections identified. Any dummy value may be supplied for the initial flow
conductor values since these values will be replaced following the first call
to FLOCN1 or FLOCN2. These subroutines are called from VARIABLES 1.
RESTRICTIONS:
Must be called from VARIABLES 1.
CALLING SEQUENCES:
FLOCNI (AW, ACP, ADATI) or FLOCN2 (AW, CP, ADAT2)
where
AW - is the array of flowrates per tube also referenced in
subroutine PFCS
ACP - is a doublet array of specific heat versus temperature
Cp - is a constant value of specific heat
ADAT1 - is the array which identifies the conductor, the corresponding
uostream lump and the tube number for each conductor. It
is of the format:
ADAT1, NG1, URL1, ITUBE 1
NG2, UPL2, ITUBE 2I I I
I .I I
NGn, UPLn, ITUBEn, END
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ADAT2 is the array which identifies the conductor, number and
the tube number for each conductor. It is of the format:
ADAT2, NG1, ITUBE1, NG2, ITUBE2, - -, NGn, ITUBEn, END
NGi - is the ith conductor number (the *G notation is used)
UPLi - is the upstream lump number for conductor number NGi
(The *T notation is used)
ITUBEi - is the tube number which contains the flow for the ith
conductor L Cp product. For flow splitting or mixing
junctions, ITUBEi should be the number of the connect tube
containing the smallest amount of flow. For example,
for a splitting junction the flow conductor which crosses
the junction should contain the downstream tube. For a
mixing junction ITUBE should be the upstream tube.
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SUBROUTINE NAME: CONDT1 or CONDT2
PURPOSE:
Subroutines CONDT1 and CONDT2 calculate the value of conductance
values as a product of a time variant argument W(t) and a temperature variant
or constant argument Cp. The value of Cp is temperature dependent with
CONDT1 and is constant for CONDT2. The subroutines were written primarily
for the purpose of evaluating flow conductors for the case of flowrate
a given function of time. However, they may be used for other time variant
conductor applications.
RESTRICTIONS:
Should be called from VARIABLES 1.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
CONDT1 (ADAT1) or CONDT2 (ADAT2)
where ADAT1 is of the form
ADAT1, NGI, NLT1 , ATIMEI, ATEMP1
NG2, NLT2, ATIME2, ATEMP2
I I I I
NGn, NLTn, ATIMEn, ATMEPn, END
and ADAT2 is of the form:




NGn, ATIMEn, CPn, NED
The following definitions apply to the above.
NGi - the conductor number of the ith conductor addressed in ADAT1
or ADAT2. The *G notation should be used.
NLTi - the lump whose temperature will be used to interpolate
the ATEMPi array to obtain the Cp constant. The *T notation
should be used.
ATIMEi - the time variant array for determining the value of W(t)
for the ith conductor. The *A notation should be used.
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ATEMPi - the temperature variant array which is interpolated with
the temperatur"e of lump NLTi to obtain Cp in CONDT1. The
conductor is calculated as the value of W(t)*Cp. The
*A notation should be used.
Cp - the constant value which will be multiplied by W(t) from




RADIR calculates the script-F values for infrared radiation heat transfer
within an enclosure and uses these values to obtain the heat transfer
during the problem. Several temperature nodes may be combined on a
single surface for radiation heat transfer purposes. Also, the user may
analyze problems with specular, diffuse or combinations of specular and
diffuse radiation. See Section 2.1.6.1 for definitions and detailed
description of methods.
RADIR calculates the script-F values on the initial call. This is per-
formed by the procedure outlined in Section 2.1.6.1, Equations 23, 25
and 31. These values replace the EFT values in the SC array for future
use. The heat flux values are then calculated on all iterations by:
(1) Calculating the temperature of each surface using equation 34
(2) Calculating the absorbed heat for each node by the relation
of equation 33
The value given by equation 35 is added to the conductor sum for each
node so that the proper convergence time increment may be obtained. As
many enclosures as desired may be analyzed by each enclosure but each en-
closurne requires a different call to RADIR. RADIR must be called in VARIABLES 1.
RESTRICTIONS:
Must be called from VARIABLES 1' Sitrface nodes must be boundary nodes
CALLING SEQUENCE:
RADIR (A(IC)).
Where A is of the following format:
A(IC),SN,SE,SR,SC,NA,SP,END
SN,SE,SR,SC,NA, and SP are actual arr'ay numbers input using the *A procedure











The following definitions apply in the above calling sequence:
A .Array idenitifcation for the array which identi-
fies the other arrays containing the data
SN Array number for the array containing surface
numbers and areas
SE Array number for the array containing the sur-
face emissivities
SR Array number for the array containing the sur-
face reflectivities
SC Array number for the array containing the sur-
face connections data
NA Array number for the array containing the tempera-
ture node numbers and areas
SP'- Array number for the array containing the space
which is used for obtaining script FA values and
for subsequent temperature calculations
,n_ The number of surfaces
SNj,SN2,...SNn Node number for surfaces - must be boundary nodes
SA1,SA2,....SAn Total area for each surface
NN;1NN2,....NNn Number of temperature nodes on each surface
SE1,SE2,....SEn Emissivity values for each surface
SR1,SR2,....SRn Diffuse reflectivity values for each surface
SNF,SNTL,EFTI Connections data: Surface number from, surface
number to, E value from SNF1 to SNT1, etc.
NNO(X,Y) Temperature node numbers on surfaces; Node
number Y on surface X
AN(X,Y) Area of node Y on surfacei(
NSPACE Number of spaces needed to store script-FA
values - NSPACE must be an integer values
of n *n(n+11/2




RADSOL calculates a pseudo script-F for radiation from an external source
entering an enclosure and uses these values to calculate the net heat
transfer to each node due to the entering source. A number of temperature
nodes may be combined on a single surface for radiation purposes. Also,
problems with specular, diffuse, or combinations of specular and diffuse
radiation may be analyzed. Section 2.1.6.2 should be consulted for defini-
tions and descriptions of methods.
RADSOL calculates the pseudo script-F values on the initial call. This
is performed by equations 38, 40, and 44 of section 2.1.6.2. The values
are stored in the EFT values of the SC array supplied by the user. The heat
flux values are then calculated on each iteration by equations 45 and 46.
The user may analyze as many enclosures as desired by supplying a call statement
for each enclosure. Also, a user may analyze several wave length bands by
supplying a call to RADSOL for each wave length band.
RESTRICTIONS:
Must be called from VARIABLES I; Surface nodes must be boundray nodes
CALLING SEQUENCE:
RADSOL (A(IC))
Where the A array is of the following format:
A(IC),SN,SE,SR,HT,SC,NA,SP,END
SNSE,SR,HT,SC,NA, and SP are actual array numbers.input using the *A pro-








I I I I I I




The following definitions apply in the above calling sequence
A Array identification for the array which
identifies the other arrays containing the
data
SN Array number for the array containing surface
numbers and areas
SE Array number for the array containing the
surface emissivities
SR Array number for the array containing the
surface reflectivities
HT Array number for the array containing the
incident heat curves or constant heat flux
values
SC Array number for the array containing the
surface connections data
Array number for the array containing the
temperature node numbers and areas
SP Array number for the array containing the
r .space which is used for obtaining script values
and for subsequent temperature calculations
SNI,SN2,...SNn Node number for surfaces;must be boundary
nodes
SAI,SA2,...SAn Total area for each surface
NNI,NN2,...NNn Number of temperature nodes on each surface
SEI,SE2,...SEn Emissivity values for each surface
SRI,SR2,...SRn Diffuse reflectivity values for each surface
SHT1,SHT2,...SHTn Incident heat flow on surfaces; may identify
curves containing incident values vs time
SNFI,SNT1,EFTI Connections data: Surface number from surface
number to, E value from SNFl to SNT1, etc.
NNO(X,Y) Temperature node numbers on surfaces: Node
number Y on surface X
AN(X,Y) Area of node Y on surface X
NSPACE Number of spaces needed to store script-FA





This subroutine obtains the heat exchanger effectiveness either from a
user constant or from a biariant curve of effectiveness versus the flow
rates on the two sides. The effectiveness thus obtained is used with the
supplied flow rates, inlet temperatures and fluid properties to calculate
the outlet temperatures using the methods described in Section 2.1.3.4.
The user may specify a constant effectiveness by supplying a real number
or may reference and array number to specify the effectiveness as a
bivariant function of the two flow rates. The user also supplies flow
rates, specific heat values, inlet temperatures and a location for the
outlet temperatures for each of the two sides. The flow rate array may
be referenced to obtain flow rates and the temperature array may be used
for temperatures. The specific heat values may be supplied as a temperature
dependent curve or a constant value may be supplied.
RESTRICTIONS:
HXEFF should be called in the VARIABLES 1 block. The value for EFF, the
first argument must never be zero. Toutl and Tout2 must be boundary nodes.
GALLING SEQUENCE:
HXEFF(EFF,W1,W2,CPI,CP2,TlN1,TlN2,TOUT1,TOUT2)
Where EFF is (1) the effectiveness if real, (2)a curve
number of a bivariant curve of effectiveness
versus W1 and W2 if an array
W1,W2 - are the flow rates for side 1 and 2 respectively.
May reference the flow rate array, AW+I where
I is the tube number
CPl,CP2 arethe specific heat value for side 1 and
side 2 fluid respectively. Constant values
may be input or arrays may be used for tempera-
ture dependent properties
TINI,TIN2 - are inlet lump temperatures - Usually T(INI) and
T(IN2) where IN1 and IN2 are the inlet lumps
on side 1 and side 2
TOUTI,TOUT2 - are the outlet lump temperature locations sides 1
and 2 where the calculated values will be stored




This subroutine calculates the heat exchanger effectiveness using the relation
described in Section 2.1.3.1 for a counter flow type exchanqer. The value of UA
used in the calculations may be specified as a constant by supplying a
real number or it may be specified as a bivariant function of the two
flow rates by referencing an array number. The user also supplies flow
rates, specific heat values, inlet temperatures and a location for the
outlet temperatures for each of the two sides. The flow rate array may
be referenced to obtain flow rates and the temperature array may be used
for temperatures. The specific heat values may be supplied as a temperature
dependent curve or a constant value may be supplied.
RESTRICTIONS:
HXCNT should be called in the VARIABLES 1 block. The value for UA, the
-first argument must never be zero. Toutl and Tout2 must be boundary nodes.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
RXCNT(UA,W1,W2,CP1,CP2,TIN1 ,TIN2,TOUTI,TOUT2)
-Wh-ere UA is (1) the heat exchanger conductance if real,
(2) a curve number of a bivariant curve of
conductance versus W1 and W2 if an array
W1,W2 are the flow rates for sideland side 2 respectively.
May reference the flow rate array, AW+I where
is the tube number
CPI,CP2 are the specific heat values for side 1 and 2
fluid respectively. Constant values may be
input or arrays may be used for temperature
dependent properties
TOUTI-TOUT2 are.the outlet lump temperature locations (sides
.1 and 2) where the calculated values will be stored




This subrouine calculates the heat exchanger effectiveness using the relations
described in Section 2.1.3.3 for a cross flow tvne exchanaer. The value of UA used
in the calculations may be specified as a constant by supplying a real number
or it may be specified as a bivariant function of the two flow rates by
referencing an array number. Any one of the following four types of cross
flow exchangers may be analyzed (see Section 2.1.3.3 for the relations):
1) Both streams unmi-xed
2) Both streams mixed
3) Stream with smallest MCp product unmixed
4) Stream with largest MCp product unmixed
The type is specified by the last argument in the call statement. The user
also supplies flow rates, specific heat values, inlet temperatures and a
location for the outlet temperatures for both sides. The flow rate array
may be referenced to obtain flow rates and the temperature array may be
used for temperatures. The specific heat values may be supplied as a
temperature dependent curve or a constant value may be supplied.
RESTRICTIONS:
HXCROS should be called in the VARIABLES 1 block. The value for UA, the
first argument must never be zero. Toutl and Tout2 must be boundary nodes.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
HXCROS(UA,W1,W2,CPI,CP2,T1Nl,TIN,T TOUT1,TOUT2,K)
Where UA is (1) the heat exchanger conductance if real,
(2) a curve number of a bivariant curve of
conductance versus W1 and W2 if an array.
W1,W2 are the flow rates for side 1 and side 2
respectively. May reference the flow rate
array, AW+I where I is the tube number
CPI,CP2 are the specific heat values for side 1 and
side 2 fluid respectively. Constant values
may be input or arrays may be used for tempera-
ture dependent properties
TIN1,TIN2 are inlet lump temperatures - Usually T(IN1)
and T(IN2) where IN1 and IN2 are the inlet
lumps on side 1 and side 2
TOUT1,TOUT2 are the outlet lump temperature locations(sides 1 & 2)
where the calculated values will be stored
Must be boundary nodes
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K is the code specifying type of cross flow exchanger:
Both streams unmixed: K=l
Both streams mixed: K=2
Stream with small WCp Unmixed: K=3




This subroutine calculates the heat exchanger effectiveness using the relations
described in Section 2.1.3.2 for a parallel flow type exchanger. The value of UA
used in the calculations may be specified as a constant by supplying a
real number or it may be specified as a bivariant function of the two
flow rates by referencing an array. The user also supplies flow rates,
specific heat values, inlet temperatures and a location for the outlet
temperatures for each of the two sides. The flow rate array may be
referenced to obtain flow rates and the temperature array may be used for
temperatures. The specific heat values may be supplied as a temperature
dependent curve or a constant value may be supplied.
RESTRICTIONS:
HXPAR should be called.in the VARIABLES 1 block. The value for UA, the
first argument must never be zero. Toutl and Tout2 must be boundary temperatures.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
HXPAR(UA,W1,W2,CP1,CP2,TINI,TIN2,TOUT1,TOUT2)
Where UA is (1) the heat exchanger conductance if real,
(2) a curve number of a bivariant curve of
conductance versus W1 and W2 if an array.
W1,W2 are the flow rates for side 1 and 2 respectively.
May reference the flow rate array,AW+I where
I is the tube number
CP1,CP2 are the specific heat values for side 1 and
side 2 fluid respectively. Constant values
may be input or arrays may be used for tempera-
tures dependent curves.
TIN1,TIN2 are inlet lump temperatures - Usually T(IN1)
and T(IN2) where IN1 and IN2 are the inlet
lumps on side 1 and side 2
TOUTI,TOUT2 are the outlet lump temperature locations Csides
1 and 2) where the calculated values will be stored




This subroutine simulates an electrical heater with a control system which
turns the heater on when the sensor lump temperature falls below the
"heater on" temperature TON, and turns the heater off when the sensor lump
rises above the heater off temperature, TOFF. When the heater is on, the
input Q value is added to the Q location specified by the user. When the
heater is off, no heat is added.
RESTRICTIONS:
HEATER must be called in the VARIABLES 1 block.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
HEATER(Q,QHT,KODE,TSEN,TON,TOFF)
Wheren TSEN is the sensed temperature
TON is the heater on temperature
TOFF is the heater off temperature
QHT is the heater heat rate
Q is the location for storing the heat
KODE is an integer variable set by HEATER
= I if the heater was "on" at last call
= 0 if the heater was "off" at the last call




This subroutine performs a thermal and mass balance on a cabin air system.
The cabin air is assumed to be a two component gas mixture with one con-
densible component and one noncondensible component. The cabin air is
assumed to be well mixed so that the temperature and specific humidity are
constant throughout. The cabin may contain any number of entering streams
each with different temperature and humidity conditions. The cabin air
may transfer heat to any number of nodes in its surroundings with the heat
transfer coefficient obtained by one of the the three options:
1. User input coefficient
2. Relations for flow over a flat plot
3. Relations for flow over a tube bundle
The relations describing the second and third options are given in Section
2.1.5. The mass transfer coefficient for determining the rate of condensa-
tion or evaporation is determined by the Lewis relation which relates the
mass transfer coefficient directly to the convection heat transfer coeffi-
cient. By the Lewis Relation, if the diffusion coefficient is approximately
equal to the thermal diffusivity, the Sherwood number is approximately equal
to the Nusselt number, thus giving a direct relation. (See Section 2.1.5
for details). Mass and heat transfer rates are determined at each node
that interfaces the cabin gas as well at entering and exiting streams and
a new cabin gas temperature and humidity is determindd each iteration based
upon the heat and mass balance. An account is kept of the condensate on the
walls when condensation occurs but the condensate is assumed to remain
stationary and not flow to other wall nodes.
Limits are applied When necessary to prevent more condensation than the
vapor existing under severe transient condition and to prevent evaporation
of more liquid than exists at each wall lump.
As many cabins as desired may be analyzed in a given problem, but each must
contain separate input information.
RESTRICTIONS:
CABIN must be called in VARIABLES 1.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
CABIN(A(IC) TC, TC, KI, K2)
The following definitions apply to the above calling sequence:
A is an array containing arrays numbers which
contain cabin input information
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TC The cabin gas temperature which must be a
boundary node
KI,K2 Storage locations needed by CABIN
The A array has the following format where the *A procedure is used:
A(IC),IF,PR,CN,H,FP,TB,SP,END
Where IF Identifies an array containing the entering flow
rate information. The format of the array is:
IF(IC),NS,FR1 PSI,TEPSI TEFR2 ,PSI 2 TE2 ---- FRns PSIns,TEns
PR Identifies an array identifying array numbers
for property values. The format of the array
Is:
PR(IC) ,NFLC,NMUO,NMUV,NMUVCPO,NCPVO,NCPVKO,NKV,NLAT
CN Identifes an array containing pertinent constants.
The format of the array is:
CN(LCY,RA,RV,VC,PC,XC,WV,PSIC,PO,TO,CONV
H Identifies an array containing node numbers
and convection heat transfer coefficient
values for nodes surrounding the cabin gas.
The format of the array is:
H(IC),LN1, HAl, LN2, HA2 , - - - LNnl, HAnl
FP Identifies an array containing node numbers and
information to permit calculation of convection
coefficients for flat plates. The format is:
FP(IC) ,LN1 ,XX1 ,X ,AI ,VIWO,LN 2 ,XX2 ,XI 2 ,AI 2 ,
VINO2 ,-------LNn2 ,XXn 2 ,Xn 2 AI n2,VIWOn2
TB 'Identifies an array containing node numbers and
information to permit calculation of convection
coefficients for tube bundles. The format is:
TB(IC),LN ,DI1,AI 1 ,VIW0 1 ,LN2 ,DI 2 ,AI 2 ,VIWO 2 ,------LNn3 '
DIn3,AIn3,VIWOn3
SP Identifies an array which contains working space
equal to or greater than three times the sum
of the number of nodes with input heat transfer
coefficients plus the number using flat plot
relations plus the number using tube bundles.
The following symbol definitions apply in the above:
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NS Number of incoming streams
FRi  Entering flow rate for stream i
PSIi Specific humidity for entering stream i
TEi  Temperature of entering stream i
NFLC Curve number for circulation flow rate vs time
NMUO Curve number for noncondensible viscosity vs
temperature
NMUV Curve number for condensible viscosity vs
temperature
NCPO Curve number for noncondensible specific heat
vs temperature
NCPV Curve number for condensible specific heat vs
temperature
NKO Curve number for noncondensible thermal conduc-
tion vs temperature
NKV Curve number for condensible thermal conduction
vs temperature
NLAT Curve number for latent heat of condensible vs
temperature
RA Gas constant for non-condensible component
RV Gas constant for condensible component
VC Cabin volume
PC Cabin Pressure
XC Molecular weight ratio, Mv/Mo
WV Initial vapor weight in cabin
PSIC Initial specific humidity for cabin
LNi  Cabin wall lump
HA Heat transfer coefficient times area
nl Number of wall lumps which have input HA values
n2 Number of wall lumps which have HA calculated
by flat plate relations
n3 Number of wall lumps which have HA calculated
by tube bundle relations
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xxi  Distance from leading edge for flat plate
heating for ith flat plate node
XI. Length of flat plate in flow direction for ith
flat plate node
AIi  Heat transfer area for flat plate or tube node
DI. Tube outside diameter for tubes in the bundle
for ith tube node
VIWO Ratio of velocity at the lump to the circulation
flow rate
To The reference temperature to be used for esti-
mating the saturation pressure of the condensi-
ble component. Should be near the range of
saturation temperature expected
Po The saturation pressure at To for the condensible
component
CONV Conversion factor to make the quantity XLAM/Rv/To
dimensionless where XLAM is the latent heat of
vaporization and Rv is the gas constant for the





Subroutine PFCS determines the flow distribution in a set of general
parallel/series fluid flow tubes so that the pressure drop values between
any parallel flow paths are equal and flow is conserved. The following effects
are included in the pressure drop calculations:
(1) pipe flow friction
(2) orifices and fittings
(3) valves
The effect of temperature dependent properties are included in the calculations.
The properties are evaluated at the temperature of each fluid lump in each tube
in evaluating the flow resistance when setting up the equations to be solved.
A balance is made between the flow/pressure drop characteristics of the system
and the flow/pressure rise of a pump for each system concurrent with the system
pressure flow solution to obtain the incomming system flowrate. A detailed
discussion of the equations and techniques used are described in Section 2.2.
General flow charts of PFCS and supporting subroutines are shown in Fig. 7,8, & 9.
RESTRICTIONS:
Must be called from VARIABLES 2. The system of units used for the
thermal and flow problems should be consistent.
CALLING SEQUENCE: PFCS (AFLOW, ADAT, NAME)
where AFLOW - is an array which references other arrays for flowrates,
pressures, flow conductors, valve positions, imposed flowrates,
fluid type data, user added flow resistances and pressure
drops. It is of the following format where the *A conversion
feature described in Section 3.1 is used to reference arrays.
AFLOW (IC), AW, APN, AGF, AVP, AIFR, AFT, AFR, APD, END
ADAT - is an array which identifies other arrays containing fluid
property.values, parameters needed for the pressure/flow
solution numerical technique, the flow system network, valve
data, pump data and a check outprint code. The integer count
should be addressed. The format of ADAT is as follows where
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the *A format is used to address array values:
ADAT(IC), APR, ASOL, ANET, AVLS, AP, KOP, END
NAME - is an array containing the name of the network (it may also
be supplied as a Hollerith using the H format). Nine 6
character words should be used.
AFLOW ARGUMENTS
AW - is the array number of an array containing flowrates per tube
for each system. The integer count must be addressed and
it must contain the number of spaces exactly equal to the
number of tubes in the system.
APN - is an array number for an array containing the pressures for
each pressure node in the system. On input the user need only
set up the space. The interger count must be addressed and
it must contain the number of spaces exactly equal to the
number of pressure nodes in the system.
AGF - is an array number for an array containing the flow conductors
for each tube in the system. The user needs only to setup
the space on input which must be exactly equal to the number
of tubes in the flow system.
AVP - is an array number for an array containing valve positions
:I- in order of valve numbers. The interger count must be
addressed and the number of input valves must be exactly
equal to the number of valves. The user supplies the initial
valve positions in this array.
AIFR - is the array location of an array of imposed flow sources for
each pressure node. The interger count must be addressed and
the array must contain the number of spaces exactly equal to
the number of pressure nodes in the flow system.
AFT - is the array location of an array which contains fluid lump
type data. The AFT array is of the following format:
AFT, WP1, CSA1, FLL 1, MFF1 , NHL1 , FFC1
g I i I I I
* I I I I !
SI S I I I
WPnt, CSAnt, FLLnt, MFFnt, NHLnt, FFCnt
END
nt - is the number of types
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WPi - is the wetted perimeter of fluid type i
CSAi - is the cross sectional area for fluid type i
FLLi - is the fluid lump length for fluid.type i
MFFi - is the curve of friction factor vs Reynolds number for
Reynolds number greater than 2000 when greater than 0.
is a key to use internal calculations methods for friction
factor when MFF = 0.
NHLi - is the number of head losses for type i when real
- is the number of an array of head losses vs Reynolds
number when an integer -
FFCi - is a user input constant to be multiplied times the friction
factor to modify it for type i.
AFR - is an array number of an array containing user added flow
resistances for the tubes. This can be used to include
-:3 the effects of changes in flow altitudes or the effects of
valve types not available in the valve package or other known
flow resistances. The integer count must be addressed and the
number of values in the array must be exactly equal to the
number of tubes in the flow system.
APD- - is an array number of an array which will contain pressure
drop values for all tubes in the flow system following a call
to PFCS. The array is strictly for output purposes. The
integer count must be addressed and the number of array valves
must be exactly equal to the number of tubes in the system.
ADAT ARGUMENTS
APR - is an array identifying the fluid properties data and GC,
the gravitational constant. It is of the following format:
APR, CP, RO, MU, KT, GC, END
CP, RO, MU, KT, are the values of fluid specific heat, density, viscosity,
and thermal conductivity respectively or the appropriate
array reference (using the *A format). The value is constant
for any of the properties if a real number is supplied. The
integer count must be referenced when variable properties
are used.
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-GC - is the gravitational constant. Table 2 gives the value
for various system of units.
ASOL - is an array number of an array containing various numerical
solution parameters needed by PFCS. ASOL is of the following
format:
ASOL (IC), TOL, MXPASS, EPS, FRDF, END
TOL - is the solution tolerence on rate of change of flowrates
from one pass to the next. The fraction of change must be
within TOL for all tubes in any system or subsystem before
a solution is reached. TOL must be greater than 0. A
typical value is 0.001
MXPASS - is the maximum number of passes permitted in the balancing
loop of PFCS to obtain a pressure-flow solution on any given
iteration. This value should always be greater than 20 with
a typical value of 100.
EPS - Not used but a space must be supplied.
FRDF is the flowrate damping factor used to accelerate the rate
of convergence for the iterative solution to the set of non-
linear equations. This value should generally be between
0.5 and 1.0. Values of 0.5 to 0.7 have been found best
for most turbulent flow problems.
ANET is the array number of an array which identifies the tube
connections, pressure nodes connected and fluid lumps contained
in the tube. The format of ANET is as follows were the *A
format is used for AD, APNPS, and AVL:
ANET,NNAME, APNPS, AVL
TUBE1, NFRM1, NTO1, KDl, ADI
TUBE2, NFRM2, NT02, KD2, AD2
I I I I I
I I I I I
TUBEn, NFRMn, NTOn, KDn, ADn, END
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NNAME - is a six character name to be used for identifying the
network in output statements, etc.
APNPS - is an array number (referenced using *A) of an array
identifying nodes with specified pressures and is of the
form
APNPS, NSPR1, NSPR2, - - - - - - NSPRn, END
NSPRi - is the ith pressure node with specified value
TUBEi - is the tube number of the ith connection
NFRMi - is the "from" pressure node for the ith connection
NTOi - is the "to" pressure node for the ith connection
KDi - is an integer code to identify the type of conductor for
the ith connection. (See ADi below)
ADi - is the data to be used for calculating the conductor value
for the ith connection.
If KDi < 0, the conductor value is the equivalent conductance
of a subnetwork described by array ADi. ADi is then of
identical format to ANET.
If KDi > 0, the conductor is obtained by the normal pressure
drop equations and array ADi fluid lumps, fluid lump types
and tube lumps that are contained in the tube. The form of
ADi is
ADi, NFLMP1, ITYPE1, NTLMP1
NFLMP2, ITYPE2, NTLMP2
NFLMPn, ITYPEn, NTLMPn, END
Where NFLMPi is ith temperature lump contained in the tube,
ITYPEi is the NFLMPi fluid lump type, and NTLMP is the tube
lump containing NFLMPi.
If KDi = 0, the conductor calculation is not made, allowing the
user to supply the pressure conductance value. ADi is not
used.
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AVLS - is the array location (identified in array ADAT using the
*A fonmat) of an array which identifies the array location
of the valve data for all the valves in the system.
AVL - is the array location (identified in array ANET using the
*A format) of an array which identifies the array locations
of the valve data for the valves in the network or subnetwork
described by ANET.
AVLS and AVL are of the following format:
AVLS or AVL, AVLV1, AVLV2, - - - - AVLVNV, END
Where AVLVi is the array number (using *A) of an array which contains the
valve data for the ith valve in AVLS or AVL. The format for the valve data
arrays, AVLVi, is one of three forms depending on the valve type (rate limited,
polynomial, or switching).
The format for a rate limited valve is:
AVLV, NV, NTS1, NTS2, MODE, XMIN1, XMAX1, E, TSEN1, TSEN2, DB,
RF, RL, END
The format for a polynomial valve is:
AVLV, NV, NTSI, NTS2, MODE, XMIN1, XMAX1, E, TSEN1, TSEN2
AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, A5, VTC, END
The format for a switching valve is:
AVLV, NV, NTS1, NTS2, MODE, XMIN1, XMAX1, E, NSEN, Tl, T2, END
The following definitions apply for the above arrays:
NV - Valve number
NTS1 - Tube number connected to side 1 of the valve
NTS2 - Tube number connected to side 2 of the valve
MODE - Operating mode: 1 - operating; 0 - not operating
XMIN1 - Side I minimum position; side 2 maximum position is
(1.0 - XMIN1)
XMAX1 - Side 1 maximum position; side 2 minimum position is
(1.0 - XMAX1)
E - The valve geometric factor relating pressure drop through
the valve by
AP = E(flowrate/valve position) 2
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TSEN1 - Sensor lump for side 1 or set point for side 2; If TSEN1
is an integer, it identifies the side 1 sensor lump to
be controlled to (a) the set point for side 1 or (b) the
sensor lump for side 2 (TSEN2). If the variable is input
as a real number it represents a set point to which the
side 2 sensor lump will be controlled.
TSEN2 - Sensor lump for side 2 or set point for side 1; If TSEN2
is an integer, it identifies the side 2 sensor lump to be
controlled to (a) the set point for side 2 or (b) the sensor
lump for side 1 (TSEN1). If the variable is input as a real
number it represents a set point to which the side 1 sensor
lump will be controlled.
AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, A5 - Polynomial curve fit coefficients for a curve fit of
the steady state valve position vs sensed temperature error
for side 1:
XISS = AO + A1.AT + A2*AT2 + A3"AT3 + A4*AT4 + A5.AT5
DB - Dead band for the rate limited valve, degrees of temperature
(See Figure 5).
RF - Rate factor, the rate of change of valve velocity to sensed
temperature error (dx/d(AT)) as shown on Figure 5.
RL - Rate limit, the maximum valve velocity, Xmax (See Figure 5).
VTC - Valve time constant as described in Section 2.2.3.2. If
a valve is desired with no time lag, a time constant which
is very small compared to the problem time increment should
be input. (VTC must be greated than zero).
NSEN - Sensor lump for switching valve
T1 - Side 1 off temperature or side 2 on temperature for switching
valve
T2 - Side 2 off temperature or side 1 on temperature for switching
valve
AP - is the array number of an array containing the pump data for the
system specified in the ADAT array using the *A nomenclature.
The format of the AP array is different for different types of
pumps. If flowrate is a function of time the format is
(where AW is supplied using *A):
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AP, NPI, AW, END
If the flowrate is obtained using a tabulated pump curve the format is:
(where ADP is supplied with *A)
AP, NPI, NPO, ADP, END
If the flowrate is obtained using a polynomial pump curve, the format is:
AP, NPI, NPO, AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, END
The following definitions apply in the 'above arrays:
NPI - System inlet pressure node
AW - Tabulated curve of flowrate vs time
NPO - System outlet pressure node
ADP - Tabulated pump curve giving pressure rise as a function
of flowrate
AO,AI,A2,A3,A4 - Polynomial curve fit constants for flowrate as a function
of pressure rise. i.e.,
w = AO+Al .AP + A2.AP2 + A3.AP4 + A4.AP4
KOP - is an integer code for checkout print from subroutine PFCS.
If KOP = 1 a checkout print will be obtained. If KOP = 0
a print will not be obtained.
DYNAMIC STORAGE REQUIREMENTS:
Dynamic storage required for PFCS is 1/2(NPRN2 + 6*NPRN+12), where
NPRN is the maximum of the number of pressure nodes in any network.
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TABLE 2 VALUE OF GC FOR VARIOUS PROBLEM UNITS
UNITS GC
MASS FORCE LENGTH TIME
LB LBf In. Sec 386.1
Min 1.390X10 6







GRAM dyne Centimeter Sec 1.0
Min 3600.
SHr 1.296X10 7
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TOLERANCE A TOLERANCE A
RETURN RETURN







CALL I -- I CALL
FLRES FLRES
LAST LAST





TOLERANCE A TOLERANCE A
RETURN RETURN































Subroutine HSTRY stores the problem time, the pressures of
all pressure nodes, the valve positions for all valves, the flowrates for
all tubes, and the temperatures of all temperature nodes at an input interval
on a magnetic tape (the history tape) mounted on Unit T. The number of
records written on the history tape is the number of history intervals plus
two. The first record contains a title, an integer count of the number of
items to be written for each of the four categories (pressures, valve positions,
flowrates and temperatures), and the actual node numbers in order of the
relative numbers. The second thru the next-to-last records contain the history
records with one for each time point and the last record is the same as the
next-to-last except the time is negative. The arguments to HSTRY are the
pressure array, PR, the valve position array, VP, the flow rate array, W,
and the history tape writting interval, TINC.
The format for the history tape is as follows:
Record No. 1
Title (Written Internally) in 12A6 format, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, No. of pressure
nodes, number of valve positions, 0, 0, 0, number of tubes, 0, 0, number
of nodes, actual node numbers in increasing order of relative node numbers.
Record No. 2
Initial problem time, pressures, valve positions, flowrates, node temperatures
Record No. 3
Second history time, pressures, valve positions, flowrates, node temperatures
Record No. N+l (Where N = number of history time slices to be written)
Last history time, pressures, valve positions, flowrates, node temperatures
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Record No. N+2
Same as last record except time is negative
RESTRICTIONS:
Should be called in VARIABLES 2. An output history tape should
be mounted on Unit T. Subroutine TMCHK must be in VARIABLES 2 prior to the
call to Subroutine HSTRY if TIMCHK is called in the problem.
If the backup feature is used in VARIABLES 2, the call to sub-
routine HSTRY should not be made until the last pass to avoid nonincreasing
time records or invalid data. For example:
BCD 3VARIABLES 2
F IF (T(i6) .LT. TMAX) BACKUP = 1.
F IF (BACKUP .GT. 0.) GO TO 10




HSTRY(PR(IC), VP(IC), W(IC), TINC)
PR - is the pressure (or pressure drop) array
VP - is the valve position array
W - is the flowrate array




Subroutine NEWTMP will read the node temperatures, flowrates,
pressures and valve positions at time TMPTIM from the history tane assigned
to Unit U generated by subroutine HSTRY for a previous run on Unit T to
initiate a problem at these conditions. The pressure array, PR, valve position
array, VP, flow rate array, W, and time to read the tape, TMPTIM, are arguments.
The subroutine should be called in the execution block prior to the call to
-he temperature solution subroutine.
RESTRICTIONS:
Must be called in the EXECUTION block prior to the call to the
appropriate temperature solution subroutine. The history tape must be
-assigned op Unit U.
'CALLING SEQUENCE:
NEWTMP(PR(IC), VP(IC), W(IC), TMPTIM)
WPR - is the pressure array
VP-- - is the valve position array
- is the flowrate array
TMPTIM - is the time to read the values of PR, VP, W and temperatures




Subroutine FLPRNT will write the values of the DATA array of
real numbers at 10 to a line. The array is labeled by the variable input HEAD
which contains 9 six character alpha numeric words. The array location of every
tenth value in the array is identified to the right of the appropriate line.
FLPRNT was written primarily for the output of flowrates, pressures, pressure
drops, and valve positions obtained from PFCS but may be used for the output
of any real array.
RESTRICTIONS:
Should be called from OUTPUT. The array must be real.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
FLPRNT(DATA(IC), HEAD(DV))
SUBROUTINE NAMES: GENOUT, GENI OR GENR
PURPOSE:
These subroutines print out arrays of numbers 10 to a line.
GENOUT prints either real numbers, integer or both. GENI and GENR print
integers and real number arrays respectively. The integers are written in an
19 format and the real numbers in an E12.4 format.
RESTRICTIONS:
GENI writes arrays of integers only. GENR writes arrays of
real numbers only.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
GENOUT (A, ISTRT, ISTP, 'NAME')
GENI (A, ISTRT, ISTP, 'NAME')
GENR (A, ISTRT, ISTP, 'NAME')
where A - is the array location
ISTRT - is the first value in A being written
ISTP - is the last value in A being written




Subroutine FLUX permits doublet time variant curve values stored
on magnetic tape unit NFLXTP to be read into NCRV arrays starting at array
DATA when the mission time exceeds DQTIME. The flux tape must be generated
prior to the run using a GE routine LTVFTP. This routine generates the flux




Number of points on first curve (Integer), first curve independent variables,
first curve dependent variables, number of points on second curve, second





Same as Record No. 2 except with new Values
Record No. 5
Third Read Time
Etc. until all blocks of data are on tape.
Subroutine FLUX writes the values from the appropriate NFLXTP record into
the arrays defined by DATA and NCRV in the proper doublet array format.
Flux values should be input into the heat flux arrays (DATAl---DATANCRV)
initially if the user doesn't want the values to be read from the tape
at the start of the problem. The value of QTIME should initially be the
value of the time the first read is desired.
RESTRICTIONS:
The following restrictions apply:
(1) The initial block of curve data must be input on cards or data
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(2) Particular curves must have the same number of points on
each block of data read in as were input on cards initially
(3) Each curve may have a different number of points
(4) The first point on each curve in each block of data must be
the same as the last point on that curve in the previous
block of data
(5) All incident heat curves must be in a single block by
.themselves.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
FLUX(NFLXTP, DATA, NCRV, DQTIME, QTIME)
where
NFLXTP - logical unit to which the flux tape is assigned. Must be
supplied by a user constant.
DATA - starting location (IC) for flux curves
-NCRV - number of flux curves to be updated from the flux tape
DQTIME - time scale shift for flux curves DQTIME is added to each
independent value for each flux curve read from NFLXTP
QTIME - the last point on the latest set of flux curves read from
NFLXTP. (QTIME = FLXTIM + DQTIME, where FLXTIM is the time




Subroutine TIMCHK compares the elapsed computer time against the
requested computer time, RTIME, and terminates the run if RTIME is exceeded
by the elapsed time. If the second argument, KODE, is non-zero an output
of computer time used will be printed out on each call to TIMCHK. Thus, a
call to TIMCHK in VARIABLES 2 should normally be with KODE=O. If the output
of-computer time used is desired, TIMCHK should be called from OUTPUT with
KODE / 0. The most desirable procedure is to supply two calls to TIMCHK :
(1_)acall in VARIABLES 2 with KODE = 0 and (2) a call in OUTPUT with
KODE 0.
RESTRICTIONS:
KODE should zero when called from VARIABLES 1 or 2.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
TIMCHK (RTIME, KODE)
where RTIME = maximum computer time requested
KODE = print code: = 0, computer time used is not printed out
O, computer time used is printed out on




This subroutine performs single variable linear interpolation
on a doublet array of X,Y pairs in the same manner as D1DEGl except in re-
verse order. The array is interpolated in reverse order to obtain the value
of independent variable, X, which corresponds to the input dependent variable,
Y.
RESTRICTIONS:
All values must be floating point numbers.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
REVPOL (Y,A(IC),X)
where Y - input value of dependent variable
A - Doublet array of X,Y pairs
X - output value of independent variable
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5.0 SAMPLE PROBLEM
A sample problem was prepared for the SINDA routine to demon-
strate the input and output for a typical thermal/flow analysis problem. A
schematic of the problem is shown in Figure 10 . The problem consists of 8
two dimensional radiator panels, each modeled by two flow paths (one for the
main panel of 11 tubes and one for the prime bypass tube).. Contained in the
system are a pump, a bypass valve (valve No. 1) and a stagnation valve between
...the two flow paths. The heat load to the radiator system comes through a
-counter flow heat exchanger which has a controlled inlet temperature of 400F.
The fluid is Freon 21 in the radiator system and water on the cooled side of
'the heat exchanger. The nodal subdivision for the fluid system is shown
in Figure 10. The structure nodal subdivision is shown in Figure 11.
The output for the run is presented in Table 3. A selected
few items were plotted using the plot package described in Appendix B. These
are presented in Figures 12 thru 17.
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5 - . =1 -- V1 I |
S_ _ 16 44 _ 4 470
199 107
2s 104 43 7 2 fl111 67 1
1331 57 8 5 91 6
2 8 14 7420 50 56 62 68
_233 39 45 _7_ _ .... L
15_.C8_21 51 57 63 69
4 )_ 1 D3 _ 16 2 2J -52 -58 6 ---4 70
5 11 17 3 53 59 1 71
30 101 24 -A 9
S9 &.1110
413
xx - Fluid temperature lumps 73.115
-Pressure Nodes79 5
)- Tube numbers
vx - Valve numbers FIGURE 10 FLUID MODEL OF THE SAMPLE PROBLEM
299 307
201 360 219 249 36 27 316
42047 4213 425 6 92
203 209 21 5 22 251 2571 263 269
204 210 216 222 252 258 64 70
205 211 217 223 253 259 265 271
212 218 260 266
206 t 301 224 254 r - N 272
302 310
225 303 304 243 273 311 291
231 237 279 285
, 6 I_ 2. I I~ JZZ4 28- 286- -292
229 235 241 247 277 283- 289 295




xx - Structure Lumps
FIGURE 11 STRUCTURE MODEL. FOR THE SAMPLE PROBLEM
TABLE 3
OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE PROBLEMS
* SSG G0:546~2 25 FEB 13
* ASG ZzA057q3 25 FEB 13
Si A5S T:A02z93 25 FEB 73
* S56 ,J,m, 25 FEB 73
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I a IFEI 13
I. TAR 9
I. IN S
END OF FILE -- tUNIT S
END CUR LCC 1t52-0039 L9
*P NOs SAMPLE PRaBLEI FOR SINDO VERSION 9
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SAPLE PR3LM FOR SJINDA VERSION 9 DATE 250273 PAGE 9
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SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR SINCA VERSION 9 OATE 250273 PAGE It
SCD 3THERMAL LPCS
BCD 6 SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR SINCA VERSION 1
ENO
BCD 3NOOE DATA
PER hOE,NUMINC , TI ,(T), CONST S
SIR 1, 8, 6, 70. * A3, .012096 S FLUID LtPPS
SIR 2, 8, 6, 70. , 3, .00305 S
SIR 3, 8, 6, 70. , 43, .00305 $
SIR 1, 8, 6, 70. , $3, .00305 s
SIR 5, 8, 6, 70. , A3, .00305 s
SIR 6, 8, 6, 70. * A3, .012096 S
Sin 49, 8, 6, 70. , A3, .012096 S
SIR 50, 8, 6, 70. , A3, .0000213 S
SIR -51, 8, 6, 70. , A3, .0000213 Z
SIR 52, 8, 6, 70. , A3, .0000213 S
i5 53, 8, 6, 70. , A3, .0000213
SIR 59, e , 70. , A3, .012096 $
SlY 97 , 70. *3, .005010 s
SIV 98 , 70. , A3, .005090 s
SlY 99 , 70. , 3, .020160 Z
Sly 1100 , 70. , 3, .007056 $
Sy -101 , 70. , A3, .007056
SlV =102 , 70. , 3, .002520 S
SIV 103 , 70. , A3, .002520 s
SIV I104 , 70. , A3, .007056 $
SVl :105 70. , A3, .007056 S
SIV :106 70. , 43, .020160 Z
SIV -t07 , 70. , A3, .020160 Z
SIV10~-I , 70. A *3, .005040 0
SIV. 109 , 70. , 3, .005040 t
SIV.110 , 70. . A3, .002520 t
SIVlo II , 70. , 3, .002520 9
SV. 112 , 70. , 3, .005040 S
SIV 113 , 70. , A3, .005040 Z
Stv. 11 , 70. , *3, .020160 5
SlV 115 * 70. , A3, .005 CO i
SIV 116 , 70. , 3, .002016 z
Sl: 117 , 70. , A3, .050%00 Z
2198e- ,100. , 1.0
?-199 * 40. * 1.0
!200 , 100. , 1.0 s
SI5 201, 8, 6, 70. , Aq, .720 5 TvvE tLrPS
SIR:-202, 8, 6. 70. , 49,10.3 s
SIr 203, 8, 6, 70. , A4,10.3
51R 201, 8, 6, 70. , 49,10.3 S
SIRn 205, 8, 6, 70. , ,10.3 S
SIR 206, 8, 6, 70. , Aq, .720 5
SIP 29., 8, 6, 70. , A4, .7210
Si| 250, 8, 6, 70. , *, .0718 5
SIm 251, e, 6, 70. , 4, .018
SIn 252, 8, 6, 70. , A4, .0718
SIM 253, 8, 6, 70. , o9, .0718 5
SIM 250, 8, 6, 70. , *, .720
Stl 297 , 70. , as, .299 s
StV 298 70. , A, .299 5
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SAMPLE PR3BLIn FOR SINDA VERSION 9 DATE 250273 PAGE 12
Sty 299 , 10. , Al, 1.20 9
StV 300 1 70. , A%, .919
SIY 301 70. , as, .419 $
5IV 302 , T0. , a4, .150 *
Sty 303 , 70. , Aq, .150 *
SIV 304 1 10. , A%, .419 S
SIV 305 * 10. , 44, .q19 $
$Sl 306 * 10. A t9, .720 S
SIV 307 * 10. * A%, 1.200 6
SIV 308 , 10. , A, .720 $
SIV 309 , 10. * At, .720 S
StV 310 * 10. % 49, .150 $
SIV 31i1 TO. 4 .a, .150
SIV 312 • 10. , A9, .720 $
SlY 313 * TO. , At, .720 $
SIV 314 70. , A9, 1.200 S
SIV 315 170. * At, .299 S
SlY 316 • 10. * at, .012 6
SIV 317 , 70. , *9, 2.99 S
-400 • -959.69 .1.0 6
END
SRELATIVE NODE NUMBERS ACTUAL NODE NUlBERS
I THRU t0 1 T 13 19 25 31 37 43 2 a
.I THRU 20 19 20 26 32 38 44 3 9 iS 21
121 THRU 30 27 33 39 45 4 10 16 22 20 39
S 31 THMU 40 40 46 5 1 17 23 29 35 91 91
41 THRU 50 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 49 55
51 THRU 60 61 67 73 19 as 91 50 56 62 68
61 THRU 70 74 80 86 92 51 57 63 69 75 61
TI THRU 80 87 93 S2 58 69 70 76 82 88 99
1 THRU 90 53 59 65 71 177 83 89 15 59 60
91 THRU 100 66 72 To 89 90 96 97 98 99 100
101 THRU 11 10ot 102 !03 t09 105 106 107 top 109 110
III THRU 120 I11 112 113 119 I15 116 IT 201 207 213
121 THAU 130 219 225 231 237 293 202 208 214 220 226
131 THRU 1t0 232 238 24 203 209 215 221 227 233 239
141 THRU 1SO 245 209 210 216 222 228 239 240 296 205
151 T*RU 160 211 217 223 229 235 241 247 206 212 218
161 THR 170ITO 229 230 236 242 248 249 255 261 267 273
ITi THRU 180 279 285 291 250 256 262 248 274 280 286
S 81 THRU 190 292 251 257 263 269 275 281 287 293 252
191 THAV 200 258 269 270 276 282 288 294 253 259 265
201 THRU 210 271 277 283 289 295 254 260 266 272 278
211 THRU 220 284 290 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303
221 THR' 230 304 305 306 307 30f 309 310 311 312 313
231 THRU 238 314 315 316 317 19 199 200 *00
. O0E PALYSIS... CFFUSIO = 239, ARITHrETI : 0, 80,CARY 4, TOTaL = 238
BCD 3SOLRE DATA
REI fJCE,A( ,ME C.2NST
SIT 202, A15, 16.270 :
.SIT 203, *15, 16.270 Z
. SIT 204, A15, 16.27o0
SIT 205, A15, 16.270 :
SIT 208, A15, 16.270


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N 0 n 4
.
'U U 0 .4 *0
END
SarAPLE PROBLER-Fa SINOA VERSION I OAT[ ZSO213 FACE I4
lCD 3CUNDUCTOR 0CIA
ER NS ROG IG NA INA IS INB 6
SE I, 1, -1, 1, 2, 1, 75. OFLOt
EN 6, 5, , -7, 1, 8, 1, TS. 6
SN II, S, , -1I, 1, q, , 75. S
SEN 16, S, 1, -19, , 20, 1, s7. 8
SEN 21, 5, 1, -25, 1, 26, 1, S5. 5
SE 26, 5, 1, -31, t, 32. 1, TS.
SIN 31, S, 1, -37, 1, 38, 1, 75. 6
SEN 36, 5, , -93, 3, 3, 1, 75. S
SEN I1, 5, , -.9, 1, so, 1, 75. 6
SEN 46, 5, 1, -55, 1, 56, 1, 75. $
SE St. 5S, 1, -61, 1, 62, 1, 75. s
SEN 56, S, 1, -61, 1, S. S
SEN 61, S, 1, .73, 1, 74, 1, 15. 
SEN 66, 5, 1, -79, 1, 80, 1, 75. C
SEN i1, 5, 1, -85. 1, 86, 1, 75. $
SEN 76, 5, 1, -91, 1, 92, 1, 15. A S
81, 200, 97, 625. C
- 2, 917, 98, 600. S
13, -97. 116, 25. $
'8, -98, 99, 30O. s Flow conductors identified in
85, -98, 107, 300. S
S6, -99, 13, 75. S array 17, page 114
@1, -99, 19, 75. s
08, -99, 100, 150. 6
S -8,100, 1, 75. s
, ,-00, 7, 75. 6
S I, -18, 101, 75. 6
192, 
-2, 101, 5. S
93, -6, 102, 75.
94, -12, 102, 75. S
95,-101, 102, 150. 6
96,-02, 103, 300.
97,-103, 25, 75. 6
98,-103, 31, 75. S
99,-103, 104, 150. S
00,-104 , 31, 75. S
101,-109 .43, 75.
102, -92, 106, 75.
103, -98, 106, 75. 6
10,-105, 106, 350.
1'06,-101, 55, 7IS. 6
108,-108, 31, 75. 6
109,-108, 67, 75. s
t10, -54, 1sq, 75. 6
Il3, -60, 307, 75. 6
312, -66, 110, 75.




317,-Ill, 91, 75. z
118,-l1, IZ, 10s. :
119,-112, 73, 76. S


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SAMPLE P92!LfL FOR SINDA VERSION 9 DATE 250273 PAGE 16
CONDUCTOR ANALYVIS... LI4tNEA 248, RADIATION 64, TOTAL * 312, CONNECTIONS a 312








CONSTANTS ANALYSIS... tSR a I, DEOP 66 0 196, TOTAL : 131
SCO 3ARRAY DATA
I S FREON-21 SPECIFIC HEAT
-400. , .223 , -218. , .223 , -217. ,3.723
-212. ,3.723 , -211. * .223 , -160. , .224
-110. , .228 , -60. , .231 , 0. * .237
40. .219 * 90. , .254 , 120. , .264
q90. , .219 , 150. , .280 , 180. , .295
246. , .315
END
2 S FREON-21 CENSITY
-400. .110  , 218. , 110. , -21. , 0.
-212. , 110. , -211. , 110. , -160. , 109.
-110. , 99.25 , -60. , 9. * 0. , 91.5
40. , 88.5 , 90. , 8q.2 , 120. , 81.8
140. , 80.1 * 150. , 19.9 , 180. , 76.
246. , 69.
END
3 6 FREON-21 CENSITY TIrES SPECIFIC HEAT
-400. , 2q.53 , -218. , 24.53 , -217. , 409.53
-212. , 409.53 , -211. , 24.53 * -160. * 23.30
-110. , 22.63 , -60. , 22.18 , 0. , 21.69
90. , 21.59- , 90. * 21.39 , 120. , 21.60
140. * 21.95 , 150. , 22.37 • 180. , 22.92
296. * 21.73
END
t S ALUMINVP SPECIFIC HEAT
-400. , .092 , -300. , .12q , -200. , .152
-100. * .175 o 0. , .192 , 100. . .204
200. . .214
END
5 9 FREON-21 VISCOSITV
-400. * 19.1 , -212. , 19.1 , -211. , 19.1
-209. , 18.5 , -206. , 16.55 , -203. , 14.75
-200. , 13.7 , -194. , 11.5 , -191. , 10.0
-188. , 10.08 , -1eq. , 9.25 , -178. , 18.1
-172. , 7.12 , -166. , 6.36 , -160. , 5.72
-154. , 5.21 o -148. , *.75 , -142. , 4.32
-136. , 3.96 , -130. , 3.68 , -124. , 3.42
-118. , 3.16 , -112. , 2.81 , -76. , 2.02
-49. , 1.62 , 0. , I.7 , 30. , .994
60. , .870 , o00. , .726 , 360. , .561
260. , .396
END
6 : FREON-21 TMERrAL CONCUCTIVITY
-400. * 0.14 , 0.0 , 0.075 , 250. , 0.035
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EN0
I E1ISSIlWITY
-400. . .92 . 260. , 0.92 ,END
It $ INET TEPPERATURE VS TIME
• 0. so ,20. 80. ,ENO
12 6 INLET FLOU RATE VS TIFE
0. . 2500. 20. 2500. ,ENO





S1 S PANEL HEAT FLUx VS TIWE
0. , 40. , 70. , qo. ,END
16 S CONVECTION CATA ,6aAT
lER ENO , AMT ,TU8E,FLrP,TYPE, I , FI , V2 S (FLnP):FLUI0 LUM P
*G201, 1.35 , 6,*T1 , 1, 12. , 1.0, 1.0 S G,AHT,TU3,FL,TYP
*G202, 1.17 , 6,*T2 , 2, 15.25 , 1.0, 1.0 S X,FI,F2
eG203, 1.17 , 6,#T3 , 2, 18.5 , 1.0, 1.0 t
*6204, 1.17 , 6,*T4 , 2, 21.75 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*6205, 1.17 , 6,*T5 , 2, 29.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
.6206, 1.35 , 6,*T6 * 1, 36.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*C207, .5625, 5,*TT , 3, 5. , 1.0, 1.0 S
*6208, 1.17 , 5,*T8 , 2, 8.25 , 1.0, 1.0 .
.G209, 1.17 , 5,*T9 * 2, 11.5 , 1.0, 1.0 S
w&210, 1.17 , 5,*TO1 , 2, 14.75 , 1.0, 1.0 5
eG211, 1.17 , 5,*TIt , 2, 18.0 , I.0, 1.0 S
*6212, .5625, 5,*TI2 , 3, 23.0 , 1.0, 1.0 5
*C213, .5625, 7,*TI3 , 3, 5. , 1.0, 1.0 5
*62Iq, 1.17 , 7,*Tlq , 2, 8.25 , 1., 1.0
96215, 1.11 , 7,T15 , 11.5 , 1.0, 1.0 S ADAT array for convection con-
.6216, 1.17 , 7,.T16 . 2, 14.75 , 1.0, 1.0 S ductors;described on page 49 an
. 21. 1.1 , ,T17 , 2, 18.0 , 1.0, .0 the last argument to subroutine
.6218, .5625, I7,-18 3, 23.0 1.0, 1.0
.6219, 1.35 , 8,*T19 , 1, 12.0 1.0, 1.0 CONVI on page 121
*6220, 1.17 *, VT20 , 2, 15.25 , 1.0, 1.0 5
*6221, 1.17 , 8,*T21 , 2, 18.5 , 1., 1.0 5
*6222, 1.17 , 8,*T22 , 2, 21.75 , 1.0, 1.0 5
*6223, 1.17 , 8,*T23 , 2, 29.0 3.0, 1.0 S
* 221, 1.35 , 8,*T2q , I, 36.0 , 1.0, 1.0 5
* 225, 1.35 ,24,.T25 , I, 12.0 , 1.0. 1.0 :
*6226 1.17 ,2, .T26 , 2, 15.25 , 1.0, 1.0 &
*6221, 1.117 ,29,T27 , 2, 18.5 , I.0, 1.0 :
*G?2, 1.17 ,24,*T28 , 2, 21.75 , 1.0, 1.0
9C229, 1.17 ,24,*T24 , 2, 24.0 , 1.0. 1.0 5
*6230, 1.35 ,24,T30 , 1, 36.0 , 1.0, 1.0 5
*.231, .5625,23,*T31 , 3, 5.0 , 1.0, 1.0 5
*6232, 1.17 ,23,,T32 , 2, 8.25 , 1.0, 1.0 5
*.233, 1.17 ,23,,t33 , 2. 11.5 , 1.0, 1.0
eG234, 1.17 ,23,T34 , 2, 19.75, 1.0, 1.0 5
*.235, 1.17 ,23,T35 , 2. I , ., . 1.0
*36, .5625,23,T36 , 3, 23.0 , 1.0, 1.0 5
.G237, .5625,21,-T37 , 3, 5.0 , 1.0, 1.0 5
*.238, 3.117 21,-T? , 2, F.25 , 1.0
.C239, 1.117 ,21,*T3 , 2, II.5! 1.0, 1.0 :
*G240, 1.11 ,21,#T4C , 2, 1P.75 , 1.0. 1.0
.*2N1, 1.17 ,21,*T41 , 2, 18.0 . 1.0, 1.0 5
G62%2, .5f25,21,*r42 , 3, 23.0 , 1.S, 1.0 5
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*8623, 1.35 ,22,*T%3 , 2, 12.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*GZq, 1.17 ,22,*TR , 2, 15.25 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*62q5, 2.17 ,22,*T5 , 2, 18. , 1.0, 1.0 S
*62q6, 1.17 ,22,*T46 , 2, 21.75 , 1.0, 1.0 $
*G2~7, 1.17 ,22,*T%7 , 2, 2q.0 , 1.0, 1.0 9
s6248, 1.35 ,22,*Tq8 , 1, 36.0 , 1.0, 1.0 6
*G249, 1.35 ,16,*T%9 , 1, 12.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
.6250, .0082.16,*T50 , q, 12.25 , 1.0, 1.0 S
.6251, .0082,16,.T51 , 4, 12.5 , 1.0, 1.0 5
6G252, .0082,16,*T52 , q, 12.75 , 1.0, 1.0 8
96253, .0082,16,*T53 , , 13.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
49625q, 1.35 ,16,oTS1 , 1, 25.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*6255, .5625,15,T55 , 3, 5.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
.60256, .0082,l15,TS6 , , 5.25 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*tC257, .0082,15,*T57 , i, 5.50 , 1.0, 1.0 t
.*G258, .0082,15,.T58 , 4, 5.75 , 1.0, 1.0 S
-6259, .0082,15,*T59 , q, 6.0 , 1.0, 1.0 Z
*6260, .5625,15,*T60 , 3, 11.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*0261, .5625,13,*T61 , 3, 5.0 , 1.0, 1.0 $
.G262, .0082,13,*T62 , 4, 5.25 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*6263, .0082,13,*T63 , 4, 5.50 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*6264, .0082,13,*T6q , q, 5.75 , 1.0, 1.0 S
.*6265, .0082,13,*T765 , 4, 6.0 , 2.0, 1.0 *
.G266, .5625,13,*T66 , 3, 11.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
.*G267, 1.35 ,14,*T67 , I, 12.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
.G268, .00b2,14,*T68 , q, 12.25 , 1.0, 1.0 S
6*0269, .0082,1 ,*T69 , 4, 12.50 , 1.0, 1.0 Z
..6270, .0082,.!,.*T70 , 12.75 . 1.0, 1.0 ADAT arra (Contd)
444271 .0082,q,'TI , i, 13.0 , 1.0, 1.0 ADAT array ont'
,90272, 1.35 ,13,T772 , 1, 25.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
.G273, 1.35 ,30,*T73 , I, 12.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
-01274, .0082,30,-T7q , 4, 12.25 , 1.0, 1.0 t
.*6275, .0082,30,*T15 , 4, 12.5 , 1.0, 1.0 t
.*G276, .0082,30,*T76 , q, 12.75 , 1.0, 1.0 S
o,.278, 1.35 ,30,*T78 , 1, 25.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
.6279, .5625,29,*T79 , 3, 5. , 1.0, 1.0 z
.96280, .0082,29,*T80 , 9° 5.25 , 1.0, 1.0 t
!GE281, .0082,29,*TS7 , , .5 , 1.0, 1.0 C
.!6282, .0082,29,T82 , 4, 5.75 , 1.0, 1.0 C
tCG283, .0082,29..T83 , 4, 6.0 , 1.0, 1.0 *
.*G28%, .5625,29,*T8R , 3, 11.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
*e285, .5625,31,*TSS , 3, 5. , 1.0, 1.0 C
e!0286, .0082,31,*7.S , T , 5.25 , 1.0, 1.0 Z
.qc287, .0082,31,T7 , , 5.5 , 1.0, 1.0 C
o 6288i .0082,31,*Te8 , 4, 5.75 , 1.0, 2.0 :
TC6289, .0082,31,*T89 , 4, 6.0 , 1.0, 2.0 C
.!C290, .5625,31,*T90 , 3, 11.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
.* 291., 1.35 ,32, T91 , 1, 12.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
.10292, .0082,32,*7T2 , 9, 12.25 , 1.0, 1.0 C
*.0293, .0592,32,*T93 , 4, 12.5 , 1.0, 1.0 :
;A?9q4, .0082.32,T9 , q, 12.75 , 1.0, 1.0 C
.*G295, .0082,32,-T95 , , 13.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
.o6296, 1.35 ,32.-T96 , 1, 25.S , 1.0, 1.0 :
.-6297, .5625, 1,.r97 , 3, 5.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
* 6298, .5625, 2,T498 , 3, 5.0 , I.0. 1.0 C
*o.299, 2.25 , 3,*9t9 * 5, 20.0 , 1.0, 1.0 C
*..300, .7875, 4*.T1S0, 8, 7.0 . 1.0, 1.0 C
.*6301, .7875, 9,*TI51, 8, 7.0 , 1.0, 1.0 z
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*302, .281 ,*O,*TIO?, 6, 2.5 , 1.0, 1.0 6
0303, .281 ,19 ,T103, 6, 2.5 , 1.0, 1.0 6
G30wO, .787S,20,.*TIO , 8 7.0 , 1.0, 1.0 8
eG305, .1875,25,*T105, , 7.0 , 1.0, 1.0 8
*0306, 2.25 ,26,*TIO6, 5, 20.0 , 1.0, 1.0 $
9G307, 2.25 11,TIST, 5, 20.0 1.0, 1.0 $
*G308, .7815,12,T7108, 8, 7.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
.G309, .7875,17,9T109, 0,7.0 1.0, 1.0 ADAT array (cont'd)
03D10, .281 ,18,T110, 6, 2.5 , 1.0, 1.0 4
e6311, .281 ,27,*Tll, 6, 2.5 , 1.0, 1.0 5
*0312, .7875,28,*TlZ, 8, 7.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*G313, .7875,33,*T113, 8, 7.0 , 1.0, 1.0 $
*e319, 2.25 ,3.,*T1,#, 5, 20.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
S6315, 5.62 ,35,T7115, 7, 50.0 , 1.0, 1.0 S
*6316, .225 ,36,*T116, 9, 2.0 , 1.0, 1.0 4
0631T, .S625,37,T117, 3, 5.0 , 1.0, 1.0 5
END
IT 6 FLOW CONOUCTOR DATA
*61 ,*TI , 6
C2G ,*T2 , 66
*63 ,*T3 , 6
*69 ,.*T4 6 S
GS ,*TS , 6
.G6 ,OTT . 5
*7T ,*TS , 5 5
9G8 ,*T9 , 5 6
*G9 ,*TIO , 5 s
*CIO ,*TIt , 5 C
*Gil ,*TI3 , 7 c
0G12 ,oTi4 , 7 S
*013 ,*TI5 * 7 6
*GI% ,TI16 , 7 5
*615 ,*TIT , T $
*.01 ,*.TI, 0 S ADATI array described on page
.0e .T20, a z 53 and the third argument to
.018 .T21 * S
.09 ,*T22 , e Z FLOCNI on page 121
*620 .*T23 , 8 :
*G21 ,*TZS , 24 t
.022 ,*T26 , 24 C
.G23 ,*T27 , 2" C
*024 ,T28 , 2 C
.*25 ,.*T29 29 q
.026 ,*T31 , 23
027 ,.T32 , 23 C
.*28 ,*T33 , 23 C
.G29 , T39 , 23 Z
9;30 ,vT35 , 23 :
.*31 ,*T37 , 21 C
*.32 **T38 , 21 C
*F33 ,OT39 , 21 =
OP34 ,9e0 , 21 :
.*35 ,*T41 , 21 
.v36 ,*T43 , 22 :
.G37 ,*T44 , 22 :
*389 .*T45 , ZZ C
*G39 ,.T46 , 22 :
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*eG9 ,*TI03, 20 $
*C100,.TOI, 21 Z
*9101,*T109. 22 S
GIO02,*Tt2 , 21 $







*CII0,.*T5 , 16 $
06|1.T60 I is S*6112,* 6 , 15 3
ei1132.*T26 13 S ADATI array (cont'd)








*6121,*T90 , 31 S
*6122,*T96 , 32 S
*6123,*T78 , 30 S






*6130,oT30 , 29 :
9G131,*T36 , 23 S
END
20: S AFLOW
@r22 6 aRRAY CONTAINING PESS RA-ES AFLOW array described on page 71 and
9A23 s ARRAY CONrAIPj1N FtOw CO:CoCTrAS the first argument in the call to PFCS
1 - A2q C ARRAY CONTAIN3Nn VARVE P35ITIt3
AS C A RRAY CONJTAININs P-NICE IFPIC FLOW RATES on page 121 (also first argument to
@A26 S ARRAY CONTAININS FLUID LUrP TYPE CATA CONV )
A27 C ARRAY CONTTaNING ACCEC RESISTACES
*A28 C ARRAY CONTAINING PRESSURL'E OpP
END
21 FLOW RATES ,aW
200. , 200. , 200. , 200. , 2.. 20.
200. 200. : 200. , 00. , 20. , 2 0. AW array described-on page 72 and
200. , 200. oo200. 200. 2So. , 200. referenced in array 20 above
200. 200. 20000. , 2. , 20".
200. 200. , 200. , 200. , 20. 200.
200. .200. , 200. , 20. , 2. 2.
200. , 200. , 200.
rEN2  P: rESSEs ] APN array described on page 72
SPACE,24
END
23 t FLOW cONVCTR ) AGF array described on page 72
SPACE,39
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, , VALVE POSITIONS AVP array described on page 72
0.199, 0.99
s PSEo FLOW nTES AIFR array described on page 72
200.,SPACE,23 J
END
-26 S FLUID TYPE DATA--WP.CSA,FLL,I FF,NML,FFC
EA P CSA , FLL , rFF ,NHL, FFC S
.1125 , .001008 , 12. , 0, 0. , 1. * TYPE 1
.3600 o.000938 , 3.5 , ,11., 1. s TYPE 2 AFT array containing the fluid type
.112 .001008 , . , 0. , 1. S TYPE, data described on page 72 and
.0328 .853E-4 , 0.25 0,2.49, 1. $ TYPE data described on page 72 and
.1125 , .001008, 20. , 0, 0. , I. S TYPE 5 referenced in array 51.
.1125 • .001008 , 2.5 , 0, 0. , 1. t TYPE 6
.1125 , .001008 , 50. * 0, 0. , 1. s TYPE 7
.1125 , .001008 , T. O0, 0. , 1. S TYPE 8
.1125 .001008 , 2. a 0, 0. 1 . $ TYPE 9
END
-21 S ADDED RESISTANCES " AFR array described on page 72
SPACE, 39
END.
2 $s PRESSURE CROPS APD array described on page 73
SPACE, 39 J
.. 30 9 SYSTEM ARRAYS,A0AT
*A31 $ 10 ARRAY CONTAINING SYSTEM PROPERTY 0o ADAT array described on page 71
eA32 $ 10 ARRAY CONTANING SOLUTION PARAMETERS
*A33 S 10 ARRAY CCNTAINIG AIN NETWORK and the second argument in the
.436 6 10 ARRAY CONTAININs IO OF VALVE DATA call to PFCS on page 121
*A35 10O ARRAY CONTAIINING PUMP DATA
.0 5 CHECKOUT PRINT CODE
END
31
At 6 c(P A AY APR array described on page 73 and
*A2 S Rn ARRAY identified in array 30
*A5 S U ARRAY
*A6 S IT ARRAY
417312000.t GC
END
32 AtSOLUSLLTION PARArETEARS ASOL array described on page 74




.D3 Z " ARAY ID PRESS NFCF W'IP SPECIFIED
*A36 ARRAYv IC ARRAYS CONTAININS VALVE CATA
REnl TUBE ,Fa~,T3 ,55,FL*T :,
aE n ,P-N,P-?;,KA,L'rP :, ANET array for the main network
1, 1, 2, 1,*A37 rAIN NETQ
2, 2 2,. .- described on page 74 and identified
3, 3, %, I,A39 in array 30.
38, 4, l7,-1I.*40 : IETugt I
26, I, 1S, I,akI
It, 3, 9, !,'042
39, 9, 22,-I,-A43 0 S"e'ET!RK 2
34, 22, tl, IA44
35, rI. 23, i,*' *5
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36, 2, 23, I,*q6 I
3,. 23, 24. ,,Aq • . . array 31
3, a2, N s .N0ES WSPECIFIEO PRESSURES - APNPS array described on p. 75 & identified in/
35, , 2. .413, ENO - AP , array containing pump data described on page 77 and identifi
EM 3, . e u. qE R CONTNNG VALVE OFTT - AVLS and AVL array in array 30
OrEM IerP. I .LPP described on page 76
38..TiS . 3..B9.NO $'TE 2 and referenced in array 30(AVLS) and
9,9rs , S.r299. No s TUBE 3 array 33(AVL)
41,lTI06, 5,T306 ,END s TUBE 26
,2.#r0, s,*rT30 ,ENo s TUBE It ADi arrays for 'the main network; described on page
%5,.T,. .- T315 ND t TUBE 3 75 and referenced in array 33
46,.*T11, 9,.T316 ,ENO S TUBE 36
47,T11l7, 3,*T317 ,END S TUBE 3?
qs,,2,36,1,.0o,.90,.9,.oT ,35.,.T5, .,to. AVLV arrays containing valve data
END S CATA FOR VALVE I described on page 76 and referenced
49, 2, 3,11, 1, 0.01, 0.99, O.01,.TIIS, O.,O.75,1.0,0. O.
t1D s cATA FOR VALVE 2 in the AVL array 36
REI t!UE ,FROM,TO ,SS,FL*TB s
REM .#P-NO,P-%0,KO,LUP AI
4, 4, 6, 1, *A5 S SUBNET WORK I
5, 6, 7. 1 * 52 t ANET array for subnetwork 1; described on"6, 6, 1 1. *A53 S
1, . s, t~: AS S page 74 and identified in ANET for the
21, 6, , 1, 456 S
1,. 7, 8, 1, GA57 Z
S19, 8, 1, 1, *ASP z
20, 1q, 16, 1, OA59 Z
21, 16, 17, I, *A60 9
22, 16, 17, 1, ea61 .
23, lT, 15, I, *A t .
24, i, 15, 1, *463 5
25, IS, T17, 1, *A64 :
arEM AN 4L!rIC,TYP,T'se
REM (tr ,LtrP
51, e71S,, 0, *T300, END t TUBE N
52, *T7 , 3, *T207 z TBRE 5
r *T? 2, *T20
*T9 * 2, -T209
*:10 , * 210 ADi arrays for subnetwork No. 1 described
*T . 2, * 7211 on page 75 and referenced in array 40
*TI2 , 3, #T212, END
53, *T1 , 1, *T27 TUBE 6
*T2 * 2, *T202 5
.e3 , 2, TZ2C3
*T4 * 2, 2TZ0 f5
*IS * 2, *7205 5
*T6 1. T2(, END
54, *TI3 , 3, *T213 5 Tv'E I
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*T , 2, *1214 "
OTIS * 2, *T215 S
3TI6 , 2, oT216 S
1TI? , 2, . T217
1TIS , 3, *T218, END $
55, T19 , 1, *T219 $ TUBE 8
.T20 , 2, *T220 S
*T21 • 2, *T221 S
*722 , 2, *T222 $
*T23 2, .*T223 S
*T24 I, 1T22, END $
56, T101, 6, .T301, END S TUSE 9
51, *T102, 6, T1302, END S TUBE 10
58, T1T03, 6, *T303, END S TUBE 19
59, 1TIO, 8, 9T304, END t TUBE 20
60, .T37 , 3, .T237 S TUBE 21
O T38 , 2, *T238 S
. T39 , 2, .239 S ADi arrays for subnetwork No. 1 (Cont'd)
*T90 2, *T290 s
*T4 , 2, *q241 S
*T42 , 3, 1T242, END S
61, *T43 , 1, *T243 s TUBE 22
T49 , 2, *T244 4
*T-45 , , T2q5 S
*- *T46 , 2, *TZ26 S
*T47 , 2, *T247 s
- T48 , 1, *T248, END t
6i; *T31 , 3, *TZ31 4 TUBE 23
*T32 * 2, *T232 S
S.T33 2 , 'T233 S
; T -34 , 2, *T234 S
T .*T35 , 2, *T235 a
. *T36 ,3, *T236, NO C
? 6,- *T21 , I, *T275 S TUBE 24
ST26 , 2, *T226 r
*T27 , 2, *T227 t
*T28 , 2, *T228 S
*T29 , 2, #T229 C
*T30 , 1, *T230, END Z
64, *TI05, 8, *7305, END S TUBE 25
SVB2 S NAPAr -.E
.05
RE" TUeE ,FR2M,Ta ,SS,FL*TB C
RE" ,P-NO,P-N0,K3,tt!rP ac
* 32, 9, 11, 1, *7l C SVEETL3K I
-13. II, 12, 1, *.. : ANET array for subnetwork 2; described on page
-15, ., 10o, ,.i and identified in ANET for the main network,
16, 9, 10, 1, ayS : array 33
17, 10, 12, 1, *571
18, 12, 13, 1, . 77
27, 13, 19, 1, .578 C
S28, 19, 21, 1, *.79 Z
29, 21, 22, 1, A.*0 :
30, 21, 22, 1, 9Al1 C -
31, 19, 20, 1, s*82 C
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32, 19, 20, I, -A83 $ ]
33, 20, 22, 1, *AS%
ND
AEt AN ,FLUIDO,TYP,TUBE
RER ,LUrP , ,LUPp
11, *TOB, 38, T 08,ENDO TUBE 12
12, *T61 , 3, *T261 S TUBE 13
4T62 , q, *T262 S
*T63 , 4, *T263 S
*T64 q, *T26q S
*T65 , 4, *T265 S
*T66 , 3, *T266, END 3
T3, *T67 , 1, *T267 S TUBE 1
*T68 , 4, *T268 $
*T69 * 4, *T269 $
OT70 , *T270 S
*TT7 4, *T271 S
T772 * 1, *T212, END S
T%4 *T55 , 3, -T255 S TUBE 15
S .T56 , *T256 $
*T57 , 4, *T257 z
*T58 4q, *T258 B
*T59 , T4, 259 S
.T60 3, .T260, END S
15, .T49 1, *T2q9 S TUBE 16 ADi array for subnetwork No. 2 described
* -T1 * , .T251 S on page 75 and referenced in array 43
*TS52 , % 9T252 S
*TS3 , 4, *T253 S
*TSq , 1, *T25S, END S
17, *Tl09, e, *T309, ENO S TUBE 17
r I, .T11O, 6, *T310, EI;0D TUBE 18
18, *Till, 6, *T311, ENCD TUBE 27
It, *T112, 8, #T312, END S TUBE 28
80, *T?9 , 3, *T279 S TUBE 29
" T80 , 4, *T280 C
*T81 , 4, *T281 S
*T82 , , *T282 S
*T83 , 4, *T283
*T84 * 3, *T284, END C
r_81, *T13 , 1, *T273 C TUBE 30
.TT5 , 4, T215
S *T76 , , -T276 C
T7T ? 4, *T277 C
*T78 1, 1T278. END C
82, *T85 , 3 T25 Z TUBE 31
*T86 4, T2a6 Z
*T87 4 , *T?87 C
*Te9 , 4, *T28
*T89 , 4, T289 C
*T90 , 3, *T290, ENDP
e3, *T91 , I, -T291 c TUBE 32
eT92 , , *T292 C
*T93 , 4, *T293 C
*T9q t 4, T299
*795 *1, *T295 C
*T96 * 1, *T296, END z
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14, OT311, S, *T313, END 6 TUBE 33
I00
BCO ISHUTTLE ECS RADIATOR FLOW SYSTER
END
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BCD 1PRESSURE DROPS (LBIFT**2)
END
END
ARRAY ANALYSIS... N!UBER OF ARRAYS = 75 TOTAL LENGTH = 2511
BCD 3EECTTON
ODIENSION t(2000) F
NOlr = 2000 F
























SAPLE PR3BLEM FOR SINDA VERSION 9 DATE 250273 PAGE 2r
* rOT CUR 5 tB :3
I. ERl Igq:s:37
. INS
END OF FILE -- UNIT 6 Ipa1: ?
3. TRI 6
END CUR LCC 1102-0039 L9
122
SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR SINDA VERSION I DATE 250273 PAGE 28
* FOR SICA 25 FEB 73 It:6: :
VNIVAC IIO FORTRAN V EXEC II LEVEL 25A -(EIEC LEVEL E12010010A)
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 25 FEB 13 AT 14:16:01
FAIn PROGRAM


















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAPE)
o001 000005 IL 0013 000000 a 0014 000022 ARLICA 0014 000035 ARLIOC 0014 000012 ATFPra
0014 000017 ATMPCC 0014 00013 SACKUP 0014 000040 ALMEN o005 0oo000 0014 00000o CSnFAC
0014 05002 CS Arx 0014 000020 CS MIN 0 0 000027 CStRAL k014 0 C0 0 30CS L 001J 00,0'0 CgPA
o014 000011 VarPO 0014 000031 rtLICA 0014 00032 CRLICC Cl 000001 CTIFEW COl1 000025 CTIFEI
0014 000024 OTimEL 0014 000001 CTIELU 0014 000005 OTrPCA 0034 000016 OTr-PC Cl4 0050C31 E;:iaL
0007 000000 0 0003 000000 H 0014 000046 ITE3T 0014 OP0041 JTEST 012 Co0C00 K
0014 000050 KTEST 0016 t 000003 LAAPAY 0014 000060 LAIFAC CS16 L 000001 tC 0 0016 L 050002 tC 0-T
0015 000010 LENA 0014 000033 LIF.ECT 0016 . 0C00oo LN~CE 0016 00C023 Lt'PT 001i 000036 Scs
0015 000006 LSaI 0015 000001 LS32 0014 000051 LTEST 0014 00005? PTEST 0014 C000044 at!
0015 00005 Nf CO14 000045 PhATrPC 0014 000042 NOP 0015 00000 1?T 014 000043 .CT0!P
0015 000003 N T C014 000004 tOO LP 0015 000001 &NA CI5 000000s 4 NC 0015 CGcsZ p.rN
0034 000041 3"COPY CGlq 000006 CPEITR 0014 000021 OTPJT C514 050034 PE&FT 0006 000000 0
0014 0C053 RTEST 0010 c0S000 SEOI 0011 000000 SE72 0014 000054 STEr Cs4 000000 7
0014 00006l TCNTAL CcI 000015 T IEr 0014 000000 TIFEN 0514 000002 TIrENO 0014 005014 TIrFO
0014 0G0055 TTEST o001 0S0005 ETEST 0014 000051 VTEST
0C101 1* COPrrN /TITLE/
C0103 2* COr2N /TErP/ T
0130 3* CO1r3? /C6PI C
0C0o5 40 COirPrN /I'VCEI 0
0IC6 50 r3mr2N /C3;C t
Col01 * C.r2'4 /Ptll SE2I
123
SAr LE PROALER FOR SINDA VERSTON 9 DATE 250273 PAGE 29
00110 7T COMM N /PC2/ SEO2
00111 o COM ?N IKUST/I
00112 9o COMMON /ARRAY/ A
00113 l0s COMMON IFIXCONI frltE , TIPEU, TIfENO, CSGFAC,
00113 11 IRLCOP DOTMPCA, OPEITR DTIMEH, CAPPA ,
00113 12* IDAMPD O XTrPCA, OACKUP, TIMEO , TIFEr ,
00113 13* IDT.PCC, ATmPCC, CS.MIN, OUTPUT, ARLICA,
00113 140 ILOOPCT, DTIPEL, DTIMEI, CSGMaX, CSRAAL,
00113 15 1ICSGRCL, ORLICA, CRLICC, LINECT, PASECT,
00113 156 1ARLICC, LSPCS , ENGBAL, BALENG, 3cOPY,
00113 I7. lkCSGM VIOTMPC, NARLIC, WATMPC, ITEST ,
00113 18* IJTEST , TEST , LTEST , PTEST , RTEST ,
00113 19* ISTEST , TTEST , UTEST , VTEST , LARIFC,
00113 20o ITCNTAL
00119 21* COMOHN /DIENSI ND,NA,NNT,NT,NT,NCTNATLSO.LS2.LENA
00115 22* DIMENSION Hz20)
00116 23* COMMON /LOGICI LNO3E, LCONO, LCONST, LARRAY
0011t 2q4 LOGICAL LNJOE, LCONO, LCONST, LARRAY
00120 25e DIMENSION T( 238),C( 234),0( 239),G( 312),K( 131),A( 25111,
00120 26* ISEQI( 429),5E02( 298)
00121 27* LNOCE = .TRUE.
00122 28# LCONO .TRUE.
00123 29* LCONST = .TRUE.
0012q 30. LARRAY = .TRUE.
00125 31. 1 CALL INPUTT
00126 : 32o CALL ExECTN
00127 33* 60 TO I
00130 - 34o END
END OF COMPILATION: DO DIAGNOSTICS.
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I:1 SAMPLE PROBLEF FOR SINOA VERSION 9 OATE 250273 PAGE 30
SFon.K EIECTN 2S FEB 73 14a16s 0
:l1vAC 1108 FORTRAN V EIEC II LEVEL 25A -(EtEC8 LEVEL E120O1000A)
Isis COPILATION WAS DONE ON 25 FEB 13 AT 116tlsO
SUBROUTINE EIECTN ENTRY POINT 000021














- z TERMAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0011 PFCS
* 026 CNBACK
: - 0021 NERR3:
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0013 A 000000 A 0014 000022 ARLICA o01 000035 ARLICC 001c 000012 ATrPCA 0014 000017 ATIPCC
0014 000013 BACKUP 001 000040 BALENG 0005 000000 C 0014 000003 CSSFAC 0014 000026 CStrAx
001 000020 CSGMIN 001 000027 CSGRAL 0919 000030 CSGRCL 0014 000010 CArPA 0019 000011 CArPD
0014 000031 ORLICA 0019 000032 D;LCC 0014 000007 OTlIrE 0014 000025 CTIEI 0014 000024 OTIrEL
0014 000001 CTIrEU 0014 000005 DTrPCA 0014 000016 CTrCC 0014 0000^ 7 ENfXAL 0007 000000 r
C003 000C H 0000 000000 INJPt 0010 000046 ITEST 0014 000047 JTEST 0012 000000 K
0014 000050 KTEST 0014 000060 LAIFAC 0015 040010 LENA C01 000033 LI ,FCT CCt14 0023 tc~1PT
0014 000036 LSPCS 0015 000006 LSOI 00s 000007 L502 001o 0 0051 LTET 001 00009?2 TE't
0014 00004 NARLIC 0015 000005 NAT 0014 000095 NATrPC 001 0CO002 NES 0015 00000 N3fT
0016 I 000000 kPo~ 0014 0000G3 NCTrPC 0015 000003 NOT 0014 00000'5 ? Pt3? 0015 000001 P.NA
0015 C00o00 NO0 0015 000002 KNT 0014 C00S0S 1 C2PY 0016 i 000005 NTH 0016 000002 NY
0014 000006 OPEITR 0014 CC0G21 LITPUT 0014 00003 PA'FECT 0006 000000 0 0014 000053 RTEST
0010 000000 SEaI COil 000000 SE02 0014 00005C' STEST C040 COGOC0 T 001 000061 TrNT
CGOl 000015 TirEM O001 00000 TIrEN 0014 000002 TIrENO 001' 00001 TlrOE 001' 000055 TTE'T
0019 000056 UTEST 0014 000051 VTEST 0016 000002 x 0012 00000 1x
00101G 1 SB3OUTINE EYE"TN
00103 20 COOPMN /TITLE/ H
@010' 3* CMPON4 /TE'PI T
00105 '* COrON IC/P/ C
1125
SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR SINDA VERSIOfu 9 0A 250213 MFlE 31
s01o0 S. COpMON ISOURCEI 0
00101 6. COMMON ICCDOI 8
00110 To COPMON IPCII S0al
00111 So COMMON IPC2/ SEO2
00112 I9 COMMON IKONST/ K
00113 10. COJr0N /ARRAY/ A
00114 11 COP3 n N IFIXCONI TIMEN , 0TI7EU, TIEND, CSGFAC,
00olt 12* INLO0P , oTrPCA; OPEITR, DTIMEH, CA'PA ,
00li 13* IDAMPDO AT rPCA, BACKUP, TIrEO , TIEM ,
go00l II * ITPCC, ATrPCC. CSGMIN, OUTPUT, ARLXCA,
00111 IS ILOOPCT, DTIMEL, OTIPEI. CSCGAI, CSGRAL,
011q '16* ICSCRCL, ORLICA, ORLXCC, LINECT, PAGECT,
0011V 17e IAnLICC, LSPCS , ENGBAL, BALENS, NO.OPV,
Oll1 18 I1yCSG , NOTr.PC, NARLIC, NATMPC, ITEST ,
00114 I* tIJTEST , KTEST . LTEST , TEST , ATEST ,
0011q 20. ISTEST , TTEST , UTEST , VTEST , LAIFAC,
00114 21. ITCNTRL
00115 22. COnnON /DIOENSI NNO,NLA,NT,NGT,NCT,NATLS, LSO2,LENA
00116 23* D0;MENSION H(20)
00117 2q4 COMONj /XSPACE/ CNDI, NTH, 1
00120 254 DIPENSION T(I), C(I), 0(1), G(1), K(1), &(1)
00121 26v OtrENSION EK(I), NX(l)
00122 27 EOUIVALENCE (K,IK). (1,NI)
00123 28* DIlENSION 1(2000)
o012 29, ODIM = 2000
00125 30. NTH = 0
00126 31. CALL PFCS (A(1537),A( 11),A(21631)
00121 32* CALL CNSACK
00130 33o RETURN
00131 34* EO0
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIac43STICS.
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SAMPLE PR3BLtM FOR SIkOA VERSION I DATE 250273 PAGE 32
* FOR,K VARSLI 25 FEs 73 tlli
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V ETEC It LEVEL 25A -(EXEC8 LEVEL EI2010O00A)
THIS COMPILATION WAS CONE 21 25 FEB 73 AT 111z6t09
SUBROUTINE VARBLI ETRA POINT 000011




















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BlEt K, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
00!3 R 000000 A o01t 000022 ARLICA 0011 000035 ARLICC 0014 T lt0i ATrpPcA C14 505oor arrPrC
0014 000013 BAC xP C014 000410 BALENG 0005 000000 C p00o 1 C c o C:Fft cai co .s zcrAI
0014 000020 CMIPn 00141 000027 COORAL 0014 000030 CS.RCL 0014 : C Ct AtIPA Otr4 CGc'tt teC
0014 000031 C~ORLICA 14 0C0032 C'1.CC 0011 000c01 CTIrEm 0014 :0005 ts t2rt at1 tc:z4' CTLFL
0011 000001 OTIrEU 1014 000005 TPCA 0014 000016 CTrPCC CO 4 0,0IT0 E15a L c0ar 0f0ct 00
0003 000000 H C000 00003 INJP: 001 000046 ITEST 00t4 COl T ' IS? 00?? CG0070 K
001C 000050 KTEST c;01 000060 LAYFAC 0015 000010 LENA 0014 t55l L RE0 C014 000023 L??~rT
0014 000036 LSPCS '015 OOSC6 tSaI 0015 CCOC00 LS 2 t4 ttt s0 IOT F: ,S 0 CE rtETr
0014 000044 NARLIC C115 000005 NAT 0014 000045 kRTFPC 0014 Fi0000' ' LI' c s*oo4 wrt
0016 000000 Cm 1M 14 C000t3 NDTrPC 0015 000003 P.fT 0014 I,0 ft1:20 'll 0071; LP19
005 000000 F.%D 0015 V0000? C04 coNT 00004) N "JPy 0C1t 00201 = lr L 000C0C RT
0014 000006 PFITA COl 00 21 'TFvT =014 000034 PA' Er Cooo ^:oc 2 2 =tt' 3c!. zrc:rm
0010 o000000 SEl c0i0 000000 SE0? 0014 000054. STEST7 oo a ooo o :" r rot m- r0
0014 000015 TIER t011 R 000000 TIPFN 00t4 000002 TIPENhL 01 00.7 00 F 29 Tr.ET
0014 005 e 1TEST 801 000057 fTEST 0016 000002 ) 0012 00 0 aw.
-00101 I* S5? JTINE VARSLI
00103 20 C0ZI'P /TITLE H
127
SAIPLE P92BLEn FOR SINDA WERS12D 9 OATE 250273 PAGE 33
05104 3' COMOrN /TEMPI T
00105 q4 C0MMON /CAPI C
00106 54 C0OP.ON ISOURCE/ 0
cOlOt 6* COMnON /CNODI G
o010 T CO-MON IPCII SEI0
00111 8o COMMON IPC2/ SE02
00112 9v COr ON /KONSTI K
00113 o10 COMMON /ARRAY/ A
01l% 11i COMON IFIICONI TlWEN , TIFIEU, TIfEND, CSGFAC,
001ll 12* INLOOP , ODTPCA, OPEITR, OTIMEM. DAMPA ,
0111q 136 IDAMPO , ATMPCA, BACKUP, TIMEO , TIMEM ,
00OI14 1q IODTPCC, ATMPCC, CS.PIN, OUTPUT, ARLXCA,
o001i 156 ILOOPCT. OTIr-EL, DTIPEI, CSGMAX, CSGRAL,
o011q 16. ICSGRCL, ORLICA, CALICC, LINECT, PAGECT,
0011I 17e  IARLICC, LSPCS , ENSBAL, BALENG, NOCOPY,
tOllq 180 INCSGM , NOTMPC, AARLXC, NATrPC, ITEST ,
l0011 19. IJTEST , KTEST , LTEST , PTEST , RTEST ,
0011q 20 1ISTEST , TTEST , UTEST , VTEST , LAXFAC,
CO011 21. ITCNTIL
C0115 22* COMMON IOlMENSI NND.~NA,.NT,NNT, ,NATLSaItLSO2,LENA
00116 23* DIMENSION H(20)
O0117 2Q* COMMON /ISPACE/ NDIM, NTH, I
00120 25* DIMENSION T(1l, C(11, 0(I), G(I), K(l), At)
00121 26* OIMENSION K(Ic), N(l) , I(I)
00122 21* EOUIVALENCE (K,YK), (I,NT)
00123 28v CALL DICEGI(TIMEN ,A4190),T(235))
C012% 290 CALL 4XEFF (0.9,500.,(1IS83).1.O,ACI),T(235),TI117)
0012q 30. 2T(236),T(237))
00125 31. CALL FLOCNIC(A(15t 6),A(I),A (i3))
C00126 32 CALL CONVI (A(l537),8(1821),A(21,))
00127 33* RETURN
00130 :3 * END
-END OF COMPILATIONi N O IAGNOSTICS.
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SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR SIN4E VERSION ATE 250273 PAS E 3%
* FORK VARBLZ 
I S $ I3 2 FIA:1
uIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC II LEVEL 25A -(EtEC8 LEVEL E12010010A1
THIS COMPILATION WAS CONE ON 25 FEB 73 AT 14:16l10
SUBROUTINE VARSL2 ENTRY POINT 000026



















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0013 A 000000 A 0014 000022 ARLICA 0014 000035 ARLXCC C01 000012 ATrPfA 0014 
000017 ATrPCC
0014 000013 BACKUP 0014 000040 eALENG 0005 000000 C 0014 000003 CSfFA0 0014 oCo26 :~S0A
0014 000020 CSCMIN 0014 000027 CS:RAL 0014 000030 CSGRCL 0014 0O0010 CAPFA 0C19 0C0011 0CAPO
0014 000031 CLICA 0014 000032 CLICC 0014 000001 DTIENH 001 000025 CTIrl 0014 00024 CT IEt
0014 R 000001 CTIfEU 0014 000005 r TPCA C01 000016 CTrPCC 0014 0000C37 E .at 007 550000 r
0003 000000 H 0000 000001 IlJP: 051q 000046 ITEST 0o14 0C0047 JTF;T C012 1 000000 K
0014 000050 KTEST 0014 000060 (ATFAC 0015 000010 LENA 0014 CC0533 L1IEAT C001 00023 tIPCT
0014 000036 LSPCS 0015 000006 Lstl 0015 0000071 t502 001 000051 I TEST C14 000052 rTE;T
0014 00004N NARLIC 0015 000005 .AT 0014 00045 fjATPC 0014 C000'2 eF.rrr CI5 000004 &ZT
0016 000000 ?C0r1 0014 000043 .CTrPC 0015 000003  h0 T S014 00000" P.12P 5015 00001 Aia
0015 000000 NNC 0015 000002 ~AT 0014 O i00041 NCOPY 001G 000001 NTu 0014 00002 NY
001q 0o0006 OPEITR 0014 500021 2.TPtT C14 000034 PA~FET 0S0 0000005 0 0014 C- 0053 TE T
0010 000000 SI 0011 0050000 5502 0014 C000054 TE;T 0004 000000 F 0014 CSI061 Tr:TsL
0014 000015 Tf1EM 0014 000000 TIrEN 0014 oS002 TIPENC 001
S  SS001 TI E 0I14 000055 TTTET
0014 000056 CTEST 0014 000057 VTEST '016 C00002 1 0012 C050Cs 1
00o10l I SUBROUTINE VARBL2
00103 2. C0iiPN /TITLE/ H
C015 30 COMMON ITEPP/ T
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SAMPLE PRBLE FOR SNDOA VERSION 9 DATE 250273 PAGE 35
0010$ 4: COMMON ICAPI C
00106 S* COhON 1sv3RCE/I
00101 6* COMMON /COND/ G
00110 7* COMMON IPCII SE1O
00111 s. COMMON IPC21 SEO2
00112 9. COMMON IKNST/ K
00113 10t COMMON /ARRAY/ A
0011t it* COMnON IFIXCOIN TIMEN . OTIEEU. TIMEND, CSGFAC,
0014 12f INLOOP . DTMPCA, OPEITR, OTIMEH, DAMPA ,
0011Q 130 IOAMPD , ATmPCA, BACKUP. TIrEO . TIFER ,
001114 1* IOTrPCC, ATMPC, CSGMIN, OUTPUT, ARLxCA,
0011 15. ILOOPCT, OTIFEL, OTIMEl, CScnPA, CSGRAL,
-00114 16* ICSGRCL, ORCALICA, ORLICC, LINFCT, PAGECT,
00114 170 IARLXCC, LSPCS . ENGBAL, BALENG, NOCOPY,
0011 18. INCSGM , NOTPC, NARLIC, NATMPC, ITEST
00114 19* IJTEST , KTEST , LTEST , PTEST , RTEST ,
00114 20. ISTEST . TTEST , UTEST , VTEST . LAIFAC,
0011 21f ITCNTRL
00115 22. COMMO IDIrENS NNONNA,NNT,NG,T, ,NAT,LSOI,LS02,LENA
00116 23* DIMENSION H(20)
00111 2'q COMMON /XSPACEI NO1I, NTH, I
00120 25* DIMENSION T(), C 1), O(), GI), K(I), 8(1)
00121 26. DIMENSION XK(I). NX(I) , (tl)
00122 2T7 EOUIVALENCE (K,XK), (X.Nl)
00123 28. CALL PFCS (A(1537 ),A( 181'),A( 2'63))
00124 29. CALL TIMCHK(K(I),0)
00125 30* CALL HSTRY ta 1586 ),A St65 (),A '6),OTIPEU)
00126 31. RETURN
00127 32. END
END OF COMPILATION: aN OIAGNOSTICS.
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"*SAMPLE POBLEK FvR S1DA VERSIO I AT 2502t3 PAGE 36
* FoR,. OUTCAL IS FEB 1 3 IF 1
NIVAC 11008 FORAIN V (SC II LEVEL 2SA -(tElC LEVEL (120100106)
MIS COMPILrlN iWAS ONE O 25 Fit r3 AT t1ot 16a
SUBROUTINE OUTCAL ENTRY POINT 000035













" 0016 ISPACE 000003





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAFE)
0013 A 000000 A 0014 000022 ARLICA 0014 000S35 ARLICC 001% 000012 ATrPCA 0'14 000017 AyrPrC
0014 000013 8ACXUP 0014 0000"0 BAL FJ 0005 C5c:3o C 0014 000003 Cs~FAC 0014 00026 Cs"7A
001 000020 N 00007 L 0 CSCRI 001G 00010 000910 OA PA 0014e 00011 CarPO
0014 000031 RLICA 001. 000032 CALXCC 0014 C::i5T OTIPEN 0014 000025 CTI~lI C014 0C024 OTlrE
0014 000001 DT:rEU 0014 000005 OTPPCA 001 C: ' OTMPCC 0014 000031 F?;ODAl. 0001 000000 .
0003 000000 m 0000 000001 INJPO 0014 C:::,6 ITEST 001 000047 JIEST 001 I 000000 5
0014 000050 XT(ST C014 000060 LAIFAC 0015 C0::1 LENA 0014 00003? IsNErT 00'14 000023 ? T
0011 000036 LSPrO 0015 000006 ISI0 C005 c0 0.?7 LSO C001 000051 ITOjT C01t 000052 FTT
001' 0000'. NARL Ir 0015 00C005 NAT 0014 G:::s NATPPC 0014 000042 .r 0035 c0000'. .7
0016 000000 NOlm CO1 000043 NoTrPC 0015 C0::3 NoT 001, 00000' '~2P 0015 000001 ,%
0015 000000 N0O 0015 OC0002 NNT 001 000v1 ,~ CPY C016 000001 P.r Co 16 s? kx
0014 000006 OPEITR 0014 000021 O TPUT 00114 C::! PAFCT 0006 000055 0 Ci. 000053 O TTF
0010 000000 scat 0011 000000 SEZ 0014 tS":S4 STET 000C4 05S00000 001, 000061 T
0014 000015 TIrEm COle 000000 TIrEN 0014 C'::Z2 TIPEND 0014 000014 TlrE 0014 000055s TIfE
0014 000056 UTEST 0014 000057 VTFST 0016 c::::z 1 0012 000000 TK
00101 1. SUBaRUTINE GUTCAt
00103 2. CMrON /TITLE/ P
00104 3* COrmN ITEFPI T
131
SAIPLE PROBLEn rR SINDOA VERSION q DATE 250213 PAGE 31
0005 q4 COMMON /CAPI C
00106 5. COMMON ISOURCEtt
0010 6* COMMON ICONDO G
00110 Io COMON IPCII SEOl
00111 O6 COMMON IPC2/ SEO2
0012 9. COmMON IKONWST I
00113 10' COMMON /ARRAY/ A
00O)l Iti COMMON /FIICON/ TIMEN , OTIEU, TIMrNO, CSGFAC,
00ili 126 INLOOP * OTMPCA, OPEITR, OTIMEM, DAMPa
0011 13* IDAmPO ATMPCA, BACKUP, TImEO , TIMER ,
00Ill lq* IDTMPCC, ATMPCC, CSGMIN, OUTPUT, ARLICA,
0011q 15* ILOOPCT, OTIMEL, OTIMEI, CSGMAI, CSGRat,
01l 16- ICSGRCL, ORLICA, ORLICC, LINECT, PAGECT,
001l1 IT* IARLICC, LSPCS , ENGBAL, BALENG, NOCOPY,
0011q 18* INCSGM , NOIMPC, NARLIC, NATMPC, ITEST ,
00IIq 19 IJTEST , lTEST , LTEST , MTEST , RTEST ,
o00ll 20* ISTEST TTEST UTST VTEST , LAIFAC,
00119 21a ITCNTRL
00115 22. COMMON IDIMENS/ NND,NNA,NNT,NGT,NCTNAT,LSOI,LSQ2,LENA
00116 23s DIMENSION H(20)
007il 2q4 COMMON /XSPACE/ NDOI, NTH, I
00120 25' DIMENSION T(I), C(I), Q( ), G(1), K(), I(I
00121 26' DIMENSION IK(11, NX(c) , 1(1)
00122 27. EQUIVALENCE (K,IK), (1,NX)
00123 280 CALL TPRINT
0Ot24 29. CALL FLPRNT(A( 156 ),A( 2173)l
00125 30. CALL FLPRNTA((t177),A(2503))
00126 31. CALL FLPRNT(a( S16 ),2483 ) )
00127 32. CALL FLPRNT(A( 1651),A(2493))
00130 33- CALL TIMCHKcK(I),)
00131 3* AE(IUHN
00132 35. END
END Or COMPILATION, NO DIAGNOSTICS.
401 HOG
132
* i~ S~lCAis FES 73 I
STARTIS ACCRESS 014O0














































































































































ENO OF LLOCATION 1103 5039A 0G999
137
* DIVIDE CHECK AT 035001





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E$ lr .PROVEO NUMERICAL DIFFERENCIN ANALYZER - - NIVAC-1108 FZRTRAN-V VERSION PAGE 2
SAI'PLE PROBLE FOR SINDA VERSION 9
61157. .55969-01 1.4937 1.4937 1.4937 1.4937 .55969-01 .44861-01 99.220 82.595
3029.4 3029.4 3 3029 3029.4 82.595 793.83 .44830-01 .56000-01 1.4936 
1.,936
1.4931 1.4937 .55969-01 .35896 2014.4 .12991906 201.96 e413.2 3.1847
PRESSURES (LS/FT**2)
.1303406 .13014q06 69977. 9420.5 6411.3 9358.1 6320.7 6229.5 2220.0 2226.6
2228.1 2226.6 2226.5 6130.3 3100.9 6047.7 3007.2 2216.4 2226.5 2225.0
2226.9 2216.8 201.96 .00000
VALVE POSITIONS
.99900 .99000
COIPUIER TIME = .000 MINUTES
* DIVIDE CnECK AT 021506
SODIVIDE CHECK AT 021506
* DIVIDE CHECK AT 021506
" DIVIDE CHECK AT 021506
* DIVICE CHECK AT 021506
* DIVIDE CHECK AT 021506
* DIVIDE CHECK AT 021506
* DIVIDE CHECK AT 021506
TIME: 1.00000.00 DTIMEU: 5.00008-03 CSGMIFJ( 77) 2.29961-06 TEPttC( 240)= 2.367&S-02 RELICCI 106): 5.20706-03
1 1: 71.036 T 2: 52.868 T 3= 37.721 T 4= 29.998 T 5= 19.260 T i 6: 19.275
t 7: 71.036 T 8: 52.989 T 9= 37.922 I 10: 25.291 T Il: 1.535 T 12: 14.598
T 13: 71.034 T 19: 52.985 T 15= 37.916 T 16= 25.240 T I17 14.528 T IS: 14.541
1 19: 71.035 T 20: 52.865 T 21= 37.716 T 22: 24.991 T 23: 14.259 T 24: 14.2,e
T 25: 19.430 T 26: 5.2795 T 27: -2.5268 T 2?: -8.7629 T 29= -19.300 T 30= -I.?L1
T 31= 14.26 T 32: 5.3307 T 33= -2.9408 T 34= -8.6280 T 35= -1.122 T 36: -19.9
1 37: 14.433 T 38= 5.3399 T 39= -2.4308 T 4 0 -?.6162 T 941 -19.109 T 42: -3.076Z
T 43= 14.435 T 49= 5.2898 T 45= -2.5203 T 46= -8.7531 T 947 -14.2?9 T p8- -19.751
1 49: 71.033 T 50: 70.676 1 51: 70.321 T 52= 69.966 T 53 69.613 1 59: 69.61'
T 55= 71.033 T 56: 70.677 T 57= 70.322 T 5'= 69.969 T 59= 69.617 T 60P: 9.6!?
T 61= 71.031 T 62= 70.678 T 3:= 70.323 T 64= 69.970 T 5:= 69.18 T e6: E9.019
T 67? 71.039 T 68= 70.677 T 69= 70.321 T 1S7 69.967 T =1: 6.614 I tj: 69. IA
T 73=: 9.621 T 79: 69.269 T 75= 68.919 T 76=: f.st9 T 77: 68.210 T 72z 6'.212
T 79: 69.621 T 80= 69.210 7 eI= 68.920 7 2:= 68.572 T 83:z ;.224 T 94-: F.224
T 05: 69.620 T 86= 69.269 T 87: 68.919 T c=: #5.571 T 3=: e8.22A T 90: t.224
1 91= 69.621 T 92= 69.269 T 93W 68.918 T 94= 6e.568 T 95- 68.220 T 96: - 6.???
T 97: 71.029 T 98: 71.029 T 99= 71.031 T 10: 71.032 T 101: 14.411 IC 12: 1u.l?
T 103z 14.414 T 104: 14.420 T 1051 -19.160 : -14.131 T 17 71.s0t T I0= 7I.:1
T 109= 69.617 T 110 69.618 T I11: 69.618 T 112=: 9.!9 r 1I=: f.229 7 Il1: f?.223
T 115=: 0.C59 T 116: 71.051 T 117= 40.107 T 19?4 80.000 T 199: 49.7?9 1 2?: 71.21?
T 201= 71.037 T 202= 41.680 • 2T = 27.659 T 2:"= 1.e04 7 20'=: .696 T 2 : ?= 1.277
1 2071 71.036 T 20=: 41.990 T 209: 2F.039 T 210: 16.233 T 211=: .1tf T 212= I3."'?
T 213= 71.035 T 214: 91.982 T 21:= 28.079 T 21s 16.?23 T 217= T.1356  .2!?: 1'.'
T 219= 71.036 T 220= 41.672 T 221= 27.649 T 221: 15.794 T 223: 5.f679 T 224= 1..?I7
T 225= 14.432 T 226 -2.7205 T 227= -10.0S9 T 223: -la.F42 T 229: -23.13? T 230: -'.2#'
T 231: 14.929 T 232= -2.f550 T 233= -9.7796 T ?3:= -19.c!? T 235: -22.~10 T 23: -I.7
T 237= 19.937 T 238= -2.4381 T 239: -9.7f9 T 2'0: -1.673 T 2C1: -22.950 2 2 2 *~-. 3
T 243= 14.937 T 2944 -2.7085 I 2t'= -10.1074 7 2- -1.?3' T 247= -23.12 T 2-?z -1-.2&5
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LV L
IWO*B =6b1 1 is*9 ~l b*sg toot A 66ZS0 ale? I ttl99 8901 A 029*69 a562
9U89o sbBZ I 11V59 --EGZ I 15b19 Z291 I 5Sfis ali I CEV99 2081 1 IZV69 Z61Z
c 12Z89 =81? I fisUlt glLz A OW 69 --ti? A 998U*59 9611 1 61 t 99 3 rli A Z9,69 m tiz A
914,69 SIZa A 9 sp*99 all? 1 00r99 Sol? L tiFl9 0491 L Lob,19 Metz I SEQ*IL :19?
CZ496f :t9 A 00,49 S$92 1 8499 391 A C1,V19 BE91 A 96b,,9 :191 1 S1C01i tjl
614"69 :091 1 69b'99 C66Z1 29s 019 1 I 119 MIS? I sib*9 =9sz1 I CtIL &SSZ
S19*69 Zb$Z I Lib'99 BESZ A 661*99 :151z I lIWO Z161 I 98hL9 Most A bCOit Z61l
h S trPR3VEO NU'tERCAL OIFFERENCING ANALYZER - - - SINOA 
- - - UNIVAC-108 FRTRAN-v VERSION PAGE 3
S a~LE PROBLEM FOR SINCA VERSION 9
t 291: 69.621 T 292: 66.124 T 293= 65.785 T 294z 65.7 T 2952 65.110 T 29S: 68.222
7 297: 71.029 T 298= 11.029 T 299: 71.031 300= 71.033 301I 14.12 T 302: 19.13
I 303= 4.915 T 304= 11.821 7 305: -11.157 T 
306: -19.136 T 307= 71.030 T 308: 71.032
T 309 69.618 T 310= 69.618 T 311: 69.618 
T 312: 69.619 T 313= 68.229 T 314= 68.223
T 315s 40.059 T 316= 71.052 T 317 40.108 
T 400= -459.69
FLOE RATES (LB/HR)
2965.7 2962.2 879.83 437.32 219.83 217.50 
219.77 217.99 437.21 879.53
1581.3 793.81 397.56 396.25 397.56 396.25 
793.81 1587.6 871.53 937.36
219.99 217.38 219.88 217.29 137.18 87.83 
1587.6 793.81 397.56 396.25
391.56 396.25 793.81 1587.3 2962.2 3.5934 
2965.8 $74.83 1587.3
PRESSURE CROPS (LS/FT*2)
20q.28 60998. 65467. 13.867 379.26 379.26 
379.06 379.06 14.069 16.904
58619. 39.38 3626.1 3626.1 3626.1 3626.1 
39.399 47.268 16.909 19.077
370.63 370.63 370.33 370.33 1.375 138.20 
47.269 39.398 3622.0 3622.0
3622.0 3622.0 39.353 378.18 20*5.2 .12941.06 
205.05 811.92 7120.0
PRESSVRES (LB/IFrT2)
.12982G06 .12962.06 68668. 3200.9 2821.1 3186.2 
2807.0 2790.1 10098. 6%23.7
10011. 638q9. 6337.1 2773.2 2902.8 2759.1 
2388.5 2250.3 6289.8 266T.8
6250.S 2628.5 205.05 .00000
VALVE POSITIONS
99900 .39220
COMPUTER TIME 1 3.952 FINUTES
TIME: 2.0000000 OTtMEV: 5.00003-03 CSMMIN( 77)= 2.29959-06 TEMPCC( 11)z 1.1026-03 
AELIM( 9): 1.33514-0
T .1= 70.978 T 2: 52.806 T 3= 37.648 T := 
24.902 T 5: 14.130 T 6: I.130
T 7: 10.978 T 8: 52.929 1 9 37.852 T 10: 25.156 
T 112 11.411 7 12: 19.411
T 13: 9.T?9 14= 52.926 T 15: 37.8e7 . 16 : 25.150 
T t7: 14.404 T 106: 14.
10
T 9: 1I= 70.978 T 20: 52.803 T 21= 3T.693 T 22: 
29.896 T. 23: 14.123 T 2: 14.123
T .25= 1%.268 T 26= 5.0660 T 27= -2.035 T 28: -9.137 
T 29: -9.74 5 30: -14.745
T : 31= 14.268 T 32: 5.1233 T 33: -2.7106 T 34: -8.9943 
T 35-: -14.5*6 T 36: -9.56
T 37=  19.268 T 36: 5.1259 T 39: -2.7072 90q: 
-@.9 89 T 41: -q.560 7 9 2: -19.st0
T 43= 19.268 T 49= 5.0681 T 45: -2.8002 T 46: -9.124 
T 47: -14.739 7 *8: P -1.739
T 49=. 70.918 T 50o: 70.621 T 51: 70.265 7 52: 
69.911 T 53: 69.559 T 59 =: 69.S
T 55= 70.978 T 56= 70.622 T 57: 70.268 T 58s: 69.919 
T 59: 19.562 T 60: 9.62
I 61= 70.978 T 62: 70.622 T 63: 10.260 T 69: 69.914 
7 65= 69.162 Y *6: 6.9 2
7 .7 70.978 7 68= 70.621 T 69: - 70.265 T 70: 69.931 
T 71: 69.556 T 72: A9.S
T 73: 69.560 T 79: 69.209 T 75= 68.858 T 76: 68te.0 7 77: e.19 
I 70: 6?.19
7.... 19= 69.560 1 80: 69.209 T 81: 65.860 T 82: 6e.5!2 T 83: 
fe.l5 s 8T : 6f.1ft
I 5z 69.560 T L6: 69.209 T 87: 68.860 T Pe: 68.512 T 
q9: f8.16c T 90: #.I(
T 91= 69.560 T 92= 69.208 T 93: 60.e8 9 : 
T 9s: le.14i T 9!: f,.3it
7 97 170.978 T 98: 10.918 T 99: 70.978 
ICS0: 70.971 T 1 : 14.26A T 132: 1.?19
T 103: 11.26? T 104: 14.2E T 105= S.: -.. T 06= -14.. 
1- 1S.91 : 7.7
T 1509: 69.560 T 110= 69.560 T 111: 69.60 T 112: 69.f. 
T 113 : f.142 T 140 ?.les
T 115= 39.834 T 116: 70.978 T 117: 3.9A0 T 
19 : 80.00 I 13: 3.792 7 70: 70.47T
1 2t1= 10.978 T 202: 41.611 T 203: 27.57k T 201: 15.6e5 
T 205: S.s210 T 204: 13.1
142
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SArPLT PASLRI FOR SINOA VERSION I
t 207 10.178 T 208 41.922 T 2094 27.956 T 21Oz 16.317 T 211: 
5.9828 T 212: 1%.410
7 2131 10.918 T 212 41.915 T 215= 27.s46 T 216z 16.10? T 
217: 5.9716 7 218: i
S219: 10.978 T 220= 41.604 T 221= 27.565 T 222: 15.674 T 223: 5.5096 T 
224: 1q.123
S225 14.268 T 226: --2.9976 T 227: -10.68 T 228: -19.350 
T 229: -23.681 T 23:= -l.7q 5
1 231= lq.268 T 232: -2.1225 T 233: -10.17 T 23q -19.188 
T 235: -23.511 T 236: -61.566
1 231: 1.268 T 238: -2.7129 T 239: -10.135 T 240: -19.183 T 
241: -23.506 T 242: -14.5f6
T 2q3: 1.267 T 2q1: -2.8376 T 215: -10.451 7 216: -19.316 
T 217: -23.676 T 248: -1q.739
1 249: 70.78 T 250: 67.432 T 251: 67.088 252: 66.7146 
1 253: 66.404 T 251 69.55?
T ?55M 10.98 T 256 6z .4 0 2S1: 67.099 T 258: 66.757 T 259: 66.116 
T 260: 69.562
1 261Z 70.978 T 262: 67.112 T 263= 61.099 1 264= 66.757 T 
265= 66.416 T 266: 69.562
T 267= 10.918 T 268= 67.132 T 2692 67.088 T 270: 66.716 
T 271= 66.404 T 272: 69.58
1. 273: 69.560 T 274: 66.066 T 275: 65.721 T 276: 65.389 
T 277: 67.79q T 278: 68.149
T1 219: 69.560 T 280: 66.075 T 281: 65.37 T 282: 65.400 
T 283: 65.06q4 284: 68.165
T 285: 69.560 T 286: 66.075 T 287: 65.7371 288: 65.400 T 
289: 65.064 T 290: 68.165
T 291: 69.560 T 292: 66.066 T 293: 65.727- T 294: 65.389 T 
295: 65.052 T 296: 68.160
T 297= 10.9P78 298= 10.918 T 299= T0.978 T 300= 70.978 
T 301= 1q.26q 4 302: 1.28
T 303= 14.268 T 304: 1-.2668 305: -14.655 T 306: -1.652 T 
307: 7 0.98 301 70.971
T. 309= 69.560 1 310: 69.560 T 311: 69.560 T 312: 69.560 
T 313= 68.162 T 31q: 68.160
T 315= 39.834 7 316: T0.978 T 317: 39.880 4T q0: -4s9.69
FLOW RATES ( L/14R)
265.7 2462.2 874.68 137.41 219.91 21T.50 219.85 211. 
37.2 87.70
S1587.5 193.1 391.52 396.22 397.52 396.22 793.74 1587.5 
874.70 437.44
220.02 217.42 219.93 217.33 437.26 87.68 1587.5 
793.14 391.52 396.21
397.52 396.21 713.1 151.5 2462.2 3.6015 2465.8 
874.68 158.5
PRESSMRE CROPS (L.IFT-I2) I
. 204.28 60914. 65460. 13.86T 379.23 379.23 379.03 
319.03 14.070 16.906
58619. 39.344 3626.0 3626.0 3626.0 3626.0 39.348 
41.268 16.906 11.079
. 370.61 370.61 310.30 370.30 14.382 136.21 47.269 
39.348 3621.8 3621.8
3621.8 3621.8 39.352 318.16 2045.3 .1294106 205.05 011.58 
7421.1
PRESSVRES (UkIFI*-2)
S.12982.06 .12962.:6 68668. 3200.2 2821.2 31 6.4 2807.2 
2790.2 10050. 6123.1
IG010' 63s4.3 6337.0 2773.3 2403.0 2759.3 23e8.y 
2250.4 6289.8 2667.9
I = 0.9l7 T 2= 5?.ecx T 3= 37.67-P T alz 24.9143 T S 114.13S 
T t: 14.li0
S625.13 . 22 205.0 . 3 
16 2.1.3
1 31: 14.261 T 32: 5.1231 7 3= -2.7110 T 34c -e.14.' 3 ' -1.67 
T ?: -1L.11?

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I TEMS IMPROVED NUMERICAL DIFFEREN:ING ANALYZER - - - SINDA - - - UNIVAC-I08 FORTRAN-V VERSION PAGE
SArPLE PROBLEM FOR SINDA VERSION I
COMPUTER TIME u 3.886 MINUTES
END OF DATA
145
S2 FEB 73 14:20:22
.* OT CUR 1q:20:22
1. TfRU T
END CUR LCC 1102-0039 L9
146
IS rI F 73
J47 I
FIGURE 12
RADIATOR TEMPERATURES FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
SINDA VERSION 9 SAMPLE PROBLEM
[11 RADIATOR INLET TEMPERATURE -- DEGF
[2] MAIN RADIATGR CUTLET TErIPERATURE -- DEGF
[31 PRIME TUBE OUTLET TEMPERATURE -- OEGF








SYSTEM TEMPERATURES FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
SINDA VERSION 9 SAYPLE PROBLEM
(1] RADIATOR CONTROLLED CUTLET,HX INLET -- DEGF
[2] HXUTLET ON RADIATOR SIDE -- DEGF
(31 HX INLET ON WATER SIDE -- DEGF








SYSTEM PRESSURES FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
SINDA VERSION 9 SAMPLE PROBLEM
[ I ] TOTAL PUMP FLCI;I RATE -- LB/HR
C[2 TOTAL RADIATCR FLOW RATE -- LB/HR












RADIATOR FLOW RATES FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
[ t TOTAL RADIATCR FLOW RATE -- L •/HR
(21 MAIN RADIATCR FLOW RATE -- LB/HR











PUMP PRESSURES FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
SINDA VERSION 9 SAMPLE PROBLEM
[13 PUMP OUTLET PRESSURE -- PSF
[2) VALVE 1 INLET PRESSURE -- PSF
[3] VALVE 2 INLET PRESSURE -- PSF











SYSTEM PRESSURES FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
SINDA VERSION 9 SAMPLE PROBLEM
[l] MAIN RADIATOR INLET PRESSURE-- PSF
2]1 PRII;E TU3E INLET PRESSURE -- PSF
[33 PRESSURE AT RADIATOR OUTLET -- PSF
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A Fortran listing is presented below for the subroutines which
were modified or added to the SINDA preprocessor and user subroutine library
which create SINDA/VERSION 9.
A-i
ERD CODER CEORD CODERD CODERO COERED E COERD CODERD CODERD CODERD CDDERD
I. SUROUTINE CODERD CDOR ' " CODEAD
2. C *CO 2 CODERD
3. C SU8R3UTINE COCEAD ICOOE READ) READS THE TITLE BLOCI AND THE CCR 3 CODERO
i. C EIRT FOUR BLOCK HEADER CARDS. If. C00 3N3DE DATA, COR 4 CODEAD
S. C %CO 3C0NOUCIOR DATA, BCD 3CONSTANTS DATA, ANZ CE 5 CODERO
6. C 1CD 3ARRAY DATA. CDR 6 CODERD
1. C (CR I CODERD
8. COmv'NIPSSJPSTOT vrES I C0DERD
9. COMDON IBUCKET/ 811) CDR 8 CODERD
10. COMON ILOGIC LNELE.LC CONSTLARRAYLPRINTKBRNCH CDR 9 CODERD
II. I ,IFIxC(50).KTPRNT,AVPRNT,GENERLL,LONG2 VEAS-005 COCERD
12. COMMON /TAPE/ NIN, NUT, INTERN, L83D, L04P, LVTILUT,.LUTL3,t,0 CR II CODERO
13. COMN I/DATA/ NND,NNA.NN8,NNTL,,NGR,NST,NUC,NECI,NEC2.NCT,LENA, CCR- 12 CODERD
14. I ERDATA,PROGRM,ENDRUN,LSEoI,LSEQO,LONG COR 13 COCERO
IS. CDOVm3N IPLOGICI PARINT, PARFIN, PN30E, PCOND, PCONST, PARRAY, CCR Iq COCERD
16. I PTITLE, PCmGID COR 15 CODERD
II. COWMN IPINIT/ LOC(20),'LEN(20),tENBKT,TITLE(20) CCR 16 COCERO
I. INTEGER ALPH, THERM, PCSLNG, CODE, END, REMARS, TEMPB, CONCDO, CCR 11 COERO
I9. I CONST, ARRYB, ENODAT, PRINT, HINIT, GERLP, BLANK, TITLE,CR 18 COCEAD
20. 2 FINE, PCHGID COR 19 CODERD
21. INTEGER COLI,COMNT,PCSSHT,BLOCK oRn 20 CODERO
22. INTEGER OBENDPRn COR 21 CODERD
23. LOGICAL LNODE.LLOGIC,LEN,NOREAD CODR 22 CODERO
24. LOGICAL LCONO, LCONST, LARRAY, LPRINT, GENERL, LONG OCR 23 CODERO
25. LOGICAL PARINI, PARFIN, PNODE, PCOND, PCONST, PARRAY, PTITLE CCR 29 CODERD
26. LOGICAL KTPRNT,AYPRNT,L,LONG2 VERS-005 CODERD
I1. DIMENSION ALPH(I), 18(), SLOCI(), LLOGIC(I) CDOR 26 CODERD
28. DIMENSION FlrC(I) VERS-0G COCEROD
29. EQUIVALENCE (IFIxC,FIXC) VERS-005 CODERO
30. EQUIVALENCE (5,18), (LLOGIC,LN30E) COR' 21 CODERD
31. DATA END /6HEND I,BLANK/6H I COR 28 CD0ERO
32. DATA THERM/6HTHERMA/ , PCSLNG/6HL LPCS COR 29 CODERO
33. DATA REMARK/6HREM I, PRINT/6H * I COR 30 CODERD
34. DATA TEMPB 16HNDE DI,CONDB/6HCONOUC/, CONSTBI/HCONSTA/,ARRYB CDR 31 CO0ERD
35. I 16HARAY I, GENRLP/6HGENERAI, HINIT/6HINITIAI, ENODAT CCR 32 CODERO
36. 2 16HEND OF/, FINE/6HFINAL I COA 33 CODERD
3?. DATA CEOMNT IIHCI, PESSHT /16HL SPCS/, ITWO /l21/ COR 34 CODEROD
38. DATA IBLOCCK(),I:l,9) 16HNOOE 0, 6HCONDUC, 6HCOaSTA, 6HARRAY I CDR 35 CODERO
39. DATA I05/HSOURCE/ COR 36 CODERD
'0. DATA ENOPRM/6HEND PA/ COR 31 CODERD
41. COMMONISROCOM/COL1,COL27,ALPH,CODE,N V 6 CODERO
42. C COR 38 CODERD
43. C INITIALIZATION ODR 39 CODERD
Cqq CODR C 00ERO
45. ILAST=O CCR I4 CODERD
46. PTITLE=.FALSE. COR 42 CODERD
47. PNOOE=.FALSE. CO 93 CODERD
48. PCONO=.FALSE. COR 94. CODOE
99. PCONST=.FALSE. COR N C5 ERO
50. PARRAY=.FALSE. CDR 46 COCERD
51. LPRINT=.FALSE. COR 41 C 0ERC
52. KTPRNT=.FALSE. CODR 0 CaCERO
53. AYPRNT=.FALSE. COR 49 (ICERO
59. PARINT=.FALSE. COD 50 CODERC
S5. PARFINz.FALSE. CCR 5I C3CERD
56. LONG2=.FALSE. VER -03s CODERD
51. LO=.FVLSE. COP sZ COCERD
5. C COR 53 COCED
59. C READ BCO 3rHERAL/GEtNERAI CARD CDR e CODnFO
It. t0 CONTIe 6 s' CO0ERD
82. ++'Ctt SRCIOtl CODERO
63. IF I(COLI E.COP.MINT 8 TO CcR CIDERO
Al. MIte IT UT,Ol0 BLINK,COLZTALPHCOLI cOR Sq C ODR
6S. 0 TO 10 CDR 60 CaOER
66. 20 CONTIVE t O 61 CODERO
61. IF (ALPmt3).EO.ENDOATI GO TO 520 COR 62 COOED
68. IF 4ALPHt3I.E.ENDPR) GO 13 10 COD 63 COOERO
69. WRITE I43UT,6201 CDR 64 CODERO10. hRITE IN3UT,660) ALPH CDR 65 CODERO
7. C COR 66 CODERO
72. C OEBUG PRINT IF * IN COLUMN 0 COR 61 COOCERO
13. C COR 68 CODERO
Ti. IF (ALPH(1).EO.PRINT) LPRINT.TRUE. COR 69 COODERO
15. Ir (ILPH(3).NE.THERM) GO T0 60 CDR 10 COOERD
16. C COn 1t COOERD
11. C THERMRL PROBLER - CHECK FOR LONG OR SNORT PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQ. CCR Z2 COOENR
T7. C COa 13 COOERO
79. IF (ALPH()i.NE.PCSLNGl GO TO 30 COR 4 CODERO
60. LONG=.TRUE. COR 15 CODERO
63. IF (ALPH(5).EQ.ITWO) LONG2=.TRUE. VERS-005 COOERD
82. sO TO 80 CDR 16 CODERO
63. 30 IF (ALPH(43.NE.PCSSHT) GO TO 500 COR 11 CODERO
8 . So O T80 COR 18 CODERO
85. C CDR 19 COOERO
86. C CHECK FOR INITIAL PARAMETER RUN COR 80 COOERD
81. C COR @1 CODERD
88. 40 CONTINE COR 12 CODERD
69. IF (ALPH33).NE.INITI) GO TO 50 COR 83 CODERO
90. PARINT=.TRUE. COR 8i COOERD
91. PCMGIO:HINIT CDR 65 COOERO
92. WRITE (L3D) (HINIT,=:,50) VERS 3 COOERO
93. CALL INCORE (0) CDR 8T CODERO
99. GO TO 80 CDR 88 CODERO95. C COR 89 CODERO
96. C FINAL PARAMETER RUN COR 90 COOERO
91. C CDR 91 CODERI)
98. 50 IF (ALPH(3).NE.FINE) GO TO 510 CDR 92 CO0ERD99. PARFIN=.TRUE. COR 93 COODERO
t00. PCHGID=FINE CDR 94 COOERO
101. YRITE (LB3D0 (FINE,I21,50) VERS 3 CODERD
102. CALL INORE (0) COR 96 CODERD
103. GO TO 80 COR 97 CODERO
104. C CDR 98 COOERO
lS0. C CHECK FOR GENERAL PROBLEM COR 99 COOERD
106. C COR 100 COOERD101. 60 CONTINUE CDR 101 CODERD
108. IF (ALPHI3).NE.GENRLP) GO TO 0 COR 02 CODEAD
129. GENEAL=.TRUE. CON 103 CODERO
110. 03 70 I:=,10 
.COR 0I4 CODERDIIl. LOC(I)=O COR 105 CODERD
112. 70 CONTINUE COD 106 CODERD313. C COR 107 COOERD
ll. C SET UP TITLE COR 109 CODERD
115' C COR 109 CODERO
116. 80 CONTINUE COR 110 COCEROIl1. RIO COR III COOERD
118. JlIl COR 112 COOERO
119. 90 CALL SREAOC(2) V 6 COCERO
120. IF (COLI.NE.COamNT) GO TO 100 C0 113 "COERD
121. WRITE (430T,6"0) BLANK,ALPH,COLI C tOR 115 3O0ERO
122. GO TO 90 COt 116 CaOERO
3L1. 100 CALL SREADC3) 
€ a CODERO'
2. IF (CODE.tE.END) 60 120 CO tRD
125. PTITLE=.1RE. to 12 I 
CODEaD




128. IF (ItAST.GT.201 6 3 90 
CCR 123 CODERD
129. 3:Jt CtR 12I CODERD
130. RZO CUR 12I 
COCERO
131. 0 110 1:Jr CER 126 CODERO
132. ILAST=I COR 127 CO0ERD
133. IF II.GT.201 63O 3 10 CUR 128 COERO
134. ~I=*I CUR 129 COCER
135. TITLE(I):ALPHtKI CUR 132 CODERD
136. 110 CONTINUE COR 131 COCERD
137. Jl=-.1 CDR 132 COCERO
138. sO TO 90 COR 133 CODERO
139. 120 WRITE (NOUJT.601) CODE 
R DER
140. IF ((ILAST.EO.O .AND.(PARINT.OR.PARFIN)) GO tO 140CR 139 CODER
141. IF (ILAST.G.20) GO TO 140 CDR 135 CODERO
CUR 136 CODER192. ILAST:ILAST*I CC 13T COCERO
193. C CDR 131 CODERS
111. C FILL OUT TITLE MITH BLANKS CDR 139 COCERO
15s. C CDR 140 CODERO
196. 00 130 I=ILAST,20 CDR Iql COCERD
141. TITLEC I :LANK CUR 142 CODERO
198. 130 CONTINUE CUDR 193 CODERO
199. C CDR 144 CODERO
150. C WRITE TITLE ON TAPES CDR 145 CODERD
151. C (OR 146 CODERD
152. 190 CONTINUE CDR 1I CODERO
153. CALL IkTDTA (0) CDR 148 CODERO
15s. IF (PARINT.CR.PARFINI GO TO 530 COR 199 CO0ERO
155. CALL WRIPMT (0) CCR 150 COCERD
156. C CODERO
157. C ZERO ARRAY OF FIlED CONSTANTS FOR CALLS TO CATARDO 
CR 151
156. C CDR 153 CODERO
159. 00 150 I1,50 CDR 153 CODERO
160. IFIIC(II:O COR 155 COCERO
161. 150 CONTINUE CDR 156 CODERA
162. IF (.NOT.GENERL) GO TO 160 CCR IS1 CODERO
163. IFItC(31)=2 CDR 158 CODERD
169. GO 10 260 
CCR 159 CODERO
165. 160 CO iTINUE CCR 160 CODERO
166. IF (LONG) IFIXC(31 : ER-o105 CODERO
161. FIIC(S0)=4:60. RC0 161 CODERO
168. C CDR 162 COERO
169. C READ (BCD 3NJDE OATA) BLOCK CDR 163 CODER
170. C CDR 164 CODERO
Ill. 170 CONTINUE v 6 COCERD
172. CALL SREnOC(I) CO 6 COERS
11I. WRITE (NOUT,610) BLANK,COL27,ALPH,COLI CCA 167 CODERO
I17. IF (CJLI.EO.,COmNT) GO TO 170 CCq 161 COCERO
175. IF (ALPH(L).EO.REMARK) GO TO 110 CCR 16@ CODERD
116. IF (ALPH(3).NE.TEMPB) GO TO 510 CUR 169 
COCERO
L. 180 CONTINUE v 6 CO(LERD
178. CALL SREaDt( ) CC IT2 COERD
179. ARITE (NOUT,701) BLANK,CL27,ALPH,COLI CC 173 CODERD
180. IF (COLI.EO.COrNT) GO 7 ie CCR 117 CODERO
181. IF (ALPHIl).EO.END) GO T3 230 CCR 175 CODERO
182. KBRNCH=I CDR 176 CODERO
183. LN3ODE.TRUE. CU 177 CJCERO
18-. LCONDC.FALSE. CDC 178 COCERD
185. LCONT:.FALSE.
1116. tAi IRAFE .Eoo
18t. INC.LENdKT/6 CMR (e0 000ERD
8C. LI0Cit)t , COR 18 O (0E09
I89. LEail)-0 CM 882 CODERD
190. 03 190 I=2,6 COR 183 CODERD
191. LOC(I)=LOC(I-I)*NIC COR 18% CODERD
192. LENCI)0 COR 185 CODERO
193. 190 CONTINUE ODR 186 COOERD
I9. CALL CATARD CDR 181 CODERO
195. CALL SOUEEz (I.) CD 8lee8 CODERD
816. CALL 0TOTA () COR 189 CO0ERD
197. CALL WTPMT (1) CM 1 90 CODERD
198. IF (.O3T.LPRINT) GO TO 230 ( R 191 CODERO
199. WRITE (NWUTZO20) ND,8NA.NN,.,NNT COR 192 CODERO
200. WRITE (INUT,100) (I,LOC(I ),LEN(I),,5) CDR 193 CODERD
20t. f=LOC(5)*LENI5)-1 CDR 199 CODERD
202. WRITE MNUT,710) C(I, 8 ,ODl 195 COOERD
203. GO TO 230 CoD 196 CODEAO
209. C CDR 197 CODERD
205. C PEAD (MOC 3SOURCE DATA) BLOCK IF ANY CDR 198 C00ERD
206. C (DR 199 CODERO
20?. 200 CONTINUE COR 200 CODERD
208. IF (ALPH(3).NE.08) 60 TO 510 (DR 201 CODERD
209. 210 CONTINUE (DR 202 CODERD
210. CALL SREADCM) v 6 CODERO
211. WRITE (NOUT,670) BLANK,COL2?,ALPH,COLI CDR 2094 COERD
212. IF (COLL.EO.COM NT) GO 13 210 COP 205 COOERD
213. IF (ALPH(I).EO.END) GO TO 230 CDR 206 CODERD
214. LNO0E:.FALSE. CDR 207 COERD9
215. LO=.TRUE. (OR 208 CODERD
216. LEN(2)=O CDR 209 COOERD
211. LEN(31 0 CDR 210 COOERD
218. CALL DAIARD (DR 211 C0DERO
219. CALL SOUEEZ (1.5) CDR 212 CODERO
220. IF (.NOT.LPRINT) 60 TO 220 COR 213 COCERD
221. WRITE (N3UT,100) (I,LOC(I),LEN(I),I:.,4) COR 214 CODERD
222. -I=LOC(2) CODR 215 CODERD
223. FIRLOC(3)*LEN( 3)- CDR 216 COERD
224. WRITE (NOUT,|10) (C,8),8(1),I ,I:Pit) COR 211 C00ERD
225. 220 CONTINUE CDR 218 CODERD
226. C CDR 219 COERO
227. C READ (80 3CONDUCTOR DATA) BLOCK CDR 220 CODERO
228. C COR 221 CODERD
229. 230 CONTINUE CODR 222 CO0ERG
230. JPSTOT=0 VERS I CODOER
231. END FILE 21 CODERD
232. REwIND 21 COOERO
233. CALL SREAOCt( V 6 CO0ERO
234. WRITE (NOUT,670) 8LANK,COL2Z,ALPH,COLI CDR 224 COERO
235. IF (CaL%.EO.COMMNT) GO TO 230 ODR 225 C00ERO
236. IF (ALPH(I).EO.REARK) GO TO 230 COR 226 COCERO
237. IF (ALPH(3).NE.CONOB) GO TO 200 COP 227 C00ERD
238. 2490 CONTINUE CDR 228 CODEO
239. CALL SREAOC(M) V 6 CODERD
240. WRITE (NOUT,6701 BLANK,COL2,ALPH.COLI CDR 230 COERO0
281. IF (COLI.EQ.COMNT) GO TO 290 (OR 231 COCERO
242. IF (ALPH(I).EO.END) GO TO 260 (0R 232 C00ERO
293. KBRNCH=2 COR 233 (00ERD
24q. LdJCE=.FALSE. (OR 234 COCERD
295. LCOND.TRE. (OR 235 CODERD
246. LEONST=.FALSE. (COR 23~ C0OEO
2%1. LARRAY.FALSE. (CR 231 C(CE D
24-. 'NEl=LFNET-(LOC() LtEN(S))I C0R 23? C3E01
l9. NINC=:NEU/5 COR 239 COOERD
250. LOC(6 &--LOC(5 ).LEN() OR 240 CODERD
251. LEN(6)=O COR 241 CODERD
252. D0 250 I=7,lo COR 212 CODERO
253. LOC(I =LOC I-I)*NINC CDR 243 CODERO
254. LEN(I)=0 DR 249 CODERD
255. 250 CONTINUE CDR 295 CODERO
256. CALL DATARD COR 296 CODERD
25s. JJIST=LOC(6) VERS I CODERO
258. JJEND=LOC(6).LEN(6)- VERS I CODERD
259. WRITE (27) (t(JJ),JJ:JJIST,JJEND) VERS I CODERD
260. CALL WRTPT(2) VERS 7 CO0ERD
261. CALL WRTDTA(2) VERS I CODERO
262. READ (21) (B(JJ),JJ=JJIST,JJENO) VERS 7 CODERO
263. CALL S'UEEZ(6,I0) VERS 1 CODERO
264. IF (.NOT.LPRINT) GO TO 260 COR 250 CODERD
265. MRITE INOUT,730) NGL,NGR,NGT COR 251 CODERO
266. ARITE (NOUT,700) (I,LOC(I),LEN(I),I=6,10) CDR 252 CODERD
261. R=LODC(6) CDI 253 CODERO
268. M=LOCI0)*LEN(10)-I CDR 25S CODERD
269. WRITE 4NOUT,110) (1,18(),8(t),D(I),IAI,R) CDR 255 COCERD
210. C COR 256 COCERD
271. C READ (BCD 3CONSTANTS DATA) BLOCK CDR 257 CODERD
212. C CDR 258 CODERD
213. 260 CONTINUE COR 259 CODERD
217. CALL SREADC(I) V 6 CODERD
215. MRITE (NOUT,60) BLANK,COL27,ALPH,COLI COp 261 CODERD
216. IF (COLI.EQ.COMmNT) GO TO 260 COR 262 CODERD
217. IF (ALPH(I).EQ.REMARK) GO TO 260 CDR 263 COCERD
218. IF (ALPH(3).NE.CONSTB) GO TO 510 COR 264 CODERD
219. IF (ALPH( A)O.EO.PRINT) KTPRNT=.TRUE. CDR 265 CODERO
280. 210 CONTINUE CDR 266 CODERO
281. CALL SREADC(I) V 6 CODERD
M) 282. WRITE (NOUT,670) BLANK,COL27,ALPH,COL 00CD 268 CODERO
283. IF (COLI.EO.COMMNT) GO TO 210 CDR 269 CODERO
284. IBRNCH3 COR 210 CODERD
285. LNODE=.FALSE. COR 211 CODERD
286. LCOND=.FALSE. COR 272 CODERO
281. LCONST=.TRUE. CDR 213 CODERD
288. LARRAY=.FALSE. COD 27q CODERD
289. NNEW=LENBET-(LOC(10)+LEN(10)).* COR 275 CODERD
290. NINC=NNEW2 CDR 276 CODERO
291. LOC(II)=LOC(IO0)LEN(10) CDR 211 CODERO
292. IF (GENERL) LOC(I1)= CODEROD
293. LEN(II)=0 CDR 218 COCERD
294. LOCI )=LOC( I )NINC CODR 279 COCERD
295. LEN(12)=O CDR 280 COOERD
296. CALL DATARD COR 281 CODERD
291. CALL SOUEEZ (11,12) COD 282 CODERD
298. CALL WRTOTA (3) CDo 283 CODERO
299. CALL RATPMT (3) CCR 2q8 COCERO
300. IF (.NOT.LPRINT) GO TO 280 OR 285 CODERD
301. WRITE.(NOUT,740) NUC,NECI,NEC2,NCT oCD 26 CODEaD
3C2. WRITE (NOUT,150) (I,IFIXC(I),IFIXC(I),1FIxCI),1:1,50) CDR 271 CODERD
303. WRITE (NOUT,100) I,LOC(),LEN(I),I=II,I2) CDR 288 COCERD
304. M=LOC(I) CDo 28s CO0ERO
305. RLOC( 12)*LEN( 12)-1 CD 290 COCERD
306. WRITE (NOUT,710) I,IB( I ),( I ),B I ), I=,M) CD 291 CTOERD
307. C CDO 292 CODERO
308. C READ (BCD 3ARRAY DATA) BLOCK CDR 293 CCOERO
309. C CDR 29~ C0CERD
310. 280 CONTINUE COR 295 C00ERD
311. CALL SREADC(I) V 6 COCER
2. RITE (NOUT,670) BLANK,COL2,.ALPHCOL ir I COR 2971 , CODERO
313. , IF (COLi.EO.COMMNT).G TO 290 rt, C D OR 298 .,,, E 00 RO
314. IF (ALPH(l).EO.REMARK) 63 TO 280 C OR 299 , CODOERD
315. IF (ALPH(3).NL.ARRVB) GO T3 510 ,, : ,COR 300 . DERD
316. IF IALPHIN9).EO.PRINT) AYPRNTz.TRUE. CDR 301 CODEA
311. 290 CONTIMUE CDR 302 CODERO
318. CALL SREADC(I) V 6 CODER?
319. WRITE (NOUT,670) BLANK,COL21,ALPHCOLI COR 304 CODERD
320. IF (COLI.E.COe NT) G3 TO 290 CDR 305 CD0ERO
321. IF (ALPH(i).EO.END) GO TO 300 CDR 306 COOERD
322. BRNuCH=% CDR 301 COERO
323. LNODE=.FALSE. COR 308 CODERD
329. LCOND=.FALSE. CODR 309 COOER0
325. LCONST=.FALSE. C0R 310 C0DER?
326. LARRAY:.TRUE. CCR 311 CO0ERO
32?. LOCI13)=LOC(2)*LEN(I2) COR 312 CODERD
328. LEN(t13)0 CDR 313 COOERO
329. LOC(I9)=LOC(13)*200 CCR 314 CODERD
330. LEN(14)=0 CDR 315 CODER
331. LOC(15)=LOC(19*1200 CDR 316 CODERD
332. LEN(15)=0 CDR 311 CODERD
333. CALL DATARDO OR'318 CODERO
334. CALL IMBED V 9 CODERA
335. 300 CONTINUE CDR 319 COCERD
336. CALL SOUEEZ (13,15) CDR 320 CODERD
331. CALL WRTOTA (4) CDR 321 CODERO
338. CALL uRTPMT (4) CDR 322 CODERD
339. IF (.NOT.LPRINT) GO TO 310 COR 323 C0OER
340. WRITE (N UT,760) LENA CDR 324 COOERD
311. WRITE (NOUT,100) (IlCLOC(IL.EN(II,I:13,5 I COR 325 C00ERO
392. MIl=LOC(13) CDR 326 CODER?
393. A=LOCI)*LEN(15-1 CDR 327 CODERD
394. WRI TE I NOUT,) (1,IB(I),B(I),8(I),IIlbM ) CCR 328 CODERO
395. C CDR 329 CODERO
396. C NORMAL RETURN COR 330 C0OERO
34T. C CR 331 CO0ERO
348. 310 CONTINUE COR 332 CODERD
399. IF (GENERL) GO TO 320 COR 333 CODERD
350. C SET LOC AND LEN FOR CALL TO PSEUDO CDR 334 CODERD
351. NNEW~LENBKT-(LOC(15)+LEN(ISI)*I CDR 335 CODERD
352. fMIC=NNEI/2 CDR 336 CODERD
353. LOClI6)=LOC(I1)*LEN(15) COR 331 CO0ERD
35q. LEN(16)=0 CCR 338 CODERD
355. LOC(I1)LOC(16)*NINC COR 339 CODERO
356. LEN( IT)= CDR 340 CODERD
357. C CONVERT ARRAYS AND CONSTANTS TO FORTRAN CCR 341 CODERD
358. 320 CONTINUE CCR 342 CODERD
359. I=4 CDR 3q3 CODERD
360. J=: CCR 399 CODER
361. 330 IF ILEN(I).EQ.0) GO TO 400 COR 345 CODERD
362. K=LOC(M) CO0 396 CO0ERD
363. KEND=K*LEN(M) CCR 397 CODERD
369. .340 ITYPEzFLD(0,i,I9(K)) CDR 398 CODERD
365. FLD(0,5,IADDR)=TYPE CCDR 399 CO0EAD
366. ITYPE=MnDDITYPE,i ) CCR 350 COCERO
361. IEND=l COR 351 CODERO
368. IF ((ITYPE.EQ.O).0R.(ITYPE.EO.2) IENDZ? CDR 352 CODERD
369. 00390 I=I,IEND CDR 353 CODERO
310. LITA=FLD(6,i,IB(K)) CCR 3.4 CODERD
311. IANUM-FLDO(,1q,I8( ) CDR 355 CODERD
312. IF (LITA.EO.I) CO TO 350 CC 356 .CD0ER
313. CaLI RELACT (2,IANLm,J,M) CDO 351 CODERA
371. cO TO 360 CO8 358 COCEaD
II5. 350 IANU'NNUN UC COR 359 n  DERD
316. IF (M(.CO.9 IANLUR=INURNECI CDR 360: C0OERD
37I. 380 FLC(5,I,IADCR)=LITA Co 361 C00ERD
378. FLI(6,16,lADDR)=IANUM COR 362 . CODERD
379. LITK=FLD(2I,I,IB(K)) C 363 COOERO
380. KNUrFLD(22,14,IB(K)) COR 369 CODEAO
381. IF (LIIK .E0.1 60 TO 3O0 CDR 365 COOERD
382. CALL PELACT (3,KNUm,J,R) CODR 366 CODERO
383. 60 TO 380 COiR 367 CODERD
384. 370 KNUM=KNURNUC+I CDR 368 CODERD
305. IF (M.EO.9) KNUM=XNUM*NEC. CDR 369 CODERD
386. IF (KNUR.GT.8191) CALL ERRMES (0,KNUM,0,0) CODR 310 CODERD
38. 380 FL(ZZ.I,IAODDR)=LITK COR 371 CDERD
388. FLD(Z3,3,IADDR)=XNUM COR 372 CODERD
389. IB(K)=IACDR CDR 373 COOERO
390. IADDR=O CDR 374 C00ERD
391. IX=K*I CDR 375 COERD
392. 390 CONTINUE COR 376 CODEAD
393. J:J*l COR 37711 CODERO
39q. IF ((ITYPE.EQ.O).OR.(ITYPE.EO.3)) K=K+l COR 3T8 CODERO
395. IF (K.LT.KEND) GO TO 340 CO 3119 CODERD
396. 400 IF (M.EQ.9) GO TO 910 CODR 380 CODERO
391. I C9 CDR 381 COERD
398. G6 TO 330 CDR 382 COCERD
399. 410 CONTINUE CDR 383 CODERD
4q0. IF (.NJT.LO tG TO 490 CDR 389 CODERD
401. MCC=NUC+NECINEC2*# COR 385 COCERO
402. J=-I CDR 386 CODERD403. K=LOC(2) CDR 3817 COERD
409. KENO=K*LEN(2) COR 388 COOERD405. IADDR=O COR 389 CODERO906. 420 ITYPE=FLD(0,6,tS(KI) COD 390 CODERD407. I=K+I CDR 191 CODERA
408. IEND=1 COR 392 CODERO
409. IF (ITYPE.GT.3) IEND=2 CDR 393 COEOD
o10. 00 480 I=I,IEND CDR 399 COOERD
11. IF (ITYPE.EO.I) GO TO 450 COR 395 CODERO
lt2. LITA=FLO(6,l,118K)) CDR 396 CODERC
413. lANUM=FLD(,I,IB(K)) COA 397 CODERO414. IF (LITA.EQ.1) GO TO 930 CAR 398 COCERO
415. CALL RELACT (2,IANuM,J,2) CDR 399 COEAD
q16. GO TO 490 CDR 400 COOERO
417. 30 IANUI=IANUM*NCC CDR 45o CODERA
918. 440 FLO(5,1,IADDR)=LITA COR 402 COaERD419. FLDI6,16,IADDR)=IANUM CDR 403 CODEOA
420. 450 LITK=FLD(21,1,IB(K)) CDAR q0 CODERD
21. KNUr:=FLD(22,I14,IB(K) CDR 405 C00ERD422. IF (LITK.EO.I) GO TO 460 CDR 906 CO0ERO423. CALL RELACT (3,KNUL,J,2) COR 907 COCERD
929. GO TO 470 COA o08 COCERD
425. 460 KNUM=KNUM+NCC CR 109 CODERD
426. IF (KNUR.GT.8191) CALL ERRSES I40,KNUM,0,0) CDR 410 CODERO421. 470 FLD(22,1,IACDR)LITK COR 411 C00E00
428. FLO(23.13,IADRA)KNUr, COR 412 CODERO429. IB(K):IADDR COR q13 CODEaD
430. IADDR=O COA .14 COOERO431. =K*I. COR 415 CODERD
432. 480 CONTINUE COR 416 COCERO433. J:J-I CCA 417 C0CERC
434. IF (a.LT.KEND) GO TO 920 CCR 9I8 COCERO
435. 490 CONTINUE CDRA 19 COCERO
436. LNO0E.FALSE. CDR 420 C00E9O437. LCOND=.FALSE. CA 421 CODERO
U 8. LCONST:.FALSE. C 'tOR' 22 ' COOERD
439. LARRAYi.FALSE. ' '. C' OR 42 'CODER
4q40 RETURN C , OR' 424 'C0OEAO
441. C CDR 425 'CODERO
42. C ERR3R RETURN .. COR 426 COOERO
IN3. C COR 421 COOERO
qNq. 500 WRITE (MUT,690) CDR 428 COOERO
445. ERDATA:2.0 CDR 429 COCERD
qq6. 9O TO 120 C(R 430 CO0DRO
l?. $10 WRITE (NOUT,O0l COR 431 CODOERO
4%0. EROAIA2.0 COR 432 CODERD
NN9. 520 COTIN't. can C 3N COERO45. ENORUN-I.o0 ' " COR N11 COOERO
q5I. RETURN COR 435 COOERO
452. C CDR 436 CODERO
453. C PARAMETER RUNS COR 4)7 COOERO
454. C COR q43 COCERD
55. $30 CONTINUE CDR q39 COOERD
456. LEND=.FALSE. CDR 440 CODERD
457. 43READ=.FALSE. CDR 441 CODERD
458. IST=: CDR q42 COCERO
459. IF (GENERL) IST:3 COR 443 CODERD
460. 00 610 I:iST,4 COR 444 CODERD
q61. IF ILENDO.R.NOREAD) 90 TO 580 COR 445 CODERD
462. I40 CALL SREADC(I) V 6 CODERD
463. WRITE (M3UT,670) BLANK,COL27,ALPH,COLI COR 44? COOERO
46N. IF (COLI.EO.COMPNT) GO TO 540 CDR q49 CODERD
465. IF (ALPH(l).EO.REMARK) GO TO S40 COR N49 CODERD
466. IF (ALPH(3).BE.ENDPRM) GO TO 550 COR 450 CODERO
46. LEND=.TRUE. COR 451 COOERD
468. O0 TO 580 CDR 452 CODERO
469. 510 1BHC=LPH(3) COR 453 CODERD
410. 00 560 J=l,q . COR 45N CO0ERO
fI. IF (IBHC.[O.BLOCK(J)) 60 TO 510 CDOR 455 COERO
412. 560 CONTINUE CDR q56 CODERO
473. GO TO 510 CODR 45 COOERD
44. 5710 CALL SREADC(i) V 6 COOERO
475. WRITE INOUT,610) $LANK,COL?2,ALPHCOLI COBR 459 CODERO
476. IF (COLI.EO.COMMNT) GO TO 570 CODR 60 . CODED
411. IF (ALPH(3).EO.REPARK) GO TO 570 CDR 461 CODERO
470. 580 CALL INCORE (I) COR q62 CODERO
419. IF (ALPH(I).EO.ENO) GO TO 600 CDR 463 CODERO
480. NOREAD=.TRUE. CDR 464 COOERD
iSl. IF (IbHC.hE.BLOCK(I)) GO TO 600 COR 465 CODERD
482. NOREAC=.FALSE. CCR 466 CODERO
48). KERNCH=I CDR 467 CODERD
484. 03 590 Jr=,q CDR 46B CODERO
0N5. LLOCIC(J)=.FALSE. CCR N69 COOERD
486. 590 CONTINUE COBDR 40 COERD
48. LLOGIC(I)=.TRUE. COR 471 COCERD
i88. CALL CATARD CDR 472 CODERO
q89. 600 CALL YATOTA (1) COB 413 COOERD
490. 610 CONTINUE COB qlq CODERD
491. G6 TO 490 COR 415 CODERO
492. C CDR 4T COCEROD
q93. C COR 4?1 COERD
49q. 620 FORMAT (Hil/I) CCR 479 C00ERD
495. 630 FORMAT (II,AN,It,IIA6,A2A CDR 471 CODERD
496. 690 FOROAT (AI,13A6,2AI) COR 40 CDOERO
49. 650 FORMAT (7I,A6) COR 41 CODERO
198. 660 FORMAT (IX,A4,At,tIA6,A2) CO oZ2 COERO
499. 670 FORMAT (AI.,A,AN,AI,IIA6,A2,AI) CO 4?3 COCERO
500. (80 F3RRAT (6MH .*82H CATA BLOCKS IN IMPRPER ORDER 04 ILLEAACCA cIi C0DERO
Ii. IL BLCK DESIGNATION ENtUUNTERED-. CR485 C*tRD
50L. 690 FOPCAT (64 * * .,90H THE PSEUD3 COtPUTE SEQLEktN INICATO3R mST SECOR %86 CODERO
503. I EITHER SPCS OR LPCS, AND START IN OLtVPNI 21) COR qs? CODER
504. 700 FORMAT (19H ARRAYS LOC AND LEN,/(3110) CDR 88 CODERD
505. 710 FOARAT (12H DATA BU CET,.(II01?0,120.5,51,320 COR 489 CODERD
506. 720 FORMAT (I1H NNO,16,H ANA,16,AH NB.I6,H NNT,IEI COR 490 CODERD
507. 730 FORMAT (IH NGL,16,RH tR,16,4H NST,16) COR 491 COCERD
SO. 140 FORMAT 4/L4H NUC,16,SH kECI,If,SH NEC2,16,4H NC?.16) COR 492 CODERO
509. IS0 FORMAT (/22H FIXED CONSTANTS ARRAY,(13,I20,E20.5,,3I)IZ) COR 193 COCERD
510. 1760 FORMAT (ISH LENA,16) CDR q49 CODERD
SIt. END CDR 495- CODERD
-a
IIED IBED IFBED ,IMBE . iBED inBED IMBED IMBED IMBED ImbEO ' n IMED
I. SUBROUTIkE IMBED IMBED
a. . IMBED
3. COFnC3 IBUCIET 1(1 IMBED
. COMm IoATA I OAI|t6), iGT, MUC, uc4,t E[RDOITA O*lE IMBED
5. COMMN IP31IT I LOC(201. LEI(20) *-I IMBED
. DIMENSION KEYA(Mi)/2H*A,2nK,2H*T,2NHG IMBED
1. LOGIAL CROERR IMBED
. C IMBED9. LI = LOct(3) IMBED
10. LI = LEN(13) * LI -t IMBED
IIt. M = LOC(14) IMBED
I. P2 : LOC(15) - I IMSED
13. 03 500 M=L1,L2 IMBED
14. AtI : 2 * IMBED
IS. M2 M P2 * IB(P.) IMBED
16. PM :ri I IMBED
IT. KEY : 6H IMBED
Is. 9 400 l:Mt,2l. IMBED
19. FLOI0,tZ,xKE) z FLO(0,12,18(I) IMBED
20. O 10 K:I,4 IPBED
21. IF(KEY .EO. KEvatK)) S0 TO 1O IMBED
22. 10 CONTINUE IMBED
23. 60 TO 900 IMBED
2q. 40 Nun IB( I) IMBED
25. CALL CONVRT(12,30,Up,CRDERR) IMBED
26. IF (CRDERR) 60 TO 380 IMBED
*y. C IMBED
20. 05 60 TO (100,200,300,350), IMABED
29. C IMBED
30. C ARRAYS IMBED
31. C IMBED
32. 100 L: I IMBED
33. LL v LOC(I4) IMBED
39. IST = LOC(13) IMBED
35. IEND = IST * LEN(131 - I IMBED
36. 00 140 JJ=IST,IEND IMBED
37. IFINUM .EO. IB(JJI) GO TO 390 IMBED
38. L c L * IB(LL) IMBED
39. LL = LL * I IMBED
40. 140 CONTINE IMBED41. 60 TO 380 IMBED
42. C IMBED
q3. C CONSTANTS IMBED99. C IMBED
45, 200 NLOC = LOC(I) IMBED46. %LEN = NUC IMBED47. GO TO 360 IMBED90. C IMBED
49. C TEMPERATURES IMBED
50. C IMBED
SI. 300 NLOC = LOCII) IMBED
S2. NCEN = LEN(I) IMBED
53. 60 TO 360 IMBED
59. C IMBED
55. C CONDUCTORS IMBED
56. C IPBED57. 350 NLOC = LOC(S) IMBEO
56. NLEN = NGT IFBED
S9. C IMBED
11 . 360 CALL SEARCHNcUV.,I(NLOC),NLENL) .IM , . p .. B 10
61. IF(L) 38030,3,90 104EO
O. 380 ERDATA : 1.0 IMBED
43. n : | -am t IMBED
6E. 6n trTEt,385) II),NNIB)l. IMBED
65. 355 FORATIBSH A 6, 23H EFERENCED AT LOCATO 15, IMBED
66. I 9H OF ARRAY Is, 26H IS NOT IN THE LIST * *) IMBED
67. GO TO 00 IMBED
68. C IMBED
69. 390 I(1) = L IMBED
70. cI BED
II. 400 CONTINUE IMIBE
12. C IMBED





RDA SINDA stwoA SiNDA SIk'DA SINDA SINOA SIPMA SlkOA SINDA slwoj
I. "LINK SIG PREPRO-BLXCRO-WRTBLK-STFFS-FINORM-Sat.,EEZ-SREADC
SEG MLINX-*(EDIT.MURGENLNKA.5-95,CFI SINVA




I CODERD-DATARD-ERRMES-COtJVnT-TYPCHX-QDA7A s I DA
S. 99 SIG RELACT-WRTUTA-WRTPMT-INCORE-SETFFIT-GENUX-*(NZDESCONDSI
6. 
$[NOR
c SIG PRESUB-SINDA4-FINTOFN-ALPINT SINDA




1. MUR SEG MODUR-BUFOLK-PlOONEW-MURCAD SINOA





Isof (I)SGV x ISIV
Isof (I)ISOV 11013"A
Istv Isov Isov Isev Isov IS41 'Isiv lsqv Isov,
IN CABIN CABIN CABIN CABI N CABIN CABN CABIN CABIN CABIN CABIN
1. SUBROUTINE CABININLOC,TC,SUMOL.SUFL) CABIN
2. C CABIN
3. LOGICAL EIPLCT CABIN
4. C CABIN
S. COf.3m /ARRAY I CATA(I) CABIN
6. CO PP3 IFI1xONI CONII) CABIN
1. COPON ITEMP I TI1) CABIN
S. COrumN IS2ORCE: c0() CABIN
9. COptON IISPACE/I NOIM, ilH, ltlle I CABIN
10. COrr.a IDIMENSI NND, NNA CABIN
II. C CABIN
12. OItrmION1 NlLCt I) CABIN
13. OImENSIM NOATA(I) CABIN
14. DIMENSION REXIT( ) *NEW CABIN
15. C CABIN
1. EOQUIVALENCE (CONII),TIfE), (CONI2),TINC), (CON(22),OTIlIE CABIN
11. EQUIVALENCE (DATA,NDATA), IEIT,NEIT) *NEW CABIN
If. C ***I CABIN
19. DEFINE OTAUC(I : EIT(NNC+I) CABIN
20. C CABIN
21. eNT = NNA * NNO **- CABIN
22. XNC = NTH - NNT **-I CABIN
23. EXPLCTI .TRUE. CABIN
24. IF(DTIMEI .GT. 0.0) EXPLCT = .FALSE. CABIN
25. IF(NLOC(I) .EQ. 6) GO TO 102 CABIN
26. CALL TOPLIN CABIN
2T. WRITE(6,101) NLOC(I) CABIN
28. 101 FORMAT(SIHO. * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CABIN, IC CABIN
29. I= 15, TH * CABIN
30. CALL WLKBCK CABIN
31. CALL EXIT CABIN
32. C CABIN
33. 102 NST = NLOC(Z) CABIN
34. NCRV = NLOC(3) CABIN
35. NCON = ALOC(q) CABIN
36. LHC = NLOC(S) CABIN
31. LHFP = NLOC(6) CABIN
38. LHTB = NLOC(T) CABIN
39. LAR = NTnH I CABIN
40. C CABIN
41. NSPT = 0 CABIN
42. ALI = 0 CABIN
43. NL2 : 0 CABIN
4q. AL3 - 0 CABIN
45. IF(LHTB .G6. 0) NLI = NDATA(LHTB) CABIN
46. IFILHFP .GT. 0) NL2 NDATAI(LHFP) CABIN
Nl. IRFLH .GT. 0) NL3 NOATA(LHC I CABIN
IN. NSPT = (NLIIq * NL2/S NLL3/2) * 3 CABIN
49. kExi(LAR) = BSPT *NEW CABIN
50. IFINDIM .GE. NSPT) GO TO 109 **-1 CABIN
SI. NEED = NSPT - NOlD CABIN
52. CALL TOPLIN CABIN
53. WRITE(6,103) NEED CABIN
94. 103 FORrATF iS34S # INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC STORASE SVAILABLE F3R CABIN CABIN
55. 1 ANALYSIS SUSR3UTINE / . . II 8X SHSHORT I5, I17 LOCATIONS) CABIN
$6. CALL LLKBCK CABIN
51. CALL EXIT CABIN
58. CABIN
59. IO CONTISLw E CABIN
1110. C ell:
A1. S a DATA(NST*iB CABIN62. MVl s IABS(NOATA(Nt5)) * I CABINt
63. IF (NOATA(NST) .LT. O) GO'TO 2 CABINI6. IFINS .RE. NVI13) CALL ERR(3HIST) CABIN
6$. NOATAINST) = -kDATA(NST) CABlN
'1. 2 IF (I0ATAINCRV) .LT. 0) GO TO 4 CABINN. IF(NOATA(NCRv) .NE. B) CALL ERRl3H2ND) CABIN
68. NDATALtNAVI : -NCATA(NCRV) CABIN
69. 4 IF(OATMAkCON) .NE. II) CALL ERR(3HRO) CABIN
70. NCPA = NDATAINCAV*9) CABIN
1t. NCPV - NOATA(NCRV.5) CABIN72. LANA NOATA(NCRV*8) CABIN73. MA =: ATA(NCON*II CABIN74. RV : ATA(NCON*2) CABINTS. VC v OATAINCON*3) CABIN76. PC c OATAINCON*q) CABIN
11. IC x CATA(NCON+5) CABIN
t7. W = DATMA CON*6) CABIN
79. PSICAB : CATAINCON.) CABIN
80. PO = DATA(NCON* ) CABIN
01. TO = CATAINCON*9) CABIN
82. CONV = OATA(NCON*10) CABIN
83. TZ : CATA(NCN*rll) CA: k
s8. FLOIN = 0.0 CABIN
85. PSIIN = 0.0 CABIN
86. TIN = 0.0 CABIN
87. FLOCP : 0.0 CABINB8. 00 5 II1,NVI,3 CABIN59. LOC = FIST I + CABIN90. LOCI = LOC * I CABIN
91. LOC2 = LOC * 2 CABIN
92. FLO = DATAILOC) CABIN
93. IF(IABS(NDATA(LOC)).Lf. 99999 .AND. IABSINDATA(LOC).GT. 01 CABIN94. I FLO = POL(NOATA(LOC),TIME) CABIN95. PSI = DATA(LOCI) CABIN96. IF(IABSIDATA(LOCI)).LE. 99999 .AND. IABS(NDATACLOCI)).GT. 0) CABIN
97. 1 PSI = POL(NDATA(LOCI),TI1E) CABIN
98. TEP : DATA(LOC2) CABIN99. IF(IABS(NDATA(LOC2)).LE. 99999 .AND. IABS(NOATAfLOC21).GT. 0O CABIN100. 1 TEPP POL(NOATA(LOC2),TIME) CABIN
101. FLOIN FLOIN * FLO CABIN
102. PSIIN PS11N * FLO-PSI CABIN
103. CPIN a (POL(NCPA,TEMP)*PSI.POLINCPV,TEMP))IIIl.SPSII CABIN
10. TIN a TIN * FLO*CPIN.TErP CABIN
105. FLCCP a FLOCP * FLOCPIN CABIN
106. 5 CONTINUE CABIN
101. PSIIN = PSIIN/FLOIN CABIN
108. TIN = TIN/FLaCP CABIN
109. FLOC a POL(NDATA(NCRV*I),TIE) CABIN110. WilIN. TINC.FLOIN.PSIIN/(I.0*PSIIN) CABIN
1G. G RA*( I.0PSIINIXC)I(I.0O*PS! IN) CABIN
112. RHJIN = PCIIRG.fTIN-TZ)) CABIN
II3. FLOUT = FLOIN(WWVI/PSICAB)/VCI/HOIN CABIN114. IVOUT = TINCeFLOUT.PSICAB/(I.OPSICAB) CABIN
115. WV = V * WVIN - uVOUT - SVnWL CABIN
116. CATAINCON*6) : UY CABIN
11i. PV = LVRVe.CC-TZ)yVC CABIN119. PA = PC - PV CABIN
119. WA = VCaPAIIA/ITC-TZ) CABIN
120. PSICAe = WV/WA CABIN
121. DATAP'CON*F) PSICAB CABIN
122. UA = PJL(NCATA(NCRV+Z),TC) CABIN
3. UV = POL(NOATAINfAV*3.,TCI ' CABIN
129. CPA 2 POL(NCPA.TC) CABIN
125. CPV = POL(NCPV.TC)' .c, CABIN
126. CA = PFL(IDATA(NCRV*6)TCI CABIN
12?.' CV = POL(NATA(WCRV*T),TC) 1. I CABIN
128. UC : (ICUA*PSICAB*ULV)i(ICPSICAB) CABIN
129. CPC = :CPA.PSICAB*CPV)/(l.O*PSICAB1 CABIN
130. CC = (IC*CA*PSICAB.CV)/(IC*PSICAB) CABIN
131. AHO = (tWV*AI/VCt CABIN
132. TC =TC * (FLOIN.(TIN-TC) - SUROLICPCII(VI*WAI)TINC CABIN
133. PRC = CCI(RHC.CPC) CABIN
13q. SUOL = 0.0 - " CABIN
135. SUL 3 0.0 . CABIN
136. LL = LAR CABIN
131. C CABIN
l38. IF(LHTB .EO. 0) 60 TO 25 CABIN
139. PRC31 = PRC**.31 CABIN
140. IF(FDI(NOATA(LHTB),4) .NE. 0) CALL ERR(31TTHI. CABIN
11. 0. 20 I=tNL,9 CABIN
142. LOC LHTB * I CABIN
143. J NCATA(LOC) CABIN
1944. 01 CATA(LOC*I) CABIN
195. At DCATA(LOC*2) CABIN
16. VIWO = OATA(LOC*3) CABIN
197. VI = VIWO*FLOC CABIN
19. RE = VIOI*RHOCIUC CABIN
149. IF(IFII((RE-220001/180001) ,,10 CABIN
150. INU = .q3 * .533SORT(REIPRC31 CABIN
151. SO TO 15 CABIN
152. 1 INU = .43 * .193*RE.*.618*PRC31 CABIN
153. O 15 CABIN
154. 10 INU = .13 * .0265.REe*.805*PRC31 CABIN
155. IS HA = AI*CC#!NUIDI CABIN
156. CALL 0SUM CABIN
IS?. 20 CONTINUE CABIN
158. C CABIN
159. 25 IF(LHFP .EQ. 0) 60 TO 35 CABIN
160. PRC33 = CBAT(PRC) CABIN
161. IF(M00(NDATA(LHFP),S) .NE. 0) CALL ERR(3H6TH) CABIN
162. 00 30 I:I,NL2,5 CABIN
163. LOC = LHFP * I CABIN
169. J = NOATA(LOC) CABIN
165. 11 CATA(LOC*i) CABIN
166. IIz CATA(LOC.2) CABIN
161. At = OATA(LOC#3) CABIN
168. VIWO = DATA(LOC*9) CABIN
169. VI VIWOJFLOC CABIN
170. VRU * VI.RHOCIUC CABIN
Ill. INU .669.PAC33.(SORT(VRU(I+Ixi)) - S0RTIVRUsII)) CABIN
172. HA : aI.CCINUXII CABIN
113. CALL OSUM . CABIN
17q. 30 CONTINUE CABIN
175. C CABIN
116. 35 IF(LH .ED. 0) GO TO 95 CABIN
11. IF(OO(NOATIA(LHC),2) .NE. 0) CALL ERR(3HSTH) CABIN
!78. DO 90 I=1,NL3,2 CABIN
119. LOC = LHC * I CABIN
180. J : NOATA(LOC) CABIN
101. MA DCATA(LOC.*) CABIN
182. CALL OSUM CABIN
183. 40 CONTINUE CABIN
189. C CABIN
19S. q5 WVPA~E : V * WVIN - WVOUT - SUM1L CABIN
" P. 2PRE vP'R ERV*(eTC-TZ|/VC 
.. CABIN
BY. SUML a O. CABINI88. UK NElTtLAR)13*2 * LAR OIEW CABIN
169. LL z LAR *-1N CNBIN
190. IFIL"TB .ST. 0 CALL CONClINLt% ,tHTB) CABIN
191. IF(LtFP .ST. O) CALL CONCK(NL2.5.LHFP) CaI
192. IFLHC .ST. 01 CALL CONCKINL3,2,LMC) CABIN
193. RETURN o CABIN
19. CCABIN
195. SUBROUTINE CONCK(NN.NUMINDO CABIN
196. D0 60 IIN.WNidNU CABIN
197. J z NDATA(INDlI) CABIN
198. LL s LL * I CABIN
199. PMI a TI(LL) CABIN
200. LL x LL . 1 CABIN
201. Wl Cz ET(LL) CABIN
202. PVPW = PV - PuI CABIN
203. IF( PVPRPE-PWI)IPVPM .LT. 0..) DW O DWI*PVPW(lPV-PVPAmEI CABIN
204. K AK * I CABIN
205. IF(EIYtKK)*CWI .LT. 0.0) Ou1 -EiTIeKK CABIN
206. EIT(KK) = EITEKE) +* Ol CABIN
201. SUF~M z SUPV * DWI CABIN
208. OL CWIPOL(LAMDA,TIJ)I/TINC CABIN
209. 0(J) = 0(J) * OL CABIN
210. 60 CONTINUE CABIN
211. RETURN CABIN
2lt. C CABIN
213. SUBROUTINE ERR(NUMBI CABIN
211. CALL TOPLIN CABIN
is. WRITEB6,100) NUMB CABIN
216. 100 FORMAT(lHO 131(IH.)//lTHE *A3,* ARGUMENT IN THE CALL DOES NOT NA CABIN
217. IVE THE CORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES. EXECUTION TERMINATED IN SUBR3UTIN CABIN
S 18. NE CABIN/III 13llH*)) CABIN
t 219. CALL WLKBCK CA IN
220. CALL ExIT CABIN22. C CABIN
222. SUBROUTINE OSU~ CABIN
223. IF(EXPLCT) DTAU(J) = DTAU(J) * HA CABIN
224. Q(J) = O(J) * A*TC-T(J)) CABIN
225. OL z HMA(TC-T(J))*TINC CABIN
226. SUMOL = SUrOL * OL CABIN
227. ILAM POL(LADA,T(J)) CABIN
228. PWI : POoEXP(ILA/RV/I(TO-TZI)(T(J)-TO)IT(J)-TZ)*CONV) CABIN
229. L LL I CABIN
230. EIT(LL) = PWI CABIN
231. OWl = HAICPC/PCPV-PWI)TINC CABIN
232. LL z LL * I CABIN
233. EIT(LL) : CuW CABIN
234. SUMuL z SUM'L WI CABIN
235. RETURN CABIN
236. END CABIN
'RSSS CRSS SS CMPRSS CMPRSS CIPRSS CMPSS CPRSS cMPRSS CPRASS CMPRSS
I. SUIJYR3UTIE CPPRSS(SPR,IPR,A,%,LZ,s) CAPRSS
. C CAPRSS
3. C THIS SUBROUTINE REDUCES THE COEFFICIENT PATRIN FOR PFCS CIPRSS9. C CI PRSS4. C CaPASS




10. C LOCATE RELATIVE PRESSURE N0DE NUPBER (NPR) OF ACTUAL PRESSURE CMPRSS
II. C NODE kUPBER (IPR) WHICH HAS A SPECIFIED PRESSURE (SPR) CPIPRSS
12. C CEPRSS
3. MPR1 = L28( I) C PRSS
1. D03 S PR=:,PPN CPRSS
15. IF(IPA .EO. L2(NPRU)) 60 TO 10 CIPRSS
16. 5 CONTINUE CMPRSS
IT. RETURN 6 CPRSS
18. C CMPRSS
19. C CALCULATE THE STARTING LOCATION OF COLUMN NPR CMPRSS
20. C CPPRSS
21. 10 LOtC (NPR-I).NPR/2 CKPRSS
22. LD = LC * NPR * NPR CRPRSS
23. C CFPRSS
24. C MODIFY THE RIGHT nAND SIDE CePPRSS
25. C CMPPRSS
26. DO 20 J=I,PRN CEPRSS
27. IF(J-VPR) 12,20,15 CmPRSS
28. It B(J) = 5(J) - SPR.AILOC+J) CMPRSS
29. SO TO 20 CPIPRSS
30. IS g(J-1) i: (J) - SPA*.ALO) CMPRSS
31. LD LD * J CPRSS
32. 20 CONTINUE CElPRSS
33. C CMPRSS
34. C CALCULATE THE STARTING LOCATION OF R0W NPR CmPRSS
35. C CMPASS
36. LD = LOC * PR CPPRSS
37. PRK : NPR CPRSS
38. C CIPRSS
39. C DELETE COLUMNI NPR CPPRSS
40. C CpPASS
41. NPR = NPR * 1 CMPPRSS
42. D0 30 J=NPR,FPRN CpPRSS
43. DO 25 L=I,J CMPRSS
49. C CPPRSS
95. C DELETE RO NPR CPPASS
46. C ECPRSS
l7. IFIL.EO. NPK) GO TO 25 CMPRSS
48. LOC = LOC +I CMPASS
49. AlLOC) = A(LD.L) CrPRSS
50. 25 CONTINUE CPPRSS
SI. LD = LD # J CmPRSS
52. 30 CONTINUE CPRS
53. C CmpRSS
59. C DELETE ACTUAL PRESSURE N0DE IPR FRO3 THE LIST OF ACTUAL PRESSURE 3CE . CRPRSS
55. C CIPRSS
56. 03 40 J=NPRIPRN CrPASS
57. L28(J) = L29(J*I) CFPRIS
58. q0 CONTINUE CMPA55
59. 128(I) = L28(I) - I CmPRSS
*t.file C~Ass
11ST CNFAST CkFAST CNFAST CNFAST CNFAST CFAST CNFAST CVAFAST CNFAST ,Io~WAT
1. SUBROUTINE CNFAST CNFAST
2. C AN EtPLICIT EXECUTION SUBROUTINE FOR SINDA FORTRAN V CNFAST
3. C THE SHORT PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQUENCE IS REGAIRED CFAST
4. C O1DES uITH CSG BELOW DTIP-E RECEIVE STEADY STATE SOLUTION CeFAST
S. C NO BACKING UP IS 0ONE OR ALLOWED CwFAST
6 INCLUCE COM,LIST CNFAST
1. INCLUCE CEFF,LIST CNFAST8. IF(KON(S).LE.0) EN(5) I CNFAST
9. IF(CON(8).LE.0.) CON(B) : I.E*8 CeFAST
10. IF(CONI).LE.0.) CON(9) 1.0 CNFAST
II. IF(CON(I8).LE..) GO TO 999 CFAST
12. IF(CON(19).LE.0.) CON 9) 2 I.E.8 CNFAST
13. IF(CONtZI).LE.O.) GO TO 998 CNFAST
N1. IF(KON(31).NE.0) GO TO 995 CNFAST
IS. PASS :-1.0 CNFAST
16. NNC : NNA.NND CNFAST
I7. IE NTH CNFAST
I. NLA NDIn CNFAST
19. NTH : NTH*NNO C FAST
20. NDIn M NDIM-NND NCFAST
21. IF(NDIM.LT.0) GO TO 997 CNFAST
22. NN = NNO.I CNFAST
23. TPRINT = CON(13) CNFAST
2-. ISTEP CON(21) CeNFAST
25. 5 TSUi = 0.0 CNFAST
26. IF(CON(I3)*CON(IO).GT.CON(3)) CON(IS) : CON(3)-t0N(13) CNFAST
21. 10 IF(TSTEP.GT.CON(O)) TSTEP CON(S) ChFAST
28. IF(TSTEP.LT.CON(21)) TSTEP : CON(21).l.000001 CNFAST
29. IF(TSUM*TSTEP-CON(I8)) 2C,25,IS CNFAST
30. IS TSTEP = CON(18)-TSUM CNFAST
31. 60 TO 25 CNFAST32. 20 IF(TSUm#2.0*TSTEP.GT.CON(18)) TSTEP O0.5*(CON(I8)-TSuM) CNFAST
33. 25 CON(2) = TSTEP CNFAST
3. CON(1) = .TPRINT*TSUM+TSTEP CNFAST
35. CON(14) % 0.5S(CON(I)*CON(13)) CNFAST
36. 00 30 I = I,NND CNFAST
37. O( II 0.0 CFAST
38. LE = E*I1 CNFAST
39. 30 I(LE) = 0.0 CNFAST
90. IF(NNA.LE.0) GO TO 90 CNFAST
41. DO 35 I = NN,NNC CNFAST
92. 0(I) = 0.0 CNFAST
43. 35 CONTINUE CNFAST
4. 40 KON(12) = 0 C4FAST
45. CALL VARBLI CAFAST
96. IF( ON(12).NE.0) GO TO 10 CNFAST9l. IF(PASS.GT.O.) GO TO 95 CNFAST
98. PASS = 1.0 CNPrAS
99. CON() = TPRINT CNFAST
50. CON(2) = 0.0 CPFaST
SI. CALL OUTCAL CkF;ST
52. CON(I) = TPRINt*TSTEP CNFAT
53. CON(2) : TSTEP CNFAIT
54. 45 JI = 0 CNFAST
55. J2 = CN AT
S4. O 85 I , I NND C a.FT
57. LE = IE*I CFFAl
Se. INCLUDE VARC,LIST Ck;AW
59. INCLUCE VARO,IIST CrAAT
CNFAST
AlS I FL0(S. 16,NSOtitJI) COIFAST
4?. t MEL.10) GO 10 85C'FAsTI
I3 r1 FLrf? I %,NItJ1 I CkFAST,
is. IKI.001 VAG,LIST C11FASTIF. FLC3,I,NS0lUJl).EQ.0) C0 10 55 CAFAST
46 1 STCI)'60.0 CRFAST
41 T T LTA)*460.O EPFAST
48GV GfLg)*(TIeTI.12.T2).(tI.T2) WUAST
G9 CO 13 0 CFAST
T0. 55 GV ZZG(LG) ECiFAST
it. 40 0031 GV#(T(LTA)-T(3)) e*am ECFAST
12. @(1) =13 *() 003T *EWIC CiFAST
13. MIE) = (LE)+GV ce*-I EPFAST
1%. IF(11A.GT.NND.OR.FLV(2IIPSOIJU)).E0.I) 6O 10 65 CPIAST
15. LEA z E#LTA CFS
76. VLA (LER)*GV CNFAST
IT* 0(11*) = (114) - 0001 chC EFAST
is. 45 IF(NSOI( l.33 .6.0) GO T1050 ewtv CIEFAST
79. 85 CONTINUE sePICFAST
SO. Cll I.E#8 CENFAST
I.TCGPI 0.0 CPIFAST
DO. 0005 1 z I,NND CNFAST
33. LE 3E.( CNFAST
04. TI3 C([)/%(LE) ENFAST
ll5. IF(TI.GE.CKrM) GO TO 90 MNAST
84.CKA z t3 CWFAST
Si.KON(3',) ICNFAST
so. 90 IF(TSTEP.GT.Ti) 6O TO 95 CNFAST
89. I 2 T( I) . TSIEPvQ( I)lC l) *NEW CNFASf
90. CO TO 100 *6-I CNFAST
:oIt. 95 It T(3) * TI0( I )/C( I vNCEw CNFAST
192. 100 T2 = ABS(TI-Ti3)) **-I EPIFAST
E393. T(I) z 1 NFAST
9%. IFTt 2.LT.ICGM) GO TO 105 CNFAST
95. TCGM =12 CNFAST
96. KONI 15) C NFAST
I7. I05 CONTINUE CNFAST
Is. COMM35 = TCGI) CNFAST
99. COMM)?= CAN CNFAST
100. IFCCKA.LE.0.) GO TO0994 CNFAS'
101. IFl NNA.LE.0) GO TO 160 CNFAST
302. LAX - ON(S) CNFAST
103. DAMPN =CONMI CNFAST
304. DAMPJ = .0-04MPN CNFAST
105. DO0 1 I1,141 CNFAST
106. KONII20) r CIIFAST
307. RLX 0.0 CNFASr
too. .31 = EN0FAST'
109. J.12 = J2 CNFAST
It0. Do 1145 L NN,NNE CNT 431
Ill. Sw'Mc 0.0 CNFAST
112. SL'qcv 0.0 CNFAST
113. IF(f.t.T.1) GO TO 6000 CNFAST
1114. INCLUDE VRO2,IIST CNFAST
Its. 110 .3.3 = Jj.111 CNFAST
114. LG =FLO(5.36,NYSQ3(Jj3)) CNFAST
II?. 1TA4 FLO(?2.1%,NSO3(JJI)? CNFA4T
lit. IFII.GT.1) GO TO 4000 OFi
119. INCILUCE VRS?.t3ST CFS
320. C CHECK FOR RADIAT13ON CIN01CTOR CNFAST
121. IF(FLC(3,I,N3QI(JiIl).EO.0) GO TO 335 CNFA3T
122. T1 1(11.960.0 NA.
T3. II t T(LA)*460.O CIAST
612. V 6(LG).(T.TI*T-T2zi*(TI*T2I) COO ' E A FAST
125. tO TO 120 ChFrST
1?6. 115 Gv 2 C(LG) CFAST
I1. 12 = T(LTA) CNFAST
128. 20 S UrPC Se'C*GV CNFAST
129. Su CV * 5MCGVTZ ATFASI
130. C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NOD0 CNFAST
11. IF(INStI(JJl ).GT.) 3 TO 110 • CNFAST
132. II : CAFPN(SUPCVeO(L))/SUMC*DAPO*T(ILI CFaST33). t AS(T(L)-Ti) CNFAST
34. IFC(RL.GE.2T) GO TO 190 CNFAST
135. RL = T1 CNFAST
136. KON( 3) = L CNFAST
13. 190 T(L) = TI CNFAST
130. 145 CONTINUE CNFAST
139. IF(RLl.LE.CON I9)) GO TO 155 CNFAST
ItO. 150 CONTINUE CFAST
1-:. 155 CON(30) z RLI CNFAST
192. 160 CALL VARIL2 CNFAST
43. CON(I3) = CON() CNFAST
1%. TSUm I TSUM*TSTEP CNFAST
195. TSTEP = CNFAST
146. IFITSUM.LT.CON(18)) GO TO 10 CNFAST
1r9. TPRINT = TPRINT*TSUN CNFAST
140. CALL OUTCAL CNFAST
199. IF(CON()*I.00000.LT.CON(3)) GO TO 5 CNFAST
10. ITH : IE CNFAST
11. NDIM = NLA CNFAST
152. RETURN CNFAST
153. 995 WRITE(6,885) CNFAST
Isq. 6 TO 1 000 CNFAST
155. 996 WRITE (6,886) C NFAST
156. 60 TO 1000 CNFAST
15?. 991 WRITE(6,800) NDOi CNFAST
5. O60 TO 1000 CNFAST
159. 999 WRITE (6,888) CNFAST
160. 60 TO 1000 CNFAST
161. 999 LRITE(6,889) CNFAST
t62. 1000 CALL 3UTCAL CNFAST
163. CALL EIT CNFAST
164. 885 FORMAT(96H CNFAST REQUIRES SHORT PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE) CNFAST
165. 886 FORMAT(Z2H C/SK ZERO OR NEGATIVE) CNFAST
166. 887 FORMAT(18,20H LOCATIONS AVAILABLE) CNFAST
16?. 888 FORMAT)IOH N DOTIMEL) CNFAST
168. 89 FORMAT(I19H N3 OUTPUT INTERVAL) CNFAST
169. END CNFAST
BIN COMRIN CtBIN 'COMBIN COMBIN COMBI N CORBIN COPsIN CORBIN COMBIN ' COnMiN
I. SUBROUTINE CORBIN(NTAPE, IT, INC, IUNIT) COMBIN2. C COMBIN
3. DIMENSION NBUFR(21), ALPHA(LS), XSTART(I), ISTOPITI *NEM COMBIN
. C 
.*EM COMBIN
5. COMON IIYARYI CATAI) *NEW CORBIN
.C *NEM COmBIN
1. DATA ALPHA IcHA,IHB,tHC,|HD,tHSIH6,4E,IIF,IHS.,HH,INmI HJ NKe 
-1 COB:IN
8. I IML,IHN COMBIN
9. C '*NE CORBIN
0. C *NEW COMBIN
II. RITiE(6,3) COM5I
12. 3 FORMAI(NIHl0130HOUTPUT FROM COMBINE SUBRJUTINEII) CamBIN
13. IFIUNIT .EO. 0) IUNIT = T COMBIN
14. REWIND IT COMBIN
15. IF(NTAPE.GT.01) G TO I COMBIN
16. NTAPE -NTAPE COMBIN
IT. READ(5,6) (ISTART(I),xST3P(I),II,NTAPE COMBIN
18. 6 FORMAT( 1F5.3) COMBIN
19. 7 IUNITI=IUNIT-I COMBIN
20. 00 39 L=I,WTAPE COMBIN
21. M=0 COMBIN
22. 1=0 COMBIN
23. I=L*IUNITI COMBIN24. REUIND I COMBIN
25. IS REA(I) (NBUFRIJ),J=I,26), NSL, (OATAfJI,J=I,NSL) *NEW COmBIN
26. NBUFR(21) = NSL *NEW COMBIN27. IF(L-I),IS 9.-I COMBIN




32. 12 FORMAT( IHOIO10 HTAPES ARE NOT IN THE CORRECT ORIER) COMBIN
33. CALL EXIT COMBIN
39. WRITE(MT) NBUFR, (DATA(J),J=I,NSL) eNEU COMBIN
35. NTOTAL = 0 **-1 COMRIN
36. O0 18 J=:I,2T COMBIN
31. 18 NTOTAL:NTOTAL.NBUFR(J) COMl:N
38. 21 READ(I)TIME,(DATA(K),I=1,NTOTAL) COMBIN
39. IF(TIrE)29 COMBIN
90. IF(TIPE-ISTART(L))2I COMBIN
Il. IF(ISIOP(L))27,21 ComBIN42. IF(TIME-STPtL))2T COMBIN43. TIME=-TIME COMBIN
94. 29 IF(L-NTAPE)33,30,33 COmBIN45. 21 M=M-I COMBIN46. IF(M),,21 COMBIN41. MrINC COMBIN
48. XTIrE:TIME COMBIN
99. 30 WRITECKT) TIME,(DATA(K),K=I,NTOAL) COMBIN
50. IFIN.EQ.0) WRITE(6,31) TIME,L COMBIN
SI. 31 FORMAT(131 F10.5, 26 HAS BEEN LOADED FROM TAPE 121 COmaIN
52. NlI COMBIN
53. ITIFE),21,21 COMBIN
59. END FILE KT COMBIN
55. REWIND XT COaBIN
56. 33 REWIND I COBIN57. WRITE(,36)L,ITIME COlBINS6. 36 FORrATII)X NHTAPE 12, 10H ENDING iT FI0.5, PH HA; BEENI LOACED COMBIN
59. I ON NEW TAPEI) COMBIN
1110. 39 CONT1%E I < I I1 CaIl
61. IF(K.LE.15)WRITE( 6,2 )NTAPE,ALP(A T ) COrBIN
62. 42 FORMATM(c/10HDATA FRO I,33H TAPES 4AS BEEN CrSINED ON UNIT A21 COeBNl
63. RETURN COMBIN
N. E D COmSIN
r13
I CONOTI CZNDTI COkDTI COPIOTI CONOTI c3N-TI C3NI4OI CaONOTi aq CONOT 1
1.SIOUIEC3NOTIMNOC) COMMh
2. C CONOTh
3. CI-E14S13Nd K OM() CoP4OTI
4.COM93N /ARRIAY I IiDATAMI CONOTI
3. C Co'~TI
6.COMMF34 IT(plP I I I I) COaiOTI
1. C~pwON ICaNO 1 6 411 CONOTh
S. CONPkd3 IF 11CON/ toNII COPIOTI
S. COMMO3N /C0f"ENSI ANnL , NA NT, Pill CONDTI
10. C CONCTh
11. 1F1H30NLOC(l).4) .10. 0) GO TO 20 CONCT
12. CALL IOPLIN COPIOTI
13. bMITE(fi,10) NL3C(I) CONOTI
141. 10 FORV'AYII 1114 6 INCORRECT NUMPBER OF ELEMiENTS INPUT TO CZNDTIPOFR CONOTI
IS. I CONDU'CTIONI DATA. IC = 1, TH 99 CaOTI
16. CALL WMA5d CONDTI
IT. CALL EXIT CONCHI
to. CapOnth
IV. 20 IC z LOCMI C3NDTI
20. DO 100 I.1.tC.Ni CONOTI
21. NG m NLOCII*11 CONDII
22. AlLl = PLOCI 1.2)1 CoUlTI
23. NTWPE = NLOd 1.3) C3,401I
Is#. NTEMP = NLOC(I 3.) CONOTI
25. IF(NG .61. NGT) GO TO NlO CONDT)
26. IF(NLT .L[. PiNT) 60 TO 80 CONCTI
21. NO0 CALL TOPLIN CONOTI
Ir28. WRI.YEtf,60a) (NLOC I*J ),JzI,N#) CONDTI
('329. 60 FOAMAT(55H04 . 9 ERROR IN CONC-UCTION DATA INPUT 73 CONDh 99 CONDh)
30. 1 1/ 5HING = 19, 6H4 NLY IS1, 814 ATIrl 16, 814 ATElMP 16) CONDTI
31. CALL A'tEBdK CONDTI
32. CALL EXIT CONOTI
33. C CONOTh
341. 80 CALL DICEG!(CON1I),NCATA(NTIMnE),FTIP'E) rONDh)
3s. CALL DICEGI(T(NLT),NDATA(NTEmP),FTErP) CONOT)
36. G(NG1 = TI,1E*FTEPMP CONDTI




DTZ CDT C TNOT CONDT2. CONOT2, COflDT, CON2. CONOT2, CJNOTZ, C0012, CONDT2,
I. SUBROuTINE CONDT2 WLOCI CONOTZ,
2. C CONDT2
3. Oir~kSION 1LOC(I) CONDTZ
COmI3q /ARRAY I NOATA(III CONDT
S. C CONOTZ
. COP34N ICOND I c (1) CONDT2
1. COPAN IDIENS/ N4ND, NNAT,NNT, INT CONOT2
. CONDTZ9. EQUIVALENCE (NTEMP,FTEMP) CONDOTo10. C CONDTZIt. C CONDT2
12. IF(Pl3C(NLOCI),3) .EO. 01 GO TO 20 CONDTZ
13. CALL TOPLIN CONDT214. WRITE(6,10) NLOCII) CONOD1215. 10 FORrAT(uSH0 * * INCORRECT NUPBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONOT2 FOR CONDT2
16. 1 CONCUCTION DATA, IC = 15, TH * * *) CONDT2
II. CALL WLtBC CONDT21. CALL EXIT COND1219. t CONOTZ
20. 20 IC = NLOCt() CNDTZ21. 00 100 I=l,IC3 CONDTZ22. IG 2 NLOC( 1*) CONDT223. NTIME = NLOC(I*2) CONOTZ2q. NTEMP = NLOC(I*3) CONDT225. IF(NG .LE. NGT)II GO TO 80 CONDT?
26. CALL TOPLIN CONOT2
2I. WRITE(6,60) (NLOC(I*J),J=I,3) COND2
>:. 28. 60 FORMAT(55HO0 * * ERROR IN CONDUCTION CATA INPUT TO CONOT2 CONOT2I 29. I II 5HONG I= 1, 8H ATIME = 16, 8H FTEmP : 613.8) CONDT21. 30. CALL WLKBCK CONDOT
31. CALL EXIT CONDT232. C CONOT233. 80 CALL DIOEGI(CON(),NDATA(NTIME),FTIME) CONDTZ34. (SNG) = FTIME*FTEP CONOT235. 100 CONTINuE CONDT236. C CONOTZ
31. RETURN CONDTZ
30. END CONDT2
I CONV' "C'NVI CONVI CONVI CONVI CON I CONVI COVI CONVIl ' v
I. SUBROUTINE CONVI(LLOCMLOC,NLOC) CONVI2. C CONVI
3. LOGICAL LCP, LMU, LTC CONVI
4. C 
CONVI
S. ODIMENSION LLOC(I, MLOCI l, NLOC(I) CONVI
6. DIMENSION ROATAI) CONVI
. C 
CONVl
8. COMMON /ARRAY/ NOATA(I) ICONVI
9. COMMON ITEMP / T (1) CONVI
10. COMMON /COND / 6 (1) CONVI
II. COMMON D10tENS/ NND, NNA, NNT, NGT CONVI12. C CONVI
13. EQUIVALENCE (ROATA,NDATA) CONVI
14. EQUIVALENCE (NAHT,AHT), (NX,I), INFI,Fi), (NFZ,F2) CONVI15. C CONVl
16. CATA MAlI 165000/ CONVI
17. C CONVI
19. IFILLOC(I) .EO. 8) GO TO 20 CONVI
20. CALL TOPLIN CONVI
21. ,RITE(6,t0) LLOCII) CONVI22. 10 FORMATTIIHO. . * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONVI FOR CONVI
23. IFLOW DATA, IC = 15, IH * * *) CONVI2. CALL WLKBCK CONVI
25. CALL EXIT CONVI26. C CONvl
21. 20 LZ z LLOC(2) CONVI
28. L = LLOC(7I CONVI2 . C CONVI
%3 30. IF(NDATA(L2) .GT. 0) GO TO 40 CONVI
S31. CALL TOPLIN CONvI32. WRITE(6,30) NOATA(L2) CONVI33. 30 FORMAT(7ZHO. * v INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONVI FOR CONVI
3N. IFLOW RATES, IC z 15, 7H * * 9) CONVI
35. GO TO 60 CONVI
36. C CONVI
31. 40 IF(MOD(NOATA(L),6) .EO. 0) GO TO 75 CONVt38. CALL TOPLIN CONVI
39. WRITE(6,50) NDATA(LTI CONVI40. 50 FORMAT(T1HO * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONVI FOR CONVI
41. IFLUIO TYPE DATA, IC = 15, IH • * ) CONVI
42. 60 WRITE(6,70) (MLOC(I,I=2,7) CONVI
43. 10 FORMAT(5HOAu = 16, 6H APR = 16, 6H AGF * 16, 6H AVP : 16, CONVI
44. I TH AIFR = 16, 6H AFT = 16) CONVI45. CALL kl.BCK CONvl
46. CALL EXIT CONVIAi. C CONVI48. 15 IFT MLC(lI .EO. 5) GO TO 80 CONVI49. CALL TOPLIN CONVI
50. WRITE(C6,6) MLOC(I) CONVI
51. 76 FORMAT(lH0O * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENT; INPUT T3 COJNV FR0 CONi
52. IFLUID PROPERTIES, IC = 15, 7H * * * CONVI53. CALL 'LKBCK CONVI
54. CALL EXIT CONVI
5. C CONVI
56. 00 NT = VLOC(Z) CONVI
St. IF(NX .LT. I .RA. Nx .GT. MAKI) GO T3 82 CONVI
5@. LCP : .TRUE. CONVI59. NCP = Nx CONVI
10 6. GO TO 84, L : , I CONVI
61. 02 LCP : .FALSE. CONVI
62. CP aI CONVI
63. 89 l = PILOCIR .I. CONVI
64. IF(NI .LT. I .OR. NI .T. "AI) GO TO 86 CONVI
65. LU .TRUE. CONVI
66. MPU I CONVI
61. 50 T0 88 CONVI
68. 86 LMU : .FALSE. CONVI
69. )MU CONVI
10. 08 41 = ILOc(51 CONVI
It. IF(NI .LT. I .OR. YN .GT. FAlI) GO TO 92 CONVI
72. LTC = .TRUE. CONVI
13. NTC = NI CONVI
S. GO TO 94 CONVI
1S. 92 LTC = .FALSE. CONVI
16. TC = CONVI
?t. C CONVI
TO. 99 IF(MMO(NLOC(I),) .EO. 0) GO TO 100 CONVI
19. CALL TOPLIN CONVI
80. WRITE16,95) NLOCII) CONVI
61. 95 FO3MATl(IO. * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONVI FOR CONVI
62. ICONVECTION DATA, (C 15, TH *) CONVI
83. CALL WtIKBCK CONVI
84. CALL EXIT CONVI
5. C CONVI
66. 100 IC * NLOC(1) CONVl
81. DO 220 =I:1,C, CONVI
68. AG : NLOC(I*) CONVI
69. WANT = NLOC(|*2) CONVI
90. ITUBE P= NLC( 13) CONVI
91. N*L = NLOC( I4) CONVI
92. ITYPE = NLOC(I+S CONVI
93. Nx : NLOC(I*6) CONVI
91. NFI = NLOC(1*7) CONVI
95. NF2 = NLOC(I8) CONVI
96. LTYPE = ITYPE.6 - 5 CONVI
97. IF(NG .GT. NGT) GO TO 110 CONVI
98. IFINFL .GT. NNT) GO TO 110 CONt
99. IF(ITUBE .GT. NDATA(L2)) GO TO 110 CONVI
100. IF(LTYPE .LT. NDATA(LT)) GO TO 170 CONVI
101. 110 CALL TOPLIN CONVI
102. ITE(6,120) CONVI
103. 120 FORMAT(5HO- • . ERROR IN CONVECTION DATA INPUT TO CONVI ) *) CONVI
109. 150 VRITE(6,1 0) (NLOC(I+J),J=1,8) CONVI
105. 160 FORMAT(SH N = 14, 6H AHT = G63.8, 8H ITUBE : 0, 6H NFL = IS, CONVI
106. I eH ITYPE = 14, qH I = 613.8, SH FI = G13.8, SH F2 GI3.8) CONVI
101. CALL WLKBCK CONVI
108. CALL EXIT CONVI
109. C CONVI
110. 170 LTYPE = Li * LTYPE CONVI
Ill. IP = RDATA(LTYPE) CONVI
112. CSA : RCATA(LTYPE*I) CONVI
113. IF(LCP) CALL D1IDG1IT(NFL),NDATA(NCP), CP) CONVI
114. IF(LUL) CALL DIOEGI( T( NFL ,NCATA( NMU),MU) CONVI
11t. IF(LIC) CALL DIDEGl(T(NFL),NDATA(NTC), TC) CONVI
116. RE = 4.0PABS(ROATA(L2+ITL-BE))YMV/,P *NEW CONVI
117. PR = IRMUCP/TC *-I CONVI
118. 0 = %.O0*CSA'P CONVI
119. IF(RE .GT. 2000.0) 63 TO 180 CONVI
120. TEMP = I/ICIE/PR CONVI
121. H = TC/D-(3.66.FI *(0.0155.FZ/(TEMP*.0.15*CBPf(TEMP)))) CONVI
12?. GO 1) 200 CONVI
41. 180 ilttiR A.1. 6-.00.01 0 'TO' 190 C r'.
124. H = .023#TC/D.RE*.SCSRT(PR) I~v
1 25. 60 TO 20CINVI116. 190 = 0.1I1.1tIOID-CRTRE.RE)71Z5.0).CRT(PA)COb
12?. 200 G(PdS) =H*A14T CO~y!
128. 220 CINT1MJC Csvl
129. C Caiv I
130. REtURN CallWi
131. ENDO COnvi
I Y V2 CONV2 , CkV CONVZ CONV2 CONVZ COlV2 CONV2 O COWV2 COVV2
I. SUBROUTINE CONV2LLOCMLCLOCNLOC ' CONV2
2. C CONV
3. LOGICAL LCP, LRU, LTC CO.vZ
. C CONVZ
S. 0tENI3ON LLOC(I), MLOC(I), NLOC(I) CONVz
I. OIRENSION ROATA II) 0oV2
1. c CONVZ
S. COM4N /ARRAY/ NDATA(II CONVz
9. COMMON ITEMP I T (I) CONV2
10. COMMO ICONO f G (I) CONV2
II. COMMON IOIENSI NND, NNA, WNT, NGT CONV212. C CONV2
13. EQUIVALENCE (ROATA,NDATA) CONV2
1q. EQUIVALENCE (NAHTAHT), (N1,X) CONV2
Is. C CONV2
16. DATA PSAXI 165000/ CONV2
I7. C CONV2
Is. C CONVZ
19. IF(LLOCIII .EO. 81 60 TO 20 CONV
20. CALL TOPLIN CONVZ
l. URITE(6,0) LLOC(II CONV2
22. 10 FORMAT(ItH0* *  INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONVZ FOR CONV2
23. IFLO CATA, IC IS, IN * *) I CONV2
29. CALL LXKBCK CONV2
25. CALL EXIT CONV2
26. C CONV2
T2. 20 L2 = LLOC(2) CONV2
MO, LI = LLOC(7) CONVZ
29. C CONV2
w 30. IF(NOATA(L2) .GT. 0) 6O O 90 CONVZ
31. CALL TOPLIN CONV2
32. WRITE(6,30) NDATA(L2) CONV2
3. 30 FORMAT(12NHO * 9 INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONV2 FOR CONV2
34. IFLOW RATES, IC = 15, IN V ) . CONV2
35. 60 TO 60 CONV2
36. C CONV2
31. 40 IF(MODNOATA(LT),6) .EO. 0) 60 TO 15 CONV2
38. CALL TOPLIN CONV2
39. WRITE(6,50) NOATA(LT) CONV2
40. 50 FORMAT( 7H O * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONV2 FOR CONV2
41. IFLUID TYPE DATA, IC = IS, IN • ) . CONV2
42. 60 WRITE(6,70) (MLOC(I),I=2,7) CONV2
q3. 70 FORMATfHOAW = 16, 6H APR = 16, 6H AGF = 16, 6W AVP 16, COlNV2
4. 1 I T AIFR z 16, 6H AFT = 16) CONV2
45. CALL WLKBCK CONY246. CALL EXIT CONv2
91. C CONV2
48. 15 IF(MLOC(I) .EO. 5) GO TO 80 CONv2
99. CALL TOPLIN CONV2
50. IRITE( 6,6) LOC( ) CONV2
S1. 76 FORMAT(YHOI * * I;JCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONVZ FOR CONV2
52. IFLUID PROPERTIES, IC z 15, INH . * ) CONV2
53. CALL WVLBCK CONV2
54. CALL Exit CONV2
55. C CONVZ
56. 80 NX = PLOC(I) CONY2
57. IF(NX .LT. I .0R. NX .GT. AXII) GO TO 82 CONV?
58. LCP = .TRUE. CONV2
59. ACP z NX CONVZ
I1o. S TO 89 r CONVZ
61. 82 LCP : .FALSE. CONV2
62. CP : I CONV2
63. 9 hI iLOC(l) CONV2
69. IFNx .4. I .0R. WI .ST. MaIll GO TO 86 CONV2
65. I s .IRUE. CONV2
66. 11 :WI CONV2
6l. 6o TO e8 CONVY
68. 86 LAU .FALSE. CONV2
69. IU : I CONVZ
TO. 68 NI : PILC(S CONV2
11. IFR(I .LT. I .0t. NI .GT. rAIl) GO TO 92 CONY2
12. LTC : .TRUE. CONVZ
13. N1C : kW CONV
71. 60 TO 19 CONV2
15. 92 LIC : .FALSE. CONY2
16. TC : 1 CONV2
It. C CONV2
18. 94 IF(3OO(NLOC(I),6) .O. 0) G TO to10 CONV2
19. CALL 1OPLIN CONV2
80. WRITE(6,95) NLOC(Ii CONV2
81. 95 FORMAT(1?HO* * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO C3ONY F3 CONV2
St. ICONVECTION ORTA, IC : 15, IN 9 ' .) CONVZ
83. CALL WLKBCK CONV2
69. CALL EXlT CONV2
85. C CONV2
66. 100 IC = NLOC(I) CONV2
81. 00 220 I=t,IC,6 CONV2
SO. NG z NLOC( 1I) CONV2
89. NANH : NLOC(I2) CONV2
90. ITUSE : NLOC(I3) CONV2
91. NFL : NLOC(1 4) CONVZ
92. ITYPE = NLOC(1*5) * CONV2
93. NHST : NLOC(1*6) CONW
9l. LTYPE = ITYPE*6 - 5 CONVZ
95. IF(NG .GT. NGTI GO TO 110 CONV2
96. IF(NFL .AT. NNT) GO TO t10 CONV2
91. IF(IIuBE .GT. NOATA(L2)) GO TO 110 CONV2
98. IFILTYPE .LT. NOATA(L)) GO TO 1710 CONV2
99. 110 CALL IOPLIN CONV2
100. WRiTE(6,1201 CONV2
101. 120 FORFAT(54HO. . * ERROR IN CONVECTION VATA INPUT TO CONV2 9 * *) CONV2
102. 150 6RITE(6,160) (NLOCII*J),J=t,6) CONYV2
103. 160 FORMAT(5HONG = 19, 6H AHT GL3.8, 8N ITUBE 14, 6H NFL : 1S, CONV2
10q. I 8H ITYPE t 14, INH AHS = 16) CONV2
105. CALL 6LKBCK CONVZ
106. CALL EXIT CONV2
101. C CONV2
10e. 110 LTYPE z LI * LTVPE . CONV2
109. WP = ROATA(LTYPE) CONV2
110. CSA = RDATA(LTYPE*t) CONVZ
III. IF(LCP) CALL OIDEGI(T(NFL),NDATA(NCP), CP) CONV2
112. IF(LM-U) CALL 0ODEGl(T(NFL),NDATA(NL),IX U) CONV2
113. IF(LTCI CALL DIDOEGI(T(NFL),NDATA(NTC), TC) CONV2
lt. RE = 4.OABS(RDATA(L2*ITBE))/YMIUP *NEW CONVZ
it1. PR : ImU.CP/TC **-1 CONYV
116. 0 = q.0CSA/WP CONV2
It?. CALL rIDEGI(RE,NOATA(NHST),STI CONV2
11i. N = TC/ODREvCRRT(PR)*ST CONV2
119. 200 G(NG) = HANHT CONV?







i . (cNV3 'CoNV3 CONV3 CONV3 CONV3 CONV3 CONV3 COIV3 CO v3 r f COMv3
3. SUBR3OTINE CONV3(MLOC,NLOC) CoY)
C €CONV3
3. DIMENSION LOC()13,NLOC(II CONV3
4. DIMENSION RDATAI) C0V3S. C CONV3
6. COiM3J /ARRAYI NDATAI) CONV31. COmON ITEMP / I (I) CONV38. CLO'MON ICOND / G (1) CONV3
9. COMP3N IDIMENS/ ND, NNA, ANT, NGT CONV3
30. C CONV3
II. EQUIVALENCE (RDAANDAOATA CONv3
it. EQUIVALENCE (NAHT,AHT) CONV3
13. C CONV3
Il. DATA PAll 165000/ CONV3
IS. C CONV3
16. C CONV3
11. IFtML3C(I) .EO. 66) TO 20 CONV3
18. CALL TOPLIN CONV3
39. IFILLOCII) .EQ. 8) GO TO 20 *NEM CONV320. 10 FORMAT(IHO* * . INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONV3 FOR **-1 CONV3
21. IFLOW DATA, IC : 15, TH w * .) CONV322. CALL WLKBCK CONV3
23. CALL EXCT CONV3ZN. C CONV3
25. 20 LZ : PLOtCI) COVN3
26. LT = PLOC(T) CONV321. C CONV3
28. IFINDATA(L2) .GT. 0) GO TO 80 CONV3
I 29. CALL TOPLIN CONV3
w. 30. ARITE(6,30) NDATA(L2) CONV3(.1 31. 30 FORMAT(72H40 o o INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONV3 FOR CONV3
32. IFLOW RATES, IC = 15, TH * # *) CONV3
33. 60 JRITE(t6,70) (nLOC(I),1:=2,7 CONV3
39. 10 FORMAT(SHOAW = 16, 6H APR = 16, 6H AGF 16, 6H AVP 16, CONV3
35. I TH AIFR = 16, 6H AFT : 16) CONv3
36. CALL WLXBCK CONV3
31. CALL EXIT CONV338. C CONV339. C CONV3
NO. 50 IF(MOD(NLOC(I),4) 
.EO. 0) GO TO 100 CONV341. CALL TOPLIN CONV3
42. WRITE(6,90) NLOC(I) CONV3)4. 90 FORMAT(17o1 * - INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CONV3 FOR CONV3
49. ICONVECIION DATA, IC 15, 7H * 4 ) CONV345. CALL WLKBCK CONV3
46. CALL EXIT CONV3
. C COrv3
48. 100 IC: = LOC(I) CONV349. 00 220 I=I,IC,l CONV350. NG = NLJI( 1+1) CONV3
S1. NANT = NL3OC(I2) CONV352. ITUBE = NLOC(1*3) CON)
53. Uml = NLOC(3I4) CONV3
54. IF(NG .GT. NST) GO TO I10 CONV3
55. IFTIfuBE .LC. NCATACL2) 3 TO 170 CONV
56. 110 CALL TOPLIN CONV351. WRITE16,120) (NLOC(I.Ji,J:I,4) CONV3So. 120 FJaraT(SH v.. ERR3A IN CONVECTI)N OATA INPC' TO C3NV3 ' . CONV3
59. I If SHONG = I, tH AHT T 613.8, eH ITUBE : I, m anH z 1 I) CONV3
1 0. CALL.WKK OV41. CALL fliT CONV3
A?. COMy,63. 110 CALL 0I0CGI(R0ATAL.ITLSE).9iOATA(INmM).N) C0Nlv3
A. ) 2 0 " -j ) 4 AN T C O P V 3
6'4. 220 CO(NI2
66 C CONy)61. AETuAft CONV368. END COMV3
753
11BAL FLOBAL, FLOBAL, FLOBAL' FLOBAU I FLOBAL FLBOAL FLOBAL FLOBAL FLO'A FLORAL
SUBROUTINE FLOBAL(NPRN ,L49,'mNPI,NPOFROF,Cw ) . E ... FLORALC 




. 0DIIENSION ROATA(I), EXT(I) FLOBAL
i. C FLOBAL
8. COIMON /ARRAY I NDATA(I) FLORAL
9. COrMON IFDATA I L2, L3, Lq, LS, L6, Ll, LO, L9 FLORAL
10. COMMON IFDATA I LVP, LIFA, LAR, LOP FLOBAL
II. CO~mON IFDATA I COP, LR3, NR, RO, LMNU, APU, Ir., GC2 FLOBAL
12. COMON IXSPACEI NDIM , T NEXT() 0-1 FLORAL3. C O
CI. EOUIVALENCE (ROATA,NODTA;, (ElT,NEXT) FLORAL15. C FLORAL
36. C 
*-2 FLOBAL
Il. L20=NOATA(Llq)-3 FLORALto. L22 = NDATA(Ltq*2) FLOBAL19. L23 = NOATA(LI*3)) FLOBAL20. L2 = NTH * I FLOBAL
21. C FLOBAL22. C 
FLORAL
23. IF(L23 .LT. 1) GO TO 602 FLORAL24. L40 = NDATA(L23) FLORAL
IS. IF(LO0 .LT. 1) GO TO 602 FLORAL
26. C FLOBAL21. IF(LVP) DG TO 530 FLOBAL
28. SO WRIfTE(6,S20) NDATA(LS), NDATA(LII) FLORAL
29. 520 FOR9AT(U8HO- * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO FLORAL FOR FLORAL30. 1 VALVE FPSITIUNS, IC = 15, IH . II II ZHFR NETWARK A65 FLOBAL31. CALL WLKCK 
FLOAL32. CALL EXIT 
FLOBAL33. C FLOBL
39. 530 00 600 J=I.LO FLORAL
35. L41'NDATA(L23*J) FLORAL36. MV = NOATA(LtI*) 
FLORAL31. NTSI z NOATA(LI*Z) FLOBAL
38. NTS2 = NDATA(LqI*3) FLOBAL39. E : ROATA(LI*7) FLOBAL
4O. IF(NV .GT. NDATAILS)) GO TO 510 FLORAL41. 5II = ROATA(L5*NV) FLORAL
42. IF(.NOT. COP) GO TO 540 FLOBAL43. RVSI : 0.0 FLOBAL
44. RVS2 = 0.0 FLOBAL45. S40 IF(NTSI .LT. I) GO TO 560 FLOBAL
46. IF(NT$I .Gr. NDATA(L2)) GO Tr 590 FLOBAL47. RVSI = RDATA(L2*NTSI)E/SIIISi 
FtLOAL40. ROATA(L4+T rSI) : 1.0/( l.OIRCATA(L4NT.I)tv3 I FLORAL
.49. 60 |F(TjS .LT. I) Ga TO S7O FLORAL50. IF(NTSZ .GT. NOATA(L2)) GO T3 590 FLOBAL
SI. S2 : 1.0 - 1SI 
FLORAL52. RVS2 : RCTA(LZNTS)E/IXS/?XS FLORAL53. ORDATA(L4NTS2) = 1.0/ O .0/ACATALo+NT;)*V FLORAL59. C 
FL8AL55. 570 IF(.N0r. COP) GO TO 600 FLBRAL
56. CALL LINECK(31 FLORAL
5. VAITrE(6 580) NV, , 1 I, NTS1, RVSI, NT52, Av;? FLOAL
58. SO FOA1AT(I Ix 7NNv = 110 eI TbT 2 Gt3.e, FLORAL59. IS IHISI st G13.0, 511 INTI= 10 1 8:y G -3.a FLORAL
ll0. 2 71 HNTS2 = 110 , 81 IHRVS2 = 03.8 I FLOBAL
61. 60 TO 600 FLOBAL
61. FLOBAL
63. 590 M:TE(6.595) NDATALI*I), kv, kTSI, NTS2 FL08AL
64. Si 0AAMATI s O*0 * * ERROR IN VALVE DATA INPUT TO FLOBAL FOR kETu3RC FLOBAL
65. I At, T1 . * * // 81 HNV 15, IT NTSI : IS, . NTSZ : IS) FLOBAL
66. CALL 6k1BCK FLDBAL
67. CALL EXIT FLOBAL
68. C FLOBAL
69. C FLOBAL
70. 600 CONTINUE FLOBAL
71. C FLOBAL
72. C FLOBAL
73. 602 R = NPRN*(NPRNeI)/2 FLOBAL
7. NTH : NTH * NPRN * I FLOBAL
TS. L26 NTH * I FLOBAL
76. NTH NTH +* * 3 FLOBAL
II. Z27 = NTH * I FLOBAL
70. NTH NTH * NPRN * I FLOBAL
79. L28 : NTH + I FLOBAL
80. NTH NTH # NPRN 4 I FLOBAL
81. IF(NCDI .GE. NTH-L25*+) 60 TO 610 FLOBAL
82. FLOBAL
63. WEED = NTH - NDIr -L25 * 1 FLOBAL
$8. CALL TOPLIN FLOBAL
85. • WRITE(6,605) NEED, NOATA(LIi*I) FLOBAL
86. 605 FORMAT(83HO. * * INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC STORASE AVAILABLE FOR FLOU FLOBAL
87. IBALANCING tUBOTINE * X II 81 SMSHORT I5, 23" LOCATIONS FOR NE FLOBAL
88. 2TWORK 06) FLOBAL
89. CALL kAKBCK FLOSAL
90. CALL EXIT FLOBAL
91. C . FLOBAL
w 92. 610 00 620 J=L26,NTH FLOBAL
00 93. NEXT(J) = 0 FLOBAL
9q. 620 CONTINUE FLOBAL
95. C FLOrAL
96. hEXT(L26) = M + 2 FLOBAL
97. NEXT(L26+1) = NPRN FLOBAL
98. NEXT(L26+2) = NPRN FLOBAL
99. NEXT(L27) = NPRN FLOBAL
100. C FLOBAL
101. NEXT(L28) : NPRN FLOBAL
102. 00 622 J=I,NPRN FLOBAL
103. NEXT(L28J) = NEXT(L25J) FLOBAL
0I9. 622 CONTINUE FLOBAL
105. C FLOBAL
106. C ASSEMBLE COEFFICIENT MATRIX FLOBAL
107. C FLOBAL
108. 00 625 J=9,L20,5 FLOBAL
109. A = LIl * J FLOBAL
110. NTB NOATA(K) FLOBAL
Ill. NFRM = NDATA(K*.) FLOBAL
112. NTO I NDATA(W+2) FLOBAL
Il3. NR * MINO (NFRM,NT3) FLOBAL
119. N C MAO (NFRM,NT3) FLOBAL
115. NlANR (NRI)*NR/2 * 2 FLOBAL
116. NANC : (NC-I)NC,/2 * NR + 2 FLOBAL
Ili. NCNC (NC.I)*NC/2 ? . FLOBAL
118. GF : ROATA(L*NTIB) FLOAL
119. EXT(L26NRNR) = EXf(L26:NNR) * GF FLOBAL
170. EXTIL26? NNC) : ElTIL26,tANC) - GF FLOBAL
11. EXf T(26(C1) = EIl? *NtNC) * GF FLOBAL
122. 625 CONTINUE FLOBAL
3. IF(.NT. COP) GO TO 630 *NEU FLORAL
12!. CALL LINECK(2) *NEW FLORAL
12. CALL GENOUT(I,It,,0'OATRII BEFORE REDUCTION') FLORAL
126. CALL LINECK(2) .*.' NE FLOBAL
121. CALL GENOUT(EIT(L28*I),I,NEXT(L28) ,'OPRESSURE NODES') *NEW FLORAL
120. CALL LINECK(2) *kEM FLORAL
129. CALL GE%3UT(EXT(L26+3),I,NEXT(L26)-2,'OCOEFFECIENT MATRIX*) *NEW FLORAL
130. CALL LINECK(2) *NEW FLORAL
131. CALL GENOUT(EIT(L2T*II,,NEXT(L28) ,'ORIGHT HAND SIDE'1 *NEW FLORAL
132. C **-3 FLORAL
133. C IMPOSEO FLOM RATES INTO RHS FLORAL
13!. C FLORAL
135. 630 IF(.NOT. LIFR) GO TO 690 *EM FLORAL
136. Do 680 J=I,NPAN -1I FLORAL
131. NPR = NEXT(L25*J) FLORAL
138. ET(L27*J) = ROATA(L6+NFR) FLORAL
139. 680 CONTINUE FLORAL
1!0. C FLORAL
141. C INLET FLOW RAIE INTO RHS FLORAL
1!2. C FLORAL
143. 690 N = NPRN FLORAL
1-1. 100 IF(NPI .LT. II GOO 78t FLORAL
145. NIFNR = NPI FLORAL
146. CALL PRN(NEXT(Lt2),N,NIFNR) FLORAL
I4?. IF(N .LE. NPRN) 60 TO 160 FLORAL
1!8. C FLORAL
419. NIFN = PI FLORAL
150. 720 CALL TOPLIN FLORAL
151. WRITE16,70) NIFN, NOATA(LI!4+) FLORAL
152. 740 FORMAT469HO * * ERROR IN LOCATING PRESSURE NOCE IlTH IMPOSED FLO FLOBAL
153. IW RATE S K * II 81 4HNODE IS, 27H WAS NOT FOUNT FOR NETAORK A6) FLORAL
154. CALL kirKBCK FLORAL
155. CALL EXIT . FLORAL
154. FLORAL
157. 160 EITIL2+NIFNR) : UIN FLORAL
158. C FLORAL
I59. C SPECIFIED PRESSURES INTO COEFFICIENT MATRIX AND RMS FLORAL
160. C FLORAL
161. T0 IF(L22 .LT. 1) GO TO 840 FLORAL
162. IF(NDATAI(L22) .LT. I) GO TO 40 FLORAL
163. L60 = OATA(L22) FLORAL
164. 00 820 J=1,t60 FLORAL
165. NSPRN = NDATA(L22*JI FLORAL
166. CALL CMPRSSROATA(L3*NSPRN),NSPRN ,EIT(L26*3),EIT(L2*) 1, FLOrAL
161. I NEXT(L28),t860) FLORAL
168. 820 CONTINUE FLORAL
169. (PR = .FALSE. *NEW FLORAL
ITO. APR O0. *NEW FLORAL
1Ill. IF(NP3) 920,920,895 *NEW FLORAL
112. C *NEW FLOBAL
113. 840 IFINP3 .LT. 1) GO TO 920 -NEW FLOBAL
Iq. LPR = .TRUE. -NEW FLORAL
T17. APR : RCATA(L3*NP3) NEW FLOBAL
176. RDATA(L3'NPO) = 0.0 -NEW FLOBAL
111. 845 CALL CxPR55(ADATA(L3*NPO),NPO,EfIT(L26+31,ETI(L271). -NEW FLORAL
I78. I NEXT(L2 1),&50) *JEW FLORAL
179. GO TO 920 **-! FLORAL
l8O. C FLORAL
181. 850 NSPRN = NPO FLORAL
Iet. 860 CALL TOPLIN FL8ORA
183. WRIE(E,880) NSPRN, NATA(LIN*) FLORAL
189. 880 FORPATO0HO. * ER) O IN LOCATING PRESSURE NOE WITH PREFCE SP FLOJS
185. IECIFIFO * I * 1 8 N NHN2CF I5, ZlH VWA NOT F3O%0 FO %ETWR-K A6) FLO00t
. CALL LtKtCK ' ' '' ,1 , .' '. " I H .. *FL OAr
1t7. CALL EI'' ' i ' F'L *rR , ' L -"LOAL
188. C ,' FLORAL
189. C OUTLET PRESSURE' INTO COEFFICIENT tATRtt AND RMS FLORAL
190. C' 'FLOBAL
191. C FLORAL
192. C SOLVE FOR PRESSURES FLOBAL
193. C FLOBAL
191. 920 FPRN : LE1T(L28) FLORAL
195. NEXT(L26) 7 PRN.( PRNM)I/2 * 2 FLORAL
196. NEIT(L6*I) zPAN FLORAL
I97. NEIT(L26*2 )= rPRN FLORAL
198. IF(.NOT. COP) GO TO 930 FLORAL
199. CALL tINECKT2) *NEW FLOBAL
200. CALL SENOUT(I.I,0,M0ATRII AFTER REDUCTIONIS FLOBAL
201. CALL LINECK(2) *NEW FLORAL
202. CALL GENOUT(ExT(L28*I),I,NEXITL28I ,*CPRESSURE 30tES') *NEW FLOBAL
203. CALL LINECK(2) *NEW FLORAL
20q. CALL EENOLT(EXT(L26.3),I,NEXT(L26)-2,OCOEFFECIENT MATRIX') *NEW . FLOBAL
205. CALL. LINECK(Z) NEW FLOBAL
206. CALL FFNOVT(ET(IL2?I),I,NEXTL28) ,1ORIGHT HAND SIDE') *NEW FLOBAL
207. CALL LINECK(2) -NEW FLORAL
208. 930 CALL SVPSOL(ExT(L?6+3),PPRN,EXT(L2*I1),S1020) *-3 FLOBAL
209. IF(COP) CALL GENOUTI(ET(L2*I),I,NCATL28),'0PRESSURES') 'NEW FLORAL
210. 6O TO 1060 **-I FLORAL
211. C FLORAL
212. 1020 CALL TOPLIN FLOBAL
213. WRITEtf,10N0) NDATA(LIq+I) FLOBAL
214. 1090 FORMAT(61H0* . ERROR IN SOLVING PRESSURE/FLOw EOLATIONS FOR NET FLOBAL
215. IWORK A6, TH * .) FLOSAL
216. CALL rLKBCK FLORAL
21I. NTH = L25 - I *NEW FLOBAL
2 18. CALL OUTCAL FLOBRAL
219. CALL ElIT FLORAL
O220. C FLORAL
221. C FLOBAL
222. C UPDATE PRESSURES FLOBAL
223. C FLOBAL
229. 1060 00DO 1080 J=I,FPRN FLOBAL
225. NPR = NExT(L28*J) FLOBAL
226. RDATA(L3NPR) = EITI(L2?*J) FLORAL
221. 1080 CONTINUE FLOBAL
228. C FLORAL
229. C CALCULATE NEW FLOW RATES FLOBAL
230. C FLORAL
231. DO 1120 J=9,L20,5 FLOBAL
232. 9 = L14 * J FLOBAL
233. NTI = NOATA(K) FLOBAL
234. NFRM = NDATA(K*l) FLOBAL
235. rTO = DATA( K*2) FLOBAL
236. NFRM = NEET(L25*NFAR) FLOBAL
23r. NTO : NEXT(L25+NT I FLOBAL
238. TEMP = RDATA(L9*NT8)(RCATA(L3*NFRAM)-RCATA(L3*NT3)) FLOBAL
239. WNTB = RCATA(L2 NTB) FLOBAL
290. TEMP = WNTB * FRACF(TEMP-WNTB) FLOBAL
291. RDATAIL2*NTB) = TEMP FLOBAL
292. DOuM : Ar.AI( ABS( TErmP/WNTB-I.0),Crx FLORAL
243. r FLOBAL
2'9. IF(.N3T. COP) GO TO 1120 FLOBAL
2.5. CALL LINECK(3) FLOBAL
246. PNFRM = RDATP(L3'NFM) + RPR *NEW FLOBAL
247. PNTO : RATA(L3*NTJ ) * RPR *NEW FLOrAL
298. LRITE( 1IO0) NTRBNF ,NTORCDAT(L sNT~A, 7P. NTO,lNT, rrEP 'NE' FL BAt
0P43 '9
1vae1l fl3N* I -Z = HIM 0911 6s?
luvell R310 ldk (CdN.C1)VIwVQ
IwICli AM3Ii 3ANIIN03 ChO LI
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(1CNI F k| OCNI FLOCNI FLOCNI FLOCNI FL0CI FLO:NI FLOCN| FLOCNI LOCFE F N FL
I. SUBROUTINE FLOCNI(LLOC,8LOC,NLOC) FLOCNI
2. C FLOCNt
3. LOGICAL LCP FLOCNI
9. C FLOCNI
S. DIRENSION LLOC(I), PLOCtI1, ALOC(I) FLOCNI
6. C FLOCNI
. CO'MMON ITEmP / T(I) FLOCNI
8. COMON ICONO I GI) FLOCNI
9. COMON IDIPENSI NND, NNA, NNT, NGT FLOCNI
10. C FLOCNI
II. EOUIVALENCE (NW,W) FLOCNI
12. C FLOCNI
13. C FLOCNI
It. IFILLOC(I) .AT. 0) GO TO 15 FLOCNI
IS. CALL TOPLIN FLOCNI
16. WRITE(6,IO) LLOC(I) FLOCNI
1I. 10 FORMAT(73HO v v INCORRECT NUPBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO FLOCNI FOR FLOCNI
I1. I FLOW RATES, IC = 15, TH * .) FLOCNI
It. CALL WLKBCK FLOCNI
20. CALL EXIT FLOCNI
l2. C FLOCNI
12. IS NW = VLOC(I) FLOCNI
23. IF(NW .LT. I .OR. NW .GT. 65000) GO 13 20 FLOCNI
29. LCP = .TRUE. FLOCNI
25. CP : W FLOCNI
26. 60 TO 25 FLOCNI
2z. 20 LCP .FALSE. FLOCNI
28. KCP = Nw FLOCNI
' 29. C FLOCNI
30. 25 IF(ODINLOCIi),3) .EO. 0) GO TO 40 FLOCNI
31. CALL TOPLIN FLOCNI
32. WRITE(6,30) NLOC(I) FLOCNI
33. 30 FORMAT(83H0* * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS !NPUT TO FLOCNI FOR FLOCNI
39. I FLOW CONtUCTION DATA, IC = IS, 14H * 0) FLOCNI
35. CALL WLKBCK FLOCNI
36. CALL EXIT FLOCNI
31. C FLOCNI
38. 40 NT = LLOC(l) FLOCNI
39. IC = NLOC(I) FLOCNI
40. 00 200 IlI,1C,3 FLOCNI
41. NG NI.OCII+1) FLOCNI
42. IDL = NLOC(IlZ) FLOCNI
43. ITUBE = NLOC(II3) FLOCNI
%9. IF(NG .GT. NGT) GO TO 60 FLOCNI
45. IF(ITUOE .GT. NTB) GO T3 10 FLOCNI
46. IFINDL .LE. NNT) GO TO 100 FLOCNI
4. 60 CALL TOPLIN FLOCNI
48. WRITE(6,80) (NLOC(I+JI,J=I,3) FLOCNI
49. 80 FORMAT(60HO. . * ERROR IN FLOW CONCUCTIO CDATA INPUT T3 FL3CNI. FLOCNI
50. I * # II SHONG It, 6H NDL = 15, Hn ITueE : I) FLOCNI
51. CALL LKBCK FLOCNI
9S. CALL EXIT FLOCNI
53. C FLOCNI
51. 100 NW = LLOC(ITUBE*I) FLOCNI
55. IF(LCP) CALL DIDEGI T(NOL ),ML3,CP) FLOCNI
56. G(ING) = UCP FLCN I
5T. 200 CONTINUE FLO3NI
58. C FLIONI
59. RETURN FL3CNI
1110. END ft LOC
(A)I
ICNF2 'FLOCN2' FLOCN2 FLOCN FLOCN2 FLOCZ' 'FLO:N2' FL W 'FLDCN FLOCN2""' FLOCN2
I. SUBROUTINE FLOCNZ(ILOCCP,NLOC) *NEW FLOCZ2
2. C **-I FLOCN2
3. DIMENSION MLOC(I), KLOCcI) FLOCN2
. C FLOCN2
5. COMMJ ICONO I St I) FLOCNZ
6. COMMiN IDIMENSI NOD, NNA, ANT, NGT FLOCN2
7. C FLOCNZ
8. EOUIVALENCE (NW,W) *EW FLOCN2
. C **-I FLOCN2
10. C FLOCN2
II. IFPiLOC(l) .ST. 01 GO TO 20 FLOCN2
I2. CALL TOPLIN FLOCN2
13. WRITE(6,10) MLOC(I) FLOCN2
18. 10 FOR MAT(13HO. . INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEPENTS INPUT TO FLOCNZ FOR FLOCN2
15. 1 FLOW RATES, IC : 15, TH * *) FLOCN2
16. CALL A.LKBCK FLOCN?
I1. CALL EXIT FLOCN2
tI. C FLOCN
19. 20 IF(IOO(NLOC(1),2) .EO. 0) GO TO 40 *NEW FLOCNZ
20. CALL TOPLIN **-1 FLOCN2
21. WRITE(6,30) NLOCXI) FLOCN2
22. 30 FORMAT(B3H0 * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO FLOCN2 FOR FLOCN2
23. 1 FLOW CONDUCTION OATA, IC 15, IH e* ) FLOCN2
21. CALL WLKBCK FLOCN
25. CALL EXIT FLOCN
26. C FLOCNZ
21. 40 NT = M LOC(I) FLOCN
28. IC = NLOC(I) FLOCN
29. 00 200 IlI.IC,2 *NEW FLOCN2
30. NG = NLOC(I I) **-I FLOCN2
31. ITUBE : NLOCII+2) FLOCN
32. IF(NG .GT. NGT) GO TO 60 **-1 FLOCN2
33. IF(ITUBE .LE. NTB) GO TO 100 FLOCN2
39. 60 CALL TOPLIN FLOCN2
35. WRITE(6,80) (NLOC(I*J),J=1,2),CP *NEW FLOCN2
36. 80 FORMAT(60HD0 9 ERROR IN FLOW CONODUCTION CATA INPUT TO FLOCN * **-I FLOCN2
3?. I * a II/ HONG 1N, 8H ITUBE = 14, SH CP G 013.') FLOCN2
38. CALL kLKBCK FLOCN2
39. CALL EXIT FLOCN2
0o. C FLOCN2
41. 100 NW = PLO(ITUBE+I) FLOCNZ
42. G(NG) = W*CP FLOCN2








3. CIREPOS134 DATAM), HEAD(9) FLPRPIT
t 9;LPRNT
5. ORa3IU IFIXCON/ Lt I) FLPRXT
A. C FLPRNT
1. EGUtVALENCE (*iT,0) FLPRNT
S. C FLPRVT
9. c FLPANT
&C -- DATAMI FLP1PCi
it. tF(L(29) .ED. 0 .OR. L(28) AlE. 601 CALL TOPLIN FLPRPJT
32. WRITE(6.101) HEAD FLPRNT
13. 3.(28) zL(20) 4 2 FLPRNT
1%. as =I FLPRNT
15. NF =C 10NEW FLPRNdT
16. 5 IF(NF AGT. NNT) 60 TO 20 *NW LPRNT
IT. 1S WRITEC6,100) (DATA(I.)INd) NF N FLPRNT
It. L(28) =L(28) # I **-q FLPRNT
19. IF(LI 28) .GE. 60) CALL TOPLIN FLPR NT
20. IVIPIF .10. PINT) RETURN FLPANT
21. NS = NF *I FIPRNT
2?. KF z PI 0 *NEW FLPRNT
23. to0T35 *.-1 FIPINT
24. 20l WRITE(6,100) (DATAf 1.1 ,I=PJS,%NT) 'EW FLPRN1'
25. IF(LI 26) .GE. 60) CALL TOPLIN *NEU FLPRNT
26. RETURN *NEW FIPINT
21. ICFORMA T(I S632.5, 51 SG12.5, 15) 'EI FIPRNT
25. IT, FORMAT 21 ZA6,'A5) 9.I FLPRNT
29. END FLPRNT
ES FIRES FLRES FIES FLRES FIES FIRES FIRES FLOES FIES L
I. SUBROUTINE FLREStL3OoTBIS)"' " FLOES
2. C FLRES
3. LOGICAL LR3, LIJ, COP FLRES
4. C FLRES
5. DIMENSION RDATAI) FLRES
6. C FLRES
I. COMtON /ARRAYI NDATA( II FLRES
8. COmM N ITEMP I T (1) FLRES
9. COMmON IFDATA I L2, L3, L4, LS, L6, L, LI, L9 FLRES
30. COPVMON IFOATA I LVP, LIFR, LAR, LOP FLRES
It. COMMON IFOATA I COP, LR3, NRO, R3, LPU, NMU, spI, GC2 FLRES
12. COON O E FDATA / TOL, MXPASS, EPS, FROF FLRES
13. COMMiNIXSPACEINOIm,NTH,NET( I) FLRES
1. COmmaN/POINTN/LNODE FLRES
I5. C FLRES
16. EQUIVALENCE (RDATA,NDATA), (HL,NHL) FLRES
IT. FLRES
1S. DATA MAXI /65000/ FLRES
19. C FLRES
20. C FLRES
21. WNTSB ABS(RDATA(LZ+NTB) I *NEW FLRES
22. 1M 9 .0*WNTB *NEW FLRES
23. RSUM = 0.0 0*-1 FLRES
24. IC = NOATA(L30) FLRES
25. C FLRES
26. C FLUID LUMP LOOP FLRES
21. C FLRES
2t. DO 200 I=1,IC,3 FLRES
29. = L30 * I . FLRES
30. NFL = NDATA(K) FIRES
31. ITYPE = NDATA(K*I) FLRES
32. NTL = NDATA(K+2) FIRES
33. LTYPE = L +* ITYPE*6 - 6 FLRES
38. WP = ROATA(LTYPE*I) FLRES
35. CSA = ROATA(LTYPE*2) FLRES
36. FLL : RDATA(LTYPE*3) FLRES
31. MFF = NDATA(LTYPE*9) FLRES
30. NHL = NOATA(LTYPE*5) FLRES
39. FFC : RDATA(LTYPE*6) FLRES
40. C FLRES
Al. IF(LPO) CALL DIOEGl(TINFL),NOATA(NRO), R)3 FLRES
42. IF(LMU) CALL DIOEGI(T(NFL),NDATA(NMU),U) FLRES
43. RE = q9/IXu/wP FLRES
44. IF(NHL .GT. 0 .AND. NHL .LT. MAXII) CALL OIDEGl(;E,NDATA(NHL),L) FLRES
45. IF(RE .GT. 2000.0) GO TO 100 FLRES
46. WiU = X* U FLRES
91. IF(LMU) CALL OIOEGl(T(NTLI,NDATA(NMU),WMU) FLRES
48. FF = 69.0/RE*SJRF(lmU/XPU) FLRES
49. 60 TO 140 FLRES
5O. 100 IF(MFF .Ea. 0) GO TO 120 FLRES
S1. CALL DIOEGI(AE,NCATA(MFF),FF) FLRES
$2. GO TO 160 FLRES
53. 120 IF(RE .LT. 4000.0) G2 T 140I FLRES
s5. FF = 0.316/SQ3RT(SRrRF)) FLRES
55. GO TO 160 FLRES
56. 140 FF 0.2086092052 * RE.(-0.1868265324E-3 * RE.(.6236 037?5E-T FLES
57. 1 * RE(-0.655956/E-3I)I) FtRES
58. 160 R (FFFFCFLLI/(.0.5SIA/P)*HL)-WNTI/E2C SA/:A/R3 *NEW FL RE
59. RSum = RSvm * R *.*- FLRES
11101 c FL:ES
61. IFt(.3T. COP) G3 TI 200 FLES
62. CALL LIl~CKI( ) FLRES63. RI TE(6,tO)E " T(LNCEFLTNFNL),ITyPENEIXT(LODEt*NTLI,T(NTL)I, FLRES
64. I(RDAITA(LTYPE*J) , J=.4),FFC,HLR3,) U,RE,FFR fillr FLRES
65. 100 FORmATc I1 THNFL = 110 , 8 7THT(NFL): 613.6, v FLRES
A6. 1 5x IHITYPE = 110 , 81 TNNTL = 110 , 1 1HT(NTL)= 613.81 FLRES
67. 2 Tx I7HP x 613.8, 51 THCSA G613.6, 51 THFLL s 613.6, FLRES
68. 3 Si T4rFF s 110 , 81 7TFFC = 613.81 TI THL = G13.8, FLRES
61. 4 5I THRInO z 613.0, 51 THMU = 613.8, 5X THAE 2 613.6, FLRES
10. 5 51 THFF z 613.0/ 11 THR z 613.0 ) FLES
T. 200 CONTINUE FLRES
72. ODATAtLf*NTb) 1.0/IRSU FLRES
3. C FLRES
TI. IFt.N3T. COP) GO TO 300 FLRES
7S. CALL LINECK (2) FLRES
76. IRITE(6,220) ROATA(LI*NTB) FLRES
77. 220 FORMAT(I 71 7HG(NT) GI3.8) FLES
7I. C FLRES
79. 300 RETURN FLES
s0. C FLRES
It. fwD FLES
xi FLU% FLUX FLUX FLUX ,,. FLUI ,., . UX ,. FLUX , FLUX FLUX , FLU
I. SUMBRUTINE FLUX(NFLITP,OATANCRV,0DTIPE,OTInE FLUX
2. C FLUX
3. DIENSO1 CATA (I) FLUX
4. c FLUI
5. COm N IFIICONI TIPf. FLUX
6. C FLUX
1. EQUIVALENCE (0,N) FLUX
6. C FLUX
9. C FLUX
10. IFOlTIME .6E. TIMEN) RETURN FLUX
II. IF(NFLITP .GT. 0) REAO('FLITP) FLITIn FLUX
X1. NFLIIP = IABS(IYFLA!I FLUX
13. 10 REA0D(kLITP) (NP, (UATA(I,*ZoJNP.2*J-2NP-11,l:1,NP,2V, FLUX
t. I (OATA( I,+2JNP.*iZJ-2INP-l),:=2,NP,2),J:I,NCRV) FLUX
5I. READ( FLITP) FLITIN FLUX
16. OTIME = FLITIN * D0TIME FLUX
Il. IF(OTIME .LE. TIMEN) GO TO 10 FLUX
18. WRITE(6,20) OTIME FLUX
It. 20 FORPAT(22H FLUX TABLES ENDING AT 61.5, ISH HAVE BEEN READ ) FLUX
20. LOC = I FLUX
21. 0 OATA(LOC) FLUX
22. IC N FLUX
23. 00 30 J=t,IC,2 FLUX
24. OATA(LOC+Ji) OATA(LOC*J) * DOTIE FLUX
25. 30 CONTINUE- FLUX
26. LOC = LOC + IC * I FLUX
t. 40 CONTINUE. FLUX
28. NFLITP :-NFLITP FLUX
29. RETURN FLUX
30. END FLUX
'IIOUT .GENOUT GEN3UT GENOUT, GENOUT GENOUT SENMUT GENUT GEN3UT GENOUT ,,,.GNUT
1. SUBROUTINE GENOUT(NOATA,ISTRT,ISTP,NAmn) SENUT
2. C GEOUT
3. DIMENSION FT( 12), NA 22) ENOUT
4. DIMENSION NOATA(I) GENOUT
5. DATA MAll I 13q2171281 GENOUT
4. DATA FMT(I), FMT(IZl / 6HIlIIP , I 0) I GENOUT
1. LOGICAL ONE, CKO GENOUT8. C GENOuT
9. BASE T 6NEl2.q, GENOUT
IO. ASSIGN 32 TO mM GEN3UT
II. CIO = .FALSE. GENOUT
2t. 0 10 5 GENOUT
13. ENTRY GENI(NDATA,ISTTISST TP,NAME) GENOUT
It. BASE z 6HI9, 31 GENOUT
15. ASSIGN 95 TO MA GENOUT
16. CD = .TRUE. GENOUTIt. 60 TO 5 GENOUT
IB. ENTRY GENR(NOATA,ISTRTISTP,NAME) GENOUT
19. CASE = 6HEI2.4, GENOUT20. AS:IGN 95 TO M GENJUT
21. CID .TRUE. GENOUT
22. 5 WRIlE',10) NAME GEJOUT
23. 10 FORMAT(ZZA6) GENOUT
24. ONE = .FALSE. GENOUT
25. IF(ISTRT .E. I .AND. ISTP .EO. 1) ONE .TRUE. GENOUT
26. 15 l=ISTAT GENOUT
27. 20 IF(I .GT. ISTP) GO TO 70 GENOUT
28. CALL LINECK(I ) *NEM GENOUL29. L:t GENOUT
30. D: 30 J=2,II GENOUT1 31. FMT(J = BASE GENJUT
32. 30 CONTINUE GENOUT
33. IF(CKO .AND. ONE.) GO TO 60 GENOUT
3%. IF(I .NE. ISTAT) GO TO 36 SEN0UT
35. R=ISTRT-IO0*ISTRT/I0) GENJUT
36. IF(t .EO. 1) GO TO 36 6ENOUT
31. IFEM .EQ. 0) M = 10 GEN3UT
38. 00 35 J=2,M GENJUT
39. FMT(J)6H 12x GENOUT40. 35 CONTINUE GENJUT41. L=M GENJUT42. J=I-MI0 CENJUT43. 0G TO 38 GEN3UT
49. 36 J=l*9 GEN3uT45. 38 IFIJ .LE. ISTP) GO TO 39 GEN3UT
N6. nR ISTP - J + 12 GENOUTqN. J=lSTP FENOUT
At. 03 31 K=M,ll CENOUT
49. FMT(K)=6H 12 GENOJUT
50. 37 CONTINUE GEN3OI
St. 39 GO IO rM, (32,95) GENJUT52. 32 D 40O K=I,J GEN2 U53. L=L*I GENOUT
54. IF(IABS(NDATACA)) .LE. MAlI) FMT(L):6HI9, 31 CEN3tT
55. O4 CONTINUE GEN1UT
56. 45 IFtINE) GO TO 60 GEN3UT57. RITE(6,FM.T(NOATA(K),K=I,J),J ENIT
5o. I:J*I CEN3UT
99. GO TO 20 CENOUT
lGO- WRbITE( 6,FqT) NOXTIKISTRT)
42.NoGMU
GEMO1
ILOT GEPLOT G EPLOT EtPLOT , GEPLOT 5EPLDT GEPLOT GEPLOT GEPLOT GEPLOT PLOT
3. DIMENSION NuI(), PVF(26Z, %VF(II), NFC(3) SEPLOT2. DIMENSION LO( ?5),YHlI(75)I,ORD( ),SLFRIOO),IY( 33O00) SEPLOT3. INTEGER TITLEAI(2b,TITLEB(2O),TITLEC20))T,TITLES(9,75) CEPLT003 EPLOT4. I ,ITVTLSt49,T5 ),DX(I),BCDY(, II,),ITET(5),ITYPE(75) GEPL.TO1 GEPLOT9. 2 ,IGS(t6),WEYAIl)Kl)KEYDICZ),LANK GEPLTOOS GEPLOT6. 3 ,TrESCL(3) GEPLOT7. DIMENSION LOC(76),ASS(ll SEPLTOO6 GEPLOT3. DIMENSION ITMAVG(50), AVG(350), AVGLOCI 00), HO(12) GEPLOT
. C GEPLTODT GEPLOT10. COmmON NPTS,TPG,BUFR GEPLTOOB GEPLOTIt. COMMON IIYARY/ IY GEPLOT12. EQUIVALENCE (IBFR(1 ),AS()II),(UFR(2001),ORD(1)), SEPLTOS9 GEPLOT13. I (TITLES(I,I),tTYTLS(I,I)) GEPLTOIO GEPLOT14. EQUIVALENCE (NI.,Y) GEPLOT
IS. C SEPLTOll GEPLOf16. C ARRAY CEFINITIONS GEPLTOI2 GEPLOT
I?. C SEPLT013 GEPLOTt. C ASS5 - ABSCISSA VALUES FOR THE CURRENT FRAME GEPLTOIq GEPLOT19. C BCD - ITEM NAMES AND DIMENSION INFORMATION ON THE ABCISSA GEPLTO15 GEPLOT20. C $COY - ITEM NAMES ANO DIMENSION INFORMATION ON THE ORDINATE GEPLT016 GEPLOT
21. C BUFR - BUFFER FOR READING HISTORY TAPE RECORDS GEPLTOI7 GEPLOT22. C IGS - ARRAY FOR STORING THE ITEM TYPE INDICES GEPLTO18 GEPLOT23. C ITEM - THE liEM NUMBERS TO BE PLOTTED DEPLTO19 GEPLOT2. C ITYPE - THE ITEM TYPES FOR THE RESPECTIVE ITEM NUMBERS GEPLT20 GEPLOT
25. C KEYA - ITEM TYPE CODE ARRAY GEPLTO21 GEPLOT26. C KEYB - INDEX TO ITEM TYPE IN BUFR ARRAY GEPLTO22 GEPLOT27. C LOC - INDEX TO ITEM ON EACH TIME RECORD (ERROR CODE IF NEGATIVE GEPLTO23 GEPLOT
28. C ORO - ORDINATE VALUES FOR THE CURRENT FRAME 
. GEPLTI02 GEPLOT29. C TITLEA - GENERAL TITLE FOR EACH FRAME GEPLTZ25 GEPLOT30. C TITLES - TITLE OF I-ST AND 2-ND ITEMS ON THE CURRENT FRAME GEPLTOZ6 GEPLOT
31. C TITLEC - TITLE OF 3-RO AND 4-TH ITEMS ON THE CURRENT FRAME GEPLTIOZ GEPLOT
32. C TITLES - THE ITEM PLOTTING SYMBOLS AND DESCRIPTIONS GEPLTO28 GEPLOT33. C IY - ARRAY FOR ITEMS TO BE PLOTTED (INCLUDING TIME) GEPLTO29 GEPLOT
3q. C YHI - THE FIATIUM ORDINATE VALUES GEPLT030 GEPLOT35. C VLO - THE MINIMVM ORDINATE VALUES CEPLT031 GEPLOT
36. C GEPLTOZ3 GEPLOT3T. C WORD DEFINITIONS GEPLT033 GEPLOT
I3. GEPLTO3q GEPLOT39. C ITEMS - THE NUMBER OF ITEMS PER TIME RECORD FOR PLOTTING' - MAX 75 GEFLTO35 GEPLOT40. C NGRDS - THE NUrBER OF GRIDS REQUIRED TO SPAN THE RANGE (TZ - TA) GEPLT336 GEPLOT41. C NSIZE - THE NUMBER OF WJRDS ALLOTTED TO THE rY ARRAY GEPLYTO3 GEPLOT
42. C NTOTL - NUMBER OF w3RDS USED IN THE xY ARRAY GEPLT03? GEPLOT43. C NTYMS - THE NUMBER OF POlNTS TO BE PLOTTED I = NSIZE/ITEMS) 
-EPLTO39 GEPLOf44. C NWROS - THE NUMBER ?F ITEMS PER TIME RECORD ON THE HISTORY TAPE GEPLT04S GEPLOT45. C GEPLTO'I GEPLOTR6. C INITIALIZATION GEPLTO42 GEPLDIR7. C GEPLTO43 GEPLOTB4. DATA (SCDXII),=1, I) /12H TIME - (4...*) I GEPLOT49. DATA (TMESCL(i),IrI,3) 110H( SEC ( MlN (HOURS/ GEPLOT50. DATA NVF/I(3rX,HLOACED,FII.5,?2H 
.**... LOOING FOR,FII.5,6ms. GEPLOTSI. I...*)I GEPLOT2S. DATA NFC/ SEC. MlN. HRS. ' GEPLOT53. DATA rvF/(lMI,4l,23HP , 0 T P RA 0 G R A m//2x,8HTITLE -1,. GEPLOT54. L2A611128,SHFRAm ,FIO.3,0IH...... TO , FIO.3, G..****, bIY * EPLOT55. 2FI0.3, ISH...... PEA SRIDI////I )'/ GEPLOT56. CEPtT05 
GEPLOT57. DATA IBCOY(I.J),I.I,R),JI,II) , GEPLOf$8. I 2H , SEPLOT59. 2 IM 
, EPLOT
L0. 3 2H' PRESSURE f rGEPLOT
61. 4 2Hn VALVE POSITION'DATA ' " '''' ' EPLOT
62. S 2H GEPLOT
43. 6 24 GtSEPLOT
64. 2H • GEPLOT
65. 24H FLOW RATE G EPLOT
66. 9 24H TEMPERATURE * SEPLOT
67. 2RH TEMPERATURE GEPLOT
68. I 24 TEMPERATURE / GEPLOT
69. C SEPLTOS2 GEPLOT
70. C ITEM TYPE COCESGEPLTO53 GEPLOT
TI. DATA KEVA / 2HBU, 2H0H, 2HXX, ZHVP, 2HAT, 2HL8, GEPLTOS GEPLOT
72. I 2HBT, 2HFR, 2HFT, 2HTT, 2HST I SEPLTOS5 GEPLOT
73. C SEPLTOS6 GEPLOT
74. DATA BLANK /6H I SEPLTOST GEPLOT
75. C SEPLT050 GEPLOT
76. DATA 0, 02 /000o700000000, 0050005050505 I SEPLOT
Tt. C CEPLTIO0 GEPLOT
78. INTEGER PSYMRq) SEPLT109 GEPLOT
79. DATA (PSYM(I),lI=lI,'4/9HI (21 (3) (Iq I GEPLTlIO GEPLOT
80. EXTERNAL TABLIV GEPLTIII GEPLOT
II. CALL CHSIZV(2,2) GEPLTII2 GEPLOT
82. CALL RITSTV(12,18,TABLIV) SEPLTIl3 SEPLOT
83. C SEPLTII4 EPLOT
8. CALL RESET SEPLTII5 GEPLOT
85. NCASE = I GEPLTl6 GEPLOT
66. OSIZE=33000 SEPLOT
87. 60 TO 60 SEPLTIl8 GEPLOT
s8. 20 CALL CLOCK(ETIME) SEPLT119 GEPLOT
89. WRITE (6,0) ETIME SEPLTI20 GEPLOf
90. 40 FORMAT(IIIIIIX,'COIPUTER TIME = ',FIO.5,' 4IN.TES') GEPLTI21 GPLOT
91. C READ THE CASE CARDS AN2 PRINT THE HEAOINGGEPLTI22 GEPLOT
92. 60 READ(5,80,END=160) TITLEA, TA, TZ, TPG, ITMI, PPNT, NTP, KT, INC, GEPLOT
93. I IUNIT, ASTAT, ASTOP GEPLOT
9%. 80 FORMAT(IZA63F1O.0, 615, 2F10.0) GEPLOT
95. IF(K .LT. 1) KT = 23 GEPLOT
96. C CHECK FOR COMBINE OPTIONSEPLTI26 GEPLOT
97. IF (NTP.EO.O) GO TO 100 SEPLTIZI GEPLOT
98. CALL COMBIN(INTP,KTC,NIUNIT) GEPLTI28 GEPLOT
99. CALL CLOCKI(ETIME) GEPLTI29 GEPLOT
100. WRITE (6,40) ETIME GEPLTI30 GEPLOT
101. 100 IHSTRY=KT GEPLTI31 GEPLOT
102. C GEPLOT
103. C CHECK FOR BLANK - END OF JOBGEPLTI38 GEPLOT
104. IF (TPG) 160,160,180 GEPLT139 GEPLOT
105. 160 CALL EXIT SEPLTIq0 GEPLOT
106. C SEPLTINI GEPLOT
10T. 180 IF(ITMX .LT. I .OR. ITmX .GT. 3) GO TO 200 GEPLOT
108. SCDX(3) = TMESCL(ITMX) GEPLOT
109. NVF( 5) = NFC(ITMX) GEPLOT
110. NVF(IO) = NFC(ITMI) GEPLOT
Ill. MVF( 15) NFC(ITMI) CEPLOT
112. VF( 19) = NFC(ITMX) GEPLOT
113. MVF(23) : NFC(ITMX) GEPtOT
114. 200 WRITE(6,MVF) TITLEA, TA, TI, TPG GEPLOT
115. C GEPLTIs GEPLOT
116. C READ AND PRINT THE HISTORf TAPE HEADER LABELSEPLTISS GEPLlT
11i. 2o0 READ(IHSTRY) HOR, (LOC(I),I=13,26), NSL, (NIII)I ,=1,NL) GEPLOT
IIe. LOC(27) = NSL CEPLOT
119. NSIZE : NSIZE - NSL £EPLO
120. LN3DE = NSIZE GEPLrt
121. 00 250 I=I,NSL DFPL3O
122. Px(LND0EII) c N( I) tEPLOf
K
I . O.250CONTI.UE ('i LT
12. C,.. INDEX AND COUNT THE ITEMS THE "ISTORY 1r0iirPL q GEPLOT
125. KEB(CI) I."I . Ti f GEPLOt
IZ. 03 260 -I2,12 
,GEPLTIS9 SEPLOT
121. 260 KEYBC() : KEYB(I-I LOC(I *15) GEPLTI60 SEPLOr
128. NWROS = KEYB(12) SEPLTI61 GEPLO0
129. IF (NCASE.E..I) G TO 300 GEPLTI62 GEPLOT
130. R~ITEt6,280) NDR, (LOC(ItI61,KEYAI),I:3,II, GEPLOT
131. 280 FORMAT(521.25HTHE HISTORY TAPE LABEL IISEt29,121611118K,2NIHE EhEPLTI64 GEPLOT
132. Ir COUNTS ARE - 6(16.A2) /1 40 5(16,A2)/////) EPLTI65 GEPLOT
133. C SEPLTI66 GEPLOT
139. 300 IFINIS z 0 GEPLTI67 SEPLOT
135. JFINIS : 0 SEPLTI68 GEPLOT
136. C READ THE ITEMS TO BE PLOTTECCEPLTIt2 GEPLOT
13I. ITEMS = 16 GEPLTI13 GEPLOT
138. I = I GEPLTIT4 6EPLOT
139. J . 0 GEPLTIIS GEPLOT
140. NOAYG = 0 SEPLOT
191. SW 0 SEPLOT
192. 320 REAOtS,390) ITEM().,ITYPE(I),IREL,KAVG, *NEW GEPLOt
193. I ILESI J, I 1,J%2,9), VLO(II, VHitI) :"-I SEPLOT
149. 390 FORMAT(15,A2,II,12,8A6,212Fi0.0) *NEW GEPLOT1q5. C TEST FOR END OF J3O - BLANK CARDGEPLTI194-l GEPLOT
196. IF (ITE(l) .O0. O) GO TO 20 GEPLTISO GEPLOT
1i7. IF (ITEM(I) .EO. O) GO TO 360 GEPLTISI GEPLOT
8. GEPLOT
199. IF(ITYPE(I) .NE. KEVAII)) GO TO 399 GEPLOT
150. IF IREL .NE. 0) GO TO 349 *NEW GEPLOT
153. IACT = IABS(ITEM(l)) **-3 GEPLOT
152. 00 391 L=I,NSL GEPLOT
153. IFM ACT .EO. NI(LNOOEL)) GO TO 392 GEPLOT
ISl. 343 CONTINUE GEPLOT
155. GO TO 349 GEPLOT
156. 342 ITE )ll ISIGN(L,ITEM(I)) SEPLOT
151. 399 CONTINUE GEPLOT
158. C CHECK FOR NEW GRID SET SPECIFIED BY USERGEPLTI82 GEPLOT
159. IF (ITEn(l) .LT. 0) J z 0 SEPLTI83 GEPLOT
160. IF (ITEM(I) .LT. 0) KSW = 0 GEPLOT
161. C PUT COD PLOTTING SYMBOL INTO TITLES ARRAYGEPLTIq84 EPLOT
162. J = J. GEPLTIS GEPLOT
163. ITYTLS(I,I) = BLANK SEPLTIB6 GEPLOT
369. FLO(30,6,ITYTLS(LI )) = J * KSW .+ 8 GEPLOT
165. IF(KAVG .EO. 0 .OR. NOAVG .GE. 50) GO TO 395 GEPLOT
166. NOAVG = NOAVG * I GEPLOT
167. ITMAvG(NOAVG) = I GEPLOT
168. IF(KAVG .LT. 10) GO TO 395 GEPLOT
169. ITMAVGINOAVG) =-I GEPLOT
10. FLD(O,30,ITYTLSI,l)) = 6H YES GEPLOT
Ill. KSW = KSW * I GEPLOI
112. C BUMP ITEM COUNTER ANO.CHECK FOR PAXII'M NUMBER OF ITEMSGEPLTISS GEPLOr
173. 345 1 I * I GEPLOT
I17. IF(IlI .LT. ITEMS) GO TO 320 GEPLOT
175. 360 ITEMS z I GEPLT191 GEPLOT
176. DO 370 LzI,NOAVG GEPLOT
7Ill. AVG(L) : 0. GEPLOT
178. 370 CONTINUE GFPLOT
179. C SET FIRST ITEM FOR NEW RI0 SETEPLTI92 GEPLOT
180. ITEM(I) -IABS(ITEMnI)) GEPLTI93 GEPLOT
If. C FIND THE TYPE PE CO IN THE KEVA ARRAYFEPLIItI GEPLI
182. 380 LOC(I) I GEPLI15 GEPLOT
183. I = I GEPLTI96 GEPLOT
10. 900 J = II EPLTIIT GEPLOT
185. K 2 I*I GEPLTI9 GEPLOT
[ 6. 420 IF (ITYPtECIl .0. KEYAIJ)) GO TO 460 SEPLTI99 CEPLOT
161. J : J- COEPLT00 EPLOT
Is8. IF (J .GT. 0) GO TO 920 tEPLTZO! SEPL3T
019. C INCORRECT TYPE CCEGEPLT2O2 GEPLOT
t10. LOC() x -1 SEPLT203 SEPLOT
191. IACT s ITEi(II GEPLOT
192. IF(ITYPE(I .E. KEVAILt)) 60 TO 430 SEPLOT
193. AN = IABtl(IaC) SEPLOT
199. IACT ItSNIrNI(LO3DE*NNI TEP (I) SEPLOT
I95. 930 WRITEl6,90) IACT, ITYPEII) GEPLOT
196. 940 FORMAT(I81,9HITEAItA2,ZOH TYPE CODE IN ERRJR) SEPLT205 GEPLOT
191. 60 TO 590 SEPLT206 SEPLOT
19I. C CHECK THE PAGNITUDE OF THE ITEP kIPBERSEPLT207 GEPLOT
199. 60 IF ((KEYB(J+I) - KEYS(J)) - IABsIITEmil)) 480,520,520 GEPLT20 GEPLOT
200. C INCORRECT ITEM NVP8EREPLT2 9 GEPLOT
201. 80 LOC(K) i -2 GEPLT210 GEPLOT
202. IACT : ITE(i) SEPLOT
203. IF(ITYPE(1) .E. KEYA(t)ll GO TO 490 SEPLOT
20 . NN = IABS(IACT) GEPLOT
205. IACT : ISIGN(XI(LNODE*NN),ITEM(II) GEPLOT
208. O90 RITE(6,500) IACT, ITYPE(I) GEPLOT
201. 500 FORMAT (9I,9HITEFI,A2,tH IS OUT OF RANGE) .EPLT212 GEPLOT
208. 0G TO 590 SEPLT213 SEPLOT
209. C GEPLT2I9 GEPLOT
21. 520 LOC(K) I KEYI(J)*IABS(ITE(I)) SEPLT215 GEPLOT
211, C SAVE FUNCTION TYPE INDEIGEPLT216 GEPLOT
212. 540 IGS(I) 2 J GEPLTZIT GEPLOT
213. C SUMP ITEM NUMBER AND TEST FOR LAST ITEPGEPLT219 GEPLOT
219. I z 1*1 GEPLT220 CEPLOT
215. IF (I .LT. ITEMS) SO TO 900 SEPLT221 GEPLOT
216. C SEPLT222 GEPLOT
21. C START LOADING THE DATA FR2M THE HISTORY TAPEGEPLT223 GEPLOT
215. C .GEPLT224 GEFLOT
219. C COMPUTE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDCSEPLT225 GEPLOT
220. 569 NTYMS = NSIZE/ITEMS GEPLT226 GEPLOT
221. WRITE (6,580) GEPLT227 GEPLOT
222. 580 FORMATIH,44X,9OHMPOSITIONING AND READING THE HISTORY TAPEI) GEPLT228 GEPLOT
223. C POSITIAN THE HISTORY TAPEGEPLT229 GEPLOT
224. NTPTS = 0 SEPLOT
225. I a I GEPLT230 SEPLOT
226. J = 1 GEPLT231 GEPLOT
221. 600 READ (IHSTRY) IBUFR(L),L:t,NWR0S) GEPLT232 GEPLOT
128. C CHECK FOR END OF DATA FILEGEPLT?33 GEPLOT
229. IF (BUFR(I).LT.0.0) GO TO 780 SEPLT23Z GEPLOT
230. C CHECK FOR REOUESTEO START TIMEMEPLT235 GEPLOT
231. IF (BUFR().LT.TA) GO TO 620 GEPLT236 GEPLOT
232. 50 TO 660 GEPLT23T GEPLOT
233. 620 IF(MPNT .EO. 1) WRITE(6,NVF) BUFR(1), TA GEPLaT
23%. GO TO 600 GEPLOT
235. 660 IF(MPNT .EO. 1) WRITE(6,NVF) BUFR(II, TZ GEPL3T
236. C CHECK FOR REOUESTEO FINAL TIFEGEPLT292 GEPLOT
23T. IF (OLFR(I) .GT. TZ) IFINIS I GEPLT2N3 GEPLOT
238. C PICK UP THE ITEM/ITYVE ARRAY OUANTITIE EPLT244 GEPL3T
239. DO 790 L=I,ITEMS SEPLT215 GEPLOT
240. R = LOC(L) SEPLT296 GEPLOT
2l. C CoECK FOR ERRJR ITEPEPLTZ97 GEPL3T
242. IF I( .L(. 0) GO TO 790 SEPLT248 GEPLOT
t23. 680 YIJ) = IUFR(M) GEPLT255 GEPLOT
2!4. C BUMP THE IY ARRAY SU5RIPT:EPLT262 GEPLJ
245. -190 J = J*I GEPLT263 GEPLt
246. IF(NCAVG .EO. 0) 5G3 3 152 GEPLOT
29?. IF($8FR(I) .LT. ASTRf-.0005 .OR. BUFA(I .GT. ATO3P*.0 05) GEPL?
298. 1 GO TO ?52 GEPL3f
9119. NTPTS = NTPTS * I Sr i stPLOT
250. STOP z UFR(I) ' GEPLOT
251. 00 169 L=tNJAVG ' " . SEPLOT
252. FM = S(ITTMAVG(LI) SEPLOT
253. = LO C(iMII GEPLOT
251. IF(" .LT. 0) 60 TO 79 SEPLOT
S. M = rM * J - ITEMS GEPLOT
256. AVG(L = AVG(L) * IVly GEPLOT
S27. IF(NTPTS .GT. 1) GO 1TJ 73 SEPLOT
25S. ISTART = 1 - SEPLOT
259. START : IUFRI) SEPLOT
260. AVCLOCfL ) = BUFA(I) GEPLOT
261. AVGLOCIL* 50) = BUFA(I) SEPLOT
262. AG IL* 50) = IV(M) GEPLOT
263. AVG (L.00) = IVY( ) GEPLOT
264. GO TO 719 GEPLOT
265. 743 IF(IY(M) .LE. AVG(L 50)) 63 TO 746 GEPLOf
266. AVGLOC(L ) = BUFRII) GEPLOT
261. AVG (L 50) =: IY() EPLOT
268. 60 TO 749 GEPLOT
269. 746 IF( Y(M) .GE. AVG(L*I00)) GO TO 749 GEPLOT
270. AVGLOC(L* 50) = BUFR() SEPLOT
211. AVG (L1O00) : I() GEPLOT
212. T49 CONTINUE GEPLOT
213. TS2 J J - ITEMS * I SEPLOT
214. LJI : J - I SEPLT265 GEPLOT
215. IF(MPNT .EQ. l) I RITE(6,160) (XIL),L=LJLJI) GEPLOT
216. 160 FORMAT (10Fl.)) SEPLT261 GEPLOT
211. IF (IFINIS .EO. I) GO TO 800 SEPLT260 GEPLOT
218. I G *1 EPLT269 GEPLOT
219. C CHECK FOR MAKAltH NUIMBER OF POIISGELT2TO GEPLOT
200. IF (I .LE. NTYS) GO TO 600 GEPLT211 GEPLOT
281. TO0 aTYMS : 1-1 SEPLT272 GEPLOT
.1 282. 60 TO 820 SEPLT21) SEPLOT
283. 800 NTYMS = I GEPLT2?q GEPLOT
284. C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF WORDS USED IN THE IV ARRAYGEPLTZ75 GEPLOT
205. 820 NT0TL : J-1 6EPLT216 GEPLOT
286. REWIND IISTRY GEPLT21T CEPLOT
281. WRITE(6,840) ITEMS, 1, PTOTL GEPLT278 GEPLOf
288. s0O FORMAT (IHO,110,42H DATA VALUES HAVE BEEN STOREO FOR EACH OF,16, GEPLT2T9 GEPLOT
289. 1 13H TIME POINTS/I110,30X DATA VALUES HAVE BEEN ST)AED) GEPLT280 GEPLOT
290. C. GEPLOT
291. IF(NTPTS .EQ. 0) GO TO 652 GEPLOT
292. WRITE(6,893) HDR, NTPTS, ASTAT, ASTOP, START, STOP GEPLDO
293. 843 FORMAT(IHI ?2A61 GEPLOT
299. 3 -OTHE NUMERICAL AVERAGES FOR THE FJLLOWING ITE'S WERE REQUESTED' GEPL3f
295. 1 * FOR THE' 14,' TIME POINTS'/' BEGINNING ITH'Z1.3, GEL3Lr
29L. I * HRS., AND ENDING WITH' FT.3,' HRS./'' ACTUAL TIMES -' F?.3, GEPLOT
291. ' HMRS., AND * F1.3,' HRS.'I// ITEM TYPE CESCRIPT GEPLOr
298. lION' 81X 'AVERAAE'Il'MA VALUE'5X'TImE'TX'MIN VLLE'5X'TIPE'/) GEPLOT
299. TPTS = NTPTS GEPLOT
300. 00 849 L:I,N.AVG GEPLOT
301. 4 i ABS(ITMAVG(L)) GEPLOT
302. MP = LOC(*I) GEPLT
303. IF(PF .LT. 0 GO TO 869 GEPLOT
30. AV(L ) : aVG(L )TPTS GEPLOT
305. IACT : ITEM(M) GEPLOT
306. IF(ITPE(m) .NE. KEYA(li)) GO T3 815 GEPLOT
301. AN = IABS(IACT) GEPLOT
308. IACT r ISIGN.iXLNOCE*NN), ITEMnM)) GEPLOT
309. 865 RIlt(P,8 ) IACT, ITYPE()I, (TIrLES(J,M),J=Z,9), AV'cL), GEPLOT
310. 1 AVG(L50), AVCLO-(L ), AVG(LtIO0), AVCLO(L#50) GEPLOT
311. 866 F2OrAT(Il15. XA?, TeA6, IFIO0.2, 2(6FI0.2, 21FT.31) GEPLOT
t. 89 CONTItE EPL1OT
313 852 CONTINUE SEPL01
3)9. C 0FIO THE MAIMUM AND MINIMUM ORDINATESGEPLT40% CEPLOT
315. zo I I SEPLT405 SEPLOT
316. 940 J I SEPLT406 SEPLoT311. C PICK LP THE INPUT VALUESSEPLYT0T SEPLOT
318. IV I VLO()I SEPLT0O8 GEPLOT
319. VT V HI|I) SEPLY09 SEPLOT
320. LYS : -I SEPLT410 SEPLOT
321. IF (VT-YB) 960,960,980 SEPLTII GEPLOT
322. 960 YB 2 I.EO1 gEPLT412 GEPLOT
323. VT a -*I.E0 CEPLTtI3 GEPLDT
32q. 980 K 11 gEPLTq GEPLOT
325. C CHECK FOR ERR3R ITEPGEPLT~I5 GEPLOT
326. IF (LOC(K) .LT. 0) GO TO 1020 GEPLT4I6 SEPLOT
327. IF (I1HI(I)-VLO(I)).GT.0.0I) LS a I GEPLT411 SEPLOT
328. C COMPARE WITH THE TAPE VaLUESGEPLT15 GSEPLOT
329. 00 1000 L:K,NTOTL,ITEMS GEPLt419 GEPLOT
330. VB = AINI(IY(L),YBI gEPLT420 GEPLOf
331. 1000 YT AMAlI(IY(L),VT) SEPLTi21 GEPLOT
332. C CHECK FOR LAST ITEMlEPLTi22 GEPLOT
333. 1020 I I31 SEPLTq23 GEPLOT
334. IF (I .LT. ITEMS) G0 TO 104q0 EPLT42N SEPLOT
335. JFINIS 2 I GEPLTq25 GEPLOT
336. CO TO 1060 GEPLT426 GEPLOT
331. C CHECK FOR NEu GRID SETGEPLT4ZT SEPLOT
338. 1040 IF (ITEnI) .GT. 0) GO TO 980 SEPLT428 SEPLOT
339. 1060 VLO(J) a YB GEPLOT
340. THI(J) a VT SEPLT35 GEPLOT
3N. IF (JFINIS .EO. 0) GO TO 94O SEPLTq36 GEPLOT
312. C PRINT THE ITEMS TO BE PLOTTECGEPLT%3T GEPLOT3q3. WRITE (6,1100) GEPLT38 GEPLOT
34. 1100 FORMAT(lHI II al'TEM TYPE' 6X 'AVG PLOTTING SYPBOL AND' GEPLOT
0* 345. 3 * DESCRIPTION' 281 VY-MIN VY-MA STATUS'/) GEPLOT46. JJ : ITEMS - I SEPLOT
340. 00 1200 I:I,JJ GEPLOT348. 1120 MRITE6,1140) I.TEM(lI,ITYPE(I),(TITLES(JI),JI,9,YLO(. GEPLOT
349. I THI(l), LOC(oI*) GEPLT116 GEPLOT
350. 1140 FORMAT(qXIS,5xls,2XA2,hxA6,IX8A6,61IP2Eit.3,17) GEPLOT
351. FLD(6,6,ITYTLS(I.I)) = FLD(306.,ITYTLS(I,)) GEPLOT
352. ITYTLS(I.,I) OR(ANO(ITYTLS(,I,OI), ,02) GEPLOT353. 1200 CONTINUE GEPLOT
354. C GEPLT453 GEPLOT
355. C GEPLTqS5 SEPLOT
356. C START THE PLOTTINGGEPLTqSS GEPLOT
357. 1220 WRITE (6,1240) SEPLT156 GEPLOT
358. 12q0 FORAATilHI,58X,qIHSTARTING PLOTS/) GEPLT$57 GEPLOT
359. C COMPUTE THE NUMBE4 OF GRIDS REOtIRED~EPLT458 GEPLOT
360. NGRDS z .9999 + (TZ-TA)/TPG GEPLTNS9 GEPLOT
361. C INITIALIZE TE ABSCISSA LIMITSEPLT460 GEPLOT
362." IR : I GEPLT61 GEPLOT
363. ABSR = TA GEPLTN62 GEPLOT
36q. C CENTER THE CASE TITLEGEPLT463 GEPLOT
365. MCA = BLANK (TITLEA,12) GEPLT 64 GEPL3T
366. NPA z 590 - 6*NCA SEPLT65 GEPLOT367. NPI a 276 GEPLOT
368. oNC : 54 GEPLOT
369. C START THE GRID SET L~PGEPLT466 GEPLOT
310. 00 2620 I:l,NGROS GEPL467 GEPLOT371. KFINIS : 0 SEPLT69 GEPLor372. C SET T-E LIFT-HAND LMITlWEPLP.69 GEPLOt
373. I . IR SEPLT4?O GEPLr39q. ABSL = ABSR GEPLTqI GEPLat
SABSA z ABSL.TPG g '' EPL1?T 2 ' EPLOT316. ISU : I , CEPLOT376. 15 t 1 SEPLOT377. hAvG s 0 GEPLOT
318. CALL CIXDV(I.ABSL,ASRCtINE,taBL,Anj,33.gttRa) GEPLOT
3179. BSL = INT((ABSL-DELI)/DEL.)DCELx GEPLOT
380. IBSR z INT((ABSR*DELO)/DL1*DEL 6EPLOT
381. IF(ZBSL.DELX .LE. ASSL) ZBSL = ZeSL * DELI SEPLOT
382. IF(ZBSR-DELI .GE. ASSR) ZSR = SR - DCELI GEPLOT
383. IF(ABSR .GE. 10.) NUMI:NUM-I GEPLOT
384. CLOAD THE ABSCISSA VALESGSEPLT73M GEPLOT
385. C SET THE ITEM COUNTERGEPLT948 GEPLOT
386. J = I GEPLT485 GEPLOT
308. C SET THE CURVE COUNTERGEPLT486 GEPLOT
388. 1300 K I SEPLT4t8 GEPLOT
389. C CLEAR THE SUBTITLE ARRAYSGEPLT488 GEPLOT
390. 00 1320 L:I,2O SEPLT489 GEPLOT
391. TITLEB(L) z BLANK 6EPLTq9O SEPLOT
392. 1320 TITLEC(L) = BLANK SEPLT491 GEPLOT
393. CALL FILMAV(O) GEPLT492 GEPLOT
399. JC = J GEPLT499 GEPLOT
395. 1340 D0 1360 L=1,9 CEPLT495 GEPLOT
396. 1360 TITLEB(L) = TITLES(L,JC) GEPLTq96 GEPLT1
391. NC : FLD(6,6,ITYTLS(I,JCI) - 48 GEPLOT
398. IF (Nc.GT.4) GO TO 1380 A TOO MANY CURVES GEPLTq98 GEPLOT
319. IF (LC(JCI).LT.0) GO60 TO 1380 * ERROR ITEM SEPLT499 GEPLOT
400. FLD(0.30,TITLEB(I)) = FLD(O,30,PSYM(NC)) GEPLOT
401. IPY = 1005 - NCol8 GEPLTS03 GEPLOT
402. %MAR = NC GEPLOT
403. C kAITE THE SUBTITLESGEPLTSOq GEPLOT
940. CALL PIIEZV(NPX,WPY.,023,90, ,NCB,I,TITLEB,ttL) GEPLT505 GEPLOT
405. 1380 JC = JC + I GEPLT506 GEPLOT
406. IF (IITE(JC).GT.0) 60 TO 1390 GEPLTS0 GEPLOT
407. RPY = 102I -(NPV-9) GEPLT509 GEPLOT
408. nMAR = (NFAR * I)*8 GEPLOT
409. IF(NDAVG .GT. 0) NMAR = NMAR 18 GEPLOT
410. C DRAW THE GRIDGEPLT509 GEPLOT
411. C SUBROUTINE DXDYV CALCULATES CERTAIN ARGUMENTF FOR GRIDIV, SUCH AS GEPLOT
412. C THE INCREMENTS FOR LINE SPACING DELI AND DELI. THE FOLLOWING GEPLOT413. C PROCEDURE ADJUSTS THE MAX AND MIN LIMITS Of THE GRID TO GEPLOT
qlq. C INSURE THAT THEY ARE INTEGRAL MULTIPLES OF T-E INCREFENTS GEPLOT415. CALL DIXCYV2,YLO(J),YHI(J),DELY,NEY,LABY,NULY,3:.0,IERY) GEPLOT
416. VYLJ = INTI((YLO(J) - DELY)ICELY)DELY GEPLO1417. THIJ = INT((YHI(J) * OELY)I/ELY)*DELY GEPLOT
18. IF(IYLOJ * DELY .LE. YLOIJ)) YLOJ = YLOJ * ELY GEPLOT419. IF(YHIJ - DELY .GE. YHI(J)) YHIJ YHIJ - DELY GEPLOT
420. VLO(JI = YLOJ GEPLOT
9t.. YHI(J) : YHIJ GEPLOT
422. CALL SETMIV(Iq0,20,50,NMAR) GEPLaT
423. CALL SETCIV(12,18) GEPLOT
q29. IFILASY.EO.10) LABY z 5 GEPLf
425. LABY = -LABY GEPLOT
426. CALL GRIDIV(2,ZBSL,ZBSR,YLO(J),YHI(J),DEL,CELY.NE.,NEY,LABx, GEPLOT492. I LABY,NUIX,NUYI GEPLOT
428. C LABEL THE AIEGEPLT5II GEPLOT
429. L = IGS(J) GEPLTS12 GEPLOT
430. CALL RITE2V(956,9,1023,90,t,24,I,BCOI,NL) GEPLT513 GEPLT
431. CALL RITE2V(92,380,1023.IA0.,,I ,tCOY(I.,L),hL GEPLT I GEPLOT
q32. C RWITE THE CASE TITLEGEPLTS1 GEPLOT
433. CALL RITE2V(NPA,1005,1023,90,I,NCA,I.TITLEA,L) GEPLTSI6 GEPLOT439. C CHECK 3RA T3 MANY CVRVE5tEPLT51T GEPL1
435. 1400 IF(K.?T.9) GO TJ 1990 GEPLaT
436. C C-ECK Fro ERRaO ITErFEPTSI9 GEPLOT
431. IFILOC(JlI).LT.0) GO T3 1980 GEPLaT
I. O. C T LOAD THE RESPECTIVE ORDINATE VALtLG 5Z -'PO
439. Ir IISW .EA . 0) 60 TO 1|09 LT ' "EPLOT
440. Jj = 0 GEPLOT
44 . D0 1903 KK=IL,NTYVS PLOT
q42. L = ITEMS*(KK-1) * I GEPLOT
443. IR=K GEPLOT44. IF(IY(LI .GT. ABSR) GO TO 1406 SEPLOT
445. JJ = JJ * I GEPLOT
446. 1403 ABS(JJ) r XY(L) GEPLOT
44?. 1406 kPTS : JJ GEPLOT
448. ISu = 0 GEPLOT
449. 1909 03 Iq20 L=I,NPTS GEPLOT
450. = : ITEMS*(IL*L-2).J*1 CEPLTS23 GEPLOT
451. 1420 R09(L) = X1(8) SEPLTS24 GEPLOT
452. C BRANCH TO THE APPROPRIATE PLOTIV SUBROUTINE CALLGEPLTS25 GEPLOT
453. CALL GOPLOT(K) GEPLT526 GEPLOT
54q. sO TO 1520 GEPLOT
455. C TOO MANY CURVESGEPLT528 GEPLOT
456. 1990 WRITE (6,160) (TITLES(L,J),L=I,9) CEPLTS29 GEPLOT
457. 1460 FORMAT(15X,8HSKIPPING,5X,.A6,51.28HTO3 MANY CURVES ON THIS GRID) GEPLT530 GEPLOT
458. GO TO 1550 GEPLOT
459. C ERROR ITErGEPLT532 6EPLOT
460. 1480 WRITE (6,1500) (TITLES(L,J),L=I,9) GEPLT533 GEPLOT
461. . 1500 FORMAT(15IX,HSKIPPING,SX,9A6,5X,21HTHIS ITIE IS IN ERROR) GEPLTS3 GEPLOT
462. GO TO 1550 GEPLOT
463. 1520 WRITE (6,1540) (TITLES(L,J),L=I,9) EPLTS536 GEPLOT
464. 1540 FORMAT(ISI,SHPLOTTING,5X,9A61 GEPLT531 GEPLOT
465. C BUMP THE ITEM AND CURVE COUNTERSGEPLT538 GEPL31
466. 1550 IF(NDAVG .EO. 0) GO TO 1575 GEPLOT
461. IF(J .NE. IABS(ITRAV(VG+I))) GO TO 1515 GEPLOT
468. NAVG = NAVG + I GEPLOT
* 469. IF(N3AVG .EO. NAVG) NOAVG : 0 GEPLOT
L" 470. IF(ITrAVG(NAVG) .GT. 0) GO TO 1575 GEPLOT
00 471. IF(K*I.GT. 4) GO TO 1575 GEPLOT
412. IF(LOC(J+I) .LT. 0) GO TO 1575 GEPLOT
473. NC = FLD(6,6,ITYTLS(IJ)) - 47 GEPLOT
479. K K 1 GEPLOT
475. TITLEB) = PSYM(K) GEPLOT
76. TITLEB(2) = 6HAVERAG GEPLOT
471. TITLE8(3) = 6HE GEPLOT
8. 00DO 1553 L=9,20 GEPLOT
4179. 1553 TITLEB(L) = 6H GEPLOT
480. NPY =1005 - IB.NC GEPLOT
481. CALL RITE2V(NPX,NPY,1023,90,,NCB,I,TITLEB,NL) GEPLOT
482. ISW = 1 GEPLOT
483. 00 1556 L=I,NTPTS GEPLOT
484. ABS(L) = ABS(ISTART.L) GEPLOT
485. 1556 ORD(L) 1 AVG(NAVG) GEPLOT
486. NPTS = NTPTS GEPLOT
487. CALL COPLOT(K) GEPLOT
488. 1560 CONTINUE GEPLOT
489. 1575 J = J * I GEPLOT
490. 9 = K*I GEPLT5qO GEPLOT
491. C CHE!K FOR END OF ITEPSEPLTS41 GEPLOT
492. IF (J .LT. ITEMS) GO TO 1580 EPLS42 GEPLOT
493. KFINIS = I (EPLT543 GEPLOT
49. GO Ta 1600 GEPLTS44 GEPLOT
495. C CHECK FOR NEW GAICGEPLTS45 CEPLOT
496. 150e IF (IfEP(J) .GT. 0) O0 TO 1400 GEPLYq146 GEPL 3
491. 1600 IF (KFINIS.EQ.0) GO TO 1300 (EPLT547 GEPLOT
498. C REFERENE THE NEW GRID ETS'PTSIS GEPLOT
499. IL = IR [Pt1TS49 GEPLOT
5G0. ABSL = ASSR (EPt1550 GEPL3T
I~I 160 .TI~6ESPLTSSI* SIPLOT
502. ltz0 CEPLY552 GEPLOT
Sol. 1640 c ILL FILVAV(C) 6EPLT553 6EPLOT
So%. 1UCASE 2 hcASf *I CEPLTSS% GEPLaT
Sol. GO T3 ZIO SEPLI55S SEPLO?
506. ENDO CEPLT56 CEPLOT
El
to9
NJLOT GOPLOT G'6PLOT. GOPLOT GOPLOr.. GOPLaT,,G~t ~ , 64L! GPL0T OL0'GPO
I. SUORMUINE GPLNSVI 
SPO
2. oIgENS13% ASYm(50),OSlM(50).6UFR(f400),ADS( I ),10 I)OPLOT
3. COM~aN NPTSTPGBUFR GPO
ft EUIVALEN4CE (UFI1,B(t)(SUR 01GO0 OPLOT
S. INTEGER ISlm(2) SOPLOT
6. ATA tSVM/6It234 *6H I GOPLOT
1.FlP =PISYM.? 6 COPLOT
0. OT = ABS(NPTS - ADS( I) SOPLOT
9.NP =FliP * ET/TPG * 1.5 GOPLOT
10. NPP = UP- I OPLOt
It. I = pTs I NP COPLOT
tz. ASYMCI= ABSM1 GOPLOT
13. OSYPiIl) = O0(t) COPL3T
14. AYFi(PKP) =ABS(NPTS) GPO
15. OSYRCI'?) =ORD(NPTS) SOPLOT
16. RK =0 GOPLOT
IT. 00 tO t=2,NPP I OPLO0T
Is. 91 KR 4 K sOPLOT
19. I=NiV APS(K ICOPLOT
20. tYzNYV(OR0(XK)) GPO
2t. CALL. RITE2Y(IX,IY,t023,90,1,1,NSYMISYR,NLI GOPLOT
22. t0 CONTINUE COPLOT
23. IXA -'Nv(ABS(t)M COPLOT
Z's. IYAzNYV(OR3(MII GOPLOT
25. Do 15 I=Z,M'Ts GOPLOT
26. IXB - PJXV( AS(ItM COPLOT
21. IYB =NYV(ORD(I) COPLOT
28. CALL LtNEV(IXA,tAIXB,IYS) S OPLOT
29. IXA=IXB GPO
30. IVA =IYB GOPLOT




j TER NEATER HEATER NEATER N EATER NEATER I 'NMEATER NEATER N4EATER ' HEATEA * NEATER
I. SUIR3UTINE HEATER(O,QGT.30E.TSENTON.,TFFI) P e rATER
2. c MIEATER
3. IF( TSEN .LT. TON I G TO 200 ME TER4. IFITSEN .6T. TOFF) 6 T3 100 HE TER
. a 0 oTNDE NEATER
6. IETURN EATER
1. 100 RODE = 0 w MaTER
. RETURN *-I . EATER
9. 200 KODE I N EALER




'VRY ISTRY M 3TRV 1ISTRY , ISTRVY ,,,STRY .STa n-MSTRY .,', STRY ** WA S1R ,T .rY 1STRy
1. 1 SUBROUTINE ISTRY(PR,VP,U,TINC) * P , ~ STRY
2. C "STRY
3. DI0ENSION PR I), VP(I), Wt) ISTRY
4. C MSTRY
5. COP'PO ITEPP I 1Tl) STRY
6. COPOI IPOINTNU LN30DO STRY
1. COP PN IISPACEI NOIM, NTH, INEltIl) STRY
8. COMMON IFIICNI CtN(I) STRY
9. COPmW /TITLE / HEADER(II2) HSTRY
10. COMON IDIMENSI kNA, pNO, NSL HSTRY
II. C HSTRY
12. C0UIVALENCE (NPR,PRN), INVP,VPN), (tAr ,WI) NSTRY
13. C MSTRY
I. DATA I 1 0/ HSTIRY
iS. DATA LL / 01 MSTRY
16. DATA LT 2I3/ HSTRY
IT. C "STRY
18. C HSTRY
19. OT CONI) STIRY
20. PAN = PR (1) - HSTRY
21. VPN = VP (1) HSTRY
22. WN : W (I) HSTRY
23. IFIKK .GT. 0) GO TO 10 HSTRY
24. IF(NPR .LT. I) NPR = I HSTRY
25. IFNVIP .LT. 1) NVP I HSTRY
26. IF(kW .LT. 1I NM I HSTRY
S21. IFIL NDE .EO. O) CALL NNREA0(I) HSTRY
- 28. WRITE(LT) HEADER, (LL,I:1,6), NPR, NVP, LL,LL,LL, NW, LL,LL, NSL, . HSTRY
13 29. I (NETI(LNODEtI),I:I,NSL) HSTRY
30. TImE2 = 0.0 WSTRY
31. TIMEI = CON(I1) * CON(Z) PSTRY
32. CALL HSTIIPTIMEI) MSTRY
33. KK = I HSTRY
3i. Go TO SO HSTRY
35. 10 TIME2 = TI E2 + OT HSTRY
36. IF(CON()*t.000001 .LT. CON(3)) GO 0 12 HSTRY
37. 60 TO 15 HSTRY
38. 12 IF(ITIE2 .LT. TINC I GO TO 50 HSTRY
39. IF(CON(I) .LT. TIMEI) GO TO 50 HSTRY
40. 1S TIMEI = CON(d) "STRY
41. TIME2 = 0.0 HSTRY
42. CALL HSTIPICON(I)) HSTRY
43. IFICONl).I.000001 .LT. CON(3)I GO TO 50 MSTRY
44. 20 CALL HSTTP(-CON(I)) HSTRY
45. KK = 0 HSTRY
46. END FILE LT HSTRY




S1. SUBROUTINE HSTTPIIIIE) HSTRY
2. C HSTRY
53. WRITE(LT) ITIME, (PA(I. ),I:I,NPR), VP( 11 ),I=I,NVP), HSTRY
sq. I Ih (111),I:1,RW ), (T (I I.I:1,NSL) HSTRY
55. RETURN HSTRY
56. END HSTAY
[IT ilCNT HICNT ICNT MICNT HiCNT MICT HICNT MICANT HICNT MICNT
1. SUBR UTINE IlCT eII,l?,,:I,I5S,I6,x?,x8,x9) u ICNT
2. C ANAYSIS OF COUNTER FLOW NEAT EICHANGERS Nic , Tl
3. 0IeFENSION CP(2), FR(2), NCP(2), TINIZ), TOUT(2, MCP2(2) liClT
4. EOUIVALENCE (kUA,UA), (kCP,CP) IICNT
S. C NICNT
6. UA I t NICNT
1. FA() 12 HIICNT
8. FR() 13 MICNT
9. CM) 2 19 HlCRT
10. CP(2) = 15 HICMT
It. TINE) I 16 ICNT
12. TI (2) z I HICNTll
13. TOUT II) 8 It CKT
14. TOUT(Z =9 XC NT
15. D3 1 1,2 . ICNT
16. IFIFR(I) .LT. 0.0) GO TO tO HICNT
1?. 10 CONTINUE "ICNT
s1. IF(NCP(I) .LT. I .OR. NCP(I) .ST. 65000) GO TO 3 MICNT
19. TAVG = 0.5( TIN(I ).TOUT()) HICMT
20. CALL COEGlI(TAVG,I,CP(t)) . IXtN
21. 3 IF(ICP(2) .LT. I .OR. NCPI2) .GT. 65000) GO TO 6 HICNT
22. TAVG = 0.5*(TIN(2)-TOUT(2)) HICNT
23. CALL 0IDEGI(TAVG.IS,CP(2)) ICNIT
24. 6 CONTINUE HICNT
25. CP( I) FRI ).CP(I) lNEW HICNT
26. VCP(2) = FR(2).CP(Z) *IREW HICNT
T. IF(IIABSNUI) .LE. 99999 .AND. IABS(NUAl .GT. 0) XICNT
)M 28. 1 CALL D20EGI(FR(l),FR(2),II,UA) MICNT
I 29. IS = I nIXNT
S30. IL H ICNT
.C 31 . FtCP(l) .LE. IWCP(2)) A0 TO 20 ICNT
32. IS =2 ICNT
33. IL = 1 HICNT
34. 20 VCPRAT = CPIIS)IWCP(IL) MICNT
35. IF(ICPRAT .6. .001) GO TO 30 HicNT
36. EFF = 1.0 NICNT
37. GO TO 50 nXCNT
38. 30 IF(wCPRAT .LT. .999 .OR. WCPRAT .GT. 1.001) 60 TO 90 HICNT
39. EFF = A/(CtP(IS).UA) HICNT
40. GO TO 50 NICNT
41. 40 E = EIP(-LUAICP(IS) UAI/WCP(IL)) HICNT
12. 1FF = (L.-E)1(1.-WPRAT*E) MICNT
43. 50 TOUT(IS) = TIN(IS) * EFF*(TIN(5I)-TIN(IL)) HICNT
4. TOUT(IL) = TIN(IL) * WCPRAT.(TIN(IS)-TOUT(IS)) NICNT
45. 18 : TOUT(I) HICNT
46. 19 = TOUT(2) ICNT
f7. RETURNA HICNT
s8. 100 WRITE(6,10I) FR(I) IICNT
49. O11 F3RMAT( HO 13l( LH )/' THE NEGATIVE FLOW RATE-EIS.8, IS NOT ALLOW HICNT
50. lED. EXECUTION TERMINATED IN SUBROUTINE HICT*/'III l13(IH*)) HICNT
S1. CALL W'LXBCK HICNT
52. CALL EliT xlCKT
$3. END HICNT
MAO$ MICROS MICROS MICROS MICROS MXCROS M OAPS *CA3.S IRaS hI.rS IlClS
I. SU'5ROUTINE "ICR3S(I|,xZ,xJ,wsrt, 6,1t, Ia, [qe) M S
2. C ANALYSIS OF CR3SS FLOU HEAT EICHANGERS MICROS
3. OIMENSION CPI2), FR(I2, PIP(2I), TIZ) , T3UT(2), CP(2) MICROS
4. EQUIVALENCE (IUA,UA), (NCP,CP) MICROS
S. c MICROS
6. UA : It MICROS
1. FRtI I = 2 MICROS
6. FR(2) = I3 MICROS
.CPI) = HMIXCROS
10. CP(Z) IS5 HICROS
II. TIN(I) = 16 MICROS
12. TINM() = T HMICROS
13. TOUT( I) = 18 MICROS
19. TOU1T(2) = 19 MICROS
15. 00 10 I=1,2 MICR3S
16. IF(FR(I) .LT. 0.0) 60 TO 100 HICROS
1T. 10 CONTINUE HXCRS
to. IF(NCP(I) .LT. 1 .OR. MCP(I .6T. 65000) 6J 7 3 HMICROS
19. TAVG = 0.5*(TIN(I)*TOUT(I)) MICROS
20. CALL OIDEGI(TAVG,I4,CP(I)) IXCROS
21. 3 IF(NCP(Z) .LT. I .OR. NCP(2) .GT. 65000) GO TO 6 HICROS
22. TAYG = 0.5.(TIN(Z)-TOUT(2)) HICRJS
23. CALL DIOEGI(TAVG,I,CP(Z)) nICROS
24. 6 COTINTUE MICROS
25. ~CP(I) = FR(I)*CP(I) *NEW MHXCRJS
26. CP( 2) : FR(2).CP(2) WNEW MICROS
27. IF(IBS(NUA) .LE. 99999 .AND. IABSINUA) .ST. 0) MxCROS28. 1 CALL'O2DEGI(FI ),FR (2),XI,UA) MICROS
29. IS = I MICROS
30. IL = Z MICROS
S. 31. IF(WCP(I) .LE. UCP(2)) GO TO 20 MICROS
32. IS : 2 HICROS
33. IL = I HXCROS
34. 20 WCPRAT =- CP(IIS)/CP(IL) HXCRJS
35. IF(WCPRAT .ST. .001) GO TO (30,40,50,60), KDE MICROS
36. EFF : 1.0 MICROS
31. 60 TO 10 MICAOS
38. 30 1E EXP(-UA..78*WCP(I S).*.22/IP(IL)) - 1. MICROS
39. EFF : I. - EXPIE*WCP(IL)*UA..22/WCP(IS)It.22) NMCROS
40. GO TO 70 MICROS
91. 40 UAS = UA/ICP(IS) MICROS
q2. UAL = A/WCP( IL ) MICROS
43. EFF = UAS/I(UASI(I.-EP(-UAS)) * UAL/I(I.-EIP(-UA.)) - 1.) MICR3S
44. 60 TO 70 HxCR;S
45. 50 EFF : (I.-EIP(-WCPRAT)*(I.-EP(-UA/WCP(IS)))/wP9;AT HXCROS
46. 60 TO 70 MICROS
47. 60 EFF = 1. - EIP(-WCP(IL)/WCP( IS)).(I.-ExP(-UA IIL))) MICROS
48. 10 TOUT( IS) TIN(IS) - EFF.*(IN(IS)-TIN(IL)) HXCR3S
49. TOUT( IL) : TIN( IL ) * ICPRATI(TIN(IS)-TOUrT ISlI HXCRO
50. 18 = TOUT( II HICR3S
St. 19 = UT2' ) MICRO.
52. RETURN MICROS
53. 100 WRITE(6,101) F (l) HICA)R
54. 101 FORMAT( IH 131( IH*)ll' THE NEGATIVE FLOW RATE'EI5.8,' IS NOT ALLOW HICRO
55. NED. EXECUTION TERMINATED IN SUBAROUTINE HICAS'I/lll 131(1 I)) MHICRO
56. CALL L KBCK mCRAOa
S7. CALL SITr MICR35
58. END HXCR3.
F IEFF HtErf HIEFF HIEFF MIEFF HIEFF HIEFF HiFr MmEFF MIEFF
I. SusROlTINE MIEFF (||,I2,"IE,xq,15,,1T,() I(IlFF
2. C ANALYSIS OF HEAT EICHANGERS UITH EFFECTIVENESS GIVEN PIEFF
3. DIENSION CP(2), FR(21, NCP(Z), TIN(2), TOUTI(). WCPt(2) HIEFF4. EQUIvALENCE (NEFF,EFF), (NCP,CP) PIEFF
9. C HIEFF
6. EFF : 11 HIEFF
1. FR(l) = I2 NIEFF
9. FR(2) x 13 wHEFF
9. CP(I) z Iq MIEFF
•10. CP(Z) a IS HIEFF
II. TIN(I) :16 IIXEFF
12. TINt() = I? HIEFF
13. TOUT( Il = 1 HIEFF
It. TOUT42) : 2 9 HXEFF
IS. DO 10 l:t,Z HIEFF
16. IF(FR(I) .LT. 0.0) 60 TO 100 HIEFF
1I. 10 CONTINUE 
"IEFF
Is. IF(NCP(1) .LT. I .OR, NCP(I) .GT. 65000) 60 TO 3 HIEFFI9. TAVG - 0.5'(TIN(I)*TOUT(I)) sXEFF
20. CALL OIOEGl(TAVG,14,CP(I)) IXEFF
21. 3 IF(NCP(2) .LT. I .OR. NCP(2) .6T. 65000) GO TO 6 HIEFF
22. TAVG = 0.5*(TIN(2)-TOUT(2)) HIEFF
23. CALL DIDEGI(TAvG,15,CP(2)) HIEFF
24. 6 CONTINUE HIEFF
25. CP( I I = FR( I )CP(I) eo" HIEFF
26. CP(2) = FR(Z)vCP(2) feEW HIEFF27. IF(IABS(NEFF) .LE. 99999 .AND. IABS(NEFF) .GT. 0) HIEFF
2. X CALL O20EGI(FR(),FR(2),XI,EFF) *NEW HXEFF
29. 15 = I *-1: HIEFF
3. IL = 2 INEFF
31. IF(WuP(1) .LE. MCP(2)) GO TO 20 HXEFF
32. IS : 2 HIEFF
33. IL = HXIEFF
39. 20 TOUT(IS) = TIN(IS) - EFF9(TIN(IS)-TIN(IL)) HIEFF
35. TOUT( IL) TIN(IL) * UCP(IS)IWCP(IL).(TIN(IS)-TOUT(tS)) XEFF
36. 18 = TOUT(I) HXEFF
37. 39 - TOUT(2) HIEFF
38. RETURN HXEFF39. 1tOO RITEt6,101) FR(I) XIEFF90. 101 FORMAT( IN 131( IH*)//' THE NEGATIVE FLOW RATE'EI5.8,' IS N3T ALLOW HIEFF
41. lED. EXECUTION TERMINATED IN SUBROUTINE HXEFF/II!/ 131(IH,)) IXEFF
92. CALL LLKBCK I41EFF93. CALL EXIT HXEFF4q. Et[D HEFF
AR HIPAR HIPAR HIPAR HIPAR ISPAR HIPAR lIPAR MIPAR NIPAR MIPAR
. r
, 
r I t* I l ' 
€ ,-, r , , r- 1
1. SUSA3TINE MIPAR K,1 ,I,,IT,9) xPAR
2. C ANALYSI5 OF PARALLEL FLO HEAT EICHANP.ERS MPAR
3. DOIENSIONrP C F)i),FRA 2), TP( 2. TIN(2), 13UT(2). WKPt2) PXPAR
4. EQUIVALENCE (NUAUA), (HCP,CP) MIPAR
S. C HIPAR
4. UA = 11 HIPAR
7. FRI)( 12 HIPAR
8. FR(2) : 13 HIPAR
9. rP(I) : 1. 1IPAR
10. CP(2) :5 IS PAR
t. TIN(It 16 WIPAR
12. TIN(2) = IT MIPAR
13. TOUT() = IS HIPAR
1%. TOUT(Z) = 19 HIPAR
IS. 0 O0 l:,?Z IPAR
16. IFuFR(I) .LT. 0.0) GO TO 100 HIPAR
1?. 10 CONTINUE NIPAR
I0. IF(NCP(l) .IT. I .0R. NCP(I) .GT. 65000) 60 TO 3 HIPAR
19. TAVG = 0.5.(TIN(I)*TOUT(I)) HIPAR
20. CALL OIDEG( TAVG,x4,CP(I)) HYPAR
21. 3 IF(NCP(2) .LT. I .09. NCP(2) .GT. 65000) GO T1 6 H.PAR
22. TAVG = 0.5.(TIN(2)-TOUT(2)) HIPAR
23. CALL DIDEGI(TAVG,15,CP(2)) 4PAR
2q. 6 CONTI1E MWPAR
25. iCP( I) : FR(ICP( I ) *NEW HXPAR
26. ACP(2) = FR( 2)CP(2) *NEW HxPAR
>21. IF(IABSINUA) .LE. 99999 .AND. IABS(NUA) .GT. O) X1PAR
I 28. 1 CALL D2OEGI(FR( I),FR(2),XI,UA) IHPAR
0 19. IS t HXPAR
C" 30. IL = 2 HIPAR
31. IFtCP(I) .LE WCP(2)) G0 TO 20 wxPAR
32. IS : 2 IPAR
33. IL = t HIPAR
34. 20 WCPRAT =: CP(IS)/WCP(IL) HxPAR
35. IF(IUPRAT .GT. .001) GO TO 30 HIPAR
36. EFF = 1.0 HIPAR
31. 60 TO 50 HIPAR
38. 30 EFF : (I.-EXPC-UA/WCP(IS)-UA/WCP(IL)))/(t.*WCPRAT) HXPAR
39. 50 TOUT( IS) = TIN(S5) - EFF.(TIN(IS)-TlN(IL)) HIPAR
40. TOUT(IL) = TIN(IL) MCPRAT,( TIN(IS)-TOUT( IS)) HIPAR
. 18 = TOUT( I ) 4XPAR
42. 19 = TOUT 2) HXPAR
93. REIURN HIPAR
49. 100 LRITE(6,101) FR(1) HXPAR
45. 101 FORMAT( IHO 131(H tI )/' THE NEGATIVE FLOW RATE'ES .8,. IS NIT ALLOW HIPAR
96. lEO. EIECUTION TERMINATED IN SUBROUTINE HxPAR//IIt 131(IM.)) HIPAR
97. CALL 'LKBCK HIPAR
48. CALL EXIT HIPAR
99. END HXPAR
IIEX LINECKt LIPUECK lkhfr LItNECeE LINdECWI' *LIECK" LIldECAE 'LINECC UN~ECK' LIOIECK
I. SR~t1IlNE LtIdECK(II LINgECK2. C 




rlP(Z)I 6. 60 .Opt. M(29) to0. 0) CALL TOPLt% LIPIECK7. (26) ME 528) 1 L IEC0. ME TLR% NI
END LOINECK
'R RV LINRV LINdAV LIIERV ,L0111W, lINRV, 114 LIRV LIAY "(1110rV LINAW
I.SUS03UTINE LINRV 4 I.LREFR.I[BASE, ITOP, VYL. WYU,C1V.tJ!I J.91Y. 1WI4 LINRV
I. DIME1NSION 11Y121.Y2(2I ,ICOLNtT3) LI PlAY
3. C DIAENSIOt IVY1(2),1V2(2 NICOUN~TM~ LI Fl
. EQUIVALENCUWYl, T ),I IVAN, ADEL 1, (CEL011,11) ,(TT,%OMW) LIPIAV
S. lit t I psC- 0a LINAV
A. CALL LGST1 ISM.~ IRI, AA I Pt- cool LINlAW
7.ICOUViTI2 )= IA'SI WMl LI MAW
S. COVNT(,3):IA85 I LINAW
9. ELTA=ABSI0TY) LIPIAW
10. CALL tN8COY(1YL,88Bb,PiD) LIPIAW
It. CALL INICOV(IYU.511CWDEI LIkAW
12. IF(POD.GE.NDEI GO TO 60 LINRlY
13. NOT = R0E LINAW
1q. 60 TO TO LIPIAW
15. 60 NlOT :NDO LINlAW
16. TO CONTINUE LINRV
I?. MF -DELTA ) 00, 3790, 80 LIPIAV




22. I1Y2( 2)=hXV2( 1) LINRV




27. T= AMAXI(ABS(STOPI),A9S(STOPZ)) tINAV
28. CALL 6NBCOV(T,XY,NOMA1) L INRlY
M 29. MDMAX=MAXO( O,.IDMAX LIR
30. TRIAL=0.0 tINRY
31. IF ISTOPI.STOP2) 170,110,110 LI NRY
32. 110 TRIAL:STOP2 LINRV
33. IF (STOP1) 190,170,170 tINRlY
Vi. 190 TRIAL=ST3PI LINRV
35. 170 XCOUNT(1)=I.0 tINRly
36. TREF=0.0 tINAlY
37. TT=AfnAX I( XUNT( 2 , 1.0 ).ApMAI( XCOUNT 3 1, 1.0) tINRY
38. DEtLiI=DE1TA.TT LINRY39. AOELT=9499999.0.CELTA tINRlY
90. IF (ADELT-ABSI TRIAL 9) 230,320,320 tINRlY
41 . 230 T=AINT(TRIAL/DELNI) *IT tINRlY
92. IF IT) 260,290,260 LINAV
90. 260 TRlEF= T.DELTA tINRlY
991. IF (ACELT-ABS(TRIAL-TREF)) 290,320,320 tINRlY
815. 290 TREF=TRIA1 tINRlY
946. 320 D0 1160 K=1,3 tINAV1
97. DELTA ABS( CELTA I S-O0 INAl
i8. IF (XCOUNT(K)) 380,1160,3S0 tINRlY
99. 380 T=DELTA. ICOUNT(K) tLINRY
50. WYNN= AINT(ABS(TRIAL-TREF)/T) eXCOUNT(g) LIPJRV
51. 00 1130 J=1,2 t Ill
52. XYN=XYNN LINRV1
53. 970 IYz TREF. CELTA-XYN L INRY
59. GO T3 (530,560),l tINRlY
55. 530 11911I(I)NXV( 1) tINRlY
St. GO TO 540 tINRlY
5?. 5f0 IXYI(2):NYVdlI tUNIV
58. 590 '12 I I YII II )tINRl




"C 0Al. IF(V.T.ST3P1 N ET T0 01 30LZI6. IF 3 . T S 3 2A D EL ALT -0O O ) 6 3 To 1100 LIN V3.IFUlv.1o.SY3PI.am.1Y EQ 51312) Go 13 TI0 LliNRv60 T3 1070 I. 1MW65. TI0 CATINVE RSC A LNI6. 13 T 4 350A. 1160. ?T0 I. K ASC- Alk LINIW67. 350,4 CO3NiINVE ISC- Alk LINIW$8. 63 TO 4 3500, 3512, 3520 . IjlK PSC- AR LINRV$9. 310 COr41INvE MSC- Aft LIRRv71. IF( TABS( A I .Ll. I ga t3 o 3536 Asc- A LN73.JIm a [ADS( NAI S-m LINRv12. IJl( x PsC- a LINIWT3. 3512 CaNTINUE PSC- mA LINRV1ff. JT a :JTH~ Asc- 0a LINRVI's. IF( JIM .LT. IABSI NMi I I GO TO 350 SC- AA LUNIV16. JIm x 0 30,ASC- a LINIWII.. CALL IMIDTMI mA I 
.isc- mA LINIWTo. 63G TO 3520 ASC- AA LINRv19.. 3516 CoNTINuE 
Asc- A L I NAv
St. MJ : SC- AA LINRVS. 3520 CWNINUE PSC- AA LINRv02. CALL WIAGM( IVIC I I. NOV14 2 1. 11V2£ I I. INV2 2 ,3ASC- AA LEIN63. CALL LMIDIMC At 2 ).) SC- AA UINIVSq. 60 TO 1010 
LINIW65. ITO NDMI=%Cmrl 
LNNRV66. UNIY=NOV 
LINR~VST. MCHAR=KNlY 
LINAVso. IF IKilY) 600.1160,030 
LINRV09. 000 IIC1AR z - UNIV 
LINIV90. RDM'A1=2 
LINRVlit9. 830 IF try) 950,660,950 
LINRV92. 660 ftOMX=IN0CIAINDqAl) 
LINIW'0 93. MCMAR=Z 
LINRV9.IF (NDM'AKP 690.920.090 
LINIW95. 890 NCHAR=NDP;X 
LINRV96. 920 XN1Y=NCHAR 
LINRV91. 950 GO T3 (980.1010).I 
LINRV98. 900 1XII£I)-(NCHAR*IUH)/24IWO2 
L NIW99. Go0T 1 0,0 
LINRV100. 1010 IV~IxvI£2)#Iwrnaz2,o 
INIV101. C BESIN PRINTING LABELS LINRV102. C 
L Ia103. C I,30q. 10140 CALLS16BCOVIIY,BCCIJONDS) 
COVR 3lDLINRV105. tr I 
tINny106. IMINrIlr-12 
LINIV307. [F(NDS.LT.1) GO TO 3046LNIl08. NhV~h0T-NDS 
LINRV309. NC(NPWN.EQOo) GO TO 1500 LIlYRVT30. C 
LP91II.IF(I.EQ.1) GO 13 1500 SKIPPING LEADING SPACES LINI112. hX I*NN.12 
LUINAM3 1 3 . I M 1 f l y - 1 2 
N R114. 1500 CONTI N-aI.IE115. C PRINT LEADING NUMRALS tI$nYA336. CALL RILY IVI0,0~ssDDL-)UINRV337. IF41Y.E.7.0) GO3T 1 060 
LNIRVlie. cr =MSf NYI 
LINAV119. IONz GTY # .5 
LININV120. wry = IM 
I I PIWIII. IF(A55(lxy-GXYI LT. .0001 GO T 1 065 
L IAM122. P40SI~ '0 12
LINRV
13. C PMINT OECIMAL P31nT LINRV
zt. 1046 CALL ItEZVl( IIl.,3000,90, 1,1,1,w1.,LASTS LINRV
126. Ic:l ' . . LINRV
12. IF(NOS.LE.01 GO TO 108 LINR
IN. EDC = 5$*.1 LINRV
129. GO TO o109 LINRY
130. 104O IlFr(tS. 0).O TO 1049 LINRV
I11. RTT ASINDS) LINRV
132. 0D 1041 ING.1,NTT LINRV
133. C WrITE ZE)$S IN FRICTION LINAV
13 . CALL AI ?VII1x,IY,30O0,90,l..I.,IH0,NtASTI LINR135. Iill*I LINRv
136. 1041 CONTINUE LINRV
13. 1099 CONTItL'E LINRV
138. C PRINT TRAILING NUPERALS LINVR
139. CALL AITEVZ11lIV,3000,90,I,1.N3C,8CWODNLAST) LINVR190. 1065 IF(IY.GT.0) GO TO 1068 LINRV
1t1. C PRINT WIN S SIGN LINRV
142. CALL RITE2V(IEMIN,11,3000,90,1,1,,IM-,NILAST) LINRY
1M3. 1068 CONTINUE LINRV141. 1010 3YN=IYNICOUNT(Kl 
LINRV
I45. GO TO q70 LINRV
196. 1100 DELTA=-DELTA LINAV
19. 1130 CONTINUE LINRV198. 1160 O0NTINUE LINRV
199. 3790 CONTINUE LINV




(J B I PIU9S og PitOfl C IcOme ,B ' ".Km rCOa' '' ' NB 4 CR PMConS rCOMiR s
I. OtD-ESIN0 hSFR(27) 'DATAt 3000). ALPHA( s) IncrOB
2. OIIENsION ISTARTTI,ISTOP(t) CO' '
3. COIERSION A0(I) "C3rn
q. DATA ISTART, ISTOP, ADD/2I0.1 PCOMS
S. DATA ALPHA IHAtHO,aHC.IHD, IHS,H6,IHE",HFIHG.1IH, IH ,tlCl1, rCO
I ItHLIH l lCOMB
T. WRITE(6,3) RCOMs
8. 3 FORMATIIHlIO'0OUTPUT FROM COMBIN ROUTINE'II) COng
9. REACI(.120) NTAPE, IUNIT, IT, KODE2, INC MHCOM
30. 120 FORPAT(61S) ICOMS
It. IF(NTAPE .EO. 0) GO TO 200 OcMB
i2. IF( AT .EQ. 0) AT =13 "COMB
13. IFlI IUkI .EQ. 0) ILNIT z 7 ICOMB
Ir. REuIND IT InCOM
15. EOOEI = 0 COMB
36. IFNTAPE .LT. 0) F0Et I RCOM
IT. NTAPE = IABS(NTAPE) RCOMB
38. IF(XCEI .NE. 0) READ(5,27) (ISTART(I), ISTOP(l), IlI,NTARPE) Come
19. IF(KOCEZ .NE. 0) READ(5,140) ADD MCOPM
20. 140 FORMAT(FIO.0) "COMB
21. 2t FORMAT(1IFS.3) PCOm
22. DO 18 L = I,NTAPE AtCOaS
23. PI-0 ICnOm
2q. I = L * IUNIT - I nCOmn
25. REWIND I ICnOmS
26. READ (I) NBUFR ACOMB
21. IF (L .NE. 1) GO TO 8 AtCOM
> 28. MITE (IT) NBUFR ICnOMB
1 29. NTOTAL = 0 . ncOl
* 30. DO 6 J=1t,21 CtoMS
31. UTOTAL = NTOTAL * NBUFR(J) ACOMB
32. 6 CONTINUE rtCOM
33. 9 READ (1) TIrlE,ATA(K),K=INTOTAL) COMB
34. TIME = TIME * ADD(L) tCOn
35. IF (TIME .LT. 0.0 .AND. L .NE. NTAPE) GO 1T IS CtmB






R2. 33 =M-1 ICOmS
R3. IF(I .GT. 0) GO TO 9 IcOM8
41. 1 = INC ncOmS
45. WTIME = TIME nCOMB
46. 10 WIlTE(KT) TIME, (DATA(K).K=,NTOTAL) AcOMs
q. IF (TIME) 12,9,9 aComB
48. 8 READ (I) TIE,(OATA(K),K:INTOTAL) ICOMS
49. TIME = TIME + AOC(L) PCOmB
50. IF(TIrE-ISTART(L))8, "COMB
51. IFITIME-ZTIME)21,9,IO PCOMB
52. 21 WRITE (6,24) ncOmS
53. 24 FORMAT (//IIIO3HTAPES ARE NOT IN THE CORRECT ORZER) ncome
54. CALL ExIT nCOMn
55. 12 ENO FILE KT CnOm
56. REuIND KT ATome
57. 15 REWINC I COom
58. ITIKE = kTIME PC'aM
59. URITE (6,20) L, ITIME tCOpJ
II . 20 FaRMAT(t 131 qTAPE 13. IGH ENDING AT F10.5. Z9n HAS BEEN LOADED 0n8
61. I ll NEW TAPE./) .' ' COns
62. |8 CONTIkLE 8COPB
63. IFrKT .ST. 15) GO TO 200 KCOMS
6I. tY|lT(6,30) NTAPE, ALPHAKT ItrOp
45. 30 FORMAT (IHtOlOIHDATA rR~OM2,3eH PLOT TAPES HAS SEEN COMBINED ON tq "COMs
66. IT A2) Atoms




D .FSD MFS0 MFSO R FSD -,r SD S, IS2 SD * rSD SD WS r WSO
|. SUBROUTINE MFS0(A, $) .I@SO
2. OIPENSION A(I) AWSO
3. cOUBLE PRECISION OPIV, OS"i Fr s34. C INITIALIZE OIAGONAL-LO0P FSD
S. PIV : 0 rSD
6. It I =I.*, SD
T. RPIV : IPIV W I SO0
. 10 KPlV rFSD
S. LED I K I MFS
0. C START riCTORIZATION-LOOP OVER K-TH ROu MF15
II. 03 1 I K,N F SD
2. 0SUM 0.00 WS0
13. IFI LENO) 2,4,2 FSo
I4. C START INNER L03P 4FS0D
15. 2 00 3 L=I,LEND MFSO
I6. LANF = IPIV - L %FSD
It. LIND INO - L PFSD
IS. 3 OSUM : CSUM * A(LANF).A(LIND) MFSD
19. C TRANSFORM ELEMENT ACIND) SD
20. 0U : = lAINO) - OSUm FAWS
21. IF(I-K) 10,5,10 %F SO
22. C TEST FOR NEGATIVE PIVOT ELEMENT AND FOR LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE IFS023. S IF(DSUM) 12,12,9 IMSD
2q. C COMPUTE PIVOT ELEMENT KFSD
25. 9 OPIV = OSORT(DSUM) MFiS
26. AKPIv) = OPIV IFSO
21. DPIV = I.00/0PIV RFSD28. GO TO II ISD
29. C CALCULATE TERMS IN ROW RF SD
30. 10 AIIND) = OSUM.DPIV SO31. 11 IND = IND * I FSD
32. RETURN PFSO
33. 12 RETURN 3 FW SD
3%. END iWSD
ANK WNLANK NBLANK NBLAN4 "NSLANK 'NBLANK "NLaN 'NILANK NILANK "NLAN " BLAN
I. FUNCTION NOLANK (WORD,N) ' 00002220 WSLANI
2. INTEGER WRDO(2),BLANK NBLANK
3. DATA BLANK/6H 1 00002240 NLANK
4. nIt : I 00002250 NBLANK
S. 00 20 :Z1,N 00002260 NBLANX
. I = NI - A 00002210 NBLANK
T. IF (WORD(I)-BLANK) 10,20.q0 00002280 NBLANK
0. 20 CONTINUE 00002290 NPLAN'
9. qo NBLANK = 6 00002300 NILANK
10. RETURN 00002310 NBLANK
II. END 00002320 NBLANK
1JI TMP NEU0MP NE P NEW- WRne' ' WTMM NE MK'IEU"TMP IkMTMPP' KWMT NETMhP
I. SUBROUTINE NEWTAP(PR,VP,W,TMPTIM aIuwTP
2. C NYEP
3. INTEGER EADER(12), PR( I), VP(I), M(I) EWTMP
4. 
€C RWTnP
S. COMMON IFIICONI CON(I) NEYTMP
4. COMMOq ITEMP I IT(1) NWTMP
1. COMMON IDIMENSI NNO, NNA, NTL EYWTMP
S. C NEWTMP
9. DATA IUT I 24 I IEWTAP
I. C IREWTMP
it. C NEMTMP
12. READ(IUT) HEADER, (NP,I:1,6), NPR, NVP, NP,NP,NP, l, NP,NP, SL rNEwTMP
13. IF(PR(I) .NE. NPR) GO To 10 NEcTMP
IN. IF(VP(I) .-. NVP) GO TO 10 EWuTMP
15. IFEM (1W .NE. NW I V9 TO 10 NEwTmP
16. IF(NTL .EO. NSL; GO TO 20 NEMTMP
IT. 10 CALL TOPLIN NE.TMP
IO. MRITE(6,15. AEADER, PARI), VP(I), WtI), NTL, NPR, NVP, NW, NSL NEWTrP
19. 15 FORMAT(82HO* * a ITEM COUNTS FROM HISTORY TAPE O0 NOT MATCH ITEM NEWnMP
20. ICOUNTS FOR THIS RUN * * flf BX 29HTHE HISTORY TAPE LAIEL IS - NEWTMP
21. 2 12A6 II XSE 3HTHE ITEM COUNTS FOR THIS RUN ARE - - - - 15, NEWTMP
22. 3 3HNPR, IS, 3HNVP, IS, 3HNW , 15, 3HNSL I NETMP
23. I 8X q3HTHE ITEM COUNTS FROM THE HISTORY TAPE ARE - 15, NEWTMP
24. 5 3HNPR, 15, 3HNVP, 15, 3HNW , 15, 3HNSL I) NEwTMP
25. CALL LIKBCK NEWTMP
26. CALL EXIT NEMTMP
21. NwTMunP
28. 20 READ(IUT) ITIME, (PR(I*I),I=I,NPR), (VP(I+1),I=I,NVP), NEWTrm29. I (M I*I),l=I,NW ), (T II ),I=I,NSL) NEWTMP30. IFIXTIME .LT. 0.0 ) GO 1T 30 NEWTMP
31. IF(XTIME .LT. TPPTIM) GO TO 20 NEwIMP
32. GO TO 50 UEMTMP
33. 30 ITlME x -ITIME NEwTAP
31. WRITE(6,N0) EIWTMP
35. 40 FORMAT(BOHISTORY TAPE READ TIME IS GREATER THAN THE LAST TIME PO NEWTMP
36. IINT ON THE HISTORY TAPE I lENTMP
37. 90 WRITE(6,60) ITIME NEWTnP38. 60 FORMAT(62HOINITIAL TEMPERATURES AND VALVE POSITIONS INPUT FROM U-T hEWTmP
39. IAPE AT G12.5 NEWTMP
40. RETURN NEWTMP
1. END kE TMP
l1i IN NONLIN N2NLIN O3NLIN ONlkI'  NONCIN" NON~fN NONI N NO CIA!' NONIN NONLIN
I. SUBROUTINE NONLIN MONLIN
2. INCLUDE COMM,LISI NONLIN
3. %NC = NNA+NND NONLIN
N. DG 50 1 : I.NNC MONLIN
5. 50 0() z 0.0 NONLIN
6. KEEPI = NOIR *NEW NONLIN
1. KEEP2 = NTH *NEW NONLIN
3. NDIM : NOIR - NNC *NEW NONLIN
9. NTH = NTH + NNC *NEW NONLIN
10. CALL VARBLI NEW NONLIN
II. NDIR = KEEPI *NEW NONLIN
IZ. TH = KEEP2 *NEW NONLIN
I3. JI : 0 *.-I NONLIN
1N. J2 = I NONLIN
15. IF(NND.EQ.O) 60 TO 86 NONLIN
16. 00 85 I = I,NND NONLIN
I?. INCLUCE VARC,LIST NONLIN
18. INCLUCE VARO,LIST NONLIN
'9. TO JI = Jl*I NONLIN
20. LG = FLO(S,16,NS0I(JI)) NONLIN
21. IF(LG.EO.O) GO TO 85 NONLIN
22. LTA = FLD(22,I4,NSOI(JIl) N3NLIN
23. INCLUCE VARC,LIST NONLIN
2q. C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR NONLIN
25. IF(NSOI(JI).GT.0) GO TO 10 NONLIN
26. 05 CONTINUE NONLIN
27. 86 CONTINUE NONLIN
28. IF(NNA.EQ.O) GO TO 166 NONLIN
29. LI N NDI NONLIN
30. JJI : JI NONLIN
31. JJ2 = J2 NONLIN
32. DO 165 L = LI,NNC NONLIN
33. INCLUDE VR02,LIST NONLIN
3N. 135 JJI = JJt*I NONLIN
35. LG = FLOI5,16,NSOIIJJI)) NONLIN
36. LTA = FLD(22,1,NSOIIJJII) NONLIN
37. INCLUCE VRG2,LIST NONLIN
38. C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR NONLIN
39. IF(NSOI(JJII.GT.0) GO TO 135 NONLIN
40. 165 CONTINUE NONLIN
qI. 166 CONTINUE NONLIN
42. RETURN NONLIN
43. END NONLIN
IRK NTURK INTRX ITR:TK T R ARK UIV9I ITRK ATiK " TbRI . l' IIHTRK
1. SUBROUTINE INTWRKLfi ' ITHT
2. C ATun
3. LOGICAL . P. LIF, LAO, LOP, COP, FIRST ITWRK
4. C TWRK
5. 0EIS3NIO ROATA( I) MTRK
6. ITWRK
T. COMMON IARRAY I NDATA() TURK
8. COMMON IFOATA I 12, L3, L1, LS, L6. LT LI, L NTRE
9. COM ON IFOATA I LVP, LIFA, LAR, LOP XtWi
10. COMMON IFDATA I COP. LR3, N13, R, IMU, MpU, NP. GCZ %TWK
II. COMMON IFOATA I TOL, PIPASS, EPS, FROF ITUlI
12. CONVIR /ISPACE/ TONDI, N H, IET(l) NTWAK
13. C %TMKi




1s. L25 = NTH + ITYRKI
19. NEIT(LMS) z NDIM TWRK
20. IPRN 0 TWI uK
21. FIRST = .TRUE. STWRK
22. EFROF : 1.0 *exN NTlRK
23. C ISTIII
24. C PASS LOOP ITWRK
25. C TWRK
26. 00 540 NPASS=.,PXPASS %Tu K
27. DUIx = 0.0 ITWRK
28. CNTRK
29. IF(.NOT. COP) GO TO 910 X ItvYK
30. IF(.%OT. FIRST) CALL TOPLIN T RIK
31. CALL LINECK(I) NTuRI
32. WRITE(6,960) NPASS, NDOATA(LLt.I) ITIRK
33. 460 FORMAT(IIII/2H * * PASS IS, 13H FOR NETWORK A6, IN e * a) TWuRK
34. C NTWRK
35. C TUBE LOOP IruTK
36. C NTWRK
31. 410 DO0 20 J=4,LZ0,5 OTIN
38. KI L% * J NTyRK
39. NTS : NDATA(I) ft RK
40. NFRI = NOATA(K+l) NTWAK
41. NTO = NDATA(K*2) INTuR
42. KOAT = NOATA(K 3) %TWRK
43. L30 NOATA(K.*) NT1RK
44. C NTwRu
5s. IF(FIRST) GO TO 4175 TMAK
46. NFRM NEXT(L25*NFR) ITURK
47. RTO * NEXT(L25+NTO) NTUWI
98. C NTuar
49. 475 IF(.N3T. COP) GO TO 500 lTWRK
50. CALL LINECK(3) NTWRK
SI. RlRITE(6,80) NTS, NFRM, NT3, KOAT, ROATA(L2+NTB% NTW;K
2. 480 FORMAT(II II IHNTB = 11 81 TPFAM 110 , , 1NT.T
53. I S TIHNTO = 110 , OX TIKOAT = 110 , 81 miNTS)= G13.0 I INTwY
54. C NTWK
55. 500 IF(KDAT) 505,517,510 lulK
56. 505 NTH HNTH * NPRN * I iufTK
51. CALL NTWRKI(L30,RDATA(L2*NTB),NFRM,NTO) hTw aK
S8. NTH = L25 - I kWRK
59. RDATAILiNTB) = RDATA(L2*NTBI/(ROATA(13*NFRM)-R:ATA(L3*NT3)) NTW:IK
.IF .137. COP) O TOT 515 IOE IToITK
"I. CALL LtNECK3 , ' 'OI ' ' "V 2m,' t, y R
62. ItRITE(6,506) WPASS,NDATA(L1*I) *NEWM Twa
63. 506 FORRAT(II 23H * * * CONTINUING PASS IS, 13H FOR NETWORK A6, *NEW NTWRK
64. 1 TM * *) vNEWM TWRK
65. 0 TO 515 ITURK
66. 510 CALL FLRES(L30,NTB) NTWK
67. C NTWRK
68. C APPLY USER ADDED RESISTANCE TO FLOW CONDUCTOR ITWRK
89. C ITWRK
TO. 517 IFILAR) RDATA(L4*NTB) z I.0I(I.ORCATAILe*NTB)40ATA(L*NTB)) NTwRK
?1. 515 IS (.OT. FIRST) GO TO 520 ITWRK
72. CALL PRN(NEXT(L25),NPRN,NDATA(K+)) NTWRK
13. CALL PRN(NEXT(L25),NPRN,NDATA(K+2)) ITURK
TI. 520 CONTINUE MTWRK
15. C NTURK
76. CALL FLOSAL(NPRN,LI9, 0, 0, 0, EFROF,OMI) *NEW NTURK
TV. C 6-I1 NTURK
T7. IF(DM .GT. TOL) 60 TO 530 NTWRK
79. 00 525 J=4,L20,S ITWRK
S0. I = LIq + J NTWRK
81. IFRM KPDATA(K+l) %TwRK
82. NTO i NDATAI(K2) NTWRK
83. NDATA(K*I) : NEIT(L25*NFRM) ITWRK
8q. kDATA(K2) = NEXT(L25*NTO) ITWRK
85. IFI.OT. LOP) GO TO 525 NTWRK
86. C ITWRK
ST. C CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP IN TUBE INTRK
88. C NTWRK
89. INTB NDATA(K) NTWRK
90. NFRM = ATA(K'l) NTWRK
91. ITO = NDATA(K+2) NTWRK
92. RDATAIL9*NTB) = RDATAIL3+NFRM) - ROATAIL3+NTO) INTWRK
93. 525 CONTINUE NTWRK
9t. RETURN NTWR
95. 530 FIRST = .FALSE. NTWRK
96. EFROF = FRDF *NEW NTWRK
97. 50O CONTINUE nTWRK
98. C NTWRK
99. CALL TOPLIN IlTWRK
100. RITE(6,560) NDATA(LIA19 ), PXPASS, OWII, TOL NTuWR
o10. 560 FORMAT(BSHO5 * * SUBROUTINE NTuRK FAILED TO C2NVERGE TO A SOLUTI NTWRK
102. 10N FOR PRESSURES FOR NETWORK A6, TH • . * II NTWRX
103. 2 1X I1HMAXIMUM PASSES - 110 / NTWAK
109. 3 8O 19HMAXIMUM CHANGE - G13.8 / NTWRK
105. 4 8 19HMAXIMrU ALLOWABLE - G13.9 1) TWRK
106. C ITWRK
10. CALL WLKBCK NTWRK
108. CALL OUTCAL NTWRK
109. CALL FLPRNT(ROATA(L4),15HFLOu CONDUCTORS) NTWRK
110. CALL EXIT NTWRK
Ill. C NTURK
112. END NTWRK
IJIRI *TuRK1 hTWRAg NTyR1 PITURKI NTWRKI OITW391 RTWRKl OTIJRXV'r"MWtI''ljW
I.SUDR3UTIMit 0lbIRKIfLTRUIN.94PINP3) 11ThAIR
2. c NMUKI
3. LOGICAL LVP, LIFR. LAR, LOP, COP, FIRST OMNhiRI
q. C TWRKI
5.0IrENS1OPI ROATAtI1) NTWRK t
6. c MThIRK
7.CapYION 1ARRAY I NOATACI %ThIRKl
3. COMMiON /FDATA I L2, 1., L%, L5, L6, L. 1., Ll NTWAKI
9. COWviN IFt3ATA I LVP, LIFO, LAR, LOP NTWRK I
10. COMw'ON /FOATA / COP, L.aO, NRD. A3, LF"J, NMU, XRU, GC2 MTWRKI
ti. COW% IFOATA I 101, I1PASS, EPS, FROF MTWRKI
12. COMMON~ I8SPACEI NDIMq, NTH, NEitIl NTWRKI
13. C UTWIKI
14. EQUIVALENCE (ROATA,NOATA) MThIRKI
IS. C ATURKI
IA. C NTURKI
IT. LZO=NDATA(LIRI-I NTWRK I
1S. 1.25 = NTH* I NTWAK I
19. MCIT(L251S 14IR MTWRK I
20. MPAN 0 %ThiRKl
21. FIRST .TRUE. NTIJRKl
22. EFRDF 1.0 *NEW NTWRKI
23. C NTWRK I
24. C PASS LOOP NTURK I
25. C NTWRXI
26. 00 5'10 NPASSZI,PIIPASS %TWRKl
21. Ouml z 0.0 XTWRKI
28. C N TWRKI
4 29. IFS .NOT. COP) 60 TO 470 %ThIRKI
to 0. IFS.01T. FIRST! CALL TOPLIN UTWRKl
31. CALL LINECK(l) 11TWRKI
32. URITE(6,"60) NPASS, NOATAMLIGI %TARKI
33. RAG FORWMAT IN1T PASS IS, 13H FOR NETWORK 46, IM 0 A I TkRKI
3q. C NTWRKI
35. C TUBE LOOP %TWRKI
36. C MTbJRKI
3?. 470 0O 520 J-R,L20,5 %TWRK I
38. K z LUR # J NTWRKI
39. MNS NOAMAKI NTbiJKI
40. MFRM NDATACK*I) PITWRK I
RI. MTO =NOATACK+2) NThJRKI
q2. ROAT =NOATACK.3), MTIAK I
113. 1.30 z NOATA(K+4) ATIJAKI
44. C UTWAKI
445. IF(FIRS') GO TO 1#?5 NTWAK I
4A. NFAM NEXT(L254NFRM) %TWJRI
q?. IO NEMTL254JTOI IJTWRKI
40. c "NYWRKI
49. 4?5 M IF .N3. COP) GO TO 500 fttwRKI
50. CALL LINECK(3) NTWRK I
SI. WRITE16,1480) NT6, NFA? , N1'O, KOAT, ROATASL2#NTe) NTI.RKI
52. RSO FORr.ATS // It ?NNTB 110 01 YM H'FRPI 1103 , TWAII
53. 1 81 ?HNTO =S 11 88 OX 4KOAT =110 ,81 TH.SNTfllm G13.0 I NIWAKI
SR4. C NIWAKI
55. S00 IFIKAT) 505,511,510 NTLJRK I
50. 505 NTH =NTH - NPAN 0 1 NTURK I
ST. CALL N1Jt RKN(L30,AATASL2,NTB),NFRMNT3) kt14111
So. PIH rLZ5 - I 1114111
59. ROATAL..-NtB) T ADATAILZNTBIAOATA(L3.PFRJ)-RI:ATA(L3.N13)) NYWAKI
111. N . .COP) Go Ois " ' ' ' NTK
. CALL LINECK(3 *NEW ITURKI
SA. llTEI(6,I506) NPASS,NDATAi(LIII) *KEW MTRKI
63. 906 FORMATtlI 23 * * * CONTINUING PASS I5, 13H FOR rETuORK A&, *NEW UTWRKI
6A. It * * ) *NEW NTWRKI
65. sO TO 515 MTWRKI
66. o10 CALL FLRES(L30,WTB) MTWRKI
. C NTWRKI
68. C APPLY USER ADDED RESISTANCE TO FLOW CONDUCTOR NTURKI
69. C NTWlRKI
70. SIT IF(LAR) RCATA(I'*NTB) Z |.0/(I.0/RDATA(L9.tiT8).RDATA(LBIITB) NTWRKl
II. 515 IF(.13T. FIRST) GO TO S2t NTWRKI
12. CALL PRN(NEITIL25),NPRN,NDATA(K+1)) NTWR I
1l. CALL PRN(NEXT(L25),NPRN,NDATACK*2)) NTWRKI
74. 520 CONTINuE MTWRK1
is. C INTRKI
16. CALL FLOBAL(PRNMLI%,WIN,NPI,NPO, EFRDF,DCWI) *NEW ITWRKI
7. C o-I NTmWRKI
18. IFI(O6R .AT. TOL) GO TO 530 NTWRKI
19. 00 525 J=9,LZ0,5 MTAUR
80. K = L1l * J NTWRI1
I. MFRM : NDATA(K.I) NTWRKI
82. ITO : DlSTA(K+2) NTuRKI
83. NDATA(KI) = NEXT(L25NFRM) NTWRKI
89. NDATA(K*2) = NEXT(L5NTO) NTWRK
85. IF(.N3T. LOP) GO TO 525 NTWRKI
86. C NTWRKI
IT. C CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP IN TUBE NTWRKI
88. C NTWRKI
89. ITB =: NATA(K) NTWRKI
90. NFRM = NDATA(K.I) NTWRK1
S t. NTO = NDATA(K+2) NTWRKI
0 92. ADATA(IL9NTIB) ROATA(L3+NFRP) - ROATA(L3+NTO) NTWRKI
C) . 525 CONTINUE ITWRKl
9. RETURN NTWRKI
95. 530 FIRST = .FALSE. ITWRKI
96. EFROF = FROF *NEW NTWRKI
97. 5q0 CONTINUE NTWRK|l
98. C NTWRKI
99. CALL TOPLIN NTWRKI
10o. WRITE(6,560) NOATAI(LI+), PIXPASS, OwmI, TOL NTUWRXI
101. 560 FORMAT(B85HO * SUBROUTINE NTWRKI FAILED TO C2NVERGE TO A SOLUTI NTRKI
102. ION FOR PRESSURES FOR NETWORK A6, TH . . II NTWRKI
103. 2 OX InHMAXIMUM PASSES - 110 / NTWRKI
104. 3 8I 19HMAXIMUfC CHANGE - G13.8 I NTWRKI
105. 4 81 I9HMAXIMUM ALLOWABLE - G613.8 ) NTWR'.
106. C NTWRKI
107. CALL WLKBCK NTWRKI
108. CALL OUTCAL NTWRKI
109. CALL FLPRNT(RDATAIL),ISHFLOW CONDUCTORS) NTWRKI
110. CALL ElIT NTWRKI
Ill. C NTWRKI
112. END NTWRK
I R% TiWKN NWRKM NTbIRXN 11TWRKM AITWdREN 01TWIN OThMKN MT'dRKll *ATRKII'a mtbIAKM
I. SU53OUTINE %T WKN(LIft.W~ftP4PI.NPO) 
"lWRKlW
2. c IIrvRns
3. LOGICAL LVP. LIFR, LAN, LOP, COP, FIRST ftT~R(P
9. c RYWRN
S. IMPOSIaO ROATA I)I NTWRXN
6. c MTbmnhi
1. COMMONM /ARRAY I NOATA( II MITWAMK6. COPV')PI/FOATA 1 L2. L3. 14, LS, Lb, LT. L8, L9 Nr4Ixm
9. COmmiO' /FOATA i LVP, LIFA, LAR, LOP %Tih"K%
10. COM34O ,VVATA I COP, LAO. NRO, NO. LplU, NAUt, Rpp., %C TbJiNx
it. COMMON4 IFOATA I TOL. PIXPAS1. EPS, FROF OTWIIKN
It. COMMPON /ISPACE/ IdOIPI, NTH, PdCIT(I) NTARKN13. c UTWAIN
14. EQUIVALENCE (ROATI,NDATA) NiUREN
15. C TUI K
16. C N ZRKN
It. t.2O=NOATA( Lii-! UTbiRI
MS L25 = NTH + I NThR 'N
It. IUEXT(L251 NOMP RTWRKX
20. ArPRN =0 PThIRIN
21. FIRST =.TRUE. TRi
22. EFROF x1.0 
.RM TNAEN
23. C NTNKN29l. C PASS LOOP R TURKN
25. C RWRKPd
26. 00 590 PPASS=I,MXPASS *TbJRKM
27. owl a1 0.0 0NThPRKN
28. C VTWREN
29. MF.N01T. COP) 6O TO #IT0 NTWR X"
30. IFI.NOl. FIRST) CALL TOPLIN RTAIRKN
31. CALL LINECK(1) MTWRKN
32. WRITE46,460) NPASS, NDATAMU9.I~) NW33. 960 FORPIAT(/Ii2H * *PASS 15. 13H4 FOR NETWORK At, 11N 0 . )TWARK
39. C MTURKN
35. C TUBE LOOP WK
36. C ATWREN3?. 'IT0 Da 520 J=4,L20,5 MIT IK:
38. 9 = LI% +J NTWWRIN
39. NTS = OATAMK kTWRKN
90. N NOATA(E*I) NUWRcp
91. AVTO =NIDATACK+2) U TbSPKNP
42. KOAT z NOATA(K+3) MTURIN
%3. L34 = NOATAC 1) NTWARKN
99t. C 11TWRIN
R5. IF(FIRSt) GO TO 475 NTWRIN
q6. FdFRPP NENTIL25*NFAM) 11TLRKM
4?. iNTO NEXT(L25*NTO) ?RTWRK
98. C N TURKP
99. 415 IF(.NJT. COP) GO TO 500 NTLJRKN
50. CALL LINECK(3) hThIRKN
51. )JRIT[46,*980) ITS, NFRM, PIT3, kOAT, ROATACL2.PdTB1 NTIJRKN
52. 480 FORPATU/ IX THNTB ItfO ,81 ?HSFRM 110 , PTWRKN
53. 1 8X 114NTa 110 , 81 THKOAT =110 0 1 71441115): G13.8 I NTbIRKN
59. C. PTURXN
55. 500 fF4KOAT) 505,517,510 P515.51 P
56. C AiTwRKN
51. 505 CALL TaPLIN NTUR KNP
se. ASRITEI 6,505) POATA(LI4.I) PIT6-RKN
59. 506 FORMATs 15140. NETWORK At, 374 MiuST N3T C3NTAIN A SuSNETUORK v hTwAXN
l10. I *) NTRIKN
61. CALL 'LBCK NT KN
62. CALL Mltl MTIRa
63. C T
64. 510 CALL FLRES(LO30.T9B NTh
65. C NTURKN
66. C APPLY USER ADDED RESISTANCE TO FLOW CONDUCTOR *TWRKN
6?. C NT RIN
. StI? IFiLAR) OPDATALt9.NTB) = |.O/Cl.tGRCATAL9.NTB).IDATALt*NTB)I NTWR N
69. 515 IF(.N3T. FIRST) GO T3 52O %TwRKN
10. CALL PRPN(tTLS),PRIN,NICTAI(.l NTWTREIK
1. CALL PRNtNEXTIL25),NPANNDATA(K*2)) NTRKN
7T. 520 cTNT!NE TURIN
73. C NTWRKN
74. CALL FLOBAL(NPRN,LI,W!N,NPI,NPO, EFROF,CWI) *EdW NThRIN
75. C .- I1 NTwRKN
T6. IF(ODwM .GT. TOL) G3 TO 530 NTbRKN
77. 00 525 J:=,L20, . *TRKN
T8. 9 z LIq * J NTWRKN
79. NFRM NOATA(K*I) NThRKN
80. NTO N 1DATA(t.2) NTWRKN
I8. ROATA(tIK) : NEIT(L25*NFRM) NTWARN
82. NODATA(I+2) = hEXT(L25*NTO) NTWRKN
83. IF(.NOT. LOP) GO TO 525 NTURKN
89. C NTWRKN
95. C CALCULATE PRESSURE CORP IN TUBE NTWRIKN
86. C WTURXN
87. NTB : NOATA(K) NTWRKN
88. NFRM z NOATA(K+I) NTWRAN
89. NTO : NDATA(K+2) NTURKN
90. ROATA2L9*NTB) = RCATAIL3+NFRM) - RDATA(L3*NTO) tTRIN
91. 525 CONTINUE NTWRKN
5r 12. RETURN NTWRKN
93. 530 FIRST = .FALSE. NTWRKN
99. EFROF = FROF *NEM NTWRKN
95. 590 CONTINUE NTLRKN
96. C NTWRKN
97. CALL TOPLIN NTWRKN
98. WRITE(6,560) NDATA(LII*1), MXPASS, OuWM, TOL NTWRKN
99. 560 FORMAT(5HO. * . SUBROUTINE NTWRKN FAILED TO CNVERGE TO A SOLUTI NTWRKN
100. ION FOR PRESSURES FOR NETWORK A6, TH 1 9 * II NTWRKN
t01. 2 8X 19HMAXIUM PASSES - 110 I NTWRKN
102. 3 8X 19HMAXIMUM CHANGE - G13.8 / NTWRKN
103. q 8 19HMAXIUMU ALLOWABLE - G13.8 ) NTUAKN
101. C NTWRKN
105. CALL WLKBCK NTWRXN
106. CALL OUTCAL. NTWRKN
107. CALL FLPRNT(ROATA(L9),15HFLOW CONDUCTORS) NTWRKN
108. CALL EXIT NTWRKN
109. C NTWRKN
110. END NTuRIN
15 PFCS . PFCS PFCS PFCS PFCS PFCS PFCS PFCS PFCS r* PFCS
I. SUBROUTINE PFCS(LOC,WLOC,NAME) PFCS
2. C PFCS
3. LOGICAL LVP, LIFR, LAR, LOP, COP, LAO, LPU, LPA$S, LPUOP PFCS
4. C FFCS
S. DIMENOSIOI MLOC(I). NLOC( I), nAPEt9) PFCS
4. DIENSIN RDATA( ), EXT() PFCS
. PFCS
0. COMMN /ARRAY I NDATA(I) PFCS
9. C0MON ITEMP I T (1) PFCS
10. COMMr4 IISPACIEI nOI, NTH, NET(I) PFCS
II. COMMON IFIXCON/ CON(I) PFCS
12. C amON IFDATA / L, L2, L4, L5. L6, LT, L8, L9 PFCS
I3. COMMON IFDATA / LVP, LIFR, LAR, LOP PFCS
IN. COMMON IFOATA I COP, LR0, NR9, O3, LMU, kMU, I'P, GC2 PFCS
Is. COMMOM IFCATA I TOL, IxPASS, EPS, FROF PFCS
i6. COMMN/P3INTN/LNOE PFCS
IT. C PFCS
I8. EOUIVALENCE (ROATA,NDATA), (EIT,NEIT) PFCS
19. EQUIVALENCE ICON(l),TIMEN), (CON(21,DTIMEU), (C2N(28),LC) PFCS
20. EQUIVALENCE iTSEN,NSEN), (ITSET,NSET) PFCS
i2. C . PFCS
22. DATA MAXI 1650001 PFCS
23. C PFCS
24. C PFCS
25. LVP .FALSE. PFCS
26. LIFR z .FALSE. PFCS
27. LAR .FALSE. PFCS
28. LOP = .FALSE. PFC5
O 29?. IF(MLOC(II .EO. 8) GO TO 20 PFCS
) 30. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
It. MRITE(6,10) MLOC(I), NAME PFCS
32. 10 FORMAT(IIHO. * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO P;CS FOR PFCS
33. IFLOW OATA, IC : IS, TH * II 8I 4HFOR 9A6) PFCS
31. 60 To 140 PFCS
35. C PFCS
36. 20 L2 = LOC() PFCS
37. IF(NOATA(L2) .GT. 0) GO TO 40 PFCS
38. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
39. RITE(6,30) NOATAIL2), NAME PFCS
o0. 30 FORMAT(12HO* * # INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELERFnTS INPUT T3 PFCS FOR PFC5
41. IFLOW RATES, IC = IS, TH * * * II ex 4HFOR 9A6) PFCS
42. 60 TO 140 PFCS
43. C PFCS
N4. 40 L3 = rLOC(3) PFCS
5s. IF(NOATA(L3) .GT. 0) GO TO 60 PFCS
46. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
4T. WRITE(6,50) NDATA(L3), NAME PFCS
fl. 50 FORMATITZH9O * * INCORRECT huMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT T3 PFCS FCR PFCS
49. IPRESSURES, IC I, nTH * * II 81 NFOR 9A6) PFCS
50. GO TO lN0 PFCS
St. C PFCS
52. 40 L4 = MLOC(i) PFCS
53. IF(NDATA(LN) .EO. NOATA(L2)) GO TO 80 PFCS
54. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
55. WRITE(6,70) NOATA(L4), NAME PFCS
56. TO F3OAAT(IlH0. * . INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS !NPUT T3 PFCS FOR PFCS
T5. IFLOW CONOUCTORS, IC = I, 7IH II x 4WFJR 9A) PFC~
58. 60 T3 140 PFtS
59. C PFES
a. 80 LS T PLOC(,S PFCA
61. .ILS .LT.. 11 0 TO 100 FFCS,.
62. IFI NDAT(LS) .ST. 01 LpP .TAEr. PFCS
63. 100 L6 - PLOC 61 PFCS
6.. IFL6 .LT. GO TO 120 ,PFCS
65. IF( NDATA L6) .EQ. NOATA(L3) LIFR A .TRUE. PFCS
66. 120 LT = PLOC(1) PCS
67. IF(p3D(NDATA(LT7,6) .EO. 01 GO TO 160 PFCS
68. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
69. RITE11 6,130) NOATAILI), NAME PFCS
T0. 130 FORMAT(7THO, * * INCORRECT NUPBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO PFCS FOR PFCS
11. IFLUID TYPE DATA, IC = 15, I1 * * * II 8 rHFOR 946) PFCS
12. 10 WRITE(6,150) (1LOC(II,=2,9) PFCS
13. 153 FORMAT(SHO AW 16, 6H APR 16I, 6H AGF = 16, (H AVP = 16, PFCS
74. 1 INH AFR = 16, 6H AFT = I1. 6H Ar = 16, 6H ADP : 16) PFCS
75. CALL WLBCK . PFCS
76. CALL EXIT . FCS
i1. C PFCS
78. 160 L 8 RLCIdW) PFCS
79. IFILB .LT. I) GO TO 162 . PFCS
80. IF(NDATA(LB) .EQ. NODTA(L2)) LAR = .TRUE. PFCS
81. 162 L9 = 1LOC(9) PFCS
82. IL9 .LT. 1) GO TO 166 PFCS
63. IF(NOATA(L9) .EO. NDATA(L2)) LOP = .TRUE. PFCS
46. 166 IF(NLOC() .EO. 6) GO TO 180 PFCS
85. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
86. WRITE(6,170) NLOC(l), NAME PFCS
07. 110 FORmAT(78HO. * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ,INPUT TO PFCS FOR. PFCS
88. IFLOW SYSTEM DATA, IC = 15, TH * II BX 9HFO
a 
9A6) PFCS
89. CALL WLKBCK PFCS
90. CALL EXIT PFCS
91. C PFCS
92. 180 L12 = NLOC(2) PFCS
93. IF(NDATA(LI2) .EO. 5) GO TO 200 PFCS
94. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
95. WRITE(6,190) NOATA(LI2), NAME PFCS
96. 190 FORMAT(79HO * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO PFCS FOR PFCS
97. ISVSTEM PARAMETERS, IC = 15, InTH * I 81 4HFR 9A6) PFCS
98. GO TO 220 PFCS
99. 200 LI3 = NLOC(3) PFCS
100. IF(NOATA(LI3) .EO. 4) GO TO 290 PFCS
101. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
102. lRTlTE(6,210) NOATAILI3), NAME PFCS
103. 210 FORMAT(BIHO * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO PFCS FOR PFC5
109. ISOLUTION PARAMETERS, IC = 15, IT * * II 8 9-F3OR 9A6) PFCS
105. 220 WRITE(6,230) (NLOC(I),I=2,6) PFCS
106. 230 FORMAT( THOASYS = 16, IN AS5L = 16, IN ANET = 16. 61 AVL = 16, PFCS
107. 1 5H AP = 16, 6H K0P IS) PFCS
108. CALL LtKBCK PFtS
109. CALL ExiT PFCS
110. C PFCS
Ill. 290 LI = NLOC( ) PFCS
112. 260 L15 = NLOC(S ) PFCS
113. 280 LI6 = NLOC(6 ) PFCS
11. C PF.S
II5. C SYSTEM PARAMETERS PFIS
116. C PFCS
Ill. 300 COP z .FALSE. PFCS
118. IF(NL3C(l) .NE. 0) COP .TRUE. PFCS
119. IF(COP .AND. LNODE .EO. 0) CALL NNREAO( ) PFCS
120. hRO = NCATA(LI2.2) PFCS
121. IF(NR3 .L. t .JR. NR3 .GT. F1xI) GO TO 310 PFCI
12?. LA3 .TRLE. PFCS
11 . OTO 320 PCS
Ite. 310 LRJ = .FALS. PFCS
125. RO = aRDATt(tIZt) PFCS
126. 320 NkU n= ATA(LZ3) PFCS
W12. IF(NMU .LT. I .OR. NAU .GT. MAX)l GO TO 330 PFCS
128. LMU .TRUE. PFCS
129. M U kDATA(L2-3) PFCS
130. .60 TO 390 PFCS
131. 330 LU .FALSE. PFCS
132. 1mU : RDATA(LI2+3) PFCS
133. 340 GC2 RDATA(LI2*5)*2.0 PFCS
139. C PFCS
135. C SOLUTION PARAMETERS PFCS
136. C PFCS
131. TOL : RDATA(L3I11 PFCS
138. MPASS : NDATA(LI3+2) PFCS
139. EPS : RDATA(L13+31 PFCS
190. FRDF : RDATA(LI3+4) PFCS
141. C PFCS
192. C VALVES PFCS
193. C PFCS
199. IF(L15 .LT. 1) 60 TO 510 PFCS
195. IF(NDATA(LIS) .LT. 11 60 TO 510 PFCS
196. IF(LVP) GO TO 398 PFCS
19T. 393 WRITE(6,341) NOATA(LS), NAME PFCS
19S. 349 FORMAT(I7HO * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO PFCS FOR PFCS
199. IVALVE POSITIONS, IC = 15, TH * * * II 8X 9HFOR 9A6) PFCS
150. CALL WLKBCK PFCS
151. CALL EXIT PFCS
152. C PFCS
153. 398 L90 = NATA(LIS) PFCS
s15. 00 540 J=,L0 PFCS
155. L91 a NDATA(LIS*J) PFCS
I 156. IV = NDATA(LqII) PFCS
00 15I. 30DE = NDATA(L1l*.) PFCS
E. 158. IF(mODE .EO. 01 GO TO 500 PFCS
159. IF(NV .GT. NOATA(LS)) GO TO 393 PFCS
160. IMINI = ROATA(L915) PFCS
161. IMAll = RDATA(LI1*6) PFCS
162. 1SEN = NOATA(L1*8) PFCS
163. IC = NOATA(LI1) PFCS
369. |F(IC .EO. 10) GO0 , 950 PFCS
165. NSET = NOATA(L9l*9) PFCS
166. IF(NSEN .GT. 0 .ANO. NSEN .LT. 10000) TSEN = T(%SEN) PFC5
167. IF(NSET .GT. 0 .ANO. NSET .LT. 10000) TSET : T(NSET) PFCS
168. IF(IC .EO. 12) GO TO 360 PFCS
169. IF(IC .EO. 16) GO TO 420 PFCS
170. C PFCS
171. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
172. WRITE(6,350) IC, NAME .PFCS
113. 350 FORMAT72O. * * INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO PFCS F3 PFCS
119. IVALVE OATA, IC = 15, TH * II 8x 4HFOR 9A3) PFCS
175. CALL kIKsCK PFCS
116. CALL EXIT PFCS
Ill. C PFCS
118. C RATE LIMITED PFCS
I79. C PFCS
180. 360 TOB = RDATA(LI41I0) PFCS
181. IF(ABS(TSEN-TSET) - TOB) 500,500,300 PFCS
182. 380 IF(TSEN .GT. ISET * TO7) G3 TO 900 PFCS
183. xCOT = AMAII(RATA( L4Il l1(TSEN-TSET-TOB), -CA'A(LaI12)) PFCS
184. RDATA(L.NV) = IAtFI(ROATA(L5.NVI)IC3TOTIME,1INI I) PFCS
185. GO T3 500 PFCS
1116. 400 1 4T MItRCATA(L t*11t).(1 SEN- ISE T*TC%1. RCAIL4* )I PFCS
1D8. ROATACLS*N) x AMINI(RVATAtLS*NV)*1031TODTiREU.P&IaI) PrCS'
80. GO TO 900 PFC'
189. C .. . , . . PFCS'
190. C POLYNOMIAL PFCS
191. C PFCS
192. 420 OT = TSEN - TSET PFCS
193. IS5 = RDATAIL4110) * cDT(ROATA(L9*1i11 * OT.1RATAL|tl2) 1 PFCS
199. I OT*(ROATA Lt133) * 0T*(R:ATA(Lt*I9) * PFCS
195. 2 DOT(RCAT(L tt51))I)ll PFCS
196. I (ISS - IMINII 925,440.930 PFCS
191. 425 ISS = ROATA(L1.1S) PFCS
198. 60 TO i40 PFCS
199. 430 IF(ISS - IrARI) 440,440,435 PFCS
200. 935 155 = ROATA(LR16) PFCS
201. 40 RDATA(LSNV) = ISS * (ROATA(LS*NV)-ISSI*EIP(-OTItPUI/RCATAL911611)) PFCS
202. GO TO 500 PFCS
203. C PFCS
209. C SWITCHING PFCS
205. C PFCS
206. 450 IF(IFII((2.0.T(NSEN)-RDATA(L41+9)-ROATA(L9 |O0)1/(RDATAILit9)1 PFCS
207. I - RDATA(Li*I+0)))) 960,500,480 PFCS
208. 460 RDATA(LS*NV) = IMINI PFCS
209. GO TO 500 PFCS
210. 480 ROATA(L3*NV) = IMAxI PFCS
211. C PFCS
212. 500 CONTINUE PFCS
213. C PFCS
219. C CHECK PUMP OPTION PFCS
215. C PFCS
216. 510 IF(LI6 .LT. I) GO TO 590 PFCS
21. IFINOATAI(LI6) - 2) 590,520,560 PFCS
210. 520 NPI : NDATA(LI6I1) PFCS
219. NPUMP : NOATA(Lt6*2) PFCS
220. CALL CIDEGl(TIMEN.NDATA(NPUP),RDATA(L6NPI )) PFCS
c 221. 590 LPUMP = .FALSE. PFCS
222. CO TO 600 PFCS
223. 560 LPUMP = .TRUE. PFCS
224. NPI = NDATA(L16+1) PFCS
225. NPO = NDATA(LI6+2) PFCS
226. 515 IF(NDATA(LI6) .GT. 3) GO TO 580 *-12 PFCS
22?. KPUMP = I PFCS
228. NPUMP = NDATA(LI6*3) PFCS
229. W6X = RDATA(NPUIPNP-I) PFCS
230. OPMI = ROATAINPUMP*2) PFCS
231. GO60 TO 590 PFCS
232. 560 KPUMP = 2 PFCS
233. 0A = RDATA(LI6-3) PFCS
234. Al : ROATA(LI6t~) PFCS
235. A2 = ROATA(LI6*5) PFCS
236. 03 : RAATA(L16+61 PFCS
231. A49 ADATA(LI6+?) PFCS
238. C PFCS
239. C SYSTEm SOLUTI3N PFCS
290. C PFCS
291. 590 LPASS = .FALSE. PFCS
292. 600 00 960 KPASS=1,20 PFCS
293. C PFCS
244. IF(.N3T. COP) GO TO 640 PFCS
245. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
296. WRITE6.620) KPASS, NAME PFCS
247. 620 FORMATI70HO 0 CHECK2UT PRINT FOR PRE';;EIFU C:rPFTpTTI2? !'0 PFCS
248. IR3ULIIN . . . II ex 7HKPAS 13, 5H FO 966) PFCS
Il9. 
PLC LC * 
"PCS
250. IFILPASS) 6O TO 60 PFCS
251. RITE6,6301 OL, PIPASS, EPS, FRO ' PFCS
2. 630 FRn"AT(| 1 |1 HTJL i G10s, 9 MIPASS i IS, 6 EPS = GIO.S, PFCS
253. I TH FROF : 10.51 PFCS
25%. LC 2 LC * 2 PFCS
255. C PFC
256. 640 CALL %TWRK(LII PFCS
29S. C PFCS
250. iFI. 37. LPU.P) GO TO 1000 PFCS
259. C PFCS
260. C PUMP PFCS
261. C PFCS
262. WS = RDATACL60.PI) *NEU PFCS
263. TEST 0.001*u S-I PFCS
264. OPS ROATA(L3NPI) - ADATA(L3*NPO) PFCS
265. WtK s .S PFCS
266. CPK = DPS PFCS
261. so TO (660,8001, KPUFIP PFCS
268. C PFCS
269. C TABULATED PUMP CURVE PFCS
270. C PFCS
211. 660 IF(LPASS) 63 TO 665 PFCS
272. C : DPSl5S PFCS
273. 0 : 0.0 PFCS
279. GO TO 670 PFCS
215. 665 C : (DPS-0PL)(US-L) PFCS
276. 0 D: PL - BLC PFCS
21177. 610 WP : %DATA(NPUMP) PFCS
27. IFt .N3T. COPI GO TO 690 lEfN PFCS
219. CALL LINECK(2) *NEW PFCS
280. WRITE(6,680) *NEu PFCS
281. 680 FORMAT(IHD 7 39HCHECKOUT PRINT FOR TABULATED PLMP CURVE I *NEW PFCS
* 282. 690 DO 190 J=1,100 *NEW PFCS
00 283. NA = AMINI(S,WMI) e-I PFCS
., 284. DPB.: AMINI(DPS,DPMI) PFCS
285. CALL OIOEGI(WA,NOATA(NPUMP),0PA) PFCS
286. CALL REVPOL(DPB,NCATA(NPUMP),UBI PFCS
281. IFI.fNO. COP) 60 TO 710 *NEW PFCS
266. CALL LINECK(3) eNEY PFCS
289. URITE(6,705) J, uS, WA, uB, DPS. CPA, OPA, NEW PFCS
2)0. 705 FORMAT(/ Il IJ z 110 , 8 THIWS z G13.8, *NEW PFCS
291. I 51 uHA : G613.8, 5X HL8 = G613.8/32X THCPS = G13.8, *NEu PFCS
292. 2 51 THOPA = GI3.8, 5 ITHDPB = G13.8) *NEW PFCS
293. 110 A= (OPB-OPA)I(WB-WA) *NEW PFCS
29q. B : OPA - uA*a *-I PFCS
295. 6NEW = (0-B /(A-C) PFCS
296. IFIABS(WNEW-wS) - TEST) 990,940,720 PFCS
297. 720 uS : RNEWU PFCS
290. CPS : A*.S * B PFCS
299. 70 CONTINUE PFCS
300. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
301. WRITE(6,760) NAME PFCS
302. 760 FORMAT(IIHO e * SUBROUTINE PFCS FAILED TO CONVERGE TO A SLUTION PFCS
303. 1 FOR FLOW RATE o * II 8 HIFOR 9A6) PFCS
301. WRITE46,770) PFCS
305. 110 FORMAT(/lX 52SYSTEM TOTAL FLOW RATE IS SUPPLIED BY AN INPUT CtAV PFCS
306. IE) PFCS
307. GO TO 900 PFCS
308. C PFCS
309. C P3LYNOMIAL PU.P CURVE PFCS
310. C PFCS
311. C00 CHECK = 0.001O0PS PFCS
1112. o: , ao. CP, *-, CS
313. All : a - PSIwS PFCS
314. WEtW : S PFCS
315. IFI.3OT. LPASS) 60 TO 820 PFCS
316. TEMP : (OPS-DPLl/(tus-Wt) PFCS
317. A00 = A0 - OPL * TEMPWL PFCS
318. AI : AI - TEMP PFCS
319. 020 DO 860 J=l,100 PFCS
320. FLEW = A00 * kNEW(AII # WNEYW(A? * WNEWV(A3 * UNEWA))) PFCS
321. IF(AB$(FSNEW) - CHECK) 910,940,640 PFCS
322. 80 FP = All * WNTEW(2.0*A2 * NEWI(3.0*A3 * I EUW-E.089)) PFCS
323. WNEW = WNEW - FWNEWIFP PFCS
329. 860 CONTINUE PFCS
325. C PFCS
326. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
321. WRITE(6,160) NAME PFCS
328. WRITE(6,880) PFCS
329. 880 FORMAT(Il/ 89HSYSTEM TOTAL PRESSURE DROP IS SUPPLIED BY A FOURTH • PFCS
330. IOROER POLYNOMIAL FUNCTION OF FLOW RATE I PFCS
331. 900 CALL WLKBCK PFCS
332. CALL OUTCAL PFCS
333. CALL EXIT PFCS
339. C PFCS
335. 990 IF(ABS(WK-WNEW) - TEST) I000,1000,950 PFCS
336. 950 RDATA(L6*NPI) = WNEW PFCS
331. LPASS = .TRUE. PFCS
338. nL W K PFCS
339. DPL C DPK PFCS
340. 960 CONTINUE PFCS
341. C PFCS
392. CALL TOPLIN PFCS
393. WRITE(6,980) NAME PFCS
O 349. 980 FORMAT(II9HO * * SUBROUTINE PFCS FAILED TO CONVERGE TO A SOLUTIO PFCS
0 395. IN TO TRUE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND TRUE PUMP CURVE * * * II PFCS
346. 2 81 4HFOR 9A6) PFCS
39q. CALL hLKBCK PFCS
398. CALL OUTCAL PFCS
399. CALL EXIT PFCS
350. C PFCS
351. 1000 RETURN PFCS
352. END PFCS
N th PLO TA' PLOI A" PLOTA PLOTAr PLOTA PLOrA PLOTA PLOTA PL3TA PLOT A
I S EPLOT-.(EOImSINS4SLANK-GOPLOT-QBALI PLOTA
2. USE COPLOT/CODE PLOTS
00
lk0
PI Xa ~. PaL POL POL POL.~ a ~ P at FX, PaL Pat.
t. FUCIO atOCZ)P
3. COle3 /ARRAY/ NOATOM I) PL
5.CALL tIDEGtIlNOATA(LOC).V) Pa.




PRMN PaN PAN PAN 'RM IRa 'RpN 'PAW 'PRN ' RN
1. SUMGuTINE PAN(LOC,N,N000 ) PRN
2. C P
3. ODIMENSION LOCI ) PAN
4. C PRN
S. C PAN
6. IF(N .LT. 1) 63 TO 20 PRm
7. 00 10 J:=1. PRN
8. IILOC(tJI) .EO. NODE) 60 TO 30 PAI
9. 10 CONTIN'E PAN
10. 20 N = N * I PAN
II. IF(IN .ST. LOC(I) G6 TO N10 PN
12. LOCI(*I) : NODE PRN
II. iODE = N PRN
1N. RETURN PRN
15. 30 NODE = J PAN
16. RIEURN PIN
II. C PAN
It. 40 NEED = N - LOC(I PAN
19. CALL TOPLIN PAN
20. MRIITE(6,50O NEED PIN
21. 50 FORIAT(83HOO * * INSUFFICIENT DYNAFIC STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR FLO . PAN
22. ISALANCING SUBRJUTINE O* * I 8X 5HSHORT I5, I:H LOCATIONS) PAN
23. CALL bWLXCK PAN
2. CALL EXIT PRN
25. C PRN
26. END PAN
R - PSOR P0SR PSOR P SOR PSOR PS0R PS3R M* P53R 0 PSOR, PS
1. SUBRaUTINlE PSORi($,M,A,r .EPS,W) PMR
2. C PSOR
3. C SUBROUTINE PSOR SOLVES A SYSTEM OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS USING A PSaq
A. C STATIONARY POINT ITERATIVE SUCCESSIVE OVERRELAIATION METHOD. PSaR
S. C PSJR
6. OIMENSION A(MM,) AM) , IA) PSOR
7. C PSOR
S. PAtK=t000M PSOR
9. UI : M - 1.0 PSOq
10. C PSOR
It. 0O 600 K=t,MAK PSOR
I?. BIGC z 0.0 . PSOR
13. 0D 500 :I,lM PSOR
19. SUM = -A(I.1)I(t) PSOa
Is. D0 100 J=I,M PSOR
16. IF(A(IJ)) ,t00 PSOR
IT. SUM = SUM * AII,J)*.(J) PSOR
1S. 100 CONTINUE PSOR
19. 400 TErP = W,(R(I)-SUM)/A( I,I) - hIt I) PSOR
20. CHNG = ABS(TEMP-I( I) PSOR
21. IFICHNG .GT. BIGC) BIGC : CHNG PSOR
22. ItII) TEMP PSOR
23. 500 CONTINUE PSOR
24. C P50R
25. IF(BIGC-EPS)70O,700 PSaR
26. 600 CONTINUE PSOR
27. C P50O
26. C PSOR
29. 640 CONTINUE PSOR
30. C PSOR
31. WRITE(6,6301 MAXK,BIGC,EPS, PSaR
32. 630 FORMAT( II IXI// 31(IH.) II 50H SUBROUTINE PSOR FAILED TO CONVERGE PSOR
33. I TO A SOLUTION. //IIl 26HMAXIMUM ITERATIONS - 110 I PSOR
39. 1 II 26HLARGEST CHANGE - E13.8 / PSOR
35. 1 Ix 26HMAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CHANSE - E13.8 I PSJR
36. 1 Ill 26HOVERRELAXATION PARAMETER - E13.8 II PSOR
37. X IX 131(IH*)) PSOR
38. C PS3R
39. CALL CENR(A,It,,'OCOEFFICIENTS OF P(J)') PSOR
40. DO 670 J=l, PSOM
41. K = J PS3R
q2. CALL EENi(K,t,O COLUMN') PSOR
93. CALL GENR(A(I,J),I,M,' ') PSOR
10. 670 CONTINUE PSOR
95. CALL GENR(R,I,M,'ORIGHT HAND SIDE') PSOR
96. CALL CENR(X1,I.,l COMPUTEO VALUES OF P AFTER MAXIMUM ITERATIONS') PS3R




51. 700 CONTINUE Ps3J
52. 710 FORMAT(I///l X PS3A CONVERGED T3 A SOLUTION FOR DRESSURES IN'15, PSR
53. X' ITERATIONS') PSJ0
59. RETURN I PSJR
55. END PSaR
11R AIIADR I NA01 R DIR ADIR RADIR RADDI NADIR ADIR RADIR ""RADIRN
I. SUBROUTINE RADIR(nLOC,SIGMA,TIER) . MDIR
i. C =I 1R
3. C CALCULATION FOR IS CR355 RADIATIOR NADIR
4. C NADIR
S. LOGICAL EIPLCT pADIR
6. COM'I* ISOURCE O(I) RADIA
T. COiM % IISPACE/ %Dim NATH, EflTI) NADIR
3. COM ON /ARRAY I CURVO(I) RADIR
9. COPOmN / DI1ENSI iOh,NAN RADIR
10. COM'MA ITEMP I TII) RADIR
It. COWMN IFIRCON/ CON(I) RADIR
It. C RADIR
13. DIrENSION LaC(I) RADIR
I4. DIMENSION NCURVO(I) RADIR
15. C RADIR
16. EQUIVALENCE (CON(II,TIME), ICON(22),OTIPEI) RADIR
IT. EOUIVALENCE (CURVO,NCURVO) RADIR
to. C RADIR
19. DEFINE DTAUt(I) EIT(INNCI) RADIR
20. C RADIR
21. ANT = NON * NAN NADIR
22. ANC = NTH - NNT RADIR
23. EPLCT .TRUE. RADIR
24. IF(DTIMEI .GT. 0.0) EXPLCT = .FALSE. RADIR
25. RADIR
26. IF(RLOC(I) .EQ. 6) GO TO 2 RADIR
21. CALL TOPLIN RADIR
28. IRITE(6,1) NLOC(I) RADIR
.0 29. I FORMAT(SHO* * . INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO RADIR, IC RADIR
) 30. 1I 15, 1H * * *) RADIR
31. CALL LKBCK RADIR
32. CALL EXIT RNADIR
33. C RADIR
31. 2 ISNA = NLOC(2) RADIR
35. ISEP = NLOC(3) RADIR
36. ISREF NLOC(R) RADIR
37. ISCON = NLOC(S) RADIR
38. NNA = NLOC(6) RADIR
39. ISEA * NLOC(?) RADIR
90. NS = KCURVO(ISNAI) NADIR
41. NC = CURIVO(ISCON) RADIR
42. IFINCURV0( ISEM))150,500 RADIA
93. IBEG = ISNA * I RADIR
44. IEND = ISNA * NCURVOIISNA) RADIR
45. CALL TOPLIN RADIR
46. WRITEI6,900) (NCURVO(KK),K=IBEG,IENO) RADIR
47. q00 FORMAT( D'IR CROSS RADIATION DATA///6XSURFACE DATA'//IItKUBCER RADIR
48. I OF SVRFACES ='ISI/IIX'SURFACE NUMBERII'SURFACE AREA'71'NUPBER OF RADIR
49. X N3JES'//(20XI5,?XFI2.5,I6xIS)) RADIR
50. IF(NS .NE. (NCURVO(ISNA)-I)31) GO TO 501 RADIR
St. RlE(6,40I) (CURVOI ISEM*KK),KK1,NS) RADIR
52. 401 FORrAT(///6X'SURFACE EMISSIVITY DATA//(12XI0EIZ.5)) RADIR
53. IF(NS .NE. NCURVO(ISEM)) GO T3 500 RADIR
5q. 03 20 I=I,NS RADIR
55. LOC = ISEM * I RADIR
56. IF (Ct'RVO(LOC) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 10 RADIA
ST. CLRVO(LOC) = .00001 RADIR
58. GO T3 20 RADIR
59. 10 IF (CtRVO(LOC) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 20 RADIR
S. .VOtLO- .9999 ADI r
6. 20 CORTIL, RA DIR
62. MRITtF6,ORM)A ( / URO-fISREF*xItatl ;WSt NADIR
63. 03 FORIMATII~lblSURFACE REFLECTIVITY OATAItl121iOE12.4)lII RDIR
69. IF(N5 .E. NCURVOCISREF)I TO 502 NADIR
65. 03 0 I=1IS5 NADIR
66. LOC 15REF * I DIR
67. IF (CURVO(LOC) .GT. O.O)IO TC 30 RADIR
68. CUtUROLOCI 2 .00001 RADIR
69. 53 TO O RADIR
10. 30 IF (CURV0(LOC) .LT. 1.0) GO TO o RADIR
11. CURVO(LOC) z .99999 RADIR
72. 40 CONTINuE RADIR
73. IBEG ; ISCON * I RADIR
17. lEND ISCON * NCURVO(ISCON) RADIR
TS. WRITEI6,05) (NCURVO(KK),KKEIBEG,IEND) RADIR
16. 405 FORMAT(//16'1*SURFACE CONNECTION DATA'I/ftllFRM SURFACE*tI'T0 S RF RADIR
71. ~AC1E'8'VIEW FACTORI*/I/(18l,I2XI5,TEI2.5) RADIR
78. LOC = NNA RADIR
79. IRITE(6,410) RADIR
60. 410 FORPIAT(//61'NODE DCATAIt/IIX'SURFACE*61I(*N DEIlI'AREA'6X)/If RADIR
01. DO 60 Il1,NS RADIR
2. LL = ISNA * 3*I RADIR
03. IBEG z LOC * I RADIR
8t. IEND = LOC * NCURVO(LOC) NADIR
85. MRITE(6,.I5) MCURVO(LL-II, (NCURVO(KK),KKzIBEG,IEND) RAOIR
06. i15 FORMAT(131IS,(TI9,t(IIO,FIS.S)) RNADIR
67. IF(NCURVO(LL*I) .NE. NCURVO(LOC)/2) GO TO 509 RADIR
88. IST = LOC * 2 RADIR
89. LOC = LOC * NCURVO(LOC) RADIR
90. ASUI = 0. RADIR
91. 0 50 J=IST,LOC,2 RADIR
92. ASUM = ASUM * CURVO(J) RADIR
93. 50 CONTINUE RADIR
9'. IF(ABS(ASM-CURVOLL))/CURVO(LL) .GT. .01) GO T! 505 RADIR
95. LOC = LOC * I RADIR
96. 60 CONTINUE RADIR
97. IFI.5.(NS.NS*NS) .GT. NCURVO(ISEA)) GO TO 506 RADIR
98. LL ' ISNA - I RADIR
99. LOC : ISCON RADIR
100. 00 80 I:I,NC,3 RADIR
101. DO 75 J=1,2 RADII
102. LOC = LOC * I RADOIR
103. 00 70 K1I,NS NADIR
10. IF(NCURVO(LOC) .EQ. NCURVO(LL*3-K)) GO TO 12 RADIR
105. 10 CONTINUE RADIR
106. 60 TO 501 RADIR
0lT. 72 NCURVO(LOC) = K RADIR
108. 75 CONTINUE RADIR
109. LOC = LOC * I NADIR
110. 80 CONTINUE RADIA
III. 03 100 I=I,NC,3 RADIR
112. LOC = ISCON * I RADIR
113. NFR = NCURVO(LOC) RADIR
Il4. NTO NCURVOILOC*I) RADIR
115. LOCI = ISNA * 3.NFR RADIR
116. EA = -CURVO(LOC*2)*CURV0(LOCli RADIR
Ill. IF(NFR-NTa)95,95 RADIR
118. NHLD = NFR RADIR
119. NFR = NTO RAOIR
120. NT3 = NHLO RADIR
121. 95 LOC2 = (NFR-I)*NS - (NFRINFR-NFR)/2 * NT1 RADIR
122. CURVO(ISEA*LOC2) EA RAOIR
1II). 00 CaTIII. !a NADIR
324. 0a ito 3 * 3I, RADII
125. LOC = 11-11t 5 - (1.1-ll )1 I I ADIIR
126. CVRVO(IEII*ALOC) : CURVO(ISE&*LOCI * CVRVOISIA*3*I))/CURvoIISRIEFI) ADIR
12. 310 COTUIN RADOIR
128. CALL SYi;NV(CVRVOtISfol).IIS) RADOI
129. blITE(661) l ADIIR
130. 41 FORFMATI//I61'CINNECTI0 OATaf/ltx*FR13 SRFACE'5I*T3 SURIFACE 61 RAOIl
131. I'SCRIIPT FIA,//) RAIOIR
I332. 0 120 Il,C,3 IDOIR
133. LOCI I SCOI * I RADIR
395. IFR NICRV(LCII ) ADII13. 0 ICIVOIL3:I.I IADIR
136. LOC (NFR-ll1NS - INFRINFR-NIFR 2 * NT3 RADIR
13. CURVO(LOtl*2) = CURVO(ISEn.NFA)RICRvo ISEM4NTO)*CUVRVO( ISMIA3*NFR)* RADIR
138. I CURVO(ISNA;3INTO.CURV0( ISE*L0:)/I RADIR
139. 1 CURV0(ISRE FR/CURVO ISREF*NT2, RNADI
140. RITEl6.20) 1NC:RVO(ISNA.3.NFR-I), INCRVO' ISNAI3NT3-I), RAllR
I1. I CURVOILOCI32) RADIR
142. 420 FORMAT(1l211I100,5110,E.5) RADIR
13. 120 CONTINUE RADIR
914. D0 125 11,.NS RADIR
195. LOCI = ISEA + NS * I - I RADIR
3I6. CURVO(LOCI) z 0.0 RADIR
141. 125 CONTINUE RADIR
348. 0 130 1 * INC,3 RADIR
19. LOC ISCON * I ARIDR
150. LOCI : ISEA * CURV0(LOC) * NS - I RADIR
Il5. CURVO(LOCI) = CvRVO(LOCI) * CURVO(LOC+2) RADIR
152. LOCI = ISEA * NWURVO(LOC+11 + NS - I RADIR
153. CURVIO(3CI) z CURVO(LOCI) + CURVO(LOC2I) RADIR
5I9. 130 CONTINUE , RADIR
SD. NCURVO( ISEM) = -NCURVO(ISEm) RADIR
16. CALL TOPLIN RADIR
157. 150 LOC = NNA RADIR
158. DO 175 I=I,NS RADIR
159. LOCI = ISNA * 3.1 RADIR
160. ISN = NCUPVO(LOCI-l) RADIR
161. IN = NCURVO(LOCI*I) RADIR
162. SUIAT = 0.0 RADIR
163. D0 170 J=I,NN RADIR
169. LOC LOC I RADIR
165. NODE z NCURVO(LOC) RADIR
166. TP = T(NODE) - TZERO RADIR
167. LOC = LOC * I RADIR
168. SUMAT = SUnAT * CLRVO(LOCI.TP*TP*TP.TP RADIR
169. 1170 CONTINUE RID IR
170. TIISN) = SURATICURVO(LOCI) RADIR
Ii7. LOC = LOC + I RADIR
112. 175 CONrINUE RADIA
173. DO 180 I=I,NS RAIER
I7. CURVO(ISEA*I-l) = 0.0 'RADIA
175. 180 CONTINUE RADIR
116. 00 190 I = I,NC,3 RAOIR
171. LOC =ISCON * I RADIR
106. LOCI = LOC * 2 RADII
119. LOC2 2 ISEA + &CLRVO(LOCI - I RADIR
180. LOC3 = ISNA * 3-NCRVO(LOC*I) - I RADII
181. ISN = NCRVO(LOC3) ADOIR
182. CURV0(LOC2) = CvIvR(L32) * SIGMA*CURV(LOt.0CI)TIISN) ADOIR
183. LOC2 ISEA * NCUVS(LCt I) - I RAOIR
I8s. LOC3 = ISNA * 3.NCVRV5(LOC - I RAoIR
185. 15M = NCURVOIL3,3) PADIR
116. CURVOt LOC2 I' CUIRVOILOCZ) 4 SIGRACURVOLOCI 1.T('ISN) N. l ADIR
18l. 190 CONTINUE NADIR
188. LOC a A A DIR
189. 00 210 I=1,0S RADIR
190. LOCI ISMA * 3*1 RAOIR
191. AREAS : CURVO(LOCI) ADIR
Iz9. 1 : kCUAVO(LOCI*II) ADIR
193. LOCZ ISER * I - I NADIR
199. FA % CURVOLOCZ*NSI RADIR
195. FATM : CURVO(LOC2) O0DIR
196. D0 200 J=:t,N RADIR
191. LOC = LOC * I RADIR
198. M3OE . NCURVO(LOC) RADIR
199. LOC LOCt * I ADIR
200. ARAT = CURVO(LOC)/AREAS RA0IR
201. TP = T(N3DE) - TZERo RADIR
202. SIGFAT = SIGMA*FA*TP.TPTP RADIR
203. IFIEIPLCT) DTAU(NO3E) = 0TAUINDE) * %.OeSIGFAT*RAT *NEM RADIR
201. Q(NODE) = ONODE) * ARAT*IFATs-TP*SIGFAT) e- RADIR
205. 200 CONTINUE RADIR
206. LOC = LOC * I RADIR
207. 210 CONTINUE RADIR
208. DO 220 1 = ,S RADIR
209. ISN = NCURVO(ISNA*3*I-1) RADIR
210. T(ISN) = T(ISN).*.25 * TZER3 NADIR
211. 220 CONTINUE RADIR
212. RETURN PADIR
213. 500 WRITE(6,600) RADIR
214. 600 FORMAT(HO 131(IH ll/IX'THE SURFACE EMISSIVITY CATA O3ES NOT HAVE RADIR
215. ITHE CORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES'IllI 1314 1 )) RADIR
216. GO TO 900 RADIR
n 217. 501 WRITE(6,601) 
NADIR
Cn 218. 601 FORMAT(IHO 131(IH.)/III'THE SURFACE DATA DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT. 
RADIR
219. 1 NUMBER OF VALUES'//III 131(IH)) RADIR
220. 60 TO 900 RADIR
221. 502 WRITE(6,602) RADIR
222. 602 FORMATtIHO 131(tH*)//ll'THE SURFACE REFLECTIVITY DATA 03ES NOT HAV RADIR
223. XE THE CORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES'//IX 131(tH*)) RADIR
224. GO TO 900 RADIR
225. 504 WRITE(6,609) NCURVO(LL-) RADIR
226. 604 FORMAT(IHO 131IIH.)/II/'THE NODE DATA FOR SURFACE '15.' DOES NOT H RADIR
221. IAVE THE CORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES'//IXI 13)11H)) RADIR
228. GO TO 900 RADIR
229. 505 WRITE(6,605) NCURVO(LL-I) RAOIR
230. 605 FORMATIIHO 131( IH*//IX'THE SUM OF THE AREAS FO THE NCDES ON SURF RADIR
z21. XACE '15,' IS NOT EQUAL TO THE AREA OF THAT SURFACE'II/X 131 (IH)) RAOIR
232. GO TO 100 RADIR
233. 506 WRITE(6,606) RADIR
231. 606 FORMAT(IHO 1311(IH.//IX'THE EXTRA SPACE ARRAY D!ES N T HAVE THE cO RADIR
235. IRRECT NUMBER OF SPACES'IIIX 131(IH,)) RADIR
236. GO TO 900 RADIA
231. 501 WRITE(6,607) NCURVO(LOC) RADIR
238. 607 FORAT( IHO 131( IH)//IX'SURFACE NUMBER '1S,' IN THE StRFACE CONNEC RADIR
239. ITION CATA I'AS NOT SUPPLIED IN THE SURFACE DATA'/11 13(1M1*)) RADIR
210. 900 YRITE (6,910) RADIR
291. 910 FORMAT( '0 ERROR OCCURED IN SUBROUTINE RADIR.'/ RACIR
212. 1 ' EXECUTION TERMINATED BY A PRIGRAMMED HALT.' RADIR
2%3. CALL WLKBCK RADIR
244. CALL EXIT RADIR
245. END RADIR
lI3L RAOSOL RAOSOL RADS3L ' AMUI' RACSOL' PAC:OL1 RAOS3L EAOSOL PADS3L "f~S
1. SUMRUTIEE RADSOLOC) 0*0531
2. C CALCUATIONd FOR SOLAR CROSS RADIATION PAOSOL
3. COMMONE IARA I CLVVO ) PADSU
4. CoPF.O4 /FIXCOaj/ TIME PADSOL
S. CO'v%..)i ISOJF4CE/ 0(t) AAOSOL
6. C AA0501
1. DIMPENSIONI PlOct I) N*0501
0. DIMEPESIOPE N.URVUI). FAT( 12)1 RADSOL
9. fOUl VALEPOCE (CVRV0.%tLRV0) PADSOL
IS. C PROM50
It. IF(PELOC(I) .EO. 7) 60 TO 2 RASI.
12. CALL IOPLINi PADSK3
13. VRITE(6,11 N610dbRAOSOL
1%. 1 FORMAUSIO, a * INCORRECT NVLPIBER OF EPENTS INPUT TO PAUSOL, IC' RADSOL
Is. I is. 1" * *19 RADSO.
16. CALL hWtEBC% 0.AOSO
IT. CALL EXIT AASaL
to. C R60501
19. 2 ISNA PLJO,(2 aEllw 330501
20. ISALP z NL OC(3 Is-I RADSOL
21. ISREF PILOCI~) RASDL
22. ISIIT =NLOC(S) RASOL
23. IS CON 0 ALM(6) NASO
24. NA x KUMCI? RADSO1
25. ISEA = PLOC48) 380501
26. US z *CURVO(ISNA+1) PADSOL
27. AIC = FCuRV(ISCON, AASaL
28. IV(ICLRVO( ISALPM)50,500 330501
29. ISES =ISNA * 1 *RADSOL
30. lEND =1543 * NCIJRVOIISPIA) PASOL
31. CALL TOPLIN RADSaL
32. WRITE(6,4100) (NCURvo(Ku,XK=wsEG,IENo) RAD53L
33. 400 FORIMAT *ISOLAR CROSS RADIATION DATA///bX-SLIPACE DATA*//IXINVM RASOL
34. TBER OF SURFACES =115//1lSjRFACE PUIBER7XISLIRPACE AREA'?X0 NPIBER RADSOL
35. 1 OF N3DES/I20XI57XF2.5,I6XI5)) PA0501
36. IF(NS KPd. (PJCV(ISNA)-)/3) GO TO 501 RADSOL
37. hRITE(6,401I (CLRVOCISALP.KX),KK=1,NS) RADSOL
3e. 401 FORMAT) /l/6X5URFACE ABSaRPTIVITY DATA/IUXIOE12.5)) ASOL
37. IF(PIS .NE. PICURVOC ISALP)) GO TO 500 RAD531
410. DO 20 I'l,NS RAD53L
41. LOC =ISALP + I RADSaL
112. IF (CLRVO(LOC) G6!. 0.0) GO TO 10 RADSaL
43. CIJRVO(LaC) =.00001 RADSOL
44. G0 TO 20 RASOL
45. 10 IF ICURVO(LOC) LT?. 1.0) GO T0 20 RAOSOL
46. CLIRVO(LiDC) =.99999 RADSOL
47. 20 CONTI NUE RAOSOL
48. WRITE16,1403) (CURVOISREF.AK),KK=I,NS) RADSOL
49. 403 FORrlAT(///fl'SRFACE REFLECTIVITY 0ATA//(12110TE12.5) AASaL
50. IFI(iS .NE. NICURVO(ISREF)) GO TO 502 AOSOL
51. 00 40 I=I.NS RAOSJL
52. LOC =ISREF * I RAD5JL
53. IF (CV'RVG(LOCl .6T. 0.0)60 TO 30 AO3L
54. CLRVO(LOC) z.00001 RAD~aL
55. 60 TO 40 RADS3L
56. 30 IF (!VCL ) LT. 1.0) GO TO 4.0 PAD' OL
57. CL-TO(LaCO .99939 330531
58. 40 CONT IMlE 06031.
59. bI3ITE6,404) RADDSL
1110 F3971AT(Ii/6tl*SURFACE INCIDENTr "EAT 0ATA-/t
61. FAT) I 'm It P60531.
42. FRTIll *m N)AOSO'L
65. It = ISHT MADS3L
66. IF(%CVRVO(ISNT) LT.. 10) 60 TO 96 RAOSaL
6?. Num NCVRVO(1514T)1l0610 pik0531
Go. 03 95 K.,hum,I0 MAD33L
69. Do 9'4 ftl.t0 PA053L
To. Is x t # PADSOL
it. IFfIA5S(ftCVRiV0lIS)).L?. 99999 .6AkO 8SN~t(~)6. 0) RADSOL
72. 8139T 3 RA0531
73. FMTIR-11 614Et2.5, PA0D31.
79. 63 TO 99 PA0531
IS. 93 FATCP*.t) 5M*4,31 680331
76. 91q CONTINUE 660531
7?. IdITC(6,FMT) (CURV0(KK).KK=ISEG.IS) . 6*053
iS.ISEG = IBEG 0 10 RA0531
79. 95 CONiIUE PA0531
so. IM(SEG-1 .CC. TEND) G0 T3 899 6*0531
@1. 96 j = I 6*0531
52. D0 9? P=15EG,IEND 680539.
63. j: .z j- 5AS1
59. IF(IA5S(NC1'RVO(M).LT. 99999 AND1. IAB5NCURVO(rMAT. 0) 660531
55. 1 60 TO 12 RAOSaL
$6. IPIT(J) 6HE132., 660531
67. 60 TO 947 RAOSaL
Be. 92 FMT(J = 5*419,31 680531
89. 47 CONTINUE 680531
90. j: t =680531ASO
91. 00 98 I=J,tt 680531
'.0 92.' FATMl =* IM RADSOL
00 93. 98 CO NTI NUE 660501
99. LIRITEI6,FflT) ICURVO(KK),KK=I6EG,IENOI AAOS31
95. 99 IFNS .NE. RCURVO(ISHM) GO TO 503 680531
96. IBEG ISCON # I RADS1.
97. TEND0 = 110*4 + NCIRVOI ISCON) 660531
98. WRITE(6,9105) (NC1'RVOIK8).KK=IBEG.IENO) RA053L
99. 9#05 FORlAU///61-SURFACE CONNECTION DATAW/Itl-FRM SuRFACE-?X1T3 SURFt RADS3L
t00. VACE'81VIEW FACTOR-MI(8X15,121I5,71EtZ.5)) RAOSOL
t01. 101 NNA RAOSaI
tO?. WRITE16,49)O) 680531
103. 410 FOaMAJ(/I8NOOE 0ATA-//tIX'SURFACE6(NOEtt)-AREA61-)//) 6A030L
1094. 00 to I=t,PdS RA0501
105. LL1 ISNA + 3-1 RA0531
106. IBEG LOC + I 680531
tO?. TEND =LOC + NCt!6V0(IOC) 680531L
108. bIRIIE(6,4t5) NtLRV( L-I), (Nr.L6VO(6K,)KXI8EG,IENDi) 660301
109. 415 F3RFAT(t3115,(TI9,9(11t0,Ft5.5))) 680331
130. MFNCV6VOCII-t) .NE. NCURVOIIOC)/Z) 63 TO 504 680531
It. ST = LOC + 2 680531
112. LOC = LOt + NCURVO(131) RAOSOL
3ll. ASU19= 0. 680531
119. 00 50 J=IST,LOt,? 6AD53L
315. ASUM = AStJI * CIAVOMJ 680531L
116. 50 CONrINvE 680531
Ill. IF(ABS(ASU'M-CU-RVO(LI)I/CU-RVO(1L) GST. .01) GO 1! 505 880531
118. 101 = 1.01 + I RA033L
119. 60 CONTINUE 680531
120. IEI .5.INS.NS+NS) .G?. NCLaRVO(IEW) GO TJ 506 RAD3L
121. LL ISNA - I 6803)4.
122. lt ISCONl RA0D)1
129. DO is .-. ,... II AOSOL -
1 ~. 2 .c AOSOL
3.26. 00 10 oI~*SI MADS3L
127 IFCVRV0C1OC) .f9. NCURVO(LL*3.K)l GO To 12 ROAOSOL
12. 10 CO "I .E AOSOL
129. 63 T;O 501 AO
13. 2 NtLRVO(LaCl K mKosaL
III. IS C aNTINUE MAOSOL.
132. LOC LOC * I EKOSaL
113 00 CONiTINUE AKOS3L
l39. 00 100 1=1,%C,3 RAOSOL135. LOC ISCO" + I 8*050
136. hFR = 1 "AVO1LOCI 880531
131. t =I NC'.1A0LOC.1) I R0531.
138.LOCI =15110 * 3:.Fft 800
,39.: EA =-Cu AvOCLOC.23.C9RVO(LOCI) 8*053I91 IV(P4AN 3)95,9 5 AOSOL
1910. N R 41 9 HADSOL
392. 818NL O U ADS3L
393 '4 I TO MA7108*53
199. 9 L0C 2 =( NFR-1);NS=- ,NFR#NFt-tFA)/2 * 747 RAOSOL
1946. 100 CONTINUEE R8053
1911. Do 110 1IN 3.75 8050198. LOC =(1-1)*NS - (1*1-1)/2 * I RA0501
39#9. CURVO(ISFA.LOC) =CL'AVO(ISEA.,LOC) * CIJAVO(.ISNA.3.I)ICL'8VO(1S8EF~t) RA0501
150. 330 CONTINUE 8*0501
151. CALL SYNtrJvCURVO(ISEA*13.NS) 8*0503.
152. WRITE(6,q911 RAOSOL
153. 911 FORMATM1/611CONNECTIOM DATA/IX-1FO SURFACE-51TO SURFACE, 61 RAOSaL
159. XISCRIPT FAIM RA1153
15. 0 120 Izl,NC,3 RADSJL
'Lo I56 LOCI ISCON -I AASOL
IS?15. 7.18 PCURVICLOCI) RAOS3L
358. 01TO NCUAVO(LUCI*l) RASOL
159. LOC (NFR-l)*NS - (NFR.NFR-NFR)12 * NTO 8AOSOL
160. CIJRVO(10C1.2) =CLARVO(ISEA.LCC).CJIRVO( ISALP.NFRI.CLIRvO(3SNYA+3.NFRI 8*0531
361. 1 CLjRVO(ISNA.3.NTJ)/CURV(ISREF.NrA) RA053L
362. 6481TE(6,420) NCURVO(ISPJA*3,NFR-l), WCLAVOI ISNA03.NTO-1), RA053L
163. 1 CUAVOCLOCI*21 RAOSOL
369. 920 FORMAT. 12XI10,5XI10,E15.5) 3*053
165. 12o CONTINUE AAOS2L
166. NCURVO(ISAIP) =-PiCURVOC ISAIP) 8AOSOL
161. CALL TOPLIN RAOSOL
168. 150 00 360 Ir3,NS RA0503
167. LOC =ISEA + I - I PA0531
110. CURVO(LOC) z .C PA0531
Ill. LOC LOC 4 NS AOSOL
ir?. LOCI 35741 * I 8AOSOL
13. CURVO(LOC) =CURVOILOC33 PASOL
179. IF(IASS(NCUVVO(L3CI)).Lf. 99199 .ANO. IASS(NCL--V0d1OCI)I.GT. 0) . AOS3L.
15. 1 CURVO(LOC) =PaL(NCLAVO(LaCI ),TinE) PA05-3L
316. 160 CONTINUVE 8*OSIL
ITT. 00 180 3=l,NYC,3 8*0531
ITS. LOC z ISCON # I RA L
19. P118 = OCLRVO(LaC) AADS3L
too. 81TO NCURVO(LOC*I) I 8*531
lot. FA = LAVO(LOC.2) RA033t.
382. LOCI = SEA + NFR - I 
. 8*053
183. 1012 = SEA * NS5 - I RA0521
1841. CURVO(LOCI) CLV0(LOCI) *FA*CVV(LOC2.NT611 AAC;)t
185. LOCI =5* ISE Ta - I 8*0;)L
"16. CeRVO(LOCI) .CURVO(LOCI) * FAqCUqV0(LQC2tRI ADS3R
187. t0o CONTINUE' NASOL
188. LOC . NNA SOL
189. O0 220 I=1.fS RAOSOL
190. LOCI I SNA * 31 ADIOL
191. AREAS CURVO(LOCI) RASOL
192. NN = CURV0(LC|*I) RADSOL
193. SO = CURVO(ISEA*t-t)
1. 0 20 J=I,NN RADSOL
195. LOC LOC * I RASOL
196. NO3E NCuRVO(LOCI R
1. LOC = LC * I RSL
190. O(NODE) = (NJDE) CURV0t(LtO)/AREASSO RADSOL
199. 210 CONTINUE RADSOL
200. LOC = LOC R IADSOL
201. 220 CONTINUE RADSOL
202. RETURN RADSOL
203. 900 ARITE(6,600) RAD0OL
209. 600 FORMAT(IHO 131 I*)IIII'THE SURFACE ABS3RPTIVIT' 0ATA 03ES NO3T HAV ADSOL
205. IE THE CORRECT NUFBER OF VALUES'I/II 131 (I.)) RADSOL
206. GO TO 900 RADSOL
207. 501 RITE(6,6:1) RACSOL
208. 601 FORMAT(lHO 131(HIN)l/IX'THE SURFACE DATA DOES 12T HArE TwF CORRECT RADSOL
209. I NUMBER OF VALUES'II/I 131(IH-)) RADSOL
210. 60 TO 900 RADSOL
211. 502 RITE(6,602) RASOL
212. 602 FORMAT(IHO 131(1H*)IIII'THE SURFACE REFLECTIVITY DA
T
A D0ES NOT HAy RaDSOL
213. IE THE CORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES'I//X 131(IH.)) RAOSOL
21. GO0 TO 900 RAOSOL
215. 503 RITE(6,603) RADSOL
216. 603 FORMAT(IHO 131(IH)//II'THE SURFACE INCIDENT HEAT CATA COES NOT HA RADSOL
217. IVE THE CORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES'/II 131( IH)) RADSOL
S 218. 60 TO 900 RADSOL
219. 509 WRITE(6,609) NCURVO(LL-I) RADSOL
220. 604 FORMAT(IHD 13I(IH)I//IX'THE NODE DATA FDA SURFACE 'IS1' CES hNT H RADSOL
221. IAVE THE CORRECT NUMBER -F VALUES/IIIX 131(l i)) RADSOL
222. GO TO 900 RADSOL
223. 505 WRITE46,605) NCURVO(LL-1) RADSOL
224. 605 FORMAT(IHO 131(IH)II//IXTHE SUM OF THE AREAS FJO THE NOCES ON SURF RAOSOL
225. lACE '15,' IS NOT EQUAL TO THE AREA OF THAT SURFACE'III1 131(lN)) RADSOL
226. 60 TO 900 
RADSOL
227. 506 WRITE(6,606) RAOSOL
228. 606 FORMAT(IHO 131( IH-)IIIITHE EXTRA SPACE ARRAY D:ES NOT HAVE THE CO RaOSOL
229. IRRECT NUMBER OF SPACES'I/lX 131(IH)) RADOOL
230. GO TO 900 RADSOL
231. 501 WRITE(6,60) NCURVO(LOC) RADSOL
232. 607 FORMAT(IIHO 131(H /)IIIX'SURFACE NUMBER '15,' IN THE SURFACE CONNEC RADSOL
233. ITION CATA WAS N3T SUPPLIED IN THE SURFACE CATA'//II 131( I* )) RADSOL
23q. 900 WRITE (6,910) RADSOL
235. 910 FORmAT('0 ERR3R OCCURED IN SUBROUTINE RADSIL.'I RAOSOL
236. 1 ' EXECUTION TERMINATED BY A PROGRAPMEO HALT.') RADOL
231. CALL kLKBCK RADS3L
238. CALL EXIT RADSOL
239. ENO RADSOL
POL aEVPOL REVPOL REVPDL REVPOL REVPOL REV'OL REVPOL REVYPL REVPOL REVPOL
I. SUBROUTINE REVPOLYI,A,R) REVPOL
2. C REVPOL
3. OIMENSION At I) REVPOL
. C REVPOL
5. EOUIVALENCE O,N) REVPOL
6. C REVPOL
1. C REVPOL
9. 0 : A) REVPOL
9. a = N REVPOL
10. IF(M30(N,2) .GT. 0) 60 TO 20 REVPOL
II. IF(A(INI) .GT. A(3)) GO TO 16 REVPOL
IZ. I = Al2) REVPOL
13. IF(Y .GE. A(3)) RETURN REVPOL
IN. I AMN) REVPJL
15. .IF(Y .LE. A(N*I)) RETURN REVPOL
16. 03 15 It=,N,2 REVPOL
17. IFY - AI*ll)) 15,10,5 REVPOL
18. S I = AlI-2) * (Y-Al II-I).I(A(I)-lI-2)/(A(I )-Art-I ) REVPOL
19. RETURN REVPOL
20. 10 5 A I) REVPOL
21. RETURN REVPOL
22. IS CONTINUE REVPOL
23. 60 TO 20 REVPOL
24. 16 1 = I) REVPOL
25. IF(Y .LE. A13) RETURN REVPOL
26. 1 : M(N) REVPOL
21. IF(Y .GE. AIN*I)) RETURN REVPOL
28. 00 19 I-=4,N,2 REVPOL
29. IFMY - A(I1I)) 17,18,19 REVPOL
o 30. 17 1 = Al1-2) * (V-Al-I))*(AtI1-Al1-2))I/AIIt)-(I-I)) REVPOL
31. RETURN REVPOL
32. to I = ACI) REVPOL
33. RETURN REVPOL
39. 19 CONT I UE REVPOL
35. 20 WRTEl6,25) All) REVPOL
36. 25 FORMAT(36H IRONG ARRAY LENGTH FOR REVPOL, IC IS) REVPOL
37. CALL ktKBCK REVPOL
38. CALL EXIT REVPOL
39. END REVPOL
3L SYNSOL SYnSOL SYrSOL SYaSOL SYMSOL SYIL SYNS3L SynS3L SYS31. SUnqq.
I. SUBROUTINE SVASOLIA,U,,$) SYMSOL
2. C SYMSOL
3. DINENSION A(I), B5() SnSqOL
4. DOUBLE PRECISION OIN, IaOR SVMS3L
5. C FACTORIZE GIVEN MATRIX BY MEANS OF SUBROUTINE WNSO SYnSOL
6. C A : TRANSPOSE(T)vT SVMSOL
1. CALL nFSO(A,NSiS) SYMROL
8. C INVERT UPPER TRIAN$VLAR MATRIT TIPREPARE INVERSION LOOP SYMS3L
9. I IPIV N*(IN*1)Z SYrSOL
to1. IND0 IPlv SYMOL
It. C INITIALIZE INVERSION-LOOP SYMSOL
I2. 00 6 1=I,N SYMSL
IS. DIN = I.00/A(IPIV) SYMSOL
1t. AIIPIV) : DIN SYMS3L
IS. RIN N SYRSOL
16. IEND = I - I SVMSOL
IT. LANF = N - KENO SMSOL
s1. IF(KENO) 5,5,2 SYMSOL
19. 2 J = IND SYVSOL
20. C INITIALIZE ROW-LOOP SVMSOL
21. 00 4 K=I,XEND SYMSOL
22. MORK z 0.00 SYRSOL
23. RII : IN - I SYMSOL
2L. LMOR = IPIV SYMSOL
25. LVER = J SYMSOL
26. C START INNER LOOP SYMS3L
27. 00 3 L=LANF,MIN SYMSOL
28. LVER z LVER * I SYMSOL
29. LHOR LR *HO L SYMSOL
-a 30. 3 WORK = WORK * A(LVER)*A(LHOA) SYMSOL
O 31. AJ = -UORKOCIN SYrSOL
m 3.. I J = J - MIN SYMSOL
33. 5 IPlv = IPIV - MIN SYMSOL
34. IND IND - I SYMSJL
35. LD : N*(N*I)/2 SYMSOL
36. 00 12 I=N,I,-I SYMSOL
ST. LD : LD - I SYMSOL
38. Sun 0.0 SYMSOL
39. 00 I1 J=1,f SYMSOL
0O. Sun = Sun * A LO*J )B(J) SYMS0L
41. II CONTINUE SYVSOL
42. 8il) = Sun SYMS3L
43. IZ CONTINUE SYMSOL
4q. LD = 0 SYMSOL
95. 00 a I:l,N SYMSOL
6. LD LD * I SYMSOL
47. K : LO SYMSOL
48. Sun = 0.0 SYmsOL
49. 00 7 J=1,m SYMS3L
50. Sun = Sun * A(K)*B(J) SYMSOL
SI. = K * J SYMSOL
52. 7 CONTINUE SYMSOL
$3. (11) = Sun SYMSOL
5q. S CONTINUE SYMSOL
55. RETURN SYMSOL
56. 15 RETURN 8 SYrMOL
51. END SYMSOL
K TIM.Mk' ' TIMCN TIMCMX TtI RKC TInC1K " TIM HI ' TIrMC 
' "' TIMCIK TIPMLH t' TIMCH
I. SUBRaUTINE TImCtI(RTIlE.l30E
O  TIIcI
a. C *k TI CH
3. COMMON i FIRCON I CON(1) EW Tin41m
9. EOUIVALINCE (CON(I).TIMEN), (CONI3),TIMEND), (CN(IlI.I3UTPUTI TImCPK
'. C TIMCHl
1. DATA CTIMEI I 0.0 I TIMCHi
1. C TlECHl
IFICTIMEI .G1. 0.0) EO TO 100
10. CALL CLOCK(CTIMEI) TIMCHK
II. lTIME z 0.0 TIMCHK
12. sG TO 200 TIMCHK
13. 100 CALL CLOCK(CTIE) TI CHK
Iq. [TIME z CTIME - CTIMEI TIMCHK
IS. 200 IF(KODE .EO. 0) GO TO 350 TIMCHK
16. CALL LINECK(3) TICHK
I1. RITE(.6,300) ETIME TIMCHK
IS.. 300 FORMAT(16HOCOMPUTER TIME = F9.3, OW MINUTES) TImCHK
19. 350 IF(ETIFE .LT. RTIME) RETURN TIMCHK
20. CALL LINECK(2) TIM'
21. IF(IKOE .EO. 0) GO TO 450 *NE TIMC1I
22. MRITE46,400) RAlmE TIMCHK
23. 400 FORMAT(67HOEXECUTION TERMINATED BECAUSE COMPUTEI TIME EICEEDS TIME TIHI
24. I REQUESTED, F9.3, 8H MINUTES) *TIMClK
25. GO TO 500 NEu TIMECHK
26. 4-0 RITE(6.4175) RTIME *NEW 
TIMCHK
27. 475 FORMAT(38HOCOMPUTER TIME EXCEEDS TIME REQUESTED. F9.3, ON MINUTES) -NEW TIMCHK
28. 500 TIMEND = TMEN TIMCHK




l~IS T3PLIN TYLIN TPLIN 1TPMtN TaPLIN TaPLIN U~PON TaPLIN TPI PI
I.SuSR30TIWE IOPLIN TOP LIN
2. C TaPLIM
2. CaP3tI flITLC 1 14(20) TaPLIN
0.CaW13na /FICA/~ 1(Il TaPLIN
S. c TOPLIN
6.IF(N( 20) .f0. Mt RETURN TOPLIN
1. NI 28) 11 TOPI IN
S. 01(29) N(29) # TaPLIN
9. bmiPTE(6,100) N(291, H OPLIN
to. 100 FaRMAII ZRIITPU SYSTEM~S imRRvEa NUMERICAL DIFFERENCING ANdALVZER TOPLIN
It. - - - SINOA - - - OJNIVAC-1108 FORYRAN-V VERSION PA TOPLIN
It. * GE , 15 5I 1 ZOA6) OEWC TaPLIN
13. RETURN **I TOPL! M
EN D TOPLIN
C0
I NT TPR TN PRNT TPANT TPRNT IPRAT IPRNT TPRNT PRNTI, TPRNT
I. SUBROUTINE TPANT TPRNT
2. C TAPhT
3. LOGICAL LSRT, CHK TPANT
4. C TPANT
S. DIPENSION EXT(t) TPRNT
6. C TPRNT
1. COPION ITEmP I T(1) TPRNT
8. COmV3N IISPACEI hDlI, NTH, NETI(I) TPRNT
9. CO~3a IFIICONI KON(I) TPRNT
10. COMON I/DIENS/ NNO, NNA, NNT TPRNT
It. COMON IPOINTNI LNODE TPRNT
12. C TPRNT
I?. EOUIVALENCE (NEXT,EXT) TFRNT
Il. C TPRNT
IS. DATA LSRT I .FALSE. I TPRNT
16. DATA MT I INT I TPRNT
17. C TPRNT
IS. IF(LN3DE .EQ. 0) CALL NNREADO() TPRNT
19. CALL STNORD TPRNT
20. IF(LSRT) GO TO 50 TPRNT
21. LSAT = .TRUE. TPRNT
22. N0OM = NDIM * NNT TPRNT
23. FINDIM .LT. 0) 60 TO 100 TPANT
29. NNODE = NOIM * NTH *NEW TPRNT
S2. 00 10 I:I,NNT **-1 TPRNT
26. NEXT(NNOOE*t) I TPRNT
Zr. 10 CONTINUE TPRNT
28. DO 30 J=2,NNT TPRNT
29. K= NNT - J + 1 TPRNT
I 30. CHK .TRUE. TPRNT"
31. 00 20 N=I,K TPRNT
o 32. NN : NEXT(NNODE*N ) TPRNT
33. NNI = NEXT(NNODE+*N4) TPRNT
34. IF(NEIT(LNODE*NN) .LE. NEXT(LNODE*NNI)) GO TO 20 TPRNT
35. CHK : .FALSE. TPRNT
36. NEXT(kNODE#N ) : NNI TPRNT
31. NEXT(NN3OE.NI) S NN TPRNT
38. 20 CONTINUE TPRNT
39. IF(CHK) GO TO 50 TPRNT
90. 30 CONTINUE TPRNT
al. 50 IF(NDI .LT. 12) GO TO 100 TPRNT
92. J = I TPRNT
43. L = 6 TPANT
4. r : NTH * I TPRNT
45. 60 IF(L .GT. NNT) L i NNT TPANT
46. A: M TPRNT
?4. 00 I:J,L TPRNT
f8. N NEXT(NN0E I) TPRNT
49. NEXT(K) NEIT(LNODE*N) TPRNT
50. EXT(K+1) = TIN) TPRNT
St. K K + 2 TPRNT
52. TO CONTINUE TPANT
53. K := - 1 TPRNT
4. IF(K3N(28) .LT. 60) GO TO 80 TPRNT
$5. CALL TOPLIN TPANT
56. WRITE(6,75) TPANT
ST. S7 FORAT(IH ) TPRANT
58. ON(Z 2) = KN(28) * I TPRNT
59. SO WRITF(6,90) (HT, NEXTI), EFIT(lI),IzI1,K,2) TPRNT
IEi0. 90 F3RIATc(ilI, Al, 16. IN=, 612.5. 11)) TPRNT
RON!. =318 XOPd(28) # I 
TPRsiT
6.IrL .[9. *MT) RETURN ?PRNI
6.j L l TPRNT
L L.* TPRNT
GO TO 60 IPRNT
86. 100 hJ~TE6,1101 kDlIR TPRNT
4?. 110 FORMAT(IS0 140 0 INSUFFICIENT CYPIAPIC STORAGE AVAILABLf FOR SUMR TPANI
68. IUTI14E TPRNT, WDIFI 15, INI**. TPRPIT
69. STOP TPRIOT
TO. END, 1?? VT
CA
APPENDIX B
USERS DESCRIPTION FOR PLOTA
This appendix presents user descriptions for a SINDA plotting
routine, PLOTA, and a tape combining routine, MCOMB. Both routines are on
the second file of the SINDA/Version 9 program tape but are main routines
rather than user subroutines. A brief description of the routines and the
user input description is given below.
PLOTA DESCRIPTION
The plot routine which is available on the SINDA program tape can
be used with a history tape from a previous SINDA run to generate microfilm
output. The items available for plotting are (1) pressures for each pressure
node or pressure drop values for each tube, (2) valve positions for each valve,
(3) flowrates for each tube and (4) temperatures for each temperature lump.
_Each of these items may be plotted as a function of mission time. The user
specifies the grid time range to be plotted, a time label, and the items to
-be-plotted. A number of history tapes may be combined prior to plotting
the results. The user has the option.of averaging any portion of the plotted
curve and of specifying the range of the ordinate axis.
The system control cards and the data input cards for PLOTA are
described below:




8 ASG A=XXX (SINDA PROGRAM TAPE)
7 ASG E=XXX (FIRST TAPE TO BE COMBINED)
7
- ASG F=XXX (SECOND TAPE TO BE COMBINED)Add additional ASG cards as required for
tapes to be combined
B-1












Columns Format Title Description
Card 1 (Title Card)
1-72 12A6 TITLEA Any 72 alphammeric characters to be used
as heading for each frame of plots
Card 2 (Parameter Card)
1-10 F10.0 TA First value of time to be plotted (hours).
i1-20 F1O.O TZ Last value of time to be plotted (hours).
21-30 F10.0 TPG Time range for each grid. Number of grids
drawn will be (TZ-TA)/TPG. (If TPG is
left blank, the job will terminate.)




Any other value, "****"
36-40 15 MPNT Print control code
= 1, prints information to be plotted
while loading the plot tape
1, will not print information to be plotted
B-2
Columns Format Title Description
41-45 15 NTP Number of tapes to be combined. Use a
negative number if start and/or stop times
are specified on Card 3 for any tape to
be combined.
46-50 15 KT Logical unit number to which tape to be
plotted is assigned. If left blank, unit
23 is assumed. (See Table B-I) The com-
bined tape is assigned to this unit.
51-55 15 INC = 1, every time point and associated data
value from the tanes to be combined
will be transferred to the combined tape.
= 2, every second time point and associated
data values will be transferred to the
combined tape.
etc.
56-60 15 IUNIT Logical unit number to which first tape
to be combined is assigned. If left
blank, unit 7 is assumed.
61-70 F10.0 ASTRT Beginning time for averages (hours).
71-80 F10.0 ASTOP Ending time for averages (hours).
Card 3 (Required only if NTP < 0. See Card 2 columns 41-45)
1-5 F5.3 XSTART First time point from first tape to be
combined which will be transferred to
the combined tape.
6-10 F5.3 XSTOP Last time point from first tape to be
combined which will be transferred to
the combined tape.
Repeat XSTART and XSTOP in five column fields for each tape to be combined.
Card 4 (Item Card)
1-5 15 ITEM The item number to be plotted. Use a
negative value if this item is to start a
B-3
Columns Format Title Description
new grid. A maximum of four curves may
be plotted on one grid. Insert a blank
card when the number of items exceeds
34000 divided by the number of points
between TA and TZ. More item cards may
follow this blank card.
6-7 A2 ITYPE A two character item type code which
determines the type of item to be plotted.
= XX, pressures or pressure drop values
=.VP, valve positions
= FR, flow rates
= ST, node temperatures
8 Il IREL = 0, node numbers are actual numbers
= 1, node numbers are relative numbers
9-10 12 KAVG > 0, calculate the numerical average of
this item over the interval specified
by ASTRT and ASTOP in columns 61-70
and 71-80 of Card 2.
> 9, plot the average on the frame with
this item.
11-58 8A6 TITLES Item description to be printed at the top
of each grid, along with the plotting
symbol which is generated and used by the
program.
59-60 Blank
The next two values are optional (may be left blank) on the cards whose
item numbers are negative and are ignored on all other item cards.
61-70 F10.0 YLO The minimum (reference) value on the
Y-axis
71-80 F10.0 YHI The maximum value on the Y-axis
The above limits will be replaced by the program if numbers outside this
range are found in the histories of the items to be plotted on this grid.
B-4
Columns Format Title Description





If additional history tapes are to be plotted, repeat Card 1 and subsequent
cards for each additional history tape.
COMBINE ROUTINE DESCRIPTION
The combine routine, MCOMB, can be used to combine as many as six
history tapes into one history tape prior to its being plotted or being
compared to another tape. The combined tape which is generated can be saved
for future use if required. The user selects the frequency with which the
time points and associated data values on the original tapes are added to
the new tape. That is, every time point on the original tape can be added
to the new tape or every second, third, etc., point can be added depending
on the requirements for the combined tape.
The combine routine is a very useful feature if several history
tapes are generated on a long mission run. By combining these tapes before
plotting, a continuous plot of the mission can be obtained. The convenience
of the combine routine can also be observed when mission runs made with
different time increments are compared. Obviously, the run made with the
smaller time increment will take more computer time than the run made with
the larger time.increment, and will probably require at least one "restart".
In such a situation, there would be two history tapes with the smaller time
increment to compare to one with the larger time increment. Normally, this
would take two separate runs. However, with the new arrangement, the two
tapes with the smaller time increment can be combined and then compared to
the tape with the larger time increment on the same run.
The system control cards and the data input cards for MCOMB are
described below.
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USER'S MANUAL FOR MCOMB ROUTINE
CONTROL AND PROGRAM CARDS
7Z RUN8
7N MSG
8S ASG A=XXX (SINDA PROGRAM TAPE)
7 ASG E=XXX (First Tape to be combined)8
8 ASG F=XXX (Second tape to be combined)
Add additional ASG cards as required for
tapes to be combined.













DATA CARDS FOR MCOMB ROUTINE
Columns Format Title Description
Card 1 (Parameter Card)
1-5 15 NTAPE Number of tapes to be combined. Use a
negative value if start and/or stop times
are specified on Card 2.
6-10 I5 IUNIT Logical unit number to which first tape to
be combined is assigned. If left blank
unit 7 is assumed.
11-15 15 KT Logical unit number to which combined tape
is assigned. If left blank, unit 13 is
assumed.
16-20 15 KODE2 = 1, time to be added to the times read
from tapes to be combined will be
supplied on Card 3.
= 0, transfer times as read from tapes to
be combined.
21-25 15 INC = 1; every time point and associated data
values read from the tapes to be com-
bined will be transferred to the com-
bined tape.
= 2, every second time point and associated
data values will be transferred to the
combined tape.
etc.
Card 2 (Required only if NTAPE < O0. See Card 1 columns 1-5)
1-5 F5.3 XSTART First time point from first tape to be com-
bined which will be transferred to the
combined tape.
6-10 F5.3 XSTOP Last time point from first tape which will
be transferred to the combined tape.
B-7
Columns Format Title Description
Repeat XSTART and XSTOP in five columns fields for each tape to be combined.
Card 3 (Required only if KODE2 > 0. See Card 1 columns 16-20)
1-10 F10.0 ADD Time to be added to each time read from
first tape to be combined.
Repeat ADD in 10 column fields for each tape to be combined.
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TABLE B-I
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN FORTRAN UNIT NO. & I/O DEVICE
FORTRAN UNIT NO. I/0 DEVICE
1 A
2 B
3 C
4 D
7 E
8 F
9 G
10 H
11 I
12 J
13 K
14 L
15 M
16 N
18 0
19 P
20 Q
21 R
22 S
23 T
24 U
25 V
26 W
27 X
28 Y
29 Z
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